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Foreword 
This series is dedicated to Electrical 

Progress-to all who have helped and 
those who may in the coming years help 
to bring further under human control 
and service to humanity this mighty 
force of the Creator. 

The Electrical Age has opened new 
problems to all connected with modern 
industry, making a thorough working 
knowledge of the fundamental princi- 
ples of applied electricity necessary. 

The author, following the popular appeal for practical 
knowledge, has prepared this progressive series for the electrical 
worker and student; for all who are seeking electrical knowledge 
as a life profession; and for those who find that there is a gap in 

their training and knowledge of Electricity. 

Simplicity is the keynote throughout this series. From this 
progressive step-by-step method of instruction and explanation, 
the reader can easily gain a thorough knowledge of modern 
electrical practice in line with the best information and experi- 

ence. 

The author and publishers here gratefully acknowledge the 
hearty and generous help and co-operation of all those who have 

aided in developing this helpful series of Educators. 

The series will speak for itself and "those who run may read." 

The Publishers. 





Readers' Information Finder 

How to Use This Book 

Finder 

IMPORTANT 

To quickly and easily find information on any subject, read 
over the general chapter headings as shown in the large type- 
this brings the reader's attention to the general classification of 

information in this book. 

Each chapter is progressive, so that if the reader will use the 
outline following each general chapter heading, he will readily 
come to the information desired and the page on which to 

find it. 

Get the habit of using this Index-it will quickly reveal a 

vast mine of valuable information. 

"An hour with a book would have brought to your mind, 

The secret that took the whole year to find; 
The facts that you learned at enormous expense, 

Were all on a library shelf lo commence." 
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CHAPTER 37 

Galvanometers 
If a compass needle be allowed to come to rest in its natural 

position, and a current of electricity he passed through a wire 

- 

Fa. 1,274.-Bunnell simple detector galvanometer. It has middle clamps and scale divided 
into degrees. 

just over it from north to south, the north seeking end of the 
needle will be deflected _oward the east. 

If the wire be placed under the needle and the current con- 
tinued from north to south the needle will be deflected toward 
the west. 

Again, if the current be passed from north to south over the needle, and 
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back from south to north under the needle, as shown in fig. 1,276, the mag- 
netic effect will be doubled, and the needle deflected proportionately. 
Upon these phenomena depend the working of galvanometers. 

Ques. Describe a simple galvanometer. 

Ans. It consists essentially of a magnetic needle suspended 
within a coil of wire, and free to swing over the face of a grad- 
uated dial. 

Fin. 1,275.-Effect of a neighboring current upon a magnetic needle. Above the needle and 
parallel to it is a conductor carrying an electric current, the current flowing in the direction 
indicated by the arrow. This causes the north pole of the needle to turn toward the east. 
If the conductor be held below the needle, its north pole will turn in the opposite direction or 
toward the west. These movements are easily determined by Ampere's rule as follows:. if a 
torn could swim in the conductor with the current, and turn to face the needle, then the north pole 
of the needle will be deflected toward his left hand. 

Ques. What is a galvanoscope and how does it differ from 
a galvanometer? 

Ans. A galvanoscope, as shown in fig. 1,276, serves merely to 
indicate the presence of an electric current without measuring 
its strength. A galvanometer is an indicator of currents, in 
which the movement of the needle shows the direction of the 
current, and indicates whether it is a strong or a weak one. 

When the value of the readings has been determined by experiment or 
calculation any. galvanoscope becomes a galvanometer. 
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Ques. For what use are galvanometers employed? 

Ans. They are used for detecting the presence of an elec- 
tric current, and for determining its direction and strength. 

Ques. how is the direction and strength of the current 
indicated? 

Ans. When a galvanometer is connected in a circuit, the 

i 

Fio. 1,276.-Effect upon a magnetic needle of a neighboring current in a loop. In this arrange- 
ment the same conductor is simply carried back beneath the needle and hence both the upper 
and lower portions tend to turn it in the same direction. while the side branch or vertical 
section is ineffective. In accordance with Ampere's swimming rule. the upper wire cause: 
the N pole of the needle to turn to the left, while it a man imagine himself swimming in the 
lower wire in the direction of the current, and facing the needle (that is, swimming on his 
hack), the N pole of the needle will turn to his left-that is to the east. The effect of the 
loop then has double the effect of the single wire in fig. 1,275. 

direction of the current is indicated by the side toward which 
the north pole of the needle moves, and the current strength 
by the extent of the needle's deflection. 

Ques. how should a galvanometer he set up before using? 
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Ans. When no current is flowing, the coil should be parallel 
to the magnetic needle when at rest. 

Ques. What is a "sensitive" galvanometer? 

Ans. One which requires a very small current or pressure 
to produce a stated deflection. 

It does not follow that a galvanometer which is sensitive for current 
measurement will also be sensitive for pressure measurement. 

./ f 

Fro. 1,277.-Effect upon a magnetic needle of a neighboring current in a coil. The coil as 
shown, is equivalent to several loops, that is, the force tending to deflect the needle is equal 
to that of a single loop multiplied by the number of turns. I fence, by using a coil with a 
large number of turns, a galvanometer may be made very sensitive so that the needle will 
be perceptibly deflected by very feeble currents. An instrument, as shown in the figure 
is called a ga1vo, oscope. When it is accurately constructed, and supplied with a scale show- 
ing how many degrees the needle is deflected it is then called a galvanometer. 

Ques. Define the term "sensitivity." 

Ans. With reference to mirror reflecting galvanometers it 
may be defined in three ways. First, in megohms, the sensi- 
tivity being the number of megohms through which ()he volt will 
produce a deflection of one millimeter with the scale at distance 
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of one meter. Second, in micro -volts, the sensitivity being 
the number of micro -volts which applied directly to the ter- 
minals of the galvanometer will produce a deflection of one 
millimeter with the scale one meter from mirror. The sensitivity 
is best stated in megohms for high resistance galvanometers 
and in micro -volts for low resistance galvanometers, and is 
frequently given both for galvanometers for intermediate re- 
sistance. Third, in micro -amperes, the sensitivity being the 

Via. 1,278.-Knott galvanoscope. It has three separate circuits, 1, 25 and 100 turns with 
binding post for each circuit. 

L 

1-11 
' i' 111 1 

1 I 

ln, 
IIR' 

Fro. 1,279.-Breguet upright galvanometer with glass shade. 

Fro. I .280.-Bunnell horizontal galvanometer. It has two coils, one of which is of zero resist- ance and one of fifty ohms resistance adapting it to a variety of tests. 
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number of micro -amperes that will give one millimeter deflec- 

tion with scale at a distance of one meter. 

hues. Upon what does the sensitivity depend? 

Ans. 1, Upon the number of times the current circulates 
around the coil, 2, the distance of the needle from the coil, 3, 
the weight of the needle, 4, the current strength, and 5, the 
amount of friction produced by its movement. 

Fro. 1,281.-Bunnell galvanometer for measurement of instruments, lines, batteries, wires. 

etc., from 100 to 10.000 ohms or more. 

NOTE. The definition of roll age sensitivity given on page 946 is the one recommended 

by the f!. S. Bureau of Standards. Some foreign makers, however, specify thy sensitivity in 

terms of the voltage impressed directly across the terminals of the galvanometer without the 

critical damping resistance in series. The latter sensitivity may be several times the former. 

This fact should be borne in mind when selecting a galvanometer. 

NOTE. Strong currents must not he passed through very sensitive galvanometers, for 

even if they he not ruined. the deflect ion4 of the needle will be too large to give accurate meas- 

urements. In such cases the galvanometer is used with a shunt, or coil of wire arranged so 

that the greater part of the current will !low through it, and only a small portion through the 

gal % anometer. 
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The needle is usually quite small, and often a compound one. In very 
sensitive galvanometers, the coils are wound with thousands of turns of 
very fine wire, and shunts are generally used in connection with them. 

Ques. What two kinds of coil are used? 

Ans. The short coil and the long coil. 

(hies. What is the difference between a short coil and a 
long coil galvanometer? 

3 

Flo. 1,282.-Knott lecture table galvanometer. Adapted for use in simple lecture table experi- 
ments, where high sensibility is not essential. The scale is large and open. 

Ans. A short coil galvanometer has a coil consisting of a 
few turns of heavy wire; a long coil galvanometer is wound 
with a large number of turns of fine wire. 

(,Ines. What is the action of short and long coil galvan- 
ometers? 

Ans. With a given current, the total magnetizing force 
which deflects the needle is the same, but with a short coil, it 
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is produced by a large current circulating around a few turns, 
instead of a small current circulating around thousands of 
turns as in the long coil. 

The short coil being of low resistance is used to measure the current, 
and the long coil of high resistance, is suitable for measuring the pres- 
sure. Hence, a short coil instrument with its scale directly graduated in 
amperes is an ammeter, and the long coil type with graduation in volts is 
a volt meter. 

Classes of Galvanometer.-There are numerous kinds of 

Flo. 1 283.-Knott standard tangent galvanometer with Thompson adjustable control magnet. 

The suspension system consists of a needle 15 mm. long, suspended by fiber and provided with 
a convenient lift. The needle is protected by a box provided with engine divided dial, the 
windings are proportioned to meet the conditions of the greatest variety of experiments: 3 

turns coarse wire, posts I and 2, wound clockwise; 12 turns coarse wire, posts 2 and 3, wound 
counter -clockwise, giving between posts 1 and 3, nine turns of coarse wire wound counter- 
clockwise; 320 turns fine wire, posts 3 and 4. wound clockwise, especially designed for determ- 
ining the constant of a tangent galvanometer. 
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galvanometer designed to meet the varied requirements. Ac- 

cording to construction, galvanometers may be divided into 
two classes, as those having: 

1. Movable magnet and stationary coil; 
2. Stationary magnet and movable coil. 

Either type may be constructed with short or long coil, and 
there are several ways in which the deflections are indicated. 
The principal forms of galvanometer are as follows: 

1. Astatic; 
2. Tangent; 
3. Sine; 
4. Differential; 
5. Ballistic; 
6. D'Arsonval. 

Astatic Galvanometer.-It has been pointed out how a 
compass needle is affected when a wire carrying a current is 
held over or under it, the needle being turned in one direction 
in the first instance, and in the opposite direction for the sec- 
ond position of the wire. 

The earth's magnetism naturally holds the compass needle 
north and south. The magnetic field encircling the wire, being 
at right angles to the needle (when the wire itself is parallel 
therewith), operates to turn it from its normal position, nórth 
and south, so as to set it partially east and west. However, on 
account of the fact that the earth's magnetism does exert some 
force tending to hold the needle north and south, it is evident 
that no matter how strong the current, the latter can never 
succeed in turning the needle entirely east and west. The ac- 
complishment of this is further prevented by the reason of the 
points of the needle, where the magnetic effect is greatest, 
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quickly passing out of the reach of the magnetic field, where 
it is nowpractically operated on only in a slight degree. Thus 
it would take quite a powerful current to hold the needle de- 
flected any appreciable distance. The use of a shorter needle 
is, therefore, more desirable. 

It is evident in this style of instrument that the effect of the current 
cannot he accurately measured, because it acts in opposition to the earth s 
magnetism, and as this is constantly varying, some method must be em- 
ployed which will either destroy the earth's magnetism or else neutralize it. 

S -N' 
Fta. 1.284.-Astatic needles. Two magnetic needles of equal moment are mounted in opposi- 

tion on a light support. .1 he whole system is suspended by a delicate fibre, and when placed 
in a'uniform magnetic field such as that of the earth, there will be no tendency to assume 
any fixed direction, the only restraining influence on the needles being that due to torsion 
in the suspension fibre. 

In the astatic galvanometer, the earth's magnetism is neutralized by 
means of aslalic needles. These consist of a combination of two magnetic 
needles of equal size and strength, connected rigidly together with their 
poles pointing in opposite and parallel directions, as shown in fig. 1,284. 

As the north pole of the earth attracts the south pole of one of the 
needles, it repels with equal strength the north pole of the other needle, 
hence, the combination is independent of the earth's magnetism and will 
remain at rest in any position. 

If one of the needles be surrounded by a coil, as shown in fig. 1,285 the 
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magnetic effect of the current will be correctly indicated by the deflection 
of the needle. 

Sometimes each needle is surrounded by a coil, as in fig. 1,286, the coils 
being so connected that the direction of current in each will tend to deflect 
the needles in the same direction. 

(hues. For what use is the astatic galvanometer adapted? 

Ans. For the detection of small currents. 

It is used in the "nil" or zero methods, in which the current between 
the points to which the galvanometer is connected is reduced to zero. 

(hues. Upon what does the movement of the needles 
depend? 

S -,:: , 

N 
-< 

S 

< 
Flo. 1,285. --Connections of single coil astatic needles. The coil surrounds the lower needle 

and the direction of the current between the two needles tends to turn them the same way. 

Ans. Upon the combined effect of the magnetic attraction 
of the current which tends to deflect the needles, and the 
torsion in the suspension fibre which tends to keep the needle 
at the zero position. 

(hues. Does the astatic galvanometer give correct. read- 
ings for different values of the current? 

Ans. When the deflections are small (that is, less than 10° 
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or 15°), they are very nearly proportional to the strength of 
the currents that produce them. 

Thus, if a current produce a deflection of 6° it is known to be approxi- 
mately three times as strong as a current which only turns the needle 
through 2°. But this approximate proportion ceases to be true if the de- 
flection be more than 15° or 20°. 

Ques. Why does the instrument not give accurate read- 
ings for large deflections? 

Flo. 1,286.-Conncctionsof double coil astatic needles. With this arrangement, the direction 
of current in both coils will tend to turn the system in the same direction, making the needles 
more sensitive than with a single coil as in 1ig. 1,285. 

Ans. The needles are not so advantageously acted upon by 
the current, since the poles are no longer within the coils, but 
protrude at the side. Moreover, the needles being oblique to 
the force acting on them, only part of the force is turning them 
against the directive force of the fibre; the other part is uselessly 
pulling 'or pushing them along their length. 

Ques. How may correct readings be obtained? 
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Ans. The instrument may be calibrated, that is, it may be 
ascertained by special measurements, or by comparison with 
a standard instrument, what are the amounts of deflection cor- 
responding to particular current strengths? 

Thus, if it he once known that a deflection of 32° on a particular gal- 
vanometer is produced by a current of ; o of an ampere, then a current 
of that strength will always produce on that instrument the same deflec- 

"303210(.212-' 10 0 10 20 31a0' 

J 7,r--,--- 
i .,:.,__., 1f1 

I 

k 

8 = 
Q.:7D 

Fro. 1.287. --Queen reflecting astatic galvanometer. it is mounted on a mahogany base with 
leveling screws. A plain mirror is attached above the upper needle. The entire combina- 
tion of mirror and needles is suspended by unspun silk from the interior of a brass tube, 
which also carries a weak controlling magnet. A dial 4 inches in diameter and graduated 
in degrees, enables the deflections of the needle to be accurately read. The mirror can be 
used with a reading telescope and scale, or by means of a lantern. the image of a slit may 
be reflected from the mirror to a screen. Resistance, .5 to 1,000 ohms. 

Fro. 1,288.-Knott laminated magnet lecture table galvanometer, 30 megohm sensibility. 

tion, unless from any accident the torsion force or the intensity of the 
magnetic field be altered. 

The Tangent Galvanometer.-It is not possible to construct 
a galvanometer in which the angle (as measured in degrees of 
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arc) through which the needle is deflected is proportional 
throughout its whole range to the strength of the current. But 
it is possible to construct a very simple galvanometer in which 
the tangent of the angle of deflection shall be accurately propor- 
tional to the strength of the current. 

FIG. 1.289.-Tangent galvanometer. It consists o/ a short magnetic needle suspended at the 
center of a coil of large diameter and small cross section. In practice, the diameter of the 
coil is about 17 times the length of the needle. If the instrument be so placed that. when 
there is no current in the coil, the suspended magnet lies in the plane of the coil, that is. 
if the plane of the coil be set in the magnetic meridian. then the current passing through the 
coil is proportional lo the tangent of the angle by which the magnet is deflected from the plane 
of the coil, or zero position-hence the name: "tangent galvanometer." 

A simple form of tangent galvanometer is shown in fig. 1,289. 
The coil of this instrument consists of a single circle of stout 
copper wire from ten to fifteen inches in diameter. At the 
center is delicately suspended a magnetized steel needle not 
exceeding one inch in length, and usually furnished with a 
light index of aluminum. When the galvanometer is in use, 
the plane of the ring must be vertical and in the magnetic 
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meridian. A horizontal section through the middle of the in- 
strument is shown in fig. 1.290. For simplicity, the coil is sup- 

I° o. 1.2Ní1.-Ilorizontal se.aion through middle of ta.went galvanometer. showing magnetic whirls around the coil and corresponding deflection of needle. 

Fin. 1.291.-Central Scientific Co. tangent galvanometer. A 9 inch brass ring is mounted on a mahogany base which rotates on a tripod provided with levelling screws. The needle 
has an aluminum pointer and jeaellecl bearings. The winding consists of 300 turns of mag- net wile so connected to the plugs in front that 20. 40, f30, or 1110 turns or any combination of these numbers may be used. For heavy currents a band of copper is used by connecting to the extra pair of binding posts in the rear of the instrument. 

1C' 

posed to have but a single turn of wire, the circles surrounding 
the wire representing the magnetic lines of force. 'By extending 
the lines of force .until they reach the needle, it will be seen 
that with a short needle, the deflecting force acts in an east 
and west direction when the galvanometer is placed with its coil 
in the magnetic meridian. 
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If, in fig. 1,292, ab, represent the deflecting force acting on the N end 
of the needle, the component of this force that acts at a right angle to the 
needle will be 

1# 

I 
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, . . . , \ ,4 ...AP.' 
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\ 
Ito. 1,292.-Diagram of forces acting on the needle of a tangent galvanometer. 

ab cos x 
in which, x, is the angle of the deflection. 

The controlling force is 
ad=H 

and when the needle is in equilibrium, the component, ae =H sin x, is equal 
and opposite to ac, hence 

ab cos x =H sin x 
from which 

ab=H sin x =Htanx 
cos x 
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Since ab, is proportional to the current, 

ab=kC=Htanx 
in which k, is a constant depending upon the instrument. For any other 
current C', 

hence 
kC'=H tan x' 

C:C'=tanx: tan x' 
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Fro. 1,293.-Bunnell tangent galvanometer. This instrument is mounted on a circular hard 
rubber base. 7% inches diameter, provided with leveling screws and anchoring points. 
The galvanometer consists of a magnetized needle 71 inch in length, suspended at the center 
of a rubber ring six inches in diameter, containing the coils. There are live coils of 0. 1, 10, 
50 and 150 ohms resistance. The first is a stout copper band of inappreciable resistance; the 
others are of different sized copper wires, carefully insulated. Five terminals are provided, 
marked, respectively, 0, 1, 10. 50 and 150. The ends of the coils are so arranged that the 
plug inserted at the terminal marked 50. puts in circuit all the coils; marked at the terminal 
50-al! except the 150 ohm coil; and so on, till at the zero terminal only the copper band is 
in circuit. Fixed to the needle, which is balanced on jewel and pivot, is an aluminum pointer 
at right angles, extending across a five inch dial immediately beneath. One side of the dial 
is divided into degrees; on the other side, the graduations correspond to the tangent of the 
angles of deflection. 
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This means that the currents passing through the coil of a tangent 
galvanometer are proportional, not to the angle of deflection, but to the 
tangent of that angle. 

Ques. Upon what does the sensitivity of a tangent gal- 
vanometer depend? 

Ans. It is directly proportional to the number of turns of 
the coil and inversely proportional to the diameter of the coil. 
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Flo. I,294.-Diagram illustrating the tangent law. This is the law of the combined action of 
two magnetic fields upon a magnetic needle. If two magnetic fields he at right angles in 
direction as indicated in the figure, the resultant field is obtained by the parallelogram of 
forces and it makes an angle O. withoneof the component fields such that tan O = M + H. 
where M, and I1, are the strengths of the component fields. In the tangent galvanometer 
this principle is employed in the measurement of currents. A magnetic needle is pivoted 
in a field of known strength. The current to be measured is passed round a coil for coils) 
which generates a field at right angles to the original field. The needle then lies along the 
direction of the resultant field, and by finding the tangent of its angle of deflection, and 
knowing the field strength produced by unit current in the coil, the current strength can 
be found. 

Ques. How may the tangent galvanometer be used as an 
ammeter? 

Ans. The strength of the current may he calculated in am- 
peres by the formula given on the next page when the dimen- 
sions of the instrument are known. 

The needle is supposed to be subject to only the earth's magnetism 
and to move in a horizontal plane. The current is calculated as follows: 
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1-IXr amperes- 
N 

tanx (I) 
in which 

II =constant from table on the next page; 
=radius of coil; 

N = number of turns of coil; 
x =angle of deflection of needle. 

The constant H, given in the following table represents the horizontal 
force of the earth's magnetism for the place where the galvanometer is 

used. Each value has been multiplied by 10 so that the formula (1) 

for amperes is correct as given. 

Flo. 1.295.-Mechanical explanation of the tangent law. Construct an apparatus as shown in the figure. 'fhe short wooden block. NS, represents the magnetic needle. This piece of wood turns around its center C. which may be an ordinary nail. It will now be seen that two different forces act upon N: namely. the weight G, (one or two ounces). and the chang '- able weights which are placed in the scoop. W. (made of cardboard). The height of the roll, or wheel. It, is such that the cord, RN. runs horizontally, when NS, stands vertically, 
when there is no weight in the little scoop. If the wheel. It, be placed sufficiently far from NS, the string RN, will always remain almost horizontal, even if NS, be deviated. The pointar on NS. moves over a horizontal scale, which is divided into equal parts, as shown. This scale may be made of cardboard. If the hand point to division I, when one ounce is «laced in the scoop, it will point to 2, for two ounces, to 3. for three ounces. etc. At 45° the 
needle is deviated at its greatest angle, and this is, therefore, the sensitivity angle of the tangent galvanometer. The deviating values are, therefore, proportionate to the scale divi- sions 01, 02. and 03, and so on; and, inasmuch as these themselves are tangents, the tangent law will hold good. 
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Table of Galvanometer Constants.-Values of H. 

Boston ' .699 New I laven .731 
Chicago .759 Philadelphia .783 
Denver .919 Portland, Me. .674 
Jacksonville 1 094 San Francisco 1.021 
London .745 St. Louis .871 
Minneapolis .681 Washington .810 
New York .744 

Ques. How is the tangent galvanometer constructed to 
give direct readings? 

Ans. To obviate reference to a table, the circular scale of, 

1,296.-Graduation of tangent galvanometer scale with divisions representing tangent 
values. In the figure let a tangent OT, be drawn to the circle, and along this line let any 
number of equal divisions be set off, beginning at O. From these points draw lines back to 
the center. The circle will thus be divided into a number of spaces, of which those near O. 
are nearly equal, but which get smaller and smaller as they recede from O. These unequal 
spaces correspond to equal increments of the tangent. If the scale were divided thus, the 
readings would be proportional to the tangents. 

the instrument is sometimes graduated into tangent values, as 
in fig. 1,296, instead of being divided into equal degrees. 

Ques. What is the objection to the scale with tangent 
values? 

Ans. It is more difficult to divide an arc into tangent lines 
with accuracy than into equal degrees. 
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(foes What disadvantage has the tangent galvanometer? 
Ans. The coil being much larger than the needle, and hence 

far away from it, reduces the sensitiveness of till. instrument. 

The Sine Galvanometer.-This type of instrument has a 
vertical coil which may be rotated around a vertical axis, so 

Flo. 1,297.-Central Scientific Co. universal tangent galvanometer. This instrument may be 
used as a tangent, Gaugam, Helmholtz-Gaugain, sine, cosine, 11 iedemann or detector 
galvanometer. The coils, which sl de on a beam parallel to the one carrying the needle box, 
are wound on brass rings 12 inches in diameter. On each ring are wound tao coils of 48 turns each, connected to separate binding posts, and double wound so as to he of equal 
resistance. The coils and needle box m e each provided wit an indicator for reading their posi- tion on the scale. The needle box is swiveled and removable and one coil may be rotated about its vertical axis and its position read on a disc graduated in degrees. Currents may 
be measured ranging from .000002 ampere to 100 amperes. 

that it can be made to follow the magnetic needle in its de- 
flections. 

In the sine galvanometer, the coil is moved so as to follow the needle 
until it is parallel with the coil. Under these circumstances, the strength 
of the deflecting current is proportional to sine of angle of deflection.' 
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Ques. Describe the construction of a sine galvanometer. 

Ans. A form of sine galvanometer is shown in fig. 1,298. The 
vertical wire coil is seen at M. A needle of any length less than 
the diameter of the coil M, moves over the graduated circle N. 
The coil M, and graduated circle N, may be rotated on a ver - 

Into. 1,298.-Sine galvanometer. It differs from the tangent galvanometer in that the vertical 
coil and magnetic needle are mounted upon a standard free to revolve around a vertical 
axis, with provision for determining the angular position of the coil. The needle may be 

of any length shorter than the diameter of the coil. In the figure the parts are: M. coil; 
N, graduated dial of magnetic needle: II, graduated dial by which the amount of rotation 
necessary to bring the needle to zero is measured; E, terminals of the coil; O. upright stand- 

ard carrying coil and graduated dial of magnetic needle; C, base with leveling screws. 

tical axis, and the amount of angular movement necessary to 
bring the needle to zero, measured on the graduated circle H. 

Ques. IIow is the current strength measured? 

Ans. It is proportional to the sine of the angle measured on 
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the horizontal circle II, through which it is necessary to turn 
the coil 1\1, from the plane of the earth's magnetic meridian to 
the plane of the needle when it is not further deflected by the 
current. 

Goes. IIow is the sine galvanometer operated? 
Ans. In using the instrument, after the needle has been set 

to zero, the current is sent through the coil, producing a deflec- 

TABLE OF NATURAL SINES AN!) TANGENTS 

Sin. Tan. [ Sin. Tan. z Sin. Tan. [ Sin. Tan. [ Sin. Tan. 
0° .0000 .0000 18° .3090 .3249 36° .5878 726 54° .8090 1.3761 72° .9511 3.0777 

19 .3256 .344 55 .8192 1.128173 9563 3.2709 
1 .0175 .017 7 .6018 .753 56 .8290 1.4826 
2 .0349 .034'+0 .3420 .3640 : .6157 .781. 74 9613 3.4874 3 .0523 .052 - 39 .6293 .809:.57 .8587 1.5399 75 .96.59 3.7:121 

1 .3584 .3839 58 .8480 1.6003 76 .9703 4.0105 
4 .0698 .069 22 .3746 .401 I .6428 .8391 .59 .8572 1.6643 
5 .0871 .087 23 .3907 .424' 77 .9744 4.3315 
6 .1045 .1051 41 .6561 .8693 0 .8660 1.7321 78 .9781 4.1046 

',4 .4067 .4452 42 .6691 .901)4 79 9816 5.1446 
7 .1219 .12 º 25 .4226 .466. 43 .6920 .9325 61 .8716 1.8010 
8 .1392 .140 26 .4384 .4877 .2 .8829 1.8807 80 .9848 '5.6713 
9 .1564 .150 44 .6947 .9857 .3 .8910 1.9626 

_7 .4540 .509'45 7071 1.0000 81 .9877 6.3138 
10 .1736 .176 28 .4695 .5317 16 7193 1.0355 4 .8988 2.0.503 82 .9913 7.1154 

.4848 .554.' .5 .9663 2.144583 9925 8.1443 
11 .1908 .194 47 .7314 1.0724 .6 .9135 2.2460 
12 .2079 .21.4'41 .5000 .577448 .7431 1.1106 84 .9945 9.5144 
13 .2250 .230' 49 .7547 1.1504 7 .9205 2.3559 85 .99112 11.43 

31 .5150 .601 .8 .9272 2.4751 86 .9976 14.30 
14 .2419 .249332 .5299 .624'3`0 .7660 1.1918 .9 .9339 2.6051 
15 .2588 .267 33 .5446 .6494 87 .9986 19.09 
16 .2756 .286T "1 .7771 1.2349 70 .9397 2.7175 88 .999) 2+.a4 

54 .5592 .6715.5'2 .7880 1.2799 89 .9998 57.29 
17 .2924 .3057'5 .5736 .7002 53 .7988 1.3270 71 .9455, 2.9012 

tion of the needle. The coil is then rotated to follow the motion 
of the needle, the current being kept constant, the rotation 
being continued until the zero on the upper dial again registers 
with the needle. The current then is proportional to the sine 
of the angle through which the coil has been turned, as deter- 
mined by the lower dial. 
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Ques. Has the sine galvanometer a large range? 

Ans. For a given controlling field, it does not admit of a 

very large range of current measurement, since, for large de- 

flection, on rotating the coil the position of instability is soon 

reached. 

Ques. What is the position of instability? 

Ans. The position of the needle beyond which the rotation 
of the coil will cause it to turn all the way round. 

Ques. How may the range be increased? 

Ans. By an adjustable controlling field or a shunt. 

Ques. What advantage has the sine galvanometer over 

the tangent instrument? 

Ans. Its advantage is in the case where the relative values 
of two or more currents are required to be measured, or where 

the constant of the instrument is obtained by comparison with 

a standard measuring instrument and not calculated from the 
dimensions of the coil, because all galvanometers thus used 

follow the sine law independently of the shape of the coil, while 

only circular coils will follow the sine law. 

Damping Effect.-The term "damping effect" means the 
offering of a retarding force to control swinging vibrations, such 

as the movements of a galvanometer needle, and to bring them 

quickly to rest. 
Frequently the sensitivity is the only characteristic speci- 

fied, but this is only one of three major characteristics. The 
critical damping resistance is an extremely important char- 

acteristic, as it is very difficult to work with a galvanometer 
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that is improperly damped. If excessively under damped, the 
galvanometer system oscillates around its position of rest after 
a deflection, and if excessively over damped it will travel to 
its position of rest so slowly that it is very difficult to tell when 
the system has come to rest. A critically damped galvanometer 
is dead beat; that is, on deflection the system moves to, but 
does not pass, its new position and comes to rest there in the 
minimum time, after which, with the removal of the current, 
the system returns to, but does not pass, its zero position. 

Fro. I ,299.-Queen tangent and sine galvanometer. This instrument properly adjusted can be 
used as a standard instrument for laboratory work. The brass ring is 12 inches in diam- 
eter. and the grooves in which the wire is wound are carefully turned so as to be of true 
rectangular cross section. thus allowing the constant of the instrument to be accurately cal- 
culated and compared with the constant as obtainer) by other methods. The compass box 
is 5 inches in diameter and is so held in position that it may be raised or lowered. rotated 
on its vertical axis, shifted out of the plane of the coil. etc.. thus enabling the operator to 
acquire proficiency with the instrument and to meet all cases of derangement possible. The 
dial is graduated to single degrees, and the needle is suspended by a very light cocoon fibre. 
The whole instrument can be turned about its vertical axis, and a quadrant graduated in 
degrees upon the base allows the amount of rotation to be accurately measured, and the 
laws of the sine galvanometer investigated. The instrument is wound to measure .25 am- 
pere to 8 amperes. 

Experience has shown that it is most convenient to work with a gal- 
vanometer which is just slightly under clamped, and it usually pays to 
sacrifice sensitivity to attain such a condition. 

Very often proper damping may be produced by a shunt or a combina- 
tion of a shunt and series resistance. In specifying a galvanometer, the 
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external critical damping resistance should be stated. If this cannot be 
done readily, a complete description of the circuit, external to the gal- 
vanometer, should be given. 

External Critical Damping Resistance.-By definition, this 
is the external resistance in the galvanometer circuit necessary to 
produce the critically damped condition. 

The advantage of the critically damped condition rests chiefly 
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Fta. 1,300.-Knott universal lecture table galvanometer. It comprises eight instruments in 
in one: I. gal, ammeter, one space deflection means .002 amperes or .002 volt: 2, milli roll 
meter, range 25 milli volts reading to ). milli volt; 3. milliampere meter, range 25 milliamperes 
reading to 51 milliampere; 4, Doll ureter, range 0 to 5 vol s reading to Ill volt; 5, roll meter, 
range 0 to 25 volts reading to ;y volt; 6. roll meter, range 0 to 125 volts reading to 2A volts; 
7, ammeter, range 0 to 5 amperes reading to ampere; 8, ammeter, range 0 to 25 amperes 
reading to ri55 ampere. 
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in the fact that it aids in rapid work, since a galvanometer sys- 

tem when critically damped returns more promptly to rest 
than when in an underdamped or over damped condition. 
Another advantage is that when approximately critically 
damped the system is prevented passing much beyond its 

;.e - - -J`--ti 
C 

no. 1301.-Knott Lampra projection galvanometer, adapted for projection work. The scale 

chamber is of the rc*gulation slide holder size with glass both sides of the indicator. It is 

arranged to give adequate adjustment for any form of projection lantern, the .ndicator 
movingover an arbitrary scale. 

position of rest upon its return, and therefore the zero or nil 

position is rendered more stable. This conduces to more accu- 

rate work when deflections are to be estimated. Practically, 

NOTE.-Period requirements, When the proper sensitivity and external critical damp- 

ing resistance have been decided upon, it usually devolves upon the designer of the galvano- 

meter to secure as short a period as is possible, since the shorter the period the quicker may 

successive adjustments or readings be made. The principal exception to this statement arises 

in the application of galvanometers to ballistic measurements. Here a short period is unde- 

sirable. In special cases where the period must not exceed a certain value. it is better to specify 

the period and the external critical damping resistance, leaving it to the designer to obtain the 

greatest sensitivity possible. 
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it is best to work with a galvanometer just slightly under - 
damped. 

The Differential Galvanometer.-This is a form of galva- 
nometer in which a magnetic needle is suspended between Iwo 
coils of equal resistance so wound as to tend to deflect the needle 
in opposite directions. 

FIG. I,302.-Differential galvanometer. /t consists of two coils of wire, so wound as to have opposite magnetic effects on a magnetic needle suspended centrally between them. The 
needle of a differential galvanometer shows no deflection when two equal currents are sent 
through the coils in opposite directions, since, under these conditions, each coil neutralizes 
the effect of the other. Sometimes the current is so sent through the two coils, that each 
coil deflects the needle in the same direction. In this case the instr4ment is no longer dif- 
ferential in action. If, when this condition obtains, the magnetic needle be suspended at 
the exact center of the line which joins the centers of the coils, the advantage is gained by 
obtaining a field of more nearly uniform intensity around the needle. When the needle 
is suspended by a silk fibre, a final and most delicate adjustment can be obtained by raising 
or lowering one of the leveling screws slightly, so as to tilt the needle nearer to or farther 
from one of the coils. 

The needle of a differential galvanometer shows no deflection when two 
equal currents are sent through the coils in opposite directions, since 
under these conditions, each coil neutralizes the other's effects. Such 
instruments may he used in comparing resistances, although the iV/teat- 
stone'bridge, in most cases, affords a preferable methtxl. 

Ques. Name the special use of the differential galvano- 
meter. 
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Ans. It is used for comparing two currents. 

Ques. What is the method of comparing currents? 

Ans. If two equal currents he sent in opposite directions 
through the coils of the galvanometer, the needle will not move; 
if the currents he unequal, the needle will he deflected by the 
'stronger of them with an intensity corresponding to the differ- 
ence of the strength of the two currents. 

Ftos. 1,303 and I,104.-Knott triple laminated high school galvanometer, 30 megohm sen- 
sibility. The laminated magnets give greater magnetic strength, enabling heavier ribbon 
suspensions to be used, thus decreasing the liability of breakage. The coil is of the close 
wound type, and forms part of the suspension system, which can be removed by loosening 
one screw. The zero adjustment and coil lift operate by turning a knurled screw head. 
Deflection readings are made directly by pointer moving over a 354 in. horizontal dial gradu- 
ated in degrees. This galvanometer is spezially adapted for the use of ballistic coils in 
capacity and self-induction experiments. 

Ques. Ilow are the coils adjusted? 

\ns. This is done by coupling them in series in such a way 
that they tend to turn the needle in opposite directions, and 
when a current is passing through them they are moved nearer 
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to the needle or farther from it until the needle stands at zero 
with any current. 

If the coils he not movable, a turn or more can he unwound from the 
coil giving the greatest magnetic effect until a balance is obtained, the 
wire so unwound can then be coiled in the base of the instrument. 

Ballistic Galvanometer.-This type of galvanometer is de- 
signed to measure the strength of momentary currents, such 
for instance, as the discharge of a condenser. In construction 

FIG. 1,305.-Weston portable student galvanometer. Resistance approximately 25 ohms. 
The current required for a millimeter (one scale division) deflection is 22 micro -amperes. 
\Vith I volt, a deflection of 1 millimeter will be obtained through 45.500 ohms, but as a de- 
flection of .2 of a millimeter can be readily eletected, the galvanometer is, in reality. service- 
able through 227,500 ohms. This galvanometer is designed for the use of students in colleges 
and schools, for making bridge measurements, and for the detection of small currents. 

the magnetic system is given considerable weight, and arranged 
to give the least possible damping effect. 

If a momentary current be passed through a ballistic galvanometer, 
the impulse given to the needle does not cause appreciable movement to 
the magnetic system until the current ceases, owing to the inertia of the 
heavy moving parts, the result being a slow swing of the needle. 

Ques. What name is given to the swing off a ballistic gal- 
vanometer needle? 
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Ans. It is called the kick. 

Ques. How is the current measured? 

Ans. As the needle swings slowly around it adds up, as it 
were, the varying impulses received during the passage of the 
momentary current, and the quantity of electricity that has passed 
is proportional to the sure of half the angle of the first swing or kick. 

7 1 ) 

Fin. 1.306.-Queen dead heat and ballistic reflecting galvanometer. As i ll usl rat ed. t he coils are 
easily removable and enclose a heavy block of copper fixed in a central fork. In a cylin- 
drical hole bored in this block hangs the bell magnet which with its mirror is suspended 
by a long cocoon libre. and the eddy currents induced in the copper bring the system quickly 
to rest after a deflection. By liking the copper block out of the frame the instrument is 
made ballistic. The instrument is made with coils of any desired resistance up to 1,000 ohms. 

If a reflecting method be used with a straight scale, the observed de- 
flection depends upon the tangent of twice the angle of movement of the 
needle. For small deflections, however, the change of flux can be taken 
as directly proportional to the observed deflection. 

Shunted Ballistic Galvanometer.-It may be shown, that in 
discharging a condenser, for example, through a shunted ballis- 
tic galvanometer, the quantity of electricity divides inversely in 
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proportion lo the resistance of the two paths, one through the gal- 
vanometer and the other through the shunt. However, the 

Furs. 1,307 and 1,30'1. --Knott laminated vertical magnet galvanometer, 70 megohm sensib- 
ility. The unit suspension system shown in fig. 1.308, carries the coil, upper and lower sus- 
pension. zero adjustment and coil lift, all comprising a single unit attached to the hack base 
plate. A back target fiducial mark is used. with a front opening wide enough for both edges 
to he used in their normal position without errors of parallax. By removing the reading 
device, reflections can be read by telescope reading. Sensibility is 70 megohm, equal to 
all requirements for laboratory use; resistance about one ohm per megohm. 

NOTE.-A short period is undesirable in a galvanometer which is to be used for ballistic 
measurements. Not only does a short period make it difficult to read the maximum deflection 
or throw, but the throw itself may be appreciably in error if the time of discharge through the 
galvanometer b.: not short in comparison with the period of the galvanometer. For these reasons 
a galvanometer for ballistic measurements should have a long period. This can be obtained 
by weighting the coil, but it is more efficient to use a coil of greater width. Of course, where 
a very long period is necessary, the coil can he made wide, and weighted in addition. How- 
e rer, for measurements requiring a ballistic galvanometer of very long period, it has been found 
more convenient to employ a modification of the ballistic galvanometer known as the flux - 
meter. The fluxmcter is a ballistic galvanometer in which the restoring torque has been re- 
duced to a minimum, and the damping made as great as possible. When measuring flux with 
such an instrument and an auxiliary exploring coil, the posit ion of the galvanometer coil follows, 
almost immediately, any change in flux through the exploring coil. The fluxmeter is so 
much more convenient to use that it is recommended for all measurements which would other- 
wise require such a ballistic galvanometer. It is believed by sonic, that a galvanometer to be 
used ballistically should be undamped. While it is true that an undamped ballistic galvano- 
meter is more sensitive than a critically damped ballistic galvanometer. the critically damped 
galvanometer is much more convenient. Ballistic galvanometers are now available with suffi- 
ciently high sensitivity to make it unnecessary to dispense with the damping. Accordingly 
for convenience, a ballistic gal°:anameter is recommended far critically damped condition. 
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consequent throw will not he related in a simple manner to the 
shunt resistances at the various shunt points because the damp- 
ing will depend upon the circuit resistance. 

If, on the other hand, an Ayrton universal shunt be employed when 
measuring condenser discharges, the damping constant does not change 
for the various shunt points, since the galvanometer circuit resistance re- 
mains constant for all shunt settings. It suffices. therefore, to determine 
the galvanometer constant for one shunt ratio and follow the shunt mark- 
ings for other positions. 

FIG. 1,309.-Diagram showing method of connecting galvanometer shunt. By the use of a 

shunt the range of measurement of a galvanometer can be greatly increased. 

In using a shunted ballistic galvanometer on any other than an ex- 
tremely high resistance circuit a shunt cannot be used unless the galva- 
nometer constant be determined for the shunt point and circuit conditions 
to he afterwards employed. To illustrate, in making measurements of 
magnetic induction. the test or search coil will usually have a low resist- 
ance. resulting in a change in the damping constant when the shunted 
galvanometer is applied to the search coil circuit, and a further change 
when the shunt switch is moved from one point to another: Even an 
Ayrton shunt may not be used under these circumstances mithout deter- 
mining the galvanometer constant for the particular shunt setting and 
circuit resistance to be employed in making the induction measurements. 
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To avoid error from these causes it is customary always to have in series 
with the search coil the secondary of the mutual inductance to be em- 
ployed in determining the galvanometer constant. It is of interest to show 
the sensitivity of a ballistic galvanometer in two ways. The total quantity 
of electricity passing through both shunt and galvanometer should be 
considered. 

The other method is to consider the galvanometer throw for a unit 
quantity of electricity passing through the galvanometer coil. This last 
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Four,. 1,310.-Ayrton universal shunt. Multiplying powers 1, .1..01, .001, .0001, 0, and infin- 
ity. This type of shunt may be supplied with a total resistance of 3.000, 10,000. 30,000 and 
100,000 ohms. la selecting a shunt the external critical damping resistance of the galvanom- 
eter with which the shunt is to be used should be considered. A shunt should be selected 
which will enable the use of the galvanometer in approximately critically damped condi- 
tions. Of course the resistance of the circuit beyond the shunt should be taken into account 
when making the selection. 

NOTE. Sensitirily requirements. A galanometer should have a sensitivity sufficient 
lo permit reading to a degree of precision commensurate with the requirements of the work to be 
undertaken. It is usually a matter of simple calculation to determine the required sensitivity. 
It is not desirable CO employ a galvanometer having a sensitivity far greater than the worn. 
demands, because this results in working with a galvanometer which is more difficult to use. 
Another objection arises from the fact that the period is probably longer than necessary because 
of the higher sensitivity, and as a result the time taken for successive adjustments or readings 
is relatively longer. An additional disada antage is that considerable time is likely to be wasted 
by making too many trials in attempting to obtain too close adjustment. Furthermore, a 
galvanometer having an unnecessarily high sensitivity is likely to have a less stable zero, 
particularly since in this case the high sensitivity implies greater departure from zero in making 
the settings. 
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method is useful in showing clearly how the shunt affects the sensitivity 
by reason of its damping. 

Galvanometer Shunts.-The sensitiveness of a galvanometer 
used for measuring current may he reduced to any desired 
extent by connecting a resistance of known value in parallel 
with it. Thus, if it be desired to measure a current greater 
than can he measured directly by the galvanometer, a part of 
the current can be sent through the resistance or shunt, and 
the total value of the current calculated. 

o 
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Flo. 1,311.-Diagram of a form of universal shunt box fbr use with galvanometers of widely 
different resistances. The galvanometer. as indicated at G. is connected across the ends 
of a series of resistances All. The main wires are connected, one to end A, of the series 
and the other to a traveling point whose position is varied by means of plugs or by a dial 
switch. 

A galvanometer shunt hears a definite ratio to the resistance 
of the galvanometer, being usually adjusted so that only .1, 
.01, or .001 part of the current passes through the galvanometer. 

1'he degree in which a shunt increases the range of deflection 
of a galvanometer is called its "multiplying power." 

If .1 of the current flowing, passed through the galvanometer and .9 
through the shunt, then the current in the circuit would be ten times that 
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through the galvanometer. Accordingly the current in the galvanometer 
must be multiplied by the multiplying power of the shunt to obtain the 
true value of the current in the circuit. 

In order to determine the resistance necessary to be used 
with a certain galvanometer, the resistance of the latter is to 
be divided by the multiplying power desired, less one. 
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Fto. 1,312.-Queen projection or lecture table galvanometer; used also by manufacturers as a 
current detector on work benches to note if circuit winding, coil, etc. be complete. The 
galvanometer is a pivot and jewel type D'Arsonval and requires no leveling or adjusting. The 
telescope support allows (or adjusting the height. The scale is etched in glass. 

Exnm¡ale.--What must be the resistance of a shunt for a galvanometer 
of 2,000 ohms resistance where only one -fifth of the current is to pass 
through the galvanometer? 
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The multiplying power less one is 
5-1=4 

and the required resistance is 
2,000+4=500 ohms. 

Damping.-This relates to the checking or reduction of oscil- 
lations. Thus, a galvanometer is said to be damped when so 
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Fta. I.313.-Knott self -leveling D'Arsonval galvanometer, 600 megohm sensibility. designed 
especially for advanced laboratory work. It can be used either as a wall or table instrument 
is both self -centering and self -leveling. The instrument is hung from universal gimbals, so 
that both magnet and coil are always ir. correct relation. Resistance 400 ohm. 

constructed that any oscillations of the pointer which may be 
started, rapidly die away. Galvanometers are frequently pro- 
vided with damping devices for the purpose of annulling these 
oscillations, thus causing the moving part to assume its final 
position as quickly as possible. 
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FIG. 1,3l4.-Thompson galvanometer with mirror reflecting system for reading the deflections 
of a galvanometer needle by the movements of a spot of light reflected from a mirror attached 
to the needle or movable magnetic system. 

SCALE 

\MIRROR ON 

GA_VANOMETER COIL 

Flo. 1,315.-Telescope method of reading galvanometer deflections by reflec ion of scale reading 
in mirror. Here two mirrors are used. but in most cases the telescope is pointed directly 
toward the mirror on the galvanometer shown in fig. 1.314. because the two mirror system, 
as illustrated in the figure, is used on portable galvanom ters since it is the more compact. 
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Sometimes the instrument is fitted with a damping coil, or closed coil 
so arranged with respect to the moving system that the oscillations of the 
latter give rise to electric currents in the closed coil, whereby energy is 
dissipated. Again, air vanes are employed, but anything in the nature of 
solid friction cannot be used. 

Use of Mirrors in Galvanometers.-In order that small 
currents may be measured accurately, some means must be 
provided to easily read a small deflection of the needle. Ac- 
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nos. 1,316 and 1,317.-Galvanometer lamp and scale for individual use. The scale is etched on a ground glass strip 6 centimeters wide by 60 centimeters long with long centimeter divi- sions and short millimeter divisions the entire length, reading both ways from zero in the center. It is mounted in an adjustable wooden frame. A straight filament lamp (I10 volts) is enclosed in a metal hood japanned black to cut out all reflected light. This form of fila- ment makes a single brilliant line on the scale, enabling closer readings than the "spot of light" arrangement. The lamp hood is adjustable to any desired height on the support rod. 

cordingly, it is desirable that the pointer be very long so that a 
large number of scale divisions may correspond to small de- 
flections. In construction, since sensitive galvanometers must 
be made with the moving parts of little weight, it would not 
do to use a long needle, hence a ray of light is used instead, 
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which is reflected on a distant scale by a small mirror attached 
to the moving Part. 

In the Thompson mirror reflecting galvanometer, as shown in fig. 1,314, 
a small vertical slit is cut in the lamp screen below the scale, and the ray 
of light from the lamp, passing through the slit, strikes the mirror which 
is about three feet distant, and which reflects the beam back to the scale. 

6Co 
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Fin. 1.315.-Reading telescope. This arrangement is utilized to measure the deflections of 
a galvanometer having suspended mirror moving system. It consists o/a reading telescope 
mounted as illustrated with a millimeter scale, having a length of 50 centimeters. In use. 
the image of the scale is seen in the galvanometer mirror through the telescope. The eye 
piece of the telescope has a cross hair which acts as a reference line so that by noting the 
particular division on the scale v. hen the galvanometer is at rest, the amount of deflection 
can he readily observed when the galvanometer is deflected. The instrument has all the 
necessary adjustments to set it up quickly and for bringing the etoss hair and scale in focus. 
It is generally placed at a distance of one meter from the galvanometer mirror. 

It should be noted that the angle between the original ray of light and 
the reflected ray is twice the angle of the deflection of the mirror; the de- 
flections of the ray of light on the scale, however, are practically propor- 
tional to the strength of currents through the instrument. 

The mirror arrangement as shown in fig . 1,314, requires a darkened room 
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for its operation, but such is not necessary when a telescope is used as 
in fig. 1,315. Here the scale readings are reflected in the mirror and their 
value observed by the telescope without artificial light. 

D'Arsonval Galvanometer.-This instrument has a movable 
coil in place of a needle, and its operation depends upon the 
principie that if a flat coil of wire be suspended with its axis 
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rias. 1.319 and 1,320.-Diagrams showing essential features of construction and principle of 

operation of D'Arsonval galvanometer. 

perpendicular to a strong magnetic field, it will be deflected 
whenever a current of electricity passes through it. 

(Ices. Describe the construction of a D'Arsonval galvan- 

ometer. 

Ans. The essential features are shown in figs. 1,319 and 1,320. 

The coil, which is rectangular in section is wound upon a cop- 

per form, and suspended between a permanent magnet by fine 

wires to the points A and B. The magnet has its poles at N 
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and S. It has a soft iron cylinder fixed between the poles in order 
to intensify the magnetic field across the air gaps in which the 
coil moves. 

Ques. Explain its. operation. 

Ans. An enlarged horizontal cross section of the galvan- 
ometer on line XY, is shown in fig. 1,320. The current is flowing 

Fin. 1,321.-Knott self -leveling wall gal vanometer. 

in the coil as in fig. 1,319, up on the left side and down on the right. The position of the coil when no current is flowing is 
indicated by n' s'. By applying the law of mutual attraction 
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between magnetic poles, it is seen that when the current is 
applied, the poles developed at n' s', will move into the posi- 
tion n" s", as shown in fig. 1.320. 

Ques. How is the coil affected by a change in the direction 
of the current? 

Ans. The polarity of the coil is reversed and consequently 
the direction of the detlection. 

rio. 1,322.-Knott radio micrometer heat indicator. It contain. the fundamental parts of 
the D'Arsonval galvanometer, but with the moving coil replaced by a sensitive thermo- 
electric couple. A candle flame 50 It. distant will cause a marked deflection. The deflect- 
ing horn is mounted on a movable ring. so that the heat can he received from either side 
only. The heat from the body of the observer therefore cannot affect the readings. 

Ques. Upon what does the sensitiveness of the instru- 
ment depend? 

Ans. Upon the strength of the field of the permanent mag- 
net, the number of turns in the suspended coil, and the torsion 
of the wires by which it is suspended. 

Ques. When is this galvanometer called "dead beat"? 
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Ans. When the construction is such that the moving part 
comes quickly to rest without a series of diminishing vibrations. 

Ques. What causes this? 

Fta. 1,323.-Queen high sensitivity galvanometer. The coil system is contained in its case 
as a separate unit, so that any number of systems can be placed in the same magnet. The 
damping is attained by the induced currents set up in a closed copper circuit on the coil 
This current is removable thereby making the system dead beat or ballistic. The deflections. 
whether the damping circuit he on or off the coil, are proportional to the current passed through 
the coil, or to the quantity of electricity discharged through when used ballistically. The 
coil is protected by means of a clamp operated from the back of the coil case. It is designed 
so as to prevent too much pressure being exerted on the coil. 
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Ans. The instrument is made dead beat by winding the coil 
on a copper or aluminum frame, so that when in operation, 
currents are induced in the frame by the motion of the coil in 
the magnetic field; the,se currents oppose the motion of the coil. 

Ques. For what service is the D'Arsonval galvanometer 
adapted? 

Ans. It is desirable for general use as it is not much affected 

Ftas. 1,324 and 1.325.-Leeds ai.d Northrup portable galvanometer, pointer t y pe with removable 
system. This type has sufficient sensitivity for Wheatstone bridge work to accuracies of 
i/io%a; for potentiometer measurements to .05 millivolt; and for a variety of purposes for 
which reflecting instruments might be supposed to be required. System, pointer and scale 
is contained in removable interchangeable unit. Scale, 15 mm. divisions either side of a 
central zero, viewed through glass covered aperture. Zero adjustment provided by screw 
on top suspended system housing. Fig. 1,324 shows galvanometer and fig. 1,325 system. 

by changes in the magnetic field. It may be made with high 
enough period and sensitivity to be satisfactory as a ballistic 
instrument, but for extreme sensitivity an instrument of the 
astatic type is more generally used. 

Galvanometer "Constant" or "Figure of Merit."-In order 
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that a galvanometer shall be of value as a measuring instru- 
ment, the relation between the current and the deflection pro- 
duced by it must be known. This may be obtained experi- 
mentally by determining the value of the current required to 
produce one scale division. The galvanometer constant then 
may be defined as the resistance through which the galvanometer 

GRAY tMBTRUMENT Co. 1 'OWEE uN AUMNTS^ 
PNIIA., PA. _- 
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Fla. 1,326.-Queen wall type D'Arsonval galvanometer designed for general work in electrical 
measurements. The instrument can be leveled by means of the side gimbal screws and the 
screw at the bottom. The pole pieces have been shaped in relation to the shape of the coil 
so as to produce proportional deflections. The scale is curved so as to make the deflection 
proportional to the angle of deflection. It is mounted upon an aluminum back controlled 
by a rack and pinion for zero adjustment. The scale is divided into millimeters with 250 
dimensions in black on one side and 250 dimensions in red on the other side of zero. 

will give a deflection of one scale division when the current applied 
is at a pressure of one volt. 

Accordingly, the deflection as indicated on the scale must be 
multiplied by its constant or figure of merit, in order to obtain 
the correct reading. If the scale readings be not directly 
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proportional to the quantity to be measured, the law of the 
instrument must also he considered. 

Thus in a tangent galvanometer as previously explained 
I=K tan co 

where I =current, C,, the deflection or scale reading, and K, the galvan- 
ometer constant. 

íNs trM, 
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Fw. 1.327.-Queen type S , all D'Arsonval galvanometer designed for use in both educational 
and commercial laboratories. 

When it is essential that the total resistance of the circuit 
should not be altered by an alternation of the galvanometer 
shunt, a compensating box should be used which automatically 
inserts a resistance for each shunt in series with the shunted 
galvanometer to bring the total resistance up equal to the un - 
shunted value. Thus the current in the main circuit is not 
altered. 
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Sensitivity.-There are four convenient definitions of this 
characteristic, involving some statement of the electrical con- 
ditions required to secure a standard deflection. 

Current sensitivity 
Megohm sensitivity 
Voltage sensitivity 
Ballistic sensitivity 

Current sensitivity.-This is the current required to give the standard 
deflect ion . 

In any d'Arsonval galvanometer it is the current flowing through the mov- 
ing coil that causes the deflection, and all other expressions of galvanometer 
sensitivity are derived from'the current sensitivity. 

Megolrni sensitivity.-This is the number of megohms resistance that 
must be placed in series with the galvanometer in order that from an impressed 
e.m.f. of one volt there shall result the standard deflection. 

Inasmuch as the galvanometer coil resistance is usually negligible in com- 
parison with the total resistance in series, the megohm sensitivity is only 
another way of stating the current sensitivity. The number representing 
'the megohm sensitivity is the reciprocal of the number representing the cur- 
rent sensitivity. The megohm sensitivity is the constant usually stated for 
galvanometers to be used for measuring insulation resistance. 

Voltage sensitirity.-This is the voltage that must be impressed on the 
circuit made up of the galvanometer coil and the external critical damping re- 
sistance, in order that there shall result the standard deflection . The voltage sen- 
sitivity is equal to the product of the current sensitivity and the total resist- 
ance in circuit. It is the constant usually stated for low resistance galvanom- 
eters to be used for detecting very small e.m.f.'s such as those generated 
by thermo-couples. 

Ballistic sensitivity.-This is the quantity of electricity that must sud- 
denly be discharged through the galvanometer in order that there shall result 
the standard deflection. 

It is the constant usually', given for galvanometer to be used ballistically 
for the measurement of brief discharges from condensers or inductances. 
The ballistic sensitivity constants refer to the undamped condition of the 
galvanometer. The sensitivity of a ballistic galvanometer when critically 
damped is about one third of the undamped sensitivity. 
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The third definition, the micro -volt sensitivity, is usually 
employed with low resistance galvanometers. The first and 
second are used interchangeably with high resistance galvanom- 
eters, and in the same galvanometer are numerically equal. 

External Critical .9o,ntping Resistance.-This is the resistance 
which must be placed in series or in parallel with the galvanometer to 
produce the critically damped condition. 

Flo. 1.328.-Queen portable D'Arsonval galvanometer. The deflections are proportional to 
the current and the scale has 33 div:s:ons each side of the center. A zero adjustment is 
provided. 

Period.-The period usually stated for a galvanometer is the full un- 
damped period, which is the time in seconds elapsing between two suc- 
cessive passages in the snare direction through the position of rest. It is 
customary to take the pet icd of critically damped galvanometer as equal to 
its undamped period, for while the critically damped period is theoretically 
infinite, practically, a critically damped deflection is within about 1.5% 
of its final position in the undamped periodic time. While the full un- 
damped period is stated for ballistic galvanometers, the quarter period 

NOTE.-The Bureau of Standards recommends including the external critical damping 
resistance in the galvanometer circuit when calculating or determiningthe voltage sensitivity. 
Some foreign makers specify the voltage sensitivity at the terminals of the galvanometers with- 
out the critical damping resistance in series. This latter sensitivity may be several times the 
former. This fact should be borne in mind when selecting a galvanometer. 
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(or the time for the initial deflection away from zero) is of principal interest 
in ballistic measurements. When critically damped, the time for the 
quarter period is obtained by dividing the undamped quarter period by 
2 X3.1416. 

TEST QUESTIONS 

1. \Y/hat is a gulvartometer? 
2. What is a galvanoscope and how does it differ from 

a galvanometer? 
3. What effect has a neighboring current upon a 

magnetic needle? 
4. /,ow does a galvanometer indicate the direction and 

strength of the current? 
5. How should a galvanometer he set up before using? 
6. What is a "sensitive" galvanometer? 

. Upon what does the sensitivity depend? 
8. What is the difference between a short coil and a long 

coil galvanometer? 
9. Explain the operation of short and long coil galvano- 

meters. 
10. Give the two general classifications of galvanometers. 
11. .\'ame six kinds of galvanometers. 
12. What is an astatic galvanometer and for what use 

is it adapted? 
13. Does the astatic galvanometer give correct readings 

for different values of the current? 
14. Describe a tangent galvanometer, and its use. 
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15. Upon what does the sensitivity of the tangent gal- 
vanometer depend? 

16. How may the tangent galvanometer he used as an 
ammeter? 

17. Explain the tangent lau'; give mechanical explana- 
tion of this law. 

18. How is the tangent galvanometer constructed to give 
direct reading? 

19. What is the disadvantage of the tangent galvanometer? 
20. Describe the sine galvanometer and its use. 
21. How is current strength measured with the sine 

galvanometer? 
22. What is the position of instability of the sine ga/van- 

emeter? 
23. What advantage has the sine galvanometer over the 

tangent galvanometer? 
24. Define the term -damping effect." 
25. What is the external critical damping resistance? 
26. Define the term "period" and what are the period 

requirements? 
27. Describe the differential galvanometer and its use. 
28. What is the method of comparing currents with the 

differential galvanometer? 
29. How are the differential coils adjusted? 
30. Describe the ballistic galvanometer and its use. 
31. What is a -kick"? 
32. Describe the shunted ballistic galvanometer. 
33. That are galvanometér shunts and how are they used? 
34. Define the term "damping.- 
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35. How are mirrors used in galvanometers? 
36. Explain the construct ion and principle of the D'Arson- 

val galvanometer. 
37. When is the D'Arsonval galvanometer called "dead 

beat" ? 

38. \\'hat is the galvanometer "constant" or 'figure of 
merit"? 

39. Give four definitions for sensitivity. 
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CIIAPTER 38 

D. C. Indicating Instruments 
The various devices considered in this chapter for indicating 

current, pressure and electrical energy are known as: 

1. Ammeters; 
2. Volt meters; 
3. Electro -dynamometers; 
4. Watt meters. 

An ammeter is simply a commercial form of galvanometer so 

constructed that the deflection of the needle indicates directly the 
strength of current in amperes. 

A good ammeter should have a very low resistance so that very little of 
the energy of the current will he absorbed; the needle should he dead beat, 
and sufficiently sensitive to respond to minute varia' -- ^ of current. 

According to the principle of operation, auiuneters anu volt 
meters are classified as: 

1. Moving iron; 
2. Moving coil; 
3. Solenoid or plunger; 
4. Magnetic vane; 
5. Hot wire; 
6. Electrostatic; 
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7. Astatic; 
8. Inclined coil; 
9. Fixed and movable coil. 

Again, they are divided according to their use into two classes: 

, ,``i, i 

" 

Fin. 1,329.-Moving element of Brown -Keystone instruments, weight 1.2 grams. 

Fta. 1,330.-Moving element of Brown -Keystone instruments assembled in bearing. The 
moving element consists of coil, counterpoise and pointer. The mechanical connections are 
made by means of screws and steady pins. In order to adjust for slight set or subset of 
spring under long use a zero adj'!ster is provided by means of which this set can be con- 
nected and the pointer brought back to zero. 
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1. Portable type; 
2. Switchboard type. 

Milli -ammeters or milli -volt meters are instruments in which the scale 
is graduated to read directly in thousandths of an ampere or thousandths 
of a volt respectively. 

Ques. Describe the moving iron type instrument. 

Fio. 1.331.-Moving iron ype instrument. The essential parts are: N, soft iron needle: C. 
coil; M, permanent magnet; P, pointer: S. scale. Current passing through the coil acts 
on the needle, causing it to turn against the restraining force due to the influence of the 
permanent magnet. 

Ans. The arrangement of the working parts is shown ín 
fig. 1,331. A soft iron needle is pivoted at N, inside of a coil C, 
and is held out of line with the axis of the coil by means of a 
permanent magnet M, when the instrument is idle. In this 
position, the pointer P, which is attached to the needle, stands 
at the zero mark of the scale S. 
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If a current be passed through the coil, magnetic lines of force are set 
up in its center, which tend to pull the needle into line with them, and 
therefore with the axis of the coil. This pull is resisted by the permanent 
magnet M, and the amount of deflection of the needle from the zero po- 
sition depends upon the strength of the current or the voltage according 
to whether the coil is wound to indicate amperes or volts. 

flues. What is the principle of the moving iron type in- 
strument? 

Fins. 1.332 to 1,337.-Principle of moving iron repulsion instruments. If direct current be sent 
through the two small pieces of iron suspended vertically within a solenoid by thread as in fig 1.332, they will become magnetized and since they are in the same magnetic field both will 
be affected the same, and will repel each other as in fig. 1.333. it the current be sent through the solenoid in the opposite direction the result will be the same. Next if the cod he laid 
on its side and the two pieces of iron be placed within it horizontally as in fig. 1,335. one 
fixed and the other free to move and a current be passed through the solenoids the two 
pieces of iron will repel each other If an a. c. be used instead of d. c. and it reverse with 
sufficient frequency, the polarity of the two pieces of iron will reverse in step with the cur- 
rent and they will repel each other as before. Hence on employing this principle in instru- 
ment construction two curved pieces of iron are used, one fixed and the other pivoted so that it will rotate when electrically repelled from the fixed iron as in fig. 1,337. A pointer attache I to [Ile movable iron moves over a graduated scale. 
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Ans. This type of instrument depends for its action upon the 
pull of flux in endeavoring to reduce the reluctance of its path. 

This pull is proportional to the product of the P.ux and the current, and 
so long as no part of the magnetic circuit becomes saturated, the flux is 
proportional to the current, hence the pull is proportional to the square of 
the current to he measured. 

(dues. Describe a moving coil instrument. 

Ans. This type of instrument is shown in fig. 1,338. It con- 
sists of a moving coil C, to which is attached a pointer P, and 

Fiu. 1,338.-Moving coil type instrument. The essential parts are: A, spiral spring: C, coil: 
K, soft iron core: M. permanent magnet; P, pointer: S. scale. Current passing through 
the coil causes the moving system to turn against the restraining force due to the influence 
of the permanent magnet. 

which is pivoted between the poles of a permanent magnet M. 
The coil moves between these poles and a fixed soft iron core 
h, and is held in the normal position by two spiral springs A, 
above and below the coil. 'I'he springs also serve to make elec- 
trical connection with the coil C. 

When a current passes through the coil, magnetic lines are set up in it 
which are at an angle to those passing from one pole of the permanent 
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magnet to the other. The lines of force, which formerly passed from one 
pole of the magnet to the other by straight lines or by short curved ones, 
are "stretched" on account of the field produced by the current in the 
coil, and, in trying to shorten themselves, tend to twist the coil through 
an angle. This tendency to move is resisted by the two spiral springs, 
hence the coil moves until equilibrium is established between the two 
opposing forces. 

The amount of deflection of the pointer depends, either 
upon the current strength, or the voltage according to the 
winding of the coil. 

Fto. 1,339.-Reliance dissectable volt meter and ammeter for d. c. and a. c. This meter was 
designed to show in the simplest form possible the similarity in construction of a volt and 
ampere meter of the magnetic vane principle. As the difference of volt meters and ammeters of this type is in the series spool or coil only, the moving element is so arranged that it may 
be easily removed from the volt meter coil and mounted in either the low reading ammeter 
coil or the one of greater carrying capacity, or vice versa. The series coil of the volt meter is 
wound with a very fine wire and a resistance put in series to adjust same for the voltage or 
scale marking. The size of wire with which the ammeter coils are wound must be of the carry- ing capacity for which the scale is drawn. A very distinct comparison of the three ampere 
coil and the one hundred ampere coil is here shown. 
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Ques. Why is a high resistance coil used with a volt 
meter? 

Ans. As actually constructed, most volt meters are simply 
special forms of ammeter. From Ohm's law, the current 
through a given circuit equals the pressure at its terminals di- 
vided by its resistance. Hence, if a high resistance be con- 
nected in series with a sensitive ammeter that will measure 
very small currents, then the current passing through the cir- 

Ftos. 1,342 and 1,343.-Connections for series and shunt ammeters. When the construction is 
such that all the current passes through the instrument, it is connected as in fig. 1.342, but 
where the instrument is designed to take only a fraction of the current, it is connected across 
a shunt, as in fig. 1,34:5. a definite proportion of the current passing through the instrument 
and the remainder through the shunt. 

cuit is directly proportional to the voltage at its terminals, 
and the instrument may be calibrated to read volts. 

Ques. Into what two classes may ammeters be divided? 
Ans. They are classed as series or shunt according to the 

way they are designed to he connected with the circuit. 
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Ques. What determines the mode of connecting am- 
meters? 

Ans. Wheñ the wire of the ammeter coil is large enough 

to carry the whole current, it is connected in the circuit in 

series as shown in fig. 1,342. If, however, the wire be small, 

the instrument is connected in parallel with a shunt of low re- 

sistance, so that it only carries a small part of the current, as 
in fig. 1,343. 

TO LOWER Snell 

USTING 
COI O 

i ¡ 

_.. í 
_ _ J 

TO UPPER SPRINi6 

¡F 5HUNT 

Fro. 1.344.-Weston amm ter: view showing shunt enclosed within the instrument. Weston 

instruments are direct reading and dead beat. Although the scales have practically uniform 
divisions. it is not assumed in the calibration that they are uniform, and the scales are not 

printed or engraved. The method of calibration consists to laying out each large division 
of the scale by comparing the instrument with a standard, and then inking in the division 
lines so found. The smaller divisions between the large ones are then equally spaced and 

marked by a mechanical method. 

For circuits which carry large currents, the shunt connection is always 
used, because otherwise the coil of the ammeter would have to be very 
heavy and the instrument correspondingly bulky. 

Ques. How are shunt ammeters arranged to correctly 
measure the current? 

Ans. The coil is arranged so that a definite proportion of 

the whole current passes through it. 
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A large conductor of low resistance is connected directly between the 
two terminals or binding posts of the instrument; the coil is connected as a shunt around a definite part of this main conductor; then, since the two 
are connected in parallel and each branch has a definite resistance, the 
current divides between the two branches directly ín proportion to their relative conductivities, or inversely according to their resistances. The 
coil, therefore, takes a definite part of the whole current, and the force 
moving it and its pointer away from the zero position is directly propor- 

FIG. 1,345.-Weston portable standard ammeter with self-contained shunts. The pointer is knife edged and each instrument is equipped with a zero correcting device. 

tional to the whole current. l fence, by providing a proper scale, the value 
of the entire current will be indicated. 

Ques. How is a volt meter connected? 
Ans. A volt meter is always connected to the two points, 

whose difference of pressure is to be measured. 

NOTE.-Instrument errors on rectified circuits. If an instrument of the first class and one of the second be connected in series with a rectified current, their indications will differ according to the relation the ripple bears to the total current, and the form factor of the ripple. This discrepancy may be in the neighborhood of 2 to 5 per cent under commercial operating conditions, as shown by the actual tests. The upper limiting value of the error would be equal to the form factor, or ratio between the root mean square and the average value of the wave. In the case of a sine wave this amounts to 1.11, causing an error of 11 per cent in the reading. If it be desired to measure the watts taken by a translating device of any character, a dynamometer type of wattmeter should be used in preference to any other. By so doing, no errors due to rectified current peculiarities will be introduced- 
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For instance, to measure the voltage between the two sides A and B, 

of the circuit shown in fig. 1,346. one terminal of the volt meter is con- 

nected to wire A, and the other to wire B. If the "drop" or difference in 

voltage through a certain length of wire L, of a circuit, as from A to B, 

in fig. 1,347 is to be determined, one terminal of the volt meter is con- 

nected to A, and the other to B. 

In a similar manner is found the drop through a lamp. 

Ques. What is the difference between a volt meter and 

an ammeter? 

Fut. 1,346.-Volt meter connection for measuring the pressure in an electric circuit. The volt 

meter is connected in parallel in the circuit at the point where the voltage is to be meas- 

ured. 

Fro. 1.347-Volt meter connection for measuring the "drop" or fail in voltage in a certain length 

of wire. as for instance, the length between the points A and R. The volt meter is shunted 

between the two points whose pressure difference is to be measured. 

Ans. A volt meter measures pressure, while an ammeter 
measures current. As actually constructed, most volt meters 
are simply special forms of ammeter. 
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Ques. Explain the term "calibrate." 

Ans. To calibrate a measuring instrument is to determine 
the variations in its readings by making special measurements 
or by comparison with a standard. 

Ques. Describe a solenoid or plunger ammeter. 

WEIGHT 

PLUNGER 

POINTER 

+SOLENID 

Fin. 1,348.-Plunger type instrument. The current to be measured passes through the sole- noid producing a magnetic effect on the soft iron plunger which tends to draw it into the coil, and thus causes the pointer to move over the graduated scale. The distance the rod moves depends on the value of the restraining force (which may be springs or gravity), the coil winding, and strength of current. The winding consists of a few turns of heavy wire for an ammeter, and a large number of turns of line wire when constructed as a volt meter. Since the iron has a certain amount of residual magnetism, the deflection with smaller following large currents is more than would be produced by the same current following a smaller one. The instrument therefore is less reliable than the usual types. 

Ans. This type consists of a "plunger" or soft iron core ar- 
ranged to enter a solenoid. 

Current being passed through the wire of the solenoid causes the core to he more or less attracted against a restraining force of gravit, or springs. 
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A pivoted pointer attached to the core indicates the current value on a 
graduated dial as shown in fig. 1,348. 

Ques. What are the objections to plunger instruments? 
Ans. They are not reliable for small readings, and are read- 

ily affected by magnetic fields. 

Ques. Describe a magnetic vane instrument. 

POINTER 
SPRING 

Fto. 1,349.-Magnetic vane instrument. A soft iron vane, eccentrically pivoted within a coil 
carrying the current to be measured, is attracted toward the position where it will conduct 
the greatest number of magnetic lines of force against the restraining force of a spring or 
equivalent. 

Ans. It consists of a small piece of soft iron or vane mounted 
on a shaft that is pivoted a little off the center of a coil as 
shown in fig. 1,349. 

The principle upon which the instrument works is that a piece of soft 
iron placed in a magnetic field and free to move will move into such position 
as to conduct the maximum number of lines of force. The current to be 
measured is passed around the coil producing a magnetic field through the 
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center of the coil. The magnetic field inside the coil is strongest near the 
inner edge, hence, the vane will move against the restraining force of a 

spring so that the distance between it and the inner edge of the coil will 
be as small as possible. A pointer, attached to the vane shaft moves over 
a graduated dial. 

Ques. Describe an inclined coil instrument. 

Ans. As shown in fig. 1,350, a coil carrying the current, is 

mounted at an angle to a shaft to which is attached a pointer. 

POINTER) SPRING-, 

`SCALE. MAGNETIC 
VANE. 

(COIL 

FIG. 1,350. --Thomson inclined coil ammeter. it is constructed on the magnetic vane 
principle in which an iron vane is attracted by the magnetic field due to the coil, so as to turn 
itself parallel with the axis of the coil, the latter being inclined with respect to the axis of the 

vane. The volt meter of this type has a similarly placed stationary coil, but in place of the 
iron vane, is provided with a moving coil in series with the other coil. The restraining force 
in each case being that due to springs. Figs. 1,351 and 1,352 show the actual construction of 
inclined coil instruments. 

A bundle of iron strips is mounted on the shaft. A spring re- 

strains the shaft and holds the pointer at the zero position when 
no current is flowing. 

When a current is passed through the coil, the iron tends to take up a 

position with its longest sides parallel to the lines of force, which results 
in the shaft being rotated and the pointer moved on the dial, the amount 
of movement depending upon the strength of the current in the coil. 

The coils for large sizes are generally wound with a few turns of flat 
insulated copper ribbon. The instruments are adapted to either direct or 
alternating currents but are recommended for alternating currents. 
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Ques. What is the principle of the hot wire instrument? 

Ans. Its action depends upon the heating of a conductor 
by the current flowing through it, causing it to expand and set 
in motion an index needle or pointer, the movements of which, 
by calibration, are made to correspond to the pressure differ- 
ences producing the actuating currents. 

/( 
I ,y : - ,. 

.:` I-', i1` 

FIGS. 1,351 and 1,352.-Thomson inclined coil, portable indicating instruments. Fig 1.351. 
ammeter type P, interior; fig. 1,352. watt meter, type P. interior. These instruments, though 
primarily designed for use on alternating current circuits, may also be used on direct cur- 
rent circuits. by making reversed readings and taking the mean as the true indication. The 
volt meters and watt meters are constructed on the dynamometer principle and the am- 
me'ers, on the magnetic vane principle. The volt meters and watt meters are provided 
with a contact key which may be locked in position. enabling the instruments to be left 
constantly in circuit. The movements of the pointer are damped by means of an air vane; 
there is also a friction damping device operated by a small button to check excessive oscil- 
lat ons of the pointer. The inclined coil instruments are so designed that the torque is suf- 
ficiently high to insure the pointer assuming a definite position with each change in current 
value. 

Ques. What are the characteristics of hot wire instru- 
ments? 

Ans. Volt meters of this type are not affected by magnetic 
fields, and as their self-induction is small, they can be used on 
either direct or alternating currents; but they possess certain 
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serious defects: they consume more current than the other 
types: cannot he constructed for small readings; are liable to 
burn out on accidental overloads; are somewhat vague in the 
readings near the zero point and are sometimes inaccurate in 
the upper part of the scale. 

(Ines. Describe the construction and operation of the 
Whitney hot wire instruments. 

FIG. 1,353.-Diagram showing principle and construction of the Whitney hot wire instruments. 
The action of instruments of th's type depends on the heating of a wire by the passage of 
a current causing the wire to lengthen. This elongation is magnified by suitable mechan- 
ism and transmitted to the pointer of the instrument. 

Ans. As shown in fig. 1,353, a wire AX, of non -oxidizable 
metal, of high resistance and low temperature coefficient, passes 
over a pulley B, mounted on the shaft C. The ends of the wire 
are attached to the plate E, at its ends F and G, the wire being 
insulated from the plate at G. A spring H, holds the wire in 
tension and takes up the slack due to the expansion caused by 
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the heating of the wire when a current passes through it. The 
current flows only in the portion of the wire marked \, between 
the plate E, and the pulley B, up to the point K, where the 
connection is shown. When a current flows through the wire A, 
the spring takes up the slack, pulls A, around B, and causes B, 
to rotate upon its shaft C. It is clear, that a pointer attached 
to C, would indicate on a scale the movement of B, and C, but 
as this movement is very slight, a magnifying device will be 
required. This device consists of a forked rod L, rigidly at- 

1.354.-Weston swinging bracket. round pattern ins.rument. 

tacked to the shaft C, and carrying at its lower end a silk 
fibre fastened to the fork and passing around a pulley M, to 
which a pointer N, is attached. For direct current measure- 
ments only an electromagnetic system is used. 

Ques. What is the Principle of electrostatic instruments? 

Ans. The action of these instruments depends upon the 
fact that two conductors attract one another when any differ- 
ence of electric pressure exists between them. If one be 
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delicately suspended so as to be free to move, it will approach 

the other. 

Ques. Describe the Kelvin electrostatic volt meter. 

Ans. A simple form consists, as shown in fig. 1,355, of a 

metal case containing a pair of highly insulated plates, between 

I -. MOVABLE IXED 
E I'i1 .,f .. .a ` Ü P;'VANES 

FIG. 1.355.-Kelvin electrostatic volt meter; a form of instrument designed for measuring high 

pressures up to 200.000 volts. The instrument, as illustrated, consists of fixed and movable 

vanes with terminals connecting with each. These vanes which act as condensers take 

charges proportional to the voltage difference between them, resulting in a certain attrac- 

tion which tends to rotate the movable disc against the restraining force of gravity. In 

the figure, as and b. are two fixed vanes and c, a movable vane, carrying a pointer and 

having a proper weight at its lower end. 

which a delicately mounted paddle shaped needle is free to 
move. 

When the needle is connected to one side of a circuit and the stationary 

plates to the other side, the needle is attracted and moves between them 

as indicated by the pointer. Adjusting screws at the lower end of the 
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needle allow it to be balanced so that its center of gravity is somewhat 
below the center of suspension. Gravity then is the restraining force. 

The range of the instrument may be changed by hanging different 
weights upon the needle. By increasing the number of blades the in- 
strument can be made to measure as low as 30 volts. The form having 

1 .. . 
" 

. .cr 
lrr 

Ftas. 1,356 and 1,357.-General Electric electrostatic volt meters. Fig. 1,356, vane type; fig. 1,357, pan type. The main use of electrostatic volt meters is for measurement of volt- ages from 3 to 50 kv. For high voltages, the electrostatic volt meter has the advantage of being easily insulated, and as there is not a complete metallic circuit, it is not necessary to include in the construction a large amount of expensive resistance wire. In addition, instru- ments of this type draw an inappreciable current from the line which is of advantage in many cases. Electrostatic volt meters are used for cable testing and instrument testing where a ready determination of differences bf pressure may be made and where a deviation from the correct value of ±2.5 per cent is not objectionable. For hest results, an electrostatic volt meter should be calibrated after it has been assembled and mounted. Resistances in series with the meter terminals are furnished to protect the instrument in the event of over -voltage on the circuit to which the volt meter is connected. Should an arc -over occur it would not greatly damage the instrument. 
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two stationary blades and one movable blade is suitable for measuring 
from 200 to 20,000 volts. The quadrant electrometer or laboratory form 
will measure a fraction of a volt. 

Ques. Explain the construction and principle of the Thom- 
son astatic instruments. 

Ans. The fields of these instruments are electromagnets 
wound' for any Specified voltage and provided with binding 

Fin. 1.353.-Thomson astatic instrument without cover. When anent passes through the 
coils of the moving element, the lines of force parallel to the shaft. produce a torque which 
tends to turn the shaft and cause the needle to travel across the scale. This action is, of 
course, opposed by the magnetic field at right angles to the shaft acting on the two pieces 
of magnetic metal. These astatic instruments have no controlling springs. The two small 
silver spirals which conduct the current to and from the armature are made of untempered 
silver and exert no force as springs. The actuating and restraining forces are dependent 
upon the saute electro -magnets. The damping effect in these instruments is produced by 
an aluminum disc moving in a magnetic field, and is proportional to the square of the magnet 
strength. 

posts separate from the current posts of the instrument. The 
moving coils are mounted upon an aluminum disc and are 
located in a magnetic field which is parallel to the shaft and 
astatically arranged. Two small pieces of magnetic metal are 
rigidly mounted on the shaft and the astatic components of the 
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magnetic field, which are perpendicular to the shaft, tend to 
keep the pieces of magnetic metal in their initial positions. 
When current passes through the coils of the moving element, 

.-t -+ _ 

,(4di 
r 

Flos. 1,35) and 1,360.-Westinghouse shunts for ammeters. Direct current ammeters for switch- 
board service are seldom made for capacities greater than 25 amperes. For higher capacities 
external shunts are used with milli -volt meters. The milli -volt meters are adjusted so that with 50 milli -volts applied to the end of the instrument leads, the instrument will give full 
sc:.L deflection, the scales being marked in amperes. 
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Fins. 1.361 to 1.369.-Weston switchboard shunts. Each shunt consists of one or more sheets of a special alloy, fitted at each end into grooves in two copper blocks, which are provided with means for connecting the shunts in circuit with the main conductor and with the instru- ment. In shunts up to and including a capacity of 2.500 amperes the terminal blades are an integral part of the shunt terminal. Abos.e this capacity the connecting terminal blades are copper, soldered and riveted into the shunt blocks. 
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the lines of force parallel to the shaft produce a torque which 

tends to turn the shaft and cause the needle to travel across 

the scale. This action is, of course, opposed by the magnetic 
field at right angles to the shaft acting on the two pieces of 
magnetic metal. There are thus no restraining springs, current 
being conveyed to the moving coil by torsionless spirals of 

silver wire. Thomson astatic instruments can be provided 
with polarity indicators, a red disc showing on the scale card 

'y oa. , 
41b, 

:..¡ °T4 
^ 

Picts. 1,370 to 1,373.-Weston standard portable shunts. The milli -volt meters used in connec- 

tion with these shunts read directly in amperes. Shunts of different capacities can be ad- 

justed to the same instrument, and it can, therefore, be used to measure a current of 2,000 

amperes with the same degree of accuracy as a current of 1 ampere. In selecting shunts of 

different capacities for use in connection with one instrument it should be considered that 

the higher ranges must be even multiples of the lower one in order to suit the same scale on 

the instrument. 

where the poles are reversed. The effect of external fields is 

eliminated by the astatic arrangement of the fields and the 

moving parts. A field which. tends to increase the torque on 

one side of the armature diminishes it to a corresponding degree 

on the other side. The damping effect in these instruments 
is produced by an aluminum disc moving in a magnetic field. 

Ques. What are multipliers? 

Ans. These are extra resistance coils which are connected 
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in series with a volt meter for increasing its capacity or read- 
ings.. They are put up in portable boxes, and must be adjusted 
for each particular volt meter as the resistance of a multiplier 
coil must be a multiple of the resistance of the volt meter itself. 

Ques. What is an electro -dynamometer? 

( 
--: 
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1,374.-Weston rotary switch type multiple range portable precision shunt. These are 
seven range series type precision shunts, constructed so that any range may be selected at will, by merely turning the switch handle until the index shows the desired range to be in 
circuit. It is not necessary to open either the main or the instrument circuit when chang- 
ing the range. By turning one notch above the highest range, the entire shunt is snort cir- 
cuited. 
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Flo. 1.375.-Weston multiplier for standard ammeter. These multipliers are resistors having 
a definite multiplying constant, the resistance material of which is highly insulated and 
arranged for proper heat dissipation. They are so adjusted that the readings of the instru- 
ment may be multiplied by a specific constant. Multipliers arc usually constructed so that 
the indication of the pointer, multiplied by 2, 5, 10 or 20 will give the voltage of the circuit. 
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Ans. An instrument for measuring amperes, volts, or watts 
by the reaction between two coils when the current to be 
measured is passed through them. One of the coils is fixed and 
the other movable. 

Ques. Describe the Siemens' electro -dynamometer. 

FIXED 
AMPERE I' I - 

I VOLT COIL COIL 

Fin. 1,376.-Diagram of Siemens' electro -dynamometer. /t consists of two coils on a common 
axis, but set in planes at right angles to each other in such a way that a torque is pro uced 
between the two coils which measures the product of their currents. This torque is balanced 
by twisting a spiral spring through a measured angle of such degree that the coils shall 
resume their original relative positions. If the instrument be used for measuring current, 
the coils arc connected in series, and the reading is then proportional to the square of the 
current. If used as a ,eott meter, one coil carries the main current and the other a small 
current, which is proportional to the pressure. The reading is then proportional to the 
power in the circuit. 

1,377.-Diagram showing connections of Siemens' electro -dynamometer as arranged to 
read watts. 

Ans. The essential parts are shown in fig. 1,376. The fixed 
coil A, composed of a number of turns of wire is fastened to a 
vertical support, and surrounded by a movable coil B, of a 
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few turns, or often of only one turn. The movable coil is sus- pended by a thread and a spiral spring C, below the dials which are fastened at one end to the movable coil and at the other end to a milled headed screw D, which can be turned so as to place the planes of the coil at right angles to each other, and to apply torsion to the spring to oppose the deflection of the 
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Flo. 1,378.-Roller-Smith electro -dynamometer used in watt meters. 

movable coil for this position when a current is passed through the coils. The ends of the movable coil dip into two cups of 
mercury E, E', located one above the other and along the axis of the coils so as to bring the two in series when connected to an external circuit. 

The arrows show the direction of currbnt through the tttio coils. An index pointer F, is attached to the movable coil. The upper end of this 
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pointer is bent at a right angle, so that it swings over the dial between 

two stop pins G,G', and rests directly over the zero line when the planes 

of the coils are at right angles to each other. A pointer II, is attached to 

the torsion screw D, and sweeps over the scale of the dial. The spring is 

the controlling factor in making the measurement. 

TORSION 
HEAD 

SPIRAL .é' STOPS 
SPRING 

Fto. 1.379.-Diagram of Siemens' dynamometer with names cif parts. When constructed as a 

colt meter. both coils are wound with a large number of turns of fine wire, making the instru- 

ment sensitive to small currents. Then by connecting a high resistance in series with the 

ins rument, it can he connected across the terminals of a circuit whose voltage is to be mea- 

sured. When constructed as a wat( -meter. one coil is wound so as to carry the main current 

and the other made with many turns of line wire of high resistance suitable for connecting 

across the circuit. 
Flo. 1,330.-,eeds and Northrup electro -dynamometer. 11 is a reliable instrument for the 

measurement of alternating currents of commercial frequencies. 

Clues. Explain the operation of the Siemens' electro- 

dynamometer. 

Ans. In fig. 1,376, when a current is passed through both 

coils, the movable coil is deflected against a stop pin, then the 
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screw D, is turned in a direction to oppose the action of the 
current until the deflection has been overcome and the coil 
brought back to its original position. The angle through which 
the pointer of the torsion screw was turned is directly propor- 
tional to the square root of the angle of the torsion. To de- 
termine the current strength in amperes, the square root of 
the angle of torsion is multiplied by a calculated constant fur- 
nished by the makers of this instrument. 

I1 ,:o.,0. -.. .- 

Fro. 1,381.-General Electric, Thomson type C-6 direct current watt hour meter. It is atand- 
ard practice to furnish flexible cable leads provided with copper terminals for meters of 100 
amperes capacity and above. For meters of lower capacity, the leading -in wires are fastened 
to suitable brass binding posts with set screws. 

Ques. How is the electro -dynamometer adapted to meas- 
ure volts or watts? 

Ans. Both coils are wound with a large number of turns 
of fine wire making the instrument sensitive to small currents. 
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Toa Bearing 
Set Screw 
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Tarrntnai 
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Sc cwo D ir 
Snut 

Tarmrnai 
Screw 

Fin. 1.382.-General Electric. Thomson type C-6 direct current watt hour meter with cover 

removed. 

Fta. 1.383.-Interior of General Electric Thomson type watt hour meter (type C-6) showing 
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Then by connecting a high resistance in series with the instru- 
ment it can be connected across the terminals of a circuit whose 
voltage is to be measured. 

When constructed as a watt meter, one coil is wound so as to carry the 
main current, and the other made with many rums of fine wire of high 
resistance suitable for connecting across the circuit. With this arrange- 
ment, the force between the two coils will he proportional to the product 
of amperes by volts, hence, the instrument will measure watts. 

` 
, 

.1l 
. 

,© __. ; Y 

411 91 
. 

r105. 1,384 to 1,394.-Parts of type C-6 Thomson watt hour meter. 

I'm. I .aa3.-Ter( fordirmrd. 
armature. small commutator and gravity brushes. A spherical armature moving within circular 
field coils is t heconstruct ion adopted at t his meter. The armature is wound on a very thin part r 
shell. stiff enough to a it hst:ux: the It rain due to winding and subsequent handling. The wire - 

composing the armature is of the smallest gauge consistent a it It mechanical strength. The 
field coils, as Ixrforc stated. are circular, and are placed as near each other as possible. one 
on either side of the armature, with the internal diameter just sufficient to give the neces- 
sary clearance for the rotating clement. This construction prevents magnetic leakage. 
Ribbon wire is employed for the field coils, thus economizing space and further carrying out 
the idea of concentration. 
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SOURCE SOURCE 

LOAD LOAD 

Fro. 1,395'.-General Electric type C-6 d. c. watt hour meter, two wire connections, 5 to 50 
amperes up to 240 volts; type C-7. 5 to 25 amperes, 500 to 600 volts. 

Fte. 1,396.-General Electric type C-6 d. C. watt hour meter, two wire connections. 75 to 600 
amperes up to 240 volts; 50 to 600 amperes, 500 to 600 volts. 

SOURCE SOURCE 

LOAD LOAD 

Ftc. 1,397. General Electric type C-6 d. c. watt hour meter, three wire connections. 5 to 50 

amperes, 200 to 240 volts. 

Fm. 1,398.-General Electric type C-6 d. c. watt hour meter, three wire connections. 75 to 
300 amperes, 200 to 240 volts. 
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DIAL 

UPPER BEARING 
SLEEVE 

oeo Ide Ida a 

'It9. "II', 21t9t ;91, 
9'7 r7 s 9 ' 1 4,5 C., .1 Age 554 

I,IwW'I I HOUR] 

-:11W 
- 

LIGHT LOAD, 
ADJUSTING `ó 
COIL 

'11'21^. 

DAMPING -1;- 15 

DISK ``--- 
FRONT 
RETARDING 
MAGNETS JEWEL SCREW 

SERIES 
COILS, 

/TERMINALS. 

CLAMPING 
SCREW B 

'7TERMINAL 
BUSHINGS 

REAR 
RETARDING 

piMAGNET-S 

Fro. 1,399.-Westinghouse type CW-6 watt hour meter with cover off. This meter is of th,. 
commutator type without iron in the magnetic circuit. The spherical armature is closely 
surrounded by circular field coils which provide the shortest magnetic path and smallest 
magnetic leakage, thus securing high torque with small consumption of energy. The arma- 
ture winding is wound on a hollow sphere of prepared paper which is moulded in corrugated 
form to secure strength. Uniform brush tension is maintained by gravity. Each brush 
consists of two small round wires placed side by side and held against the commutator by a 
small counterweight whose distance from the fulcrum is adjustable. The current winding 
consists of two flat coils of strap copper, one clamped 'rigidly on either side of the central 
mounting frame which supports the armature bearings. These coils are connected either 
in series or parallel, depending on the capacity. In three wire meters one of the coils is con- 
nected in series with each side of the line. The retarding element consists of a light aluminum 
disc rotating between two pairs of permanent magnets. The magnets are prepared by a 
special aging process to insure permanence. Full mad adjustment is made by shifting the 
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Ques. Describe briefly the construction of the Thomson 
recording watt meter. 

Ans. It consists of f:ur elements: 1, a motor causing rota- 
tion; 2, a dynamo providing the necessary load or drag; 3, a 

registering device, the function of which is to integrate the 
instantaneous values of the electrical energy to be measured, 
and 4, means of regulation for light and full load. 

Ques. What is the action of the motor in the Thomson 
watt hour meter? 

CYLINDRICAL 
BRUSHES. 

COMMUTATOR 

ONE-TENTH 
INCH. 

FIELD 
WINDING 

ARMATURE CONSISTS 

OF THREE INTER 
LOCKED COILS. 

DIRECT READING --lb 
ASSOCIATION DIAL 
TRAIN FLY DRIVEN. 

MICROMETER MAGNETIC 
SHUNT ADJUSTMENT FOR 

CONTROLLING MAIN SPEED ALUMINUM JEWEL 
DAMPER BEARING. 

Flo. 1.400.-Interior view of Columbia watt hour meter (type D), showing construction and 

principal parts and connections. 

ICROMETER SCREW ADJUSTER 
FOR REGULATING BRUSH TENSION. 

BRUSH CLAMP ENABLING 
SWINGING BRUSHES 

LEAR OF COMMUTATOR 
AND REENGAGING WITH, 
GUT ALTERING TENSION. 

RIGID ONE PIECE CAST - 
ALUMINUM BASE WITH 
STIFFENER RIBS, 

SHORT,STIFFSHAFT 
WITH PIVOTS 

LIGHT LOAD ADJUST- 
-MENTOF WIDE RANGE. 

DAMPER MAGNETS 
-IMMOVABLY CLAMPED 

IN PLACE. 

Fin. 1.399.-Text continued. 
position of the permanent magnets. Ample light load adjustment or friction compensation 

is provided by means of the movable coil, which can be shifted horizontally or radially on 

loosening one screw. The meter registers directly in kilowatt hours. 
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Fla. 1,401.-General Electric, Thomson type CS, astatic watt hour meter with cover and mag- net shield removed. This meter is constructed on the astatic principle to minimize the effect of external magnetic fields which are commonly encountered when dealing with large direct current circuits. These fields may be due to several causes such as an adjacent bus bar carrying large currents, iron frame work of switchboards, steel girders in buildings, etc., and they would naturally tend to affect the registration of the meter by an amount dependent on the direction of the external field and the ratio its strength bears to that of the meter field. The astatic principle which is the important feature of these meters, involves the use of two motor elements. Obviously, it one field coil and its armature be considered, a pro- jected field from an adjacent bus bar or similar source of disturbance would tend to alter the field within the series coil, and its effect on the registration of the meter would be pro- portional to the strength and direction of this stray field. Now, by combining with this element another field coil and armature identical with the first, except as regards polarity which is just the opposite of the other element, the effect of the stray field becomes neutral- ized , that is, a projected field from any external source tending to strengthen one field would in general weaken the other by the same amount, the net result representing no change in torque. 

1 
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Ans. It rotates at very slow speed, and since there is no 
iron in its fields and armature, it has very little reverse volt- 
age. Its armature current, therefore, is independent of the 
speed of rotation, and is constant for any definite voltage ap- 
plied at its terminals. 

The torque of this motor being proportional to the product bf its arma - 

! 

F. 

t7' 

...:1 14 

v 

. 

. , 

t 1e+ p ', ., ;, %t. l 1 -s. 
i go 

I ' . _- _ . 1° 
FIG. 1,402.-Detai of brush construction and arrangement of Thomson astatic watt hour 

meter. 

ture and field currents, must vary directly as the energy passing through 
its coils. In order then that the motor shall record correctly, it is neces- 
sary only to provide some means for making the speed proportional to 
the torque. This is accomplished by applying a load or drag, the strength 
of which varies directly as the speed. 

Ques. Explain the operation of the Thomson recording 
watt meter. 
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field, there being no iron, varies directly with the current in 
the field. Thus the strength of the field with 10 amperes flowing 
to the load is exactly twice the strength of the field with 5 
amperes flowing to the load. 

. - . 
P 

o 

11. 
`,L - 

I.ECTRIC .. 
_. li SP FI.LC ILLI.N 

L.1.k E '¡' L 0.A 1).1, 

The strength of 
the armature is de- 
pendenton the volt- 
age of the system 
to which it is con- 
nected, the arma- 
ture element of the 
meter being practi- 
cally a volt meter. 
There is, therefore, 
a torque or pull 
varying directly 
with the strength of 
the armature multi- 
plied by the strength 
of the field, or, in 
other words, vary- 
ing directly with 
the watt load, and 
except in so far as 
influenced by fric- 
tion, the speed of 
rotation varies 
directly with the 
torque or pull. The 
currents generated 
in the disc arma- 
ture consist of eddy 
currents, which cir- 
culate within the 
mass of the disc. 

Flo. 1,411.-Sangamo service t} pe two wire, direct current watt hour meter. with cover and 
recording train removed. It consists of a motor dynamo set coupled to a revolution 
recording mechanism, the speed of the set being proportional to the power delivered through 
it. The mercury motor consists essentially of a copper disc floated in mercury between the 
poles of a magnet and provided with leads to and from the mercury at diametrically opposite 
points. . 
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Installation of Watt Meters.-The various types of watt 
meter differ so widely either in mechanical details, or operating 
principles, that it is customary for manufacturers to furnish 
detailed instructions for the installation of their meters. Such 
instructions should be carefully followed in all cases, but the 
following will be found generally applicable to all types of 
motor meter: 

1. After unpacking the meter, and before opening the case or cover, 

Fro. 1,412.-Electric and magnetic circuits of the mercury motor of Sangamo D-5 watt hour 
meter. The current of electricity, carried by the circuit in which energy is to be measured, 
enters the contact C, passes through the comparatively high resistance mercury 11, to the edge 
of the low resistance copper disc D, across through the disc to the mercury II, and out of 
the contact C2. The magnetic field of the motor,is excited by a winding connected across 
the circuit, in which energy is to be measured; that is, the magnetic field is proportional to 
the voltage. 

Fro. 1313.-12elative directions of current, magnetic flux and rotation of disc of Sangamo 13-S 
watt hour meter. 
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clean the latter carefully to remove all adhering particles of dust 
and excelsior. 

2. The proper location for the meter should be one where there is no 
vibration. When this location has been selected, nail or screw upon 
the walls, a board somewhat larger than the dimensions of the back 
of the meter, and upon this board hang the meter by the top hanger. 

- ---- 

NU!a ;>e. 

nos. 1,414 to 1,417.-Disassembled moving system of Sangamo two wire, direct current watt 
hour meter. 

Furs. 1,418 to 1,424.-Field magnet, mercury chamber, main bracket and moving parts of 
Sangamo two wire, direct current watt hour meter. 
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3. After hanging the meter, open or remove the case or cover, and if 
necessary, put the mechanism in order according to instructions fur- 
nished by the manufacturer. 

4. In order to operate satisfactorily, the meter should hang plumb, so 
that the spindle of the revolving element will be vertical, and the 
horizontal planes through the armature and retarding disc will be 

level. Many complaints 
{ relative to meters being 

slow on light loads, are 
invariably due to the 
fact that the meters 
have been installed out 
of plumb.* 

C a !,° . 

t 'Á:r 
*,i 
._ . 

5. In making the cir- 
cuit connections, be 
very careful that 
the positive lead or 
wire is placed in 
the positive binding 
post of the meter. 
This precaution is 
essential for insur- 
ing an accurate and 
sensitive measure- 
ment on small 
loads. 

Fro. 1,425.-Thermo-couple and light -load adjustment of Sangamo direct current watt hour 
meter. A, is the thermo couple winding which encloses a couple consisting of two strips 
of dissimilar metal, each end terminating in a slotted terminal held by screws B and C. As 
shown. the couple is connected for use on the positive side of the line; loosening the screws 
and moving it to connect across C and I). adapts it for use on the negative side of the line. 
The light load adjustment is obtained by moving the clamp E. one way or another along 
the resistance strip.. The round wire is of copper, while the flat strip is of resistance metal. 

.NOTE.- The moat praer ical and accurate method of pltimbinga meter is to level it by 
means of a small brass weight placed upon the retarding disc. Place the weight upon the front 
or back upper surface of the disc, close to the edge. If the disc -aril weight rotate toward the 
right, move the bottom of the meter in the same direction so as to raise the disc on the right. 
When the disc is level, the weight -and disc will remain stationary when the weight is placed 

on either the front or the back of the disc. Nest, place the weight on the disc close to the edge 
on either side. If the disc rotate toward the front, swing the bottom of the meter away from 
i he wall or board until the disc remains stationary when the weight is placed upon it on either 
side. If the disc rotate toward the back. raise it up on that side by bringing the top of the 
meter away from the wall or board. It is possible that the second leveling operation will alter 
the position of the disc obtained by the first operation, therefore, the first should be repeated. 
and alter that the second also, until the disc remains stationary when the weight is placed at 
any point upon its surface. This method of leveling is more reliable than any method in 
which a spirit level is employed. 
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13 

Y 
RES.cT*Mf.F. 

GORRER « .- 

6. When a meter 
of the commutator 
motor type sparks 
at the brushes at 
starting, it is an 
indication that the 
commutator is 
dusty. Clean it 
with a piece of 
closely woven cot- 
ton tape % in. in 
width. 

7. Meters should 
never he allowed to 
remain with their 
covers off, in the 
testing room sta- 
tion, or any other 
place. In order to 
get t behest service, 
and to give them 
long life they must 
he kept clean. 

NOTE.-Sangamo meters 
for use on circuits of more 
than 130 volts are provided 

Q 
//with resistors connected in 

series with 'thé voltage mag- 
__,..:Y net windings, and these re- 

. sistors, when used in meters 
for circuits not exceeding 250 

- volts, are mounted upon and 

+ I 
form a part of the motor ele- 
ment. On circuits of more 
than 250 volts .the series re- 

_ - -=.-77---- siátor is mounted it an ex- -- ternalbox. 
Fto. 1,426.-Internal circuits of Sanganto two wire direct current watt hour meter.* Elements 

in fu,, and three u -ire meters: A, armature; B, zero point of light load adjustment D, 
damping disc, E,E, contact ears of mercury cli.ambet; H, heater winding of therms couple; 
1,1, binding post "from line;" K, clamp slider of light load adjustment; M, motor Plement; 
N, adjustment for drop of shunt; 0,0, binding posts "to load:" 5, spindle: U, upper bearing; 
W, worm driving recording train; V, laminated shunt magnet; SC, shunt coils; CT, com- 
pounding turns to build up speed on heavy loads. 

*NO t'k .-The reference letters under fig. 1,426 apply to figs. 1,426 and 1,428. 
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Fio L427 - internal 
connections of the un - 
shunted and internally 
shunted Sangamo type 
D-5 three wire service 
type watt hour meter. 

LINE 

TNERMO 

e11 111111 

+ 

+ d 

r 3 

u LI S0.VDt 

ARMATURE DOX 

SERIES 
COMPENSATING, 

TURNS 

SHUNT 
FIELD I 

FINDISG 

LIGHT i LOAD' 
ADJUSTMENT 

I 

D DCONNECTINO 
TNR; 

LOAD 

+ 

+ 

Fin. 1.428. - Internal 
connections of the 
externally shunted 
Sangamo type D-5 
three wire service 
type watt hour meter. 
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How to Test a Meter.-A simple test for ascertaining whether 
a customer's meter is fast or slow, may be applied as follows: 

I 

un '136,24. 
, 

' 

(L) 

'"el 71 
. . 5 

: 11 

F". 1.435 to 1,437.-Three views of recording mechanism of Sangamo two wire watt hour meter. 
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1. Turn off the lamps and other power consuming devices in the house 
and then note the reading of the meter dial and the exact time of day; 

2. Turn on as quickly as possible about one -tenth of all the lamps in 
the house and allow them to burn for about two hours; 

3. At the end of two hours, turn off the lamps as quickly as possible 
and note the reading of the meter dial. 

tl 

Fla. 1,438.-Duncan model EK, direct current watt hour meter. 

The difference between the first and second readings of the dial will be 
the indicated consumption of two hours, and if this be greater than the 
amount of power that ought to he consumed by the number of lamps 
turned on, the meter is fast, but if it be less, the meter is slow. 

The best results obtained by this method are only approximations, 
however, on account of the variations in the watts consumed by the dif= 
ferent makes of lamp, the uncertainty as to the actual voltage on the 
line at the time of the test, and the lack of knowledge ss to the age of 
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GEAR WHEEL 
ON REGISTER 

WORM ON SHAFT - 

COMMUTATOR 

COMPENSATING 
COIL SWITCH 

TERMINALS 

DRAG MAGNETS 

Fto. 1,439.-Diagram showing internal connections of the I>uncan watt hour meter. Itsppera- 
tion depends upon the principle of the well known electro -dynamometer, in which the 
electromagnetic action between the currents in the field coils and an armature produces 
motion in the latter. It also embodies the other two necessary watt hour meter elements 
required for the speed control and registration of the revolutions of the armature, these 
being embodied in the drag magnet and disc, and the meter register respectively. The motion 
of the armature is converted into continuous rotation by the aid of a commutator and brushes, 
the commutator being connected to the armature coils and carried on the same spindle 
therewith. 
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the lamps. Therefore, if the meter test within five per cent., or do not 
record more nor less than one -twentieth of the assumed lamp consumption 
it is safe to assume that the meter is correct as the result of the test is 
not likely to be any closer to the truth. 

BACK VIEW 

FIGS. 1,440 and 1,441.-lluncan model E, register. Instruction. for resetting register to zero: 
remove complete register from the meter; remove screws A an 1 13: loosen screw C, one half 
of a turn; disengage pinion P. from gear wheel WI, by moving frame F, to the right as shown 
by dotted line; re -set the dial pointers by turning gear wheels W3 and \V1; move frame F, 
back in place and replace screws A and B: adjust mesh of pinion P, and gear wheel W1, 
to allow slight backlash; tighten screws A, B and C. 

(hues. How should a roughened commutator be cleaned 
and smoothed? 

Ans. By means of tape. 

Waste of Electricity in Lighting.-In large residences where 
a good many servants are employed or in any place where the 
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Decrease Tensto^ 

Fin. 1,442.-New style Duncan brushes. Method of 
adjust menf: loosen set screw S; change tension by 
moving arm B, in the direction indicated; tighten set 
screw S. 

Fta. 1,441 -Method of polishing Duncan commutator 
with tape. 

Flog. 1,444 to 1,146.-Duncan meter shos ing method of replacing fixed type compensating 
coil with swinging type. 14, red lead to positive series binding post if 110 volt m. ter; if 220 
volt meter, connect red lead to pan cake coil resistance on front of meter base. To replace 
fixed compensating coils and switches shown in figs. 1,444 and 1,145 with the movable com- 
pensating coil, illustrated in fig. 1,416. disconnect green lead C. from brush; disconnect lead 
R: remove screws A and 13: remove coil and switch as a unit; substitute movable coil; replace 
screws A and B; connect red and 'green leads as indicated. 
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power consumed is not directly under the supervision of the per- 
son who must pay the hills, a great deal of waste usually occurs: 

Fu;. 1.447 to 1.457.-Tools for use with Duncan d.r. watt hour meters, both old and new 
types. A, sticks of corn pith: 13. sealing tool: C. brush cleaner; 1). brush adjuster: E. magnet 
wrench; I'. brush wrench; (. armature screw driver; I I. commutator pick; I. magnet cleaner 
(phosphor bronze); J, pivot remover; K, magnet adjuster. 

NOTE. -A meter operates under more varied and exacting conditions than almost any 
other piece of apparatus. It is frequently subjected to vibration. moisture and extremes of 
temperature; it must register accurately on varying voltages and various wave forms; it must 
operate for many months without any supervision or attention whatever; and. :n spite of all 
these conditions, it isexpected to register with accuracy from a fea per cent. of its rated capacity 
to a 50 per cent. overload. As a meter is a type of mechanism, itsnatural tendency is to run slow; 
but occasionally, through accident, a meter may run fast. IVhen a meter runs fast the con- 
sumer is paying a higher rate tier kilowatt hour than his contract calls for. Ile is being dis- 
criminated against. The periodic testing of meters is therefore a necessity and is an indication 
of the honesty of intention of the manager toward the customers of his company. Meters 
controlling a very large amount of revenue may be tested as often as once a month, while the 
ordinary run of meters should be tested at least once a year, once in eighteen months or once in 
two years. the period varying with different companies, dilTerent types and different civic 
requirements. Grmmutator type meters. having comparatively heavy moving elements with 
consequent rapid increase in friction due to wear on the jewel and bearings, and a commutator 
also increasing in friction with age, must have frequent and expert attention to insure their 
accuracy under all conditions. 
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If the meter be read before retiring, the reading in the morning will 
show how much energy was consumed during the night, which will show 
in turn how many lamps were burning all night. 

A great deal of light can he saved by placing the lamps so that they 
will throw the light where it is needed and by placing small lamps such 
as 8 candle power and 4 candle power in places where not much light is 
needed, such as bath rooms, halls, cellars, etc. 

When the lamps get old and dim they should be replaced with new 
ones, as it costs about the same to burn an old lamp as a new one. An 

Fio. 1,461.-Connections of Duncan model E, three wire, 4 binding post d.c. watt hour meter, 
300 amperes and less, 550 volts and less. 

old 16 candle power lamp which is very dim will give only about 8 candle 
power and use about as much current as is required for a new 16 candle 
power. If the dim light be light enough, it should be replaced by an 8 
candle power lamp, which will not consume as much power as the old 
16 candle power. 

TEST QUESTIONS 

1. How are ammeters and volt meters classified? 
2. Describe the moving iron type instnunen.t. 
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3. What is the principle of the moving coil instrument? 

4. How does the winding differ in ammeters and volt 
meters? 

5. Why is a high resistance coil used with a volt meter? 

6. How is an ammeter and volt meter connected? 

7. Describe a solenoid or plunger ammeter. 

8. Describe a magnetic vane instrument. 

9. Describe an inclined coil instrument. 

10. I low does a hot wire instrument work? 

1 1 . What is the principle of electrostatic instruments? 

12. Explain the construction and principle of the Thom- 
son astatic instruments. 

13. What are multipliers? 
14. What is an electro -dynamometer, and how does it 

work? 

15. How is the electro -dynamometer adapted to measure 
volts or watts? 

16. Explain how a watt meter is installed. 

17. Describe the Sangamo mercury motor watt meter. . 

18. I low does the thermo-couple and light load adjust- 
ment of Sangamo meter work? 

19. Give a practical and accurate method of plumbing a 
meter. 

20. Describe the method of testing a meter. 

21. What is the construction of the Duncan meter? 
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22. How should a roughened commutator be cleaned and 
smoothed? 

23. Explain the method of reading the recording dials of 
a meter. 

24. Explain watt hour, watt minute and watt second 
constants. 
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CHAPTCIz 39 

Testing and Testing Apparatus 

The practical electrician frequently has to make tests of 
various kinds which require the rapid and accurate measurement 
of voltage, current and resistance. It is therefore essential that 
he understand the methods employed in testing and the opera- 
tion of the instruments used. 

Most tests are made with a galvanometer, and the devices such as re- 
sistances, switches, etc., which are used in connection with the galvan- 
ometer may be obtained put up in a neat and substantial box together 
with the galvanometer, the combination being called a "testing set." 
Numerous forms of testing set are illustrated in this chapter. 

The construction, use, and operation of the various types of galvan- 
ometer have been explained in chapter thirty-seven. Ammeters and volt 
meters, which are simply special forms of galvanometer, and which are 
largely used are fully described in the preceding chapter. 

Pressure Measurement.-An electromotive force has been 
defined as that which causes or tends to cause a current; it is 

analogous to water pressure; potential difference corresponds to 
difference of level. The total electromotive force of a circuit is 

independent of resistance or current, and cannot be limited to 
mean the fall of pressure between any two points, as for in- 
stance the terminals of a battery. 

If the pressure of a battery be two volts when measured on open circuit 
by a static voltmeter, there will still be two volts on closed circuit, but 
there will now be a loss of pressure through the internal resistance of the 
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battery and the voltage across the terminals will be less than the total 
voltage. The static volt meter, never closing the circuit, actually measures 
the total voltage. 

Ques. What error is introduced in measuring the pres- 
sure of a battery with an ordinary volt meter? 

ZINC SULPHATE 
CRYSTALS 

MERCUROUS AND 
SULPHATE AND ZINC 

SULPHATE PASTE 

MERCURY 

ZINC SULPHATE 
SOLUTION 

ZINC SULPHATE 
CRYSTALS 

A Al ALGA AI OF ZINC 
AND AIERCURY 

Ftc. 1.452.-Clark cell (Kahle's modification of the Rayleigh I -I lorm), the standard for the 
International volt. The cell has for its positive electrode, mercury, and for its negative 
electrode, amalgamated zinc. The electro.yte consists of a saturated solution of zinc sul- 
phate and mercurous sulphate. The pressure is 1.434 volts at 15° C., and between 10° C. 
and 25° C. the pressure decreases .00115 of a volt for each increase of 1°C. The containing 
glass vessel consists of two limbs, closed at bottom and jo.ned above to a common neck 
fitted with a ground glass stopper. The diameter of the limbs should be at least 2 cros., 
and their length at least 3 ems. The neck should be not less than 1.5 ems. in diameter. At 
the bottom of each limb a platinum wire of about .4 mm. in diameter is'sealed through the 
glass. To set up the cell, place mercury in one limb, and in the other hot liquid amalgam. 
containing 90 parts mercury and 10 parts zinc. The platinum wires at the bottom must 
be completely covered by the mercury and the amalgam, respectively. On the mercury. 
place a layer I cm. thick of the zinc and mercurous sulphate paste. Both this paste and 
the zinc amalgam must he covered with a layer of the neutral zinc sulphate crystals 1 cm. 
thick. The whole vessel must then be filled with the saturated zinc sulphate solution. and 
the stopper inserted so that it will just touch it, leaving, however, a small bubble to guard 
against breakage when the temperature rises. Before finally inserting the glass stopper 
a strong alcoholic solution of shellac is applied to the upper edge, after which the stopper 
is pressed firmly in place. 
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Ans. Since the measurement is made on closed circuit the 
reading does not give the total pressure of the battery. 

The error is very slight because the resistance of the volt meter is very 
high and the current so small that the loss of pressure in the battery can 

be neglected. 

PROTECTING x -` "' i 
- COVER 

WAX 

.r 

CAbNtruM 
SULPHATE 
SOLUTI 
Cd SO4 

M ERqu ROUS 

SULPn.aTE"" 
Hx,.SO. --91> 

MERCURY--; 

s 

GLASS 
-RECEPTACLE 

PORCELAIN 
RETA -R 

is 

-4jPACKING 

: f ' 
CADMIUM \ PLATINUM WIRE AMALG.tM 

no. 1.463.-Weston Cadmium Cell. It is made in two forms; one known as the Weston normal 

cell in which the solution of cadmium sulphate is saturated at all temperatures at which 

the cell may he used. The other. known as the Weston standard cell, in which the cadmium 

sulphate solution is unsaturated at all temperatures above 4° C. The Weston normal cell, 

or saturated form is slightly affected by changes in temperature. but. on account of the fact 

that it can be accurately reproduced. it was adopted by the London Conference in 1908. 

as a convenient voltage standard. The value of its voltage suggested by the committee 
of the London Conference on Electrical Units and Standards, and adopted by the Bureau 

of Standards at Washington, Jan. 1st, 1911, is 1.0183 International volts at 20° C. At any 
other temperature its voltage is: 

E, = E;o - .0000.06 (t - 20) -.00000095 (t - 201, + .0000000 (t - 201, 
The Weston standard cell, or unsaturated form is practically unaffected by changes in 

temperature and is the form most commonly used for laboratory work and general testing. 

The average pressure of this form is 1.0187 Int. volts. 

(Ines. Define the International volt. 

Ans. It is the electromotive force that, steadily applied to a con- 

ductor whose resistance is one International ohm, will produce a 
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current of one International ampere, and which is represented 

000 sufficiently well for practical use by 1 ; of the voltage between 
434 

the poles of the Clark cell at a temperature of 15° C., when pre- 
pared Os in fig. 1,462.. 

ONE 
VOLT 
CELL 

Fitts. 1,464 and 1,465.-Steam pump showing by hydraulic analogy the difference between 
amperes and coulombs. If the current strength in fig. 1,465 be one ampere, the quantity 
of electricity passing any point in the circuit per hour is 1 X 60 X 60 = 3.600 
coulombs. The rare of current Clow of one ampere here illustrated may be compared to the 
rate of discharge of a pump as in fig. 1,464. Assuming the pump to be of such size that it 
discharges a gallon per stroke and is making 60 strokes per minute, the quantity of water 
discharged per hour (coulombs in fig. 1,465) is I X 60 X 60 = 3,600 gallons. Following 
the analogy further (in fig. 1 ,465), the pressure of one volt is required to force the electricity 
through the resistance of one ohm between the terminals A and B. In fig. 1,464, the boiler 
must furnish steam pressure on the pump piston to overcome the friction (resistance) offered 
by the pipe and raise the water from the lower level A', to the higher level B'. The differ- 
ence of pressure between A and B, in the electric circuit corresponds to the difference of 
pressure between A' and 13'. The cell furnishes the energy to move the current by main- 
taining a difference of pressure at its terminals C and Di similarly, the boiler furnishes 
energy to raise the water by maintaining a difference of pressure between the steam pipe C. 
and exhaust pipe 9'. 

The relation between the units volt, ampere and ohm, is shown graph- 
ically in figs. 1,464 and 1,465. 
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Current Measurement.-It is necessary to adopt some 
arbitrary standard in order to compare currents of different 
strengths. The term strength of a current, or current strength 
means the rate of flow past any point in the circuit in a given 

unit of lime. 
The unit of current, called the ampere, is defined as the unvarying current 

which, when passed through a solution of nitrate of silver in water (15 per 

cent. by weight of the nitrate) deposits silver al the rate of .001118 gramme 

per second. 

Ques. How much copper or zinc will one ampere deposit 
in one second? 

Ans. .0003286 gramme of copper in a copper voltameter, 
or .0003386 gramme of zinc in a zinc voltameter. 

Ques. What is the difference between an ampere and a 

coulomb? 

Ans. An ampere is the unit rale of flow of the current, and 
a coulomb is the unit quantity of electricity, that is, the ampere 
is the rate of current flow that will deposit .0003286 gramme 
of copper in one second and a coulomb is the quantity of elec- 

tricity that passes a given point in one second when the current 
strength ís one ampere. 

In other wórds a coulomb is an ampere second. 

Example.-If an arc lamp require a current of 8 amperes, how much 
electricity does it consume per hour? 

Since one coulomb=one ampere second, the quantity of electricity con- 

sumed per hour is 

J X 
fsecon s =28 800 coulombs. 

1 
, 

NOTE-.( galvanometer is not a measuring instrument and should not be used as such, 
except in cases where no better method is available; for example, the measurement of insulation 
resistance. Where circumstances are such that a galvanometer must be used as a measuring 
instrument, it should be calibrated with such frequency as to become, in effect, a transfer 
instrument. 
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Voltameter.-A voltameter is an electrolytic cell employed 
to measure an electric current by the amount of chemical de- 
composition the current causes in passing through the cell. 
There are two classes of voltameter: 

1. Weight voltameters; 
2. Gas voltameters. 

Ftc. 1,466.-Queen weight voltameter for determining the strength of current by the weight of 
metal deposited in a given time. The two outside plates form the anode and are joined 
together and to one binding post, while the cathode is placed between them and connected 
to the other binding post. The cathode thus receives a deposit on both sides. An adjustable 
arm serves to lower the plates into the electrolyte. To calculate the strength of an un- 
known current which has passed through a weight voltameter. dicide the gain in weight by 
the number of seconds the current flows through the instrument and by the weight deposited by 
one ampere in one second. That is. (for copper voltameter) current strength in amperes =- 
gain in weight ± (time in seconds X .0003286). 

Ques. What is the difference between these two classes 
of voltameter? 

Ans. In one, the current strength is determined by the 
weight of metal deposited or weight bf water decomposed, and 
in the other by the volume of gas liberated. 
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Fig. 1,466 shows a weight voltameter and fig. 1,467 a gas voltameter. 

Ques. How should the plates of a weight voltameter be 

treated before use? 

Ans. They must be thoroughly cleaned and polished with 

sand paper, the sand being afterwards removed by placing them 

Fro. 1,467, Gas voltameter for determining the strength of cur- 
rent by the volume of gas evolved. To use. connect up as 

shown in the illustration. Adjust so that the zero position 
of the burette is about one-half inch below the level of the 
top of the U tube. Pour acidulated mater into the mouthof the 
burette till the water in the U tube is about one-half inch from 
the top. \\ith the electrodes inserted through the corks, care- 

fully place each one in position by giving a slight twist to the 
right as the cork enters. The water level in the U tube and 
burette should now be the same or further adjustment must be 

made to attain this result. The level in the burette does not 
necessarily have to correspond a ith the zero graduation, but 
must not be below it. Unclamp the burette and hold it nearly 
horizontal. The liquid will not run out if the corks he tight, ac- 
cordingly th's is the air leakage test. Attach the connectors and 
wires from the current source (which should have a pressure 
of 2 or more volts) placing a switch in the circuit. When the 
switch is closed, bubbles of gas will rise in the U tube from 
both electrodes, displacing the water and forcing it up the 
burette. Hydrogen will be liberated over the negative elec- 

trode, and oxygen over the positive electrode in the pro- 
portion of twice as much hydrogen as oxygen. To calculate 
the current strength, divide the 0011011e of gas liberated by the 

time in seconds, and by the volume of gas liberated (in cubic 
cerdurreters) by one ampere in one second and by .1733; that is: 

amperes = volume of gas liberated _ (time in seconds 

X .1733). 

in.running water. The fingers must not be placed ola any part of 

the plate which is /o receive the deposit. 

Ques. What form of voltameter has been selected to 

measure the International ampere? 

Ans. The silver voltameter arranged as here specified. 
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The cathode on which the silver is to he deposited shall take the form 
of a platinum bowl, not less than 10 cms. in diameter, and from 4 to 5 
cms. in depth. 

The anode shall he a disc or plate of pure silver some 30 sq. cros. in 
area, and 2 or 3 cms. in thickness. This shall be supported horizontally 
in the liquid near the top of the solution by a silver rod riveted through 
its center. 

To prevent the disintegrated silver which is formed on the anode falling 
upon the cathode, the anode shall be wrapped around with pure filter 
paper, secured at the back by suitable folding. 

The liquid shall consist of a neutral solution of pure silver nitrate con- 
taining about 15 parts by weight of the nitrate to 85 parts of water. 

Ques. What is the value of the International ampere as 
measured with the silver voltameter? 

Ans. The International ampere is represented sufficiently 
well for practical use by the unvarying current which, when 
passed through a silver voltameter (as described above) deposits 
silver at the rate of .001118 gramme per second. 

Ohm's Law and the Ohm.-The various tests here described 
depend for their truth upon the definite relation existing be- 
tween the electric current, its pressure, and the resistance 
which the circuit offers to its flow. 

This relation was fully investigated by Ohm in 1827. Using the same 
conductor, he proved not only that the current varies with the pressure, 
but that it varies in direct proportion. 

Ohm's law has already been discussed in a previous chapter 
and the several ways of expressing it are repeated here for con- 
venience: 

volts 
1. Amperes - ohms' 
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2. Volts =amperes Xohms; 

volts 
3. Ohms 

Various values have been assigned, from time to time, to 
the ohm or unit of resistance, the unit in use at the present time 
being known as the International ohm. This was recommended 

STANDARD 
ONE VOLT (.ELL 

TEMPERATURE 0°C 

Flo. 1,468.-The International ohm. By definition, the resistance of 11.452 grammes of 
mercury in the form of a coLrnm of uniform cross section 106.3 centimeters in length, at a tem- 
perature of 0' C. This is approximately equivalent to a column 106.3 cut. long, having a 

uniform cross section of 1 sq. mm. In the figure the resistance of the external circuit and 
the standard one volt cell is assumed to be zero. 
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at the meeting of the British Association in 1892, was adopted 
by the International Electrical Congress held in Chicago in 
1893, and was legalized for use in the United States by act of 
Congress in 1894. The International ohm is graphically de- 
fined in fig. 1,468. The previous values given to the ohm which 
were more or less generally accepted are as follows: 

The Siemens' Ohm.-A resistance due to a column of mercury 100 cm. 
long and 1 sq. mm. in cross section al 0° C. 

B. A. (Brit ish Association) Ohm.-A resistance due to a column of 
mercury approximately 104.9 cm. long and 1 sq. nun. in cross section al 0° C. 

Legal Ohrn.-A resistance due to a column of mercury 106 cm. long and 
1 sq. mm. in cross section at 0° C. This unit was adopted by the Paris 
conference of 1884. 

OHM TABLE' 
Inter - 

Date national Legal B. A. Siemens' 
,Ohm Ohm Ohm Ohm 

International Ohm . 1893-4 1. 1.0028 1.0136 1.0630 
Legal Ohm .. 1884 .9972 1. 1.0107 1.0600 
B. A. Ohm 1864 .9866 .9894 1. 1.0488 
Siemens' Ohm .9407 .9434 19535 1. 

Practical Standards of Resistance.-The column of mer- 
cury as shown in fig. 1,468, is the recognized standard for re- 
sistance, however, in practice, it is not convenient to compare 
resistances with such a piece of apparatus, and therefore sec- 
ondary standards are made up and standardized with a great 
degree of precision. These secondary standards are made of 
wire. The material generally used being manganin or platinoid. 

'NOTE.-/a the nhore table to reduce, for instance, British Association ohms to Inter- 
national ohms, multiply by .9866, or divide by 1.0136; to reduce legal ohms to International 
ohms, multiply by .9972, or divide by 1.0028, etc. 
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Resistance Measurement.-Resistance is that which offers 
opposition to the flow of electricity. Ohm's law shows that the 
strength of the current falls off in proportion as the resist- 
ance in the cir- cuitt,,,,,,,rma increases. 
This gives a 

, 

11-1 

basis for meas- 
uring resist- 
ance. 
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Fta. 1.469.-Leeds and Northrup resistance standards, National Bureau of Standards type. 
hermetically sealed in a neutral oil to overcome changes due to atmospheric conditions. 
Accuracy ,lhl of 1% for total energy of watt. 21, of 1"7, up to 1 watt. The principal 
requirement in a resistance standard is that its resistance value he definite within the 
required accuracy, under definite conditions. For the sake of convenience the value of a 
standard should be definite under all usual conditions of normal use. I lowever, for work of 
the utmost accuracy, it is often necessary to resort to the use of temperature control by 
means of oil baths. 

Fto. 1,470.-Leeds and Northrup standard resistance Reichsanstalt type .1 ohm; adjusted at 
20° C. Low resistance standards may be properly divided into two classes: 1, those which 
are designed primarily as resistance standards. and 2. those designed as current carrying 
standards. Those of the first mentioned class are often used to measure currents up to their 
capacity. The above standard has both pressure and current terminals. The binding posts 
for the former are mounted on high posts so as to be easily accessible when the standard is 
immersed in oil. When used as a resistance standard of precision, it should not be subiected 
to a current of more than one ampere. and when used as a current carrying standard of lesser 
accuracy, a current of 2 or 3 amperes may be used. 
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There are various methods by which an unknown resistance 
may be measured, as by the: 

1. Direct deflection method; 
2. Method of substitution; 
3. Fall of potential method; 
4. Differential galvanometer method; 
5. Drop method; 
6. Volt meter method; 
7. Wheatstone bridge method. 

GALVANOMETER TWO WAY KEY 

KNOWN RESISTANCE 

UNKNOWN RESISTANCE 

Fut. 1,471.-Direct deflection method of testing resistances; a useful and simple method which 
may be used in numerous tests. Galvanometer readings are taken through the known and 
unknown resistances, and the current being proportional to the deflections, the value of the 
unknown resistance is easily calculated. 

Direct Deflection Method.-This method is based on the 
fact that the greater the current through a galvanometer the 
greater the deflection of the needle; it is a simple method and 
is capable of extended application. 

The apparatus required consists of battery, galvanometer, 
known resistance, and double contact key. The connections 
are made as in fig. 1,471. 

The known resistance is put in circuit with the galvanometer and after 
noting the deflection. the key is moved in order to cut out the known 
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resistance and throw into circuit the unknown resistance. The deflection of 
the galvanometer is again noted and compared with the first deflection. 

I f the deflections be proportional to the current, the unknown resistance 
will be as many times the known resistance as the deflection with the 
known resistance is greater than the deflection with the unknown resistance. 

Method of Substitution.-This is the simplest method of 
measuring resistance. The resistance to be measured is inserted 
in series with a galvanometer and some constant source of 

RESISTANCE 
Box 

FIELD 
COIL 

TWO WAY KEY 

GALVANOMETER 

Fro. 1,472.-Substitution method of testing resistances. The connections and anparatus are the 
same as in fig. 1.471, except that a resistance box is used in place of the known resistance. 
In making the test, first note deflection with unknown resistance in circuit, then press 

key so that the current will pass through she resistance box, and adjust the resistance in 
the box so that the deflection of the galvanometer is about the same as with the unknown. 
Now switch from this circuit to the other. changing the resistance in the box until equal 
deflections are obtained. When this obtains, the resist:mce in the box is the same as the 
resistance being tested. 
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current, and the galvanometer deflection noted. A known ad- 
justable resistance is then substituted for the unknown and 
adjusted till the same deflection is again obtained. The value 
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Flo. 1,473.-Ordinary resistance box. It contains a set of standard resistances consisting of 

coils of insulated wire having low conductivity and small temperature coefficient. The 
ends of the coils are joined to the section of the bar between the plugs. The insertion of 
a plug cuts out a coil. In using, care should he taken to put the plugs in with a slight twist 
so that there shall be no resistance introduced by poor contact. 

`- 

Co!. 
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Flo. 1,474.-Nlegohm box or set of standard high resistances. The box contains five resist- 
ances of 2(X).000 ohms each. The six pillars are petticoat insulated, the resistances being 
placed between each pair of pillars. There is a double contact post on top of each pillar 
so that these can be connected together with copper links. 
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of the adjustable resistance thus obtained is equal to that of 
the resistance being tested. 

Ques. What kind of adjustable resistance is used in mak- 
ing the above test? 

Ans. A resistance box. 

Fro. 1,475.-Leeds and Northrup Standard high resistance box, 100,000 ohms equipped with short circuiting switch. When the switch is thrown to the right the box is short circuited and when thrown to the left the resistance of 100,000 ohms is placed in the circuit. 
Fla. 1,4741.-Standard resistance box; 100,000 ohms, in four units of 10,000, 20,000, 30,000, and 40,000 ohms. An "infinity" plug separates each coil from the ones adjacent. Segments are elevated from the hard rubber top by special washers in order to increase insulation. Bind- ing posts are so arranged as not to be in the way when plugs are used. 

Ques. Describe a resistance box. 

fns. It consists of a box containing numerous resistance 
coils with their ends connected to terminals and provided with 
plugs so that they may be thrown into or out of circuit at will, 
thus varying the resistance in the circuit. 

Fall of Potential Method.-This is a very simple method of 
measuring resistances, and one that is convenient for practical 
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work in electrical stations because it requires only an ammeter, 
volt meter, battery and switch-apparatus to be found in every 
station. The connections are made as shown in fig. 1,477. 

In making the test the ammeter and volt meter readings are 
taken at the same time, and the unknown resistance calculated 
from Ohm's law. Accordingly, since: 

volts 
amperes = 

ohms 

AMMETER VOLTMETER 

BATTERY 

UNKNOWN RESISTANCE 

(1) 

1 

SWITCH 

Ftc. 1,477.-Fall of potential method of testing resistances; a convenient method for testing at 

stations, requiring only the usual instruments to he found at a station. The resistance 

of the volt meter must be very high, otherwise the teat must be made as in fig. 1,178. 

solving for the resistance, 

volts 
ohms 

amperes 
(2) 
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Example.-If in fig. 1,477 the readings show 6 volts and 2 amperes 
how many ohms is the resistance being tested? 

Substituting in formula (2) 

ohms=º 
2=3 

Ques. Can this test be made with any kind of volt meter? 

AMMETER 

SWITCH 
,BATTERY 

I 

UNKNOWN RESISTANCE 

VOLTMETER 

Fro. 1.478.-Fall of potential method of testing resistances; diagram showing connections for 
testing with low resistance volt meter. The resistance measured with this connection will be 
the suns of the resistances of the coil and the ammeter. The resistance of the ammeter is 
usually known and can be subtracted from the sum to obtain the required resistance. 

Ans. Its resistance must be very high to avoid error. When 
a volt meter having small resistance is used, it should be con- 
nected so as to measure the fall of pressure across both am- 
meter and unknown resistance as shown in fig. 1,478. 

Differential Galvanometer Method.-This is what is known 
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DIFFERENTIAL 
GALVANOMETER RESISTANCE BOX 

ó 4 4 

-r-t0 0- 0 0 0 0 

BATTERY 

I1111 

UNKNOWN RESISTANCE 

SWITCH 

Flo. 1,479.-Di fferent ial galvanometer met hod of testing resistances. In making the test, the 
resistance box is adjusted till the galvanometer needle shows no deflection. When this 
condition obtains, the resistance in circuit in the resistance boy_ is equal to the unknown 
resistance, hence, a reading of the box gives the value of the unlvtown resistance. 

'6h 

Fto. 1 ,4P0.-Knott Traveling Plug resistance box, range 1 to 1.110 ohms. This box is provided 
with brass blocks and ebonite top. Contains 12 coils ranging from I to 400 ohms, with total 
resistance of 1.110 ohms. The usefulness of this box is increased by the addition of two 
traveling plugs facilitating its use in the comparison o: electromotive force of batteries, 
and other tests. . 
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as a nil or zero method, that is, a method of making electrical 
measurements in which comparison is made between two 
quantities by reducing one to equality with the other, the 
absence of deflection from zero of the instrument scale showing 
that the equality has been obtained. 

The test is made with a differential galvanometer, and resistance box connected as in fig. 1,479. The current then will divide so that part of ít flows through the resistance being tested and around one set of coils of the galvanometer while the other part will flow through the resistance box and the other set of coils as indicated. 

Fio. 1,481.-Single contact and short circuiting key. This key is intended especially for use with D'Arsonval galvanometers in zero, deflection methods. The key is connected in circuit with the galvanometer so that whencvet the key is not depressed, the galvanometer is short 
. circuited, and its oscillations quickly damped out by the currents induced in its coil. 

When the resistance box has been so adjusted that its resistance is the same as the unknown resistance the current in the two branches will be equal, and the needle of the galvanometer will show no deflection. 

Ques. What name is given to this method of testing? 
Ans. It is called a zero method, distinguishing it from de- 

flection methods. 

Ques. For what kind of resistance is the method adapted? 
Ans. Since it is a nil cr zero method, it is better adapted 
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to the measurement of non -inductive than of inductive re- 
sistances. 

Ques. What precaution should be taken with inductive 
resistances? 

Ans. The current must be allowed to flow until it becomes 
steady to overcome the influence of self-induction. 

VOLTMETER 

KNOWN RESISTANCE 

TWO WAY 
SWITCH 

UNKNOWN RESISTANCE 

BATTERY 

I1111 

Fm. 1,482.-Drop method of testing resistances. The apparatus is connected as shown and 
readings taken with volt meter across known and unknown resistance. The unknown resis- 

ance is then easily calculated. 

Ques. What may be said with respect to the differential 
galvanometer method? 

Ans. With an accurate instrument it is very reliable. 

Drop Method.-This is a convenient method, and one which 
may be used for measuring either high or low resistances with 
precision. It is used for many practical measurements, and 
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requires only a voltmeter, battery, known resistance and a two 
way switch. 

The instruments are connected as in fig. 1,482, and in making 
the test, the volt meter is switched into circuit across the known 
resistance and then across the unknown resistance, readings 
being taken in each case. The value of the unknown resistance, 
is then easily calculated from the following proportion: 

drop across known resistance known resistance 
drop across unknown resistance unknown resistance 

from which 

unknown known resistance Xdrop across unknown resistance 
resistance - drop across known resistance 

Ques. What may be substituted for the volt meter? 

Ans. A high resistance galvanometer, whose deflections are 
proportional to the current, the value of the deflections being 
substituted in the formula. 

Ques. What precaution should be taken in making the 
test? 

Ans. The current used should not be strong enough to 
appreciably heat the resistance, and if the current be not very 
steady, several readings should be taken of each measurement 
and the average values used in the formula. 

Ques. How are the most accurate results obtained? 

Ans. By selecting the known resistance as near as possible 
to the supposed value of the unknown resistance. 
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Volt Dieter Method. --This is a direct deflection method and 
consists in determining first the resistance that will deflect the 
needle through one division of the scale on a given battery 
current, then with this as a basis for comparison the volt meter 
is connected across the unknown resistance whose value is 

easily calculated from the reading. 
In making the test, the instruments are connected as in fig. 

1,483. The current from battery is first passed through the 
galvanometer by turning switch as shown. 

VOLTMETER 

BATTERY 

TWO WAY 
SWITCH 

UNKNOWN RESISTANCE 

Flo. 1.4R3.-Voltme er met hod of testing resistances. K now ing the resistance of t he volt meter. 
turn switch to the left and from reading calculate resistance corresponding to one division 
of the scale. Turn switch to right and multiply reading by resistance required for deflec- 
tion of one division. This gives resistance of volt meter and unknown resistance: subtract- 
ing from t:tis the resistance of volt meter gives value of the unknown resistance. 

Assuming the resistance of the instrument to be 8,000 ohms and that 
the current deflects the needle through 10 divisions of the scale, then for 

a deflection of one division the resistance is 

8,000X10=80,000 ohms. 

Accordingly, if. when the switch is moved to the right connecting the 
volt meter across the unknown resistance, the needle be moved through 
6 divisions of the scale, the combined resistance of the volt meter and un- 
known resistance is 

80,000=6= 13,3331 ohms, 
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and substracting the resistance of the volt meter, the value of the un- 

known resistance is 

13,3331-8.000=5,3331 ohms. 

Ques. For what kinds of test is the volt meter method 

best adapted? 

Ans. For measuring high resistances, as the insulation of 

wires, etc. 

Fro. 1.484 -Double contact key. It is of especial value in connection with a Wheatstone bridge. 

When used with the latter it forms a combination battery and galvanometer key. The 

battet y is wired to the top leaves of the key and the galvanometer to the lower leaves. 

Hence. when operated, the battery circuit will be closed before the galvanometer circuit. 

as it is desirable to avoid undue disturbance of the needle. 

Ques. What may be said with respect to the current used? 

Ans. Its voltage should be as high as possible within the 

limits of the volt meter scale. 

Ques. In testing cable insulation what is desirable with 

respect to volt meter and current? 

Ans. A low reading volt meter should be used in connection 

with a large battery. 
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Wheatstone Bridge Method.-For accurate measurements of resistance this method is almost universally used. 

The so called "Wheatstone" bridge vas invented by Christie, and improperly credited to Wheatstone, who simply applied Christies invention to the measurement of resistances. 

1,485.-Diagram showing principle of Wheatstone's bridge. A, B, C and I), are the four members which constitute the bridge. The current, from the battery divides at 1', part traversing DC, and part traversing BA. The galvanometer connected to M and N, will indicate when the currents are equal in the two branches by giving no deflection. This is then a zero or nil method of testing. The resistances and keys required in testing are shown in fig. 1.489. In the actual instrument, the members A, B, C, and I), are known by the names given in the figure. 

This stigma has become so firmly rooted that it will perhaps have to be tolerated. 

The bridge consists of a system of conductors as shown in 
fig. 1,485. The circuit of a constant battery is made to branch 
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at P, into two parts, which re -unite at Q. so that part of the 

current Bows through the point M, the other part through the 

point N. The four conductors A,B,C,D,, are spoken of as 

the arms of the balance or bridge. 
II is by the proportion existing between the resistances of these 

arms that the resistance of one of them can be calculated when the 

resistances of the other three are known. 

. 

Fro. 1,486.-Knott hydrodynamic Wheatstone bridge for a study of the principles involved by 

measurements of resistance by the Wheatstone bridge method, using fall of hydraulic 

pressure as an analogy to electric pressure. On a polished wooden baseboard is mounted 

a system of tubes connected to form a Wheatstone diagram. In the "arms" are reducing 

valves analogous to resistances. Pressures in the various arms are indicated by the mano- 

meters. In the "bridge" is a pressure indicator analogous to the galvanometer by connecting 

to one of the nipples and allowing a flow of water through the apparatus, the fall of pressure 

through the different arms may readily be noted. By regulating the reducing valves in these 

arms, a balance may be secured when no indications of pressure can be noted in the "bridge." 

The pressure in the arms will be noted in the manometer. 

When the current which starts from the battery arrives at P, the press- 

ure will have fallen to a certain value. The pressure in the upper branch 

falls again to M, and'continties to fall to Q. The pressure of the lower 

branch falls to N, and again falls till it reaches the value at Q. Now if 
N, be the same proportionate distance along the resistances between P 

and Q, as M, is along the resistances of the upper line between P and Q, 

the pressure will have fallen at N, to the same value as it has fallen to at M; 

or, in other words, if the ratio of the resistance C, to the resistance D, be 
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equal to the ratio between the resistance A, and the resistance B, then 
M and N. will be at equal pressures. l o find out if this condition obtain. 
a sensitive galvanometer is placed in a branch wire between M and N. 
which will show no deflection when M and N, are at equal pressure or 
when the four resistances of the arms "balance" one another by being in 
proportion, thus: 

Fro. 11.4117.-Knott demonstration Wheatstone bridge for a study ti( fall of potential and dem- onstration of the principle of the Wheatstone bridge.- This apparatus was designed fa- use on the lecture table, which accounts for its generous proportions. Each arm of the bridge has an incandescent lamp inserted in it. so that whether current goes through that arm or not becomes evident instantly. A galvanometer is provided as part of the outfit. 

.0\l:'.Illálterrderl"J:.,dor4 
Fto. 1,488.-Knott demonstration Wheatstone bridge, diamond form for practical application of Wheatstone diagram in determining resistance. As will he noted from the illustration. all connections and coils are mounted on a base according to the Wheatstone diagram as found in standard text books. In the "ratio arms" are coils of 1, 10 and 100 ohms. The "balance arms" are provided with gaps each with non -detachable binding posts, one pair for the "known" and one pair for the "unknown" resistance. Binding posts and a key are provided for the hatter, ;in : ealvanometer circuits. 
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A:C=B:D (1) 

If, then, the value of A, B, and C, he known: D. can he calculated. The 
proportion (I) is reduced to the following equation before substituting. 

C 
D= 

I3- 

For instance, if A and C, he, as in fig. 1.489, 10 ohms and 100 ohms re- 
spectively, and B be 15 ohms, 1) will be (15X 1001÷ 10= 150 ohms. 

As constructed, Wheatstone bridges are provided with some resistance 
coils in the arms A and C, as well as with a complete set in the arm B. 

N \F 

BATTERY KEY 

no. 1,489.-D agram showing arms of Wheatstone bridge, resistances and method of connecting 
galvanometer, battery and unknown resistance. 

The advantage of this arrangement is that by adjusting A and C, the 
ratio between B and D. can be determined, and can, in certain eases. 
he measured to fractions of an ohm. In tig. 1.489 resistances of 10, 100, 

and 1,000 ohms are included in the arms \ and C. 

Ques. Describe the method of testiñg with the bridge. 
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Ans. Fig. 1,490 illustrates the general a-rangement of re- 
sistances to be found in an ordinary bridge. The connections 
are made as shown. In testing, first depress the battery key, 

KEY 

f7AlVANOMETER 

Ni1,000 I00 10 Q 10 100 1000 M 

0 0 00' 00 
I N F B . 

//1 ll2 /{2 
S? 1 1 X 5 --. {} 0 0 0 {} 

P 50 20 20 10 10 
BRID6E 

UNKNOWN RESISTANCE 

Fto. 1.490.-Diagram showing usual arrangement of resistances in arms of Wheatston 2 bridge. In practice the bridge is seldom or never made in the lozenge shape of the diagrams, figs. 
1,485 and 1.489, these being given merely for clearness. The resistance box of fig. 1,473 is, in 
itself, a complete "bridge," the appropriate connections being made by screws at various 
points. The letters in the above diagram correspond with those in figs. 1,485 and 1,489, and 
the three figures should be carefully compared. 

then tap the galvanometer key. This should he repeated ad- 
justing the resistances till no deflection is obtained. The re- 
sistance then in the arm B X (C =A), will give the value of 
the unknown resistance. 

Ques. Why should the battery key be depressed before 
the galvanometer key? 
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Ans. To avoid the sudden swing of the galvanometer 

needle, which occurs on closing circuit in consequence of self- 

induction. 

(hoes. IIow is it known whether too much or too little 

resistance be unplugged? 

- - - a. . , a.. `-~;,a `_st_ i " .aá1a tL ,saa . 
... -e~ 

1+, 
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Flu. 1,491.-Standard resistance box and Wheatstone bridge. This pattern is a modification 

of the Anthony form of bridge. All the resistances are wound upon metal spools. The 

bridge ratio coils are 1, 10, 100, 1,000, 10.000. The rheostat coils are arrarged in five rows. 

of ten coils each. The ordinary decade plan (explained in dg. 1,496) is followed. The coils 

may be joined in series, in multiple, or in any combination of series and multiple. The coils 

may thus be checked against each other in many combinations. For instance, all the ten 

ohm coils taken in parallel may be compared with any one ohm coil. The precision of adjust- 

ment is said to be l% for the coils of the tenth ohm series, and 1% for the coils of the 

rheostat. The ratio coils are certified to be like each other to within t%. The box is 

supplied with battery and galvanometer keys of substantial construction. 

NOTE-Too little attention has been given in schools to a thorough understanding of 

that basic principle, fall of potential, fundamental to Wheatstone bridge work. A student's 

incomplete understanding of fall of potential makes it difficult tot- him to understand u hat he 

is striving to obtain when he uses a Wheatstone bridge. This incomplete understanding is 

due, perhaps, to the word of mouth descriptions and the lack of adequate illustratim.e demon- 

strative apparatus. To picture for him the actual fall of potential, the Knott demonstration 

apparatus shown in the accompanying cuts is recommended. 
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Ans. The galvanometer needle will he deflected to one side 
for too much resistance, and to the opposite side for too little 
resistance. 

Fio. 1.492.-Pohl commutator. This is equivalent to a two pole double -throw switch. The depressions in the base are filled with mercury into which the contacts dip in closing the circuit. 

Fro. I ,493.-Ratio coils of Wheatstone bridge. Almost every box intended to serve asa \Vheat- stone bridge is furnished with a set of coils which forms the arms of proportion or ratio arms of the bridge. 'There is a choice of several different ways of arranging these coils. The figure shows the simplest arrangement, which is employed in boxes not intended for the highest accuracy. The required ratio, as for instance 1:100 is obtained by withdrawing a 
1 to 1 I 1,'1) plug from each arm A and B. Ratios 1 

lo 100 
I 

100' 10U' etc., or n1 o f")) 1 .1111)) 
' lu too iou < tc., are obtainable in t his manner. This simple arrangement is open not only to the objection that the contact resistance of the plugs which remain in is always included with the resist- ance unplugged, but also to all other objections to he urged against the use of many plugs where a few will do. The method has the limitation that it is not possible to reverse the arms of the bridge, that is. to transpose the arms A and B. 
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II 

N, 
c ror 

Fro. 1,491.-Method of reversing arms of Wheatstone bridge with reversing blocks. The arrange- 
ment shown in the ttgure is classical, being that used in t he English post -office type of Wheat- 
stone bridge. It is open to the objections which apply to the use of several plugs, one of 
which is withdrawn to obtain the des red resistance. 

1 to. 1 .495.-Leeds and Northrup dial type Wheatstone bridge. There are five dial decades, 
10 X .1 + 9 (1 + 10 + 100 -} 1.000) ohms. Ralio Arntn; ten coils, plug controlled, rever- 
sible. 2 each 1, 10. 100, 1,000. 10,000 ohms. Accuracy: 1,000. 100. 10 and 1 ohm dLctdes, 

210%:0.1 ohm decade. ;: ratio coils, 4 %. General: Large exposed studs; type B 

Metal spools; individual coil for each switch position; perforated metal box. 
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HUNORlOS 
Fins. 1.496 and 1,497.- 

Diagrams ? illustrating the S' decade plan of combining 

e 
obtained with either nine or ten coils per 
decade. The chief reason for using the 
latter number is found in the facility with 

.1 11, 
coils. In n 

X 
me/ lo con- 

2 
t he coils are mn 

2 ¡ nectedinseriesand the ar- e { rangement avoids the disadvantage of the 

3 ordinary Wheatstone bridge in that the lat- 
ter requires a large number of plugs to short 

4 ` 
- circuit the resistance not in use, which 

J`.l2 introduces an element of uncertainty as to 
resistance of the plug contacts and the 

5 necessity of adding up the values of all the 
unplugged resistances in order to deter - 

6 i mine the total resistance in circuit. The 

Aft necessary regular succession of values in a 

rheostat built on the decade elan can be 

which all the coils of one decade can be 
compared with one coil of the next. 

O Ó c higher decade. thus permitting the coils 
of a rheostat to he checked among them- 

selves. Thus, the ten 1 ohm coils can be checked with a 10 ohm, the ten 10's with a 

100, etc. In some sets the ten coils of a decade can he connected in series or in 
parallel, and it then becomes an advantage to have ten coils to a decade, since the coils in 

one decade in parallel equal one of the coils of the next lower decade. When these latter 
advantages are not required, and especially when dials or sliding switches are used, there 

is little or no advantage in using more than nine coils per decade, as shown in fig. 1,496. 

Here all the coils of the set are connected in series so that the circuit is never open. Thus it 

I 

2 
II3 

4 6 7 8 9 

tJ x t 
, , , , / / 

/O 

, , , , 

is a slight advantage to have permanent connections a, b and c, because all the coils of a 

decade can be thrown in circuit by simply pulling out a plug, it not being necessary to 
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Ques. What is the meaning of "Inf.," marked on the 
bridge? 

Ans. It stands for "infinity," because the resistance coil at 
the point marked infinity is omitted so that adjacent sections 
of the arm are disconnected when the plug is taken out. 

In fact, the air gap interposed by the removal of the plug by no means 
provides an infinitely great resistance, but is usually called such because 
it is vastly greater than any of the other resistances of the bridge. 

The Decade Plan.-In this method of combining resistance 
coils, there are 9 or 10 one ohm coils for the units place, 9 or 10 
ten ohm coils for the tens place, 9 or 10 one hundred ohm coils 
for the hundreds place and so on. Each series of coils of the 
same value is designated a decade. The connections are usually 
made as shown in figs. 1,496 and 1,497. 

It is apparent from the figure that any value in any one decade can 
he obtained by inserting between a bar and a block, only one plug; more- 
over if several decades be in series, any Nalue up to the limit of the set 
can be read off directly from the position of the plugs without having to 
add up the unplugged resistance as in the ordinary arrangement. 

Ques. What other advantages are gained with the decade 
arrangement? 

Ans. 1'he single plug used with each decade is never out of 
use, being either in the zero position or set on some value, and 
is therefore not easily lost by being laid aside. The use of only 
one plug in a decade makes it easy to ascertain that the plug 

Fios. 1,496 and 1,497.-Text continued. 
insert it again, as would be the case if the a. b and c. connections were not used. More- 
over. if any plug make had contact, its effect is somewhat lessened by having this had 
contact shunted by the remaining coils of the decade. Again, there are occasions where 
violent deflections of a galvanometer are prevented by not having the circuit entirely open 
when a plug is taken out. 
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is making good contact as only one block in a row is plugged 
at a time, the other blocks are not kept under a strain by 
having plugs forced tightly between them. 

This strain on the blocks, which always exists in those sets in which a 
resistance is thrown in by removing a plug, tends to separate or loosen 
them and often to warp the hard rubber upon which they are mounted. 
Another advantage of the decade plan is that it permits obtaining a 

1 
T 

Fto. 1.495.-Two plug arrangement of ratio coils. Each of the ratio coils has one of its terminals 
connected to a common center which corresponds to the block marked C. in the figure. Ti e 
other terminal of each coil is connected to an individual block, there being one block for 
each coil. The bar It, on one side of these blocks is joined to the rheostat and the bar A, on 
the other side to an S, post. In the ordinary use of this set of rdio coils two plugs only are 

.used. One plug is inserted between the bar A, and one of the blocks. 1, I', 10, 10', etc., of 
the central row of blocks. The other plug is inserted between the bar II, and any one of 
the other blocks of the central row. There are two ratio coils of each value. To obtain an 
even ratio as 1,000 to 1,01X)', one plug is inserted between the block 1,000 and the bar A, 
and the other plug between the 1.000 block and bar It, the ratio arms are reversed; that is, 
the 1.000 ohm coil is connected to the X, past arid the I.(KX)ohm coil to theend of therheostat. 
When uneven ratios are used, t he same ratio can be obtained by four dittererttcombinations. 
'ro obtain the ratio one to ten, inset t a plug between A and 1, and another between It and 
10, or between A and I', and 11 and 10, and get 1:10, or between A and I, and B and 10'. 
and get 1:10', or again, between A and I' and 13 and 10', and get t' to 10'. Other ratios 
are obtained in a similar mariner. By using more than two plugs and connecting certain of 
the coils in parallel combinations, a large number of other ratios may lie obtained. This 
arrangement oilers a convenient method of measuring tire sertsib>ility of a bridge and galvano- 
meter combination that is frequently applicable. If for instance the one ohm coil he used 
on either side after a balance has been obtained the one ohm may be shunted with the 1,000 
ohm on the same side. This will make a variation of of 1% and the galvanometer 
deflection may be rioted for this variation. Similarly, the t ohm may be shunted with the 
1(0 for a variation of lc;, or with the 10,(00 for a variation of 111, of 1%. The ten ohm 
coil may be shunted with the 1,000 for a variation of 1% and with the 10,000 for a variation 
of 115 of 1%. In the arrangement of ratio coils, errors due to plug contacts are negligible 
because only two plug contacts enter the circa°t, and with an even ratio, it is only the differ- 
ence in the resistances of the two plug contacts that can affect the result. In measuring 
any of the ratio coils while in the lxix it is only necessary to connect to the liar C, and to 
either the bar A or It, and plug in the coils to be measured. 
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FIGS. 1,4. 3 and I ,500.-The Leeds 
and Northrup decade. The 4tject 
of this arrangement is to reduce 
the number of coils required. In 
fig. 1,1d9,the I, 3', 3 and 2 are 
connected in series. Let the ter- 
minals of the I ohm and 2 ohm 
coils be numbered (1), (2). (3), 
(4) and (5) (fig. 1,499). The cur- 
rent enters at point (I) and 
leaves the coils at the point (51. 
traversing 1 , 3', 3, 2 = 9 ohms in 
all. If this series be multiplied 
by any factor,,:, then,: (I -I- 3' + 
3 + 2) = n 9 ohms. It will be 
seen that if the points (1) and 
(5) be connected, all the coils 
are short circuited, and the cur- 
rent wi I traverse zero resistance. 
If the points (2) and (5) he con- 
nected, the 3', 3 and 2 ohm coils 
will be short circuited and the 
current will traverse 1 ohm. By 
extending the process so as to 
connect two and only two points 
at a time it is possible to obtain 
the regular succession of values n 
(0, I , 2, 3, 4. 5, 6, 7. 8, 9) , the last 
being obtained when no po.nts 
are connected. Fig. 1,5(X) shows 
Leeds and Northrup's method of 
connecting these points two at a 
time with the use of a single plug. 
The circles in the diagram repre- 
sent two rows of ten brass blocks 
each. To the first two blocks at 
the top of the rows, the p ,in'.s (5) 
and (I.), fig. I,493, are connected; 
to the second two, the points (2) 
and (5) are connected, etc., no 
points being connected to the last 
pair of blocks. Hence, if a plug 
be inserted between blocks 1 and 
5, fig. 1.500, the points (1) anti t 5) 
of rliagrarnftg.I .499 are con nected, 
giving'the value of 0. if between 
the blocks 2 and 5 the points (2) 
and (5) are connected, giving the 
value 1, and so on. The value 
9 is obtainable when the plug is 
in the last pair of blocks, which 
have no connection. Fig. 1,498 
shows a top view of the blocks 
of a simple decade constructed 
upon this plan. 
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succession of values by means of sliding contacts or dial switches, a method 
which is becoming deservedly more appreciated. 

Ques. What is the difference between "plug out" and 
"plug in" types of resistance box? 
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FIG. 1,501.-Queen Acme portable testing set. It consists of a Wheatstone bridge, with revers- 

ible arms, battery of four dry cells, D'Arsonval galvanometer, battery and galvanometer 

keys. There are sixteen resistance coils, having a combined resistance of 11,110 ohms. 

Each bridge arm is provided with three coils of 1, 10, 100 ohms, and 10. 100, 1,000 ohms 

respectively. The commutator admits of a ratio of 1 to 1,000 on either bridge arm, giving 

the set a theoretica range from .001 of an ohm to 11,110,000 ohms. For resistances above 

1,000,000 ohms, the normal battery power must be increased. The contact keys are located 

as shown. The battery key has single contact, but the galvanometer key has double con- 

tact; depressing it closes the galvanometer circuit, and releasing it short circuits the galvano- 

meter, bringing the latter quickly to rest. 
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Ans. In the plug out type, resistance is put in the circuit 
by removing plugs, as in fig. 1,489; in the plug in type, resistance 
is put in the circuit by inserting plugs as in figs. 1,496 and 1,497. 

Testing Sets.-For convenience in testing, a combination of 
the instruments used is put up in a neat and substantial case, 
and known as a testing set. There are innumerable forms of 
testing set, a few of which are shown in the accompanying illus- 
trations. The usual combination is a Wheatstone bridge, gal- 
vanometer, battery and necessary keys and connections. 

Testing sets usually employ the principle of the A heatstone bridge, 
because the location of faults is largely a question of resistance or capa- 
city measurement, and translation of the measurement into the corre- 
sponding di.,tance to the point at which the ground, cross or open occurs. 
Fault location, and ordinary field or shop resistance measurement require 
portability and ruggedness in a set, combined with the best possible sen- 
sitivity and accuracy. To meet all the requirements is a complex problem 
in design, and care and attention to detail in manufacture is no less im- 
portant from the user's standpoint. 

Ques. Describe the operation of the Queen Acme testing 
set figs. 1,501 and 1,502, in measuring resistance. 

Ans. Connect the terminals of the resistance to he meas-. 
ured to the line posts C and D. Place the battery connections 
on the two upper tips 0 and 1, thus throwing one end of the 
battery into circuit, which is sufficient until an approximate 

NOTE.-The galvanometer is the heart of the testing set, and the purchaser of a set 
should judge as to the merits of the instrument largely on the basis of ruggedness and sensi- 
tivity of the galvanometer. 

NOTE.-Gakonon,eter shunt. In making a measurement with a Wheatstone bridge 
employing a sensitive galvanometer. the operator, if he has no idea of the magnitude of the 
"x" resistance, usually starts his measurement with the galvanometer shunted so as to make 
it very insensitive. As he approaches a balance he reduces the shunting in steps until finally 
the galvanometer has maximum sensitivity. The shunting enables him to obtain his results 
with greater certainty and speed. 
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balance is obtained. Employ the 100 ohm coil in each bridge 
arm, and place the commutator plugs in the position PQ, or 
in the position ST. Then remove plugs from the rheostat until 
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11G. 1,502.-Connections and circuits of Queen Acme portable testing set. There are three 
rows of blocks, LL', MM', NN'. LL', is connected to NN' by means of a heavy copper bar, 
joining L' and N'. LL' and NN', constitute the rheostat, from which any resistance from 
1 ohm to 11.110 ohms may be obtained by removing the proper plugs. The block N. of the 
rheostat is connected to the lower line post I). The upper line post C, is connected to the 
block X, of the commutator. The block C. has no other permanent connection. except 
key G. The block R. of the commutator is connected to the block L. of the rheostat, and 
has no other connection, excepting by plugs. Each half of MM' constitutes a bridge arm, 
designated A an'l It. respectively. Beginning at the lower line post O, the connections 
form a continuous circuit through the rheostat, thence through the bridge arm It. thence 
through the bridge at A, thence to the upper line post C. The commutator serves merely 
to reverse the bridge arms A and II. The battery terminals are connected as shown; the 
positive terminal directly to the common junction of the two bridge arms, and the negative 
terminal through the battery key to the rheostat. The positive terminal of the galvano- 
meter is connected through the galvanometer key with the block X, and the negative terminal 
with the block R. of the commutator, or, what is equivalent, with the block I-, of the rheo- 
stat. The commutator blocks A. B, It and X, are connected by plugs as shown. 1Vhen 
the commutator plugs are in the position I'Q, the bridge arm I1, is connected to the rheostat 
and the bridge arm A. is connected to the line. the ratio between the bridge arms ratio 
being A _ B = X _ K. but when the plugs arc in the position ST, the bridge arms are 
reversed in position A. being connected with the rheostat and I1, with the line, and the 
bridge arm ratio becomes A It = K _ X. The connections of the testing set may be 
more readily understood from the simplified diagram fig. 1,503. 
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the value of total resistance employed, or nearly as may be 

guessed is equal to that of the unknown resistance. Now press 
the battery key Ba, and holding it down momentarily, press 
the galvanometer key Ga. If the galvanometer needle swing 
to the right toward the symbol + the resistance employed in 

the rheostat is too high, and must be reduced. If the needle 
swing to the left toward -, the resistance employed is too low 
and must be increased. I3y altering the resistance of the 

Fto. 1.503.-Simplified diagram showing connections of Queen Acme portable testing set. 

rheostat accordingly, a value will soon be found, which when 
varied slightly either way, will reverse the deflection of the 
galvanometer needle. Now remove the battery connection 
from tip 1, and place it on the tip 4, thus throwing the whole 
battery into circuit. Then press the keys again as before, first 
the battery key, then the galvanometer key. This will increase 
the deflection of the galvanometer needle for the same varia- 
tion in the rheostat, thus enabling the making of a more accu- 
rate adjustment. The measurement thus made will be the 
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best result that can he obtained with bridge arms of equal 
value, but by selecting more suitable values of the two arms 
from the following table of bridge ratios a much higher degree 
of accuracy may be obtained. 

Table Showing the Best Values of Bridge Arms for Measuring any 
Desired Resistance 

Value of Resistance being measured 

Best values of Position of 
Commutator 

Plugs as 
shown in 
fig. 583 A= 13= 

Below 1.5 ohms 
Between 1.5 and 11 ohms 

1 

1 

1,000 
100 

PQ . 

PQ 
" 11 and 78 ohms 10 100 PQ 

78 and 1,100 ohms 100 1,000 PQ 
1,100 and 6,100 ohms 100 100 PQ or ST 
6,100 and 110,000 ohms . ,. . 1,000 100 ST 
110,000 and 1,110,000 ohms. 1,0)0 10 ST 

" 1,110,000 and 11,110,000 ohms 1,000 1 ST 

Ques: In testing with the queen Acme set how should 
the plugs be placed in the commutator? 

Ans. Always make the arm A, the smaller except when the 
two arms are of equal value. 

Ques. If the resistance being measured be higher than 
6,100 ohms, or lower than 1,100 ohms, how should the com- 
mutator plugs he placed? 

Ans. If higher than 6,100 ohms, they should be placed in 
the position ST; if lower than 1,100 ohms, in position PQ. 
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When the plugs are placed in the ST, position, the unknown resistance 
is found by dividing the value of the larger bridge arm by that of the 
smaller, and multiplying the total employed resistance in the rheostat by 
the quotient. When the plugs are placed in the PQ, position, the em- 
ployed resistance in the rheostat is divided by the quotient. 

Direct Deflection Method with Queen Acme Set.-To 

Pm. 1.504.-Diagram of the Queen clial decade portable testing set. /is dimensions are 9, se 
long, 7" wide, and 7" deep, and weighs 11.14 pounds. The resistances are arranged upon the 
dial decade plan. being placed in circuit by means of a rotating switch contact The so. itches 
are so constructed that they may be turned in either direction, thereby permitting them 
to be turned quickly from the highest resistance in any dial to the lowest resistance in the 
same dial. This arrangement avoids the necessity of turning back through all the remaining 
resistances in any particular group of coils and is of value in locating swinging crossesor con- 
ditions of momentary balances. The connections for the various tests are made by the 
manipulation of one small knife switch (W.B.-M.L.) and the switch Ba.; these are plainly 
lettered, thus avoiding the necessity of referring to a diagram of connections. In construe 
tion, the dial switches are made up of eight laminations of No. 28 H. & S. phosphor aronze, 
and the form is such as to prevent wearing grooves on the top of the contact studs. In 
this instrument the electrical circuits arc soldered throughout excepting the switch con- 
tact whose resistance is negligible. The resistances are wound with manganin. The battery 
comprises six cells sub -divided which are easily replaceable. The galvanometer is the same 
as in the Queen Acme set, but has the addition of an Ayrton shunt, which is useful in making 
insulation measurements. The necessary keys, binding posts, and switches are provided 
so as to facilitate the use of the instrument for the various measurements that can be made 
with it. 
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measure for instance, insulation resistance by direct deflection 
connect a known high resistance, say 100,000 ohms between - 
the line post C (fig. 1,502), and the positive battery post. 
Remove all plugs from the commutator, and place all plugs 
in the rheostat, as any employed resistance in the rheostat will 
be in circuit with the galvanometer and the battery. Place the 
battery connection so as to throw only one cell into circuit. 
Now press the keys and obtain a deflection of the galvanometer 
needle. 

For example: assume that the needle to be deflected about 8 divisions 
of the scale. Since this deflection is due to the current from one cell passing 
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Fto. 1.505.-Queen portable silver chloride testing battery. The silver chloride cell has the 
advantage of long life, light weight, and compactness. The pressure of each cell when 
new is .8 volt. 
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through a resistance of 100,000 ohms, then 100,000X8= .8 megohm rep- 
resents the resistance through which one cell will produce a deflection of 
one division on the scale. Hence, .8 megohm is the constant of the 
galvanometer. 

Now, replace the known high resistance (10 0,000 ohms) by the un- 
known resistance (for instance such as a cable) the value of which is to 
be determined. Add enough cells to produce as large a deflection of the 
needle as possible. Assume that 75 cells give a deflection of 1.5 scale 
division. Then, the galvanometer constant multiplied by the number of 
cells and the product divided by the deflection will give the insulation re- 
sistance of the cable; or 

Fro. 1,506.-Leeds and Northrup ohm meter. It consists essentially o/ a slide wire Wheat- 
stone bridge with the scale divided to read in per cent of a fixed resistance value. A galvano- 
meter is mounted on the containing case of each battery and galvanometer keys are pro- 
vided. These ohm meters, being slide wire bridges, the greatest accuracy is at the center 
of the scale. Fixed coils of 1, 10. 100. 1,000 and 10,000 ohms are contained in the instru- 
ment with a plug arrangement allowing any one to be used. When a balance is obtained 
the actual resistance is determined by multiplying the dial reading by the value of the fixed 
coil in use. This amounts simply to shifting the decimal point. For instance, if the 100 
ohm coil were being used and the pointer were at .875. the resistance would be 87.5 ohms. 
Accuracy 1% over the range .3 ohm to 30,000 ohms. 
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.8 megohm X75 cells =60.0; and 
60.0=1.5=40 megohms 

as the resistance of the cable. 

Fall of Potential Method with Queen Acme Set.-To com- 
pare electromotive forces by this method, place the battery 
connections (fig. 1,502), so as to throw into circuit all the cells, 
taking care not to reverse them by crossing the battery cords. 
Plug the commutator as shown in fig. 1,507, and remove 1,000 
ohms from bridge arm B. Place all plugs in arm A. 

Fin. 1,507. Commutator plug setting far comparing electromotive forces by the fall of poten- 
tial method with Queen acme set. 

From the rheostat unplug 5,000 ohms. 
Then connect one of the cells being tested, with its posi- 

tive terminal to the + battery post and its negative terminal 
to the line post C. 

\\ hen the keys are pressed, the galvanometer needle will swing either 
to the right or to the left. If it swing toward+, reduce the resistance in 
the rheostat; if it swing toward -, add resistance to the rheostat. When 
a value is found wherein a variation of an ohm either way reverses the 
deflection. add to this value the resistance unplugged in arm B. and divide 
the sum by the resistance in arm B. The result gives the ratio between the 
voltages of the testing set, battery and cell being tested, respectively. 
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The division is decimal and may be readily accomplished by merely 
pointing off as many places as there are ciphers in the resistance employed 
from arm B. This operation repeated with any number of different cells, 
will give their voltages in terms of the Voltage of the testing set battery, 
and from these ratios their relative values may be readily obtained. 

if the testing set battery he replaced by a standard cell, the first meas- 
urement gives at once the voltage of the cell tested. 

If the voltage of the cell or battery being tested exceed that of the 
testing set battery, reverse the position of the two batteries, and the sub- 
sequent operations, as outlined above, will give the desired results. 

Ilow to Check a Volt Meter with the Queen Acme Set.- 
In using a set as in fig. 1,501, first remove about 10,000 ohms 
from the rheostat, plug the commutator as shown in fig. 1,507, 
remove 100 ohms from the arm B, of the bridge, and connect 
a standard cell with the positive terminal to the + battery 
post and the negative terminal to the line post C. Then, con- 
nect the circuit to the battery posts of the testing set the posi- 
tive lead to the + post and the negative lead to the - post. 
Now, press both keys and note the direction of the deflection 
of the galvanometer needle. If it move toward +, the rheostat 
resistance is too high; if toward -, too low. 

Change the rheostat resistance accordingly until the balance attained 
is such that a very slight variation of the rheostat resistance one way or 
the other will reverse the galvanometer deflection. To find the pressure 
on the circuit, add 1(0 to rheostat resistance and point off two places. 
Multiply this value by the voltage and the product will be the desired 
voltage. 

If the voltage of the standard cell fie exactly one volt, the total em- 
ployed resistance represents the voltage on the circuit. 

For instance, in making a measurement on a 110 volt circuit, assume 
that the employing of 7,840 ohms rheostat resistance produces balance. 
and that increasing or decreasing this resistance by two ohms, reverses 
the galvanometer deflection. This indicates that the setting 7,840 is un- 
certain, about j of I per cent. Since the rheostat coils are adjusted to 
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an accuracy of only y of 1 per cent., that will be about the accuracy cf 
the measurement. 

If the pressure of the standard cell be 1.018 volts, then 7,840+100= 
7,940. Pointing off two places, gives 79.40, which multiplied by 1.018 
gives 80.82 for the voltage on the circuit. 

To Measure Internal Resistance of Cell with Queen Acme 
Set.-First compare its voltage on open circuit with the press- 
ure of the testing set battery. Then, shunt the cell with a 
known resistance, about 100 ohms, and again measure its ter- 
minal voltage. The difference between the two values thus 
obtained, divided by the value of the shunt resistance, will 

h 
4.11 

. .. .. 

I4, 

Fta. 1,508 -Evershed portable ohm meter set. This testing set consists of a direct reading ohm 
meter which indicates by direct reading the value of the resistance being tested, also a 
portable hand dynamo which provides at any required pressure the current necessary to 
make the test. It is adapted to the needs of supply stations, wiring contractors and dynamo 
builders. It is also useful in testing the insulation of underground and aerial cables, and 
is designed so that it can be used by ordinary workmen who are not experienced in handling 
delicate instruments and uho, by its use, are able to obtain accurate results. The dynamo 
is wound for 100. 200, 500, or 1,000 volts, and is fitted with swing drum inside the case 
on which is coiled a twin flexible cord provided with a connector adapted for clamping under 
the ohm meter terminals. 
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give the value of the current. To find the internal resistance, 
multiply the value of the shunt resistance by the ratio between 
the first and second measured values. 

For instance, assume that the open circuit voltage of the cell being 
tested as compared with the voltage of the testing set battery is .212 of 
the latter, and that when it is shunted with a resistance of 1,000 ohms, 
its terminal voltage is .179. Then, the total resistance is to the 1,000 

ohms shunt resistance as .212 is to .179 or ,179 X1,000=1,184, from 

which deducting the 1,000 ohms shunt resistance, gives 184 ohms as the 
internal resistance of the cell. 

Ammeter Test with Queen Acme Set. Connect a low re- 
sistance in series with the ammeter and run leads from it to 
the testing set, the positive lead to the + battery post and the 
negative lead to the line post C, (fig. 1,502). Insert a standard 
cell between the battery posts, with positive terminal to + 
battery post, and negative terminal to - battery post. Plug 
commutator as shown in fig. 1,507. Remove 10,000 ohms from 
rheostat, and 100 ohms from bridge arm B. Determine a bal- 
ance in ,the usual way by changing the value of the resistance 
in the rheostat. This operation will balance the difference of 
pressure át the terminals of the shunt resistance against the 
standard cell, and íts value is equal to 

1. 40 X 100 140 

R+100 R+100 

To determine the current flowing, divide the value of the 
difference of pressure thus obtained by the value of the shunt 
resistance. 

Loop Test.-This is a method of locating a fault in a tele- 
graph or telephone circuit when there is a good wire running 
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parallel with the defective one. In the process, the good and 
bad wires are joined at their distant ends and one terminal of 
the battery is connected to a Wheatstone bridge, while the 
other terminal is grounded. There are several ways of making 
loop tests as by: 

1. The Murray loop; 
2. The Varley loop. 

These tests are the ones most frequently used. Some other loop methods 
and various modifications of these tests have been worked out to meet spe- 
cific requirements. 

The Murray Loop.-In this test only one of the two regular 
bridge arms is used, the other being replaced by the rheostat 
giving an arm of large adjustment. 

NOTE -Fault local ion.-The fundamental principles of fault location are quite simple 

and are easily understood. In many cases their application is equally simple. In other cases, 

the conditions are complicated by a network of wires, by peculiarities of the faults and other 

causes. However, the very great majority of faults can he located successfully by experienced 

testers with proper apparatus. To insure success, the tester should have a clear conception of 
the fundamental principles and an accurate knowledge of line conrlitons. This knowledge and 

careful practice with reliable testing apparatus will soon give one the skill, judgment and con- 

fidence which will enable one to locate the most puzzling faults. 

NOTE-Grounds and crosses in land lines and short submarine cables are practically 
all located by the so called methods. These are particular cases of the Wheatstone bridge and 

must all satisfy the Wheatstone bridge conditions. \\'hen four resistances are grouped and a 

battery and galvanometer form part of the circuit as shown, the combination is called a Wheat- 

stone bridge. The resistances are to he understood individually as the total resistance from a 

battery connection to the next galvanometer connection. The resistances are called the bridge 

arms. It is important to remember this as mistakes are frequently made due to the uninten- 

tional introduction of lead or contact resistances into one or more of the bridge arms, which 

are overlooked in the subsequent calculations. The conditions for a balance will be precisely 

the same it the positions of the galvanometer and battery be interchanged. 

NOTE-The Murray loop. The loop tests are so called because the faulty wire is always 

connected at its distant end with a good wire and the two in combination make the loop. The 

loop is divided into two parts by the fault. In the Murray loop arrangement, these two parts 

of the loop are two arms of the Wheatstone bridge, the other two arms of which are made up 

in the tenting apparatus. 
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The connections are shown in fig. 1,513. In making the test, close key and note the deflection of the needle due to pressure of chemical action at fault, if any. This is called the false zero. 
Now apply the positive or negative pole of the battery by depressing the battery key, and balance to the false zero previously obtained by varying the resistance in arms A or R. Then by Wheatstone bridge for- mula: RX=AY, and L=X+Y; Y=L-X, whence 

BATTER'? 

A l R+A 

u 
BATTERY KEY 

R 
Y R}AL 

i 
i 

II G 

i i 
ROUND 

Fro. 1.513.-The Murray loop test. The apparatus is connected as in the figure. The rheostat of the bridge is used in place of the second arm to permit large adjustment. X and Y, are the resistances of the cable between the fault and the points 1 and 2 respectively. 

Ques. How may the distance from 2, to the fault be de- 
termined in knots or miles? 

Ans. Divide Y, *by resistance per knot or mile. 

The Varley Loop.-This is a method cif locating a cross or 
ground in a telephone or telegraph line or other cable by using 
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a Wheatstone bridge in a loop formed of a good wire and the 
faulty wire joined at their distant ends. One terminal of the 
battery is grounded and the other connected to a point on the 
bridge at the junction of the ratio arms. The rheostat arm 
then includes the resistance of the rheostat plus the resistance 
of the fault, while the unknown arm includes the resistance of 

the good wire plus the resistance of the bad wire beyond the 

GROUND - - 

Vl-' BATTERY KEY F 

Fro. 1,514.-The Varley loop test. The diagram shows the various connections. X and Y are 
the resistances of the cable between the fault and the points 1 and 2 respectively. L,is the 
resistance of the good and bad cable or X + Y. 

fault. When the bridge is balanced, the unknown resistances 
may be readily determined by a simple equation. 

In making the Varley loop test, the resistance of looped cable or con- 
ductors is measured, and then connected as in fig. 1,514. Close the battery 
key and adjust It, for balance. 

When earth current is present, the best results are obtained when the 
fault is cleared by the negative pole, and just before it begins to polarize. 
If X, be the resistance from 2, to the fault, then 
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l_L-R 
2 

also, X, divided by the resistance of the cable or conductor per knot or 
mile gives the distance of fault in knots, or miles. 

When the resistance of the good wire used to forrr a loop with the de- 
. fective wire, together with that portion of the defective wire from the 
joint to the fault, is less than the resistance of the defective wire from 

Fins. 1.515 and 1,516.-Special loop test with Leeds and Northrup fault finder. For the first 
measurement connect the faulty wire to 2, either of the good wires, as Z. to 1, the post. 
Gr. to ground, and short circuit the coils H, and E. by closing switches U, and V, as in 
the figures. Balance in the usual way and call the dial reading A. For the second measure- 
ment, connect the post Gr. (disconnected from ground), to the other good wire y, as shown in figs. 1.517 and 1,518, and get another balance; call this reading A'. The distance d. to the fault is determined from'the simple formula d =AL. =A', where L, is the length of the cable or faulty wire. 

the testing station to the fault, the resistance R, must be inserted be- 
tween point 1, and the good conductor, the defective wire being connected 
directly to point. The formula in this case is' 

1-I.+R 
2 

Special Loop.-This method may be used to advantage 
where the length of the cable or faulty wireonly is known and 
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where there are two other wires which may be used to complete 
the loop. It is not necessary that the resistance of the faulty 
wire and the length and resistance of the other wires be known. 
Figs. 1,515 to 1,518 show the connections and method of 
testing. 

Example.-All the wires in a cable 10,852 ft. long were found to be 

grounded so that none of them could be used as good wires. Two wires 

were selected out of another cable going to the same place by a different 

9000" 

Fios. 1.517 and I ,518.-Special loop test as made with the Leeds and Northrup fault, finder. 

Diagram showing connections for the second measurement. The special loop test may be 

used to advantage where the length of the cable or faulty wire only is known, and where 

there are two other wires which may be used to complete the loop. To use an outside bat- 

tery. connect one pole to Ba, and ground the other. The pressure of this battery must 

never exceed 110 volts; if it be over 25 volts, see that switch \V, is open. 

route and securely joined to one of the grounded wires at the distant end. 

This grounded wire and one of the good ones were connected as shown 

in figs. 1.515 and 1,516 and the reading A, was found to he 307. Con- 

nections were then made as shown in figs. 1.517 and 1,518 and A, was 

found to be 610. What is the value of d? 

According to formula 

t 610 

\ L 307 X10,853 
d -5.461 ft. 
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Directions for Operating Leeds a ad Northrup (Type T) Testing 
Set.-The following instructions will be found helpful in the 
use of this set, which is designed specially for locating faults 
in telephone, telegraph and other electrical transmission lines; 
also, for any measurements within ordinary Wheatstone 
bridge range. 

Resistance Meas firemen ts. -Connect unknown resistance to posts X I 
and X2, and place the switch at the back of the set in the position marked 
RESISTANCE. The internal battery is connected by placing the small 

;,'___ 
Fto. 1,519. --Leeds and Northrup type T, testing set. tt ix provided with the necessary con- 

nections for making resistance measurements, and for locating faults by the Murray and 
Varley loop methods. The addition of a simple buzzer and telephone receiver permits the 
location of opens as well a single three-way switch, of the type used on telephone switchboards 
makes possible, with a single motion, immediate connections for resistance, or Murray loop. 
or Varley loop tests. The switch replaces the two single pole, double throw switches ordi- 
narily used on testing sets. Provision is made for connection of an external battery and galvano- 
meter in the relatively few instances where this may he necessary; and, without changing 
connections, either internal or external battery or galvanometer may be used. Protective 
resistances in both internal and external battery circuits guard against burn -outs or over- 
heating of the adjusted coils in the set. 
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switch in the front of the set in the position marked IN. The internal 
galvanometer is connected by placing the small switch near the galvano- 
meter in the position marked IN. Select the required ratio on the ratio 
dial and vary the rheostat dials until a balance is obtained. 

The best ratio setting for various resistances is sho++n in the following 
table: 

GR 

10 

p_... 
yy M10 

I K M.v` 

01.1 

1N 

BA 

VARLEY 

RES 

GA 1GA 

MURRAY 

I00 

GA BA 

.01 IN OUT 

Ot 
GA 

2 

Fla. 1,520.-Connection diagram for making resistance measurement with Leeds and Northrup 
type T, testing set. 

Ratio dial 
Unknown resistance setting 

Below 10 ohms .001 

10 ohms to 100 ohms .01 

100 ohms to 1,000 ohms.. .1 

1,000 ohms to 10,000 ohms 1 . 

10,000 ohms to 100,000 ohms 10. 
100,000 ohms to 1.000.000 ohms 100. 

1,000,000 ohms to 10,000,000 ohms 1000. 
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The resistance under test is determined from the following formula: 
X =AR 

11 -here X =resistance under test (1) 
A=ratio dial setting 
I2 =rheostat setting 

Murray Loop Test.-In testing for fault location in cables in the 
case of a ground, join the faulty and good wires at the distant end of the 
cable. Connect the faulty wire to XI, as in fig. 1,531 and the good wire 
to X2. Measure total resistance of the loop and call this r. 

Flo. 1,521.-Connections for Murray loop test. 

Connect post Gr, to ground, or if the fault he a cross, connect one of 
the crossed wires to the Gr, post and at the distant end of the cable join 
the other crossed wire to a wire that is known to be good. Set ratio switch 
on M1,000, which places 1,000 ohms in circuit for the bridge arm or A, in 
the formula. Place the switch at the hack of the set in the position marked 
"Murray." Vary rheostat until a balance is obtained. 
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If a satisfactory balance can not be obtained with ratio switch set at 
M1,000, then set for 1\1100 or N110. 

Letting r = resistance of loop 
a=resistance to fault 
R = rheostat reading 
A = ratio dial setting 

Then a - Ar 
(2) 

A+IZ 

If L=length of one of the two wires which are assumed equal since a 

and r are proportional to the lengths, the distance to the fault becomes 

d- 2I.A 
A+R (3) 

If a balance can not be obtained after using all settings down to and 

including 1110, it indicates that the fault is at a point of less than 
1,000 

r 

from Xl. In such cases locations can be made to 
000 

r as follows: 

With connections made as before set the ratio dial on the point marked 
.001 and use the formula 

a 
r 

R+1,000 
2L 

or d-I2+1,000 

In most cases a check test can he applied by connecting the faulty wire 
to X2 and the good one to X 1, and then varying the rheostat until a balance 
is obtained. Letting A' and R'=new values of A and R, 

Then a'=A'+1Z'.... (4) and d'-A 
+1l' (5) 

If the tests be made on a loop of sire, of which the total length only is 
known, then this length must be substituted for L, and the 2, removed from 
the numerators of the above formula.. One end of the loop should be 
tagged, and when this end is connected to X I , formula (3) will give the dis- 
tance to the fault from that end, and formula (5) will give its distance 
from X2, when the tagged end is connected to that post. When dealing with 
faults of high resistance 50 or more cells of battery may have to be used. 
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óxn rnple.-The total resistance of a loop, one wire of which was faulty, was found to 
be 290 ohms. With ratio dial set at h11,000 a balance was obtained with 1,900 in the rheostat. 
Using formula (2) the resistance to the fault from post Xl is 

1,000 X 290 
a = 

1000+1 
- 100 ohms 

,900 

In the above example the length of one of the two wires is 8,995 feet. The distance to 
the fault from post X2 using formula (3), is 

d 
2 (8,995 X l .000) 

0,203.4 ft. 
1.000 + 1,900 

Ftc. 1522-Connections for Varley loop test. 

The circuit in fig. 1,521 consists of No. 22 B. &S. copper wire which has a resistance of .01612 
ohm per foot. The results obtained by formulae (2) and (3) should check, or 6.203.4 feet the 
distance to the fault by (3) multiplied by .01612 equals 100 ohms, or the resistance to the 
fault by (2). 

Varley Loop Test.-I,n testing for fault location in cables, in the case 
of a ground join the faulty and good wires at the distant end of the cable; 
connect the faulty wire to X2, and the good wire to X l . Measure the total 
resistance of the loop and call this r. Connect post Gr, to ground. Or if 
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p 

the fault be a cross, connect one of the crossed wires to the Gr, post and at 
the distant end of the cable join the other crossed wire to a wire that is 
known to he good. By placing the ratio dial switch on .1, .01, or .001 a 
ratio of 1 : 10, 1 : 100 or 1: 1000 is obtained. If r, be over 100 ohms, use .1; 
if less than 100 ohms, use .01. Place the switch at the back of the set in 
the position marked VARLEY. Vary the rheostat until a balance is ob- 
tained. 

r = total resistance of loop 
a = resistance to the fault 

A =ratio dial reading 
R = rheostat reading 

LJ LJ LJ U U Mr -1C3 

D 

8 
313 

M B 

o 

Fro. 1,523.-Diagram of apparatus for measuring low resistances based on the principle of the 
Kelvin double bridge. In the diagram AB, represents a heavy piece of resistance metal of 
uniform cross section and uniform resistance per unit of length; CD. is another piece of 
resistance metal of smaller cross section. and the two are joined together by a heavy cop- 
per bar, AC, into which both are silver soldered; LL, are the current terminals and PP, 
are the pressure terminals. The resistance of AB, between the marks 0 and 100, on the 
scale S. is .001 ohm. From the point I on the resistance CD, to 0, on Al!, is also .001 ohm. 
from 2 to 0 is .002 and so on. and from 9 to 100 is .01 ohm. The slider M. moves along the 
resistance All, and its position is read on the scale S. which is divided into 100 equal parts 
and can be read by a vernier to thousandths. Subdivided in this way the resistance between 
the top off mints 1'I', may have any value from .001 to .01 ohms by steps of .000001 ohm. 

Then r-AR a- (6) 

In most cases a check test can be applied by connecting the faulty wire to 
X l , and the good wire to X2, and then varying the rheostat until a balance 
is obtained. It may be necessary to place the ratio dial switch on a different 
setting than that used for formula (6). Let R' =new value of R 
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Flo. I ,524.-Kelvin bridge. This includes a low resistance standard of .1 ohm variable by steps 

of .00001 ohm, a set of ratio coils, and a holder for rods or wires to be measured, with a 

scale to measure their length. It is also provided with heavy Ilexibles to he used in meas- 

uring the resistances of irregularly shaped pieces. The connections are clearly shown in the 

diagram. The range of measurements of this bridge is: 1 ohm to .1 ohm by steps of .001 

ohm readily estimated to .0001, .1 to .01 ohm by steps of .0001 ohm readily estimated to 
.00001; .01 ohm to .001 ohm by steps of .00001 ohm. readily estimated to .000001; .001 

ohm down by steps of .00001 ohm, readily estimated to .000001 ohm. 

Fin. 1.525.-Kelvin bridge ohm meter for measuring low resistance. It is similar in con- 

struction to the familiar 1Vheatstone bridge type ohm meter. Accuracy: 2 ó between .00(11 

ohm and II ohms; Galvnnunieter: sensitivity 1. megohm, resistance 40 ohms; General: 
five ranges. Self contained No. 6 dry cell battery. 
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75 

A(r+I2 ) E á c e E Then a'- 
A+1 (7) o mo.0 

á1r'b> 
v ' The distance to the fault can be obtained 

- § 1 2l. from the formula: 'vem e1¿1Á 
á 58:1 d =bL (8) or d' = b L ... (9) 

E o -;E.9. 
is 8 d Á v in which a and a'= the resistances to the 
a 1 m 1 fault by formula (6) and (7) respectively. b 
-2C);.5Á. t ñ 

= the resistance to the faulty wire = k, the 
É 

. A 
,1 

resistance of the loop where good and bad 
..,. g v wires are of the same size and are in the same 
1,11 g.2 2 cable and L = the length of the cable. 
e t7 413 
P ¿ á m p Example.-The total resistance of a loop, one 
be 8 1 ú wire of which was faulty was found to be 290 ohms. 
e - u Y The ratio dial switch was placed at .1, and a balance 

Ilt.93 obtained with a rheostat setting of 1.910. The 
V be C é resistance to the fault from post X2, using formula E25 

l>. (6).is 
Q1"ó 

L.,, 
290-.I X1.910 

g 9 a - 90 ohms. .1+1 c c d g 
G= p 

E For a check test a balance was obtained with a 
1, 8.13.% 3 rheostat setting of 700. 

1 1 1 11 Using formula (7) the resistance to the fault 
I. 

g e+ 

g from post Xl, is 

u t áZá a = .1 (290 + 700) t.o-gg .1+l 
g ícoóu 

3E1,g 

C1.3 909 
NOTE.-Poor Connections. It is of primary 

y importance that good electrical connections be made 
' ti 72 á . ,,¿ throughout the circuit. If one is to rely upon an in- m o ° making joints and connec- I ti `o experienced assistant for 

> pj ú o 3 tions on poles and elsew here, much annoyance may be Z9 A 
= a experienced. Resistance caused by poor connect ions 

f 
D ¿ 8 .11: in the loop circuit will enter directly as an error in the 
pB 1 a location, if, for instance, the assistant does not make ai 

gooda $ 
.3 -1 

c 
.° 

wire ut introduces a resistance of 
faulty the 
M ohm, where the e 11.1..1.9 wire is No. 22 B. & S. copper, the location will be n 

< 1 t >. y c about 16 feet in error. Experience will teach one. m." Á c 
e however, to detect in most cases improper and poor 

p P3 11 8,8 connections by the use of the check methods, or by 
¡y duplicating some of the tests. 

- 90 ohms 
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Loco t ion of Opens.-Disconnect the galvanometer and battery by turn- 
ing the respective switches to the position marked OUT. Connect a tele- 
phone receiver to the Ga, posts and a source of alternating current such 
as produced by a "tone test" or buzzer to the Ba, posts. The buzzer should 
be placed as tar as possible from the testing set so that its noise will not 
be heard by the operator. 

Set the ratio switch on MI,000, which places 1,000 ohms in the bridge 
arm circuit and place the switch at the back of the set in the position 

Fta. 1,527. --Connections for testing for locations of opens. 

marked MURRAY. The telephone can be permanently closed by means 
of the lock -down key in its circuit, by turning the arrow stamped upon 
its top away from the operator when in front of the testing set. The key 
in the buzzer circuit cannot he permanently closed. If a receiver with a 
head band be used, the operator's hands will be free to close the buzzer 
key and manipulate the rheostat. 

Connect the open wire to post X2, and a good wire of any other pair in 
the same cable to Xl. Connect the mates of the wires used for posts X2, 
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and X1, to the post Gr, but do not ground. The connections will then be 

as indicated in fig. 1,527, in which d is the broken conductor and c, its 
mate. a and b, are the wires of any other pair in the cable. All wires must 
be free from grounds and crosses. 

Vary the rheostat until a balance is obtained. 
Letting R = rheostat reading 

L = length of cable in feet 
d =distance to the open in feet 
A = ratio dial setting 

,l 

' 

r . 

Y 

a - 

FIG. 1,528.-Queen wireless test set or inductive fault finder. This cable test set is used for 
locating crosses, grounds, split pairs, etc., by means of an exploring coil. This set may be 

regarded as a render to the location made with a Wheatstone bridge. Its results depend 

upon sound and does not involve any mathematical formula. It is also arranged to give a 

trouble tone. 

Then 
AL 
R 

(10) 

If a balance cannot be obtained with ratio dial set at M1,000 then set 
for M100 or M10 and substitute said values of 100 or 10 for A, in the 
formula. If a balance cannot be obtained after using all settings down to 
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and including MIO, it indicates that the open is less than .001 of the length 
of the cable from X2. In such cases set the ratio dial on .001 and use the 
formula 

I. 
K 1,(X)0 

In this waylocation can be made to 
O(JU 

of the length of the cable. 

Balance in the Telephone.-The bridge is balanced when the point is 

GR. X2 

ilIiIF-' 
Ftc. 1,529.-Connections lot tests of telegraph and other multiple cables. 

found where the noise in the telephone is least. The procedure is to place 
all the dials in the rheostat at nine and successively rotate the thousands, 
hundreds, tens and units dials finding a position mhere the sound in the 
telephone is a minimum. 

Example.-An open wire in a cable 5,280 feet long was connected as shown in fig. 1.527. 
A balance was obtained with the ratio switch at X11,000 and a dial setting in the rheos at of 
1,320 ohms. The distance to the open front post X 1 , using formula (10), is 

d 
1.000 X 5.280 - 1,000 ft. 

1,320 
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Tests of Telegraph and Other Multiple Cables.-In cables of this 
class, in which the wires are not grouped in pairs, instead of balancing the 
capacity of the open wire to its mate against that of a good wire and its 
mate, as in the foregoing test, the relative capacities to ground of an open 
wire and a good wire are balanced. 

The connections differ only in the use of two wires instead of two pairs 
and in grounding. 

The switch is placed, as described for location of opens in telephone 
cables. Connect the open wire to the post X2, and a good wire in the same 
cable to the post XI. If possible all the other wires should be grounded to 
the sheath of the cable as well as the section beyond the break. Connect 
the post Gr, to ground, as in fig. 1,529. 

Let R --rheostat reading 
L=length of cable in feet 
d =distance to the open in feet 
A=ratio dial reading 

Then D=AZ" (11) 

If a balance cannot he obtained after using all settings down to and 
including 1\110, then use the .001 ratio setting and the formula 

d 
It + 1,000 

as in the case of the telephone cable. 

Method of Picking Out a Grounded IVire.-Set the ratio dial on 
1\11,000, and the switch at the back of the set for the Varley loop. 

Connect Gr, posts to ground or cable sheath and connect the wires in the 
cable one after the other, to post XI. The faulty wire will be detected b} 
a strong deflection of the galvanometer needle when the battery and gal- 
vanometer keys are closed. The galvanometer is sufficiently sensitive to 
give a readable deflection for 1 volt through 1 megohm and hence a very 
high resistance ground or fault can be detected. 

To Use as a Resistance Box.-Connect to binding posts X2 and R. 
11 hen using the rheostat separately the position of the switch is im- 
material. 

To Use Galvanometer in Series with Battery. Connect to binding 
postsGrand Xl, set the ratio dial on 1\11,000, the switch for Varlet' loop. 
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The galvanometer is deflected by closing the battery and galvanometer 
keys. 

To Use Outside Battery.-Connect battery in at Ba, posts, having 
disconnected the contained battery by setting the BA, switch on OUT. 

To Use Outside Galvanometer. Connect outside galvanometer to 
the Ga, posts, having disconnected the contained galvanometer by setting 
the Ga, switch on OUT. 

Notes on the Varley Test.-This test is extremely useful, 
particularly on multiplied telephone cables. By multiplied, 

EX 

B .0 
Fta. 1,530.-Diagram illustrating the term multiplied to accompany notes on the Varley test 

one is to understand that the same pair of wires is tapped into 
a number of different terminals, as shown in fig. 1,530. This 
pair is multiplied at four points, A, B, C and D. When the 
arms of the Wheatstone bridge are made even in the Varley 
test, the formula R =r - 2a means that the resistance in the 
rheostat when balance is obtained is equivalent to that of 
both sides of the pair from the end where the helper makes 
his connection, to the fault. It is an easy matter for the tester 
to memorize the constants for the number of feet per ohm of 
the three or four most common sizes of wire used for telephone 
cables. 
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Knowing the gauge of the wire it is merely necessary to multiply one. - 
half the number of feet per ohm of that size wire by the rheostat reading 
in order to get the distance to the fault in feet, 

The application of this to multiplied cable may be readily shown. As- 
sume a fault at X. The tester is at Ex, and the helper connects the two 
wires together, say at C. The Varley test then gives the ohms back from 
C. to the apparent location of the fault (in this case at N, where the pair 
to B, is tapped on the main cable). I Iaving the resistance from C to N, a 
rough calculation involving feet per ohm multiplied by Varley reading 
gives the distance from C, to the apparent fault. 

FIG. 1.531.-Queen wireless test let or inductive fault finder; diagram of instrument. 

From the cable diagram this distance can be read which should be about 
that between C and N . The connection at C. is then removed and replaced 
on the same pair at B. and the above process repeated. 

In order not to be misled by the variation in resistance due to changes 
in temperature, it is well for the tester to measure some known length 
once each week or two and divide distances by resistance to obtain the 
proper constant. That this is quite important may be understood from 
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the fact that for underground cable the constants will vary 10% between 
summer and winter temperatures. 

In cases where there are cables of two different gauges spliced together 
it is easy to figure out the location without making any gauge correction. 
For instance, consider the case where a pair of wires of one gauge is at- 
tached to another pair of equal length but different gauge, the total loop 
resistance being, say, 40 ohms and the Varley test showing a balance at 
10 ohms with equal bridge arms. This would mean that the fault was 5 
ohms from the far end. Knowing the two gauges one can estimate mentally 
if this amount of resistance will carry the location beyond the junction 

GROUND CONDUCTORS EXPLORING COIL - 
a 

CROSSED WIRES 

SPLIT PAIRS 

EXPLORING COIL 

EXPLORING COIL 

FIGS. 1,532 to 1,534.-Queen wireless test set or inductive fault finder; diagrams of connec- 
tions for use. 

point of the two sizes. If not, then multiply by the constant for the gauge 
wire on the far end, which will give directly the distance from that end 
to the fault. 

In any case where the balancing resistance carries the location into the 
section nearest the locator, then instead of multiplying the constant by 
the rheostat reading, subtract this reading from the total loop resistance 
and multiply the difference by % the constant for the gauge wire nearer 
to the tester. This method is lengthy of explanation but when once one 
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gets the idea, these processes are mainly mental and really take very 
little time. 

Tests may be mane this way on all but the very shortest cables and 
not then, for the reason that ordinary bridge sets are not sub -divided 
below one ohm in the rheostat. Very often, however, one is able to inter- 
polate proportionally to the deflection of the galvanometer when a close 
approximation is necessary. However, when it comes to a question of 
inches on a short length of wire, either the Murray test or the Varley 
test with unequal bridge arms should he used for accuracy. 

I c ,wnF+.,w m 

'OUIfN INSTAUNINtS' 

._ - 

a 

Pic. 1,535.-Queen ground resistance and direct reading ohm meter for measuring the resistance 
of ground connections and driven grounds. This tester although direct reading is arranged 
on the Wheatstone bridge principle, thereby giving a uniform scale , it h maximum accuracy 
throughout its entire range. It is balanced by a telephone receiver. The use of the bridge 
rheostat in the form of a slide perm's measurements to be made with facility and speed. 
The met hod of tote is the "three ground test" which requires the determination of the com- 
bined resistance of the ground under investigation and of two auxiliary grounds which arc 
connected in series with it and with etch other. To increase the range of this tester, a 10 
multiplier in the bridge arms is provided, permitting its use as a general purpose ohm meter 
for ordinary resistance measurements, up to a maximum of 2,700 ohms. The direct scale 
reads from 0 to 270 ohms on one ohm divisions. The single scale division can be easily 
estimated to one half ohm. \Vhen the multiplier is in circuit t he scale range is0 to 2.700 ohms. 
(finding posts and switches are arranged s'o that an external galvanometer can he connected 
to the instrument, as some may prefer a galvanometer for balancing in place of the telephone 
when measuring ordinary resistances. \Vhen used for ground resistances a telephone is nec- 
essary. 
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The formula It=r-2a is the universal Varley formula for equal bridge 
arms. Knowing the gauge of the bad wire it is possible to obtain the 
location by solving for a. 

When a good wire of large size is used and the fault is near the far end 
of the smaller wire it sometimes happens that a balance cannot be ob- 
tained with the bad wire in series with the rheostat. In these cases it is 
necessary to reverse the wires on their respective binding posts. Then 
balance as usual and use the formula with R, negative or -R=r-2a. 

10 

2 

a - R +r 
2 

LINE 

Q 
TEL. 

I IN 

FIG. 1.536.-Queen ground resistance tester; diagram of connections. Directions /or operating. 
Connect permanent ground and one of the test grounds to line posts 1 and 2. Connect 
receiver to posts "TEL." Close BA, key by depressing and turning '4 turn to close perman- 
ently or without turning it can be tapped. Adjust rheostat slide 1í, unit until no sound is 
heard in the receiver. The scale reading is the resistance between the two grounds. Make 
the same test using the other test ground and permanent ground, and then again using the 
two test grounds. Add the three readings and divide by 2 and subtract the reading taken 
between t he two test grounds and this will be the resistance of the permanent ground. To use 
external battery place switch at 'but" and connect battery to posts "BA." 

The above described loop methods, the Murray and Varley, are the ones 
most frequently used. Some other loop methods and various modifica- 
tions of these tests have been worked out to meet specific requirements. 

The Potentiometer.-For the rapid and accurate measure- 
ment of voltage, current, and resistance, the potentiometer can 
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FIG. 1,537.-Queen ground resistance tester; simplified diagram. 

PERMANENT GROUND 

A+B+C C 
2 

TEST GROUND 

C 
FIG. 1,538.-Queen ground resistance tester; theoretical diagram. 
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be recommended. Those in charge of electric light and power 
companies, and also those who purchase large amounts of elec- 
trical energy are realizing, more and more, the necessity of 
having satisfactory primary standards with which to check 
their volt, ampere-, and watt -meters. 

When it is realized that an error of one per cent. in a corn- 

1f lLi_ 

la a.7 

l 
u.rA 

uumawmt,w.w 

Flo. 1.519. --Leeds and Northrup Type K Potentiometer. It has no internal resistance which 
gives high sensitivity. There are no contact resistances in the potentiometer circuit proper. 
The last one tenth volt is covered by a slide wire which facilitates following a fluctuating 
voltage. The current flowing through the potentiometer may be ciecked without disturb- 
ing the dial or slide wire setting. When used with any cadmium cell the potentiometer is 
direct reading, requiring neither calculations nor corrections. The construction of the instru- 
ment is further shown in the diagram fig. 1,590. 

mercial instrument means an error of one dollar one way or 
the other in every one hundred dollars charged, the need of 
such standardization apparatus becomes at once apparent. 

The potentiometer, it should be noted, relies for its accuracy 
only upon the constancy and accuracy of resistances and upon 
standard cells. 
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The instrument consists of an arrangement of carefully stand- 
ardized resistances for measuring voltages in comparison with 
a standard cell. It is used for accurate measurement of voltages. 
currents and resistances. 

In place of a series of standardized resistances, a slide wire may be 
used as in fig. 1,540. 

With the materials now available, and the skill which has been acquired 
in their manufacture, both the resistances and the standard cells are 

Fig. 1,510.-Diagram showing connections of Leeds and Northrup type K. potentiometer. 
The essential part of the instrument consists of 15 five ohm coils AD, adjusted to equality with a high degree of accuracy, connected in series and having in series with them a slide 

wire DB, the resistance of which from 0 to 1.1100 on its scale (the entire scale extending from 
O to 1,100) is also five ohms. A contact point TI, makes contact between any two of the five 
ohm coils, and a contact point M'. makes contact at any point on the slide wire DB. Cur- rent from the battery W. flows through these resistances, and by means of the regulating 
rheostat P, it is adjusted to exactly one fiftieth of an ampere. Consequently the fall of 
potential across any one of the coils AD. is .1 volt and that across the slide wire DB. is .11 volt. By placing the contact point. M', at zero. and moving the contact M, thef all of potential 
between M and M', may be varied by steps of .1 volt. from 0 to 1.5 volts. By moving the 
contact point M', along the wire, the tall of potential between M and 1\r, may be varied in 
infinitesimal steps. 
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obtainable which are remarkably constant, and both can be readily checked 
for accuracy. 

The potentiometer is essentially an instrument for comparing differences 
of potential and the various designs differ in the method_of dividing the 
potential drop into decimal steps. Such instruments have either high or 
low resistance circuits, and while each possesses inherent advantages it 
also presents disadvantages. 

The high resistance potentiometer requires a very small amount of cur- 
rent so that a long series of measurements can he made without the neces- 
sity of readjusting the current in the potentiometer circuit. It, however, 

o r 
2 3s 8.3" 

-O + B A 

Fro. 1,541.-Regulating rheostat of Leeds and Northrup type K, potentiometer. This is P, of 
fig. 1,540. The actual connections are shown in fig. 1,541. This rheostat is mounted in the 
right hand end of the potentiometer. Rough adjustment is made by I. and fine adjustment 
by manipulating R'. The 23 ohm resistance of the latter dial is shunted by a resistance of 
6.1 ohms, making possible very fine regulation. On the tine adjustment dial there is, in 
series with the contact, a fixed resistance of 400 ohms, which makes negligible the effect of 
possible variable contact resistance. 

involves a larger number of switches for manipulation to establish a bal- 
ance and is therefore not so convenient to manipulate in addition to its 
higher cost. 

In low resistance potentiometers the current required is larger and varia- 
tion in resistance, especially of the battery, will vary the current to an ap- 
preciable extent, thereby necessitating more frequent adjustment of the 
regulating rheostat and consequent repeated checking against the standard 
cell to insure the correctness of the E.M.F. tinder test . The low resistance 
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type eliminates the use of contacts directly in the potentiometer circuit, 
thereby confining it to the use of only one series.of resistances and a slide 
wire. It has the advantage of greater convenience of manipulatión as com- 
pared with the high resistance potentiometer. In the design of low resis- 
tance potentiometers a slide wire is used for the final setting. Heretofore, 

s 
Fin. 1,542.-Diagram of the Crompton potent iomteter. In this instrument the resistance con- 

sists of fourteen coils, each of 10 ohms, in series with a straight wire, also 10 ohms resistance, 
thus forming a system of fifteen equal steps. Across the whole a pressure of 1.5 volt is 
applied from a secondary cell, thus providing .10 volt per step. Any fraction is then tapped 
off by means of a radial switch on the resistance coils and a sliding contact on the wire. 
The standardization is performed by adjusting a resistance in series with the whole until 
the standard cell employed indicates, by means of the galvanometer G, a balance at the point 
which represents its electromotive torce on the basis given above. 
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Frc. 1,543.-Queen-Gray standard potentiometer intermediate resistance type circuit. This 
instrument has a total resistance sufficiently high to permit the use of a switch in the main 
circuit without error and low enough to enable a slide wire of only one turn to be used for the 
last setting. 
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it has been the practice to use a slide wire of ten or eleven turns in order to 
make use of a wire of suitable size for mechanical strength and also to have 
the requisite length to accurately sub -divide the potential in the wire to a 
fraction of a milli -volt. The use of such a long wire necessitates the mov- 
ing of its contact through ten or eleven turns. 
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Fin. 1,544. Complete diagram of connectors of Queen -Gray standard potentiometer. The 

main potentiometer circuit consists of 17 fifty ohm. coils in the "tenths" switch, 10 five ohm 
coils in the''hundredths" switch (intermediate switch) and the 5ohm "slide a ire." The cur- 
rent to operate this potentiometer is .002 ampere, therefore the fall of potential over each 
50 ohm coil will be .1 volt. for each 5 ohm coil .01 volt and for the entire slide .01 volt. The 
slide wire is divided into 200 parts and consequently a single division is equivalent to .00005 
volt. The single division can be easily estimated to .2 thereby reading to .00001 volt which 
can be further reduced .1 or .000001 volt by mears of a shunt coil. It is thus noted that 
means are provided for an adjustable potential from .000001 volt to 1.7 volts which can be 
extended to 17 volts when .02 ampere is made to 11ow through the potentiometer. 

The intermediate resistance potentiometer is a type having resistance 
intermediately between the high and low resistance t} pes. 

The Potentiometer Principle.-Familiarity with the prin- 
ciples underlying any measuring instrument is valuable to the 
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user or prospective user of the device; for not only does it 
enable him to secure his results more quickly and accurately, 
but it also gives him confidence in the results of his work. 

A potentiometer is a device. for pleasuring potential differ- 
ences by either totally or partly balancing the unknown against a 
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I'rc. 1.545-Simplified diagram of connections of Queen.Gray standard potentiometer. The 
instrument is arranged so that its settings may he reduced .1, thereby reading to .0000001 
volt. This is accomplished by shunting the main potentiometer circuit with the "shunt 
coil" shown in the diagram. so that the combined resistances will be exactly .1 of the un - 
shunted potentiometer circuit. Therefore the fall of potential across all the resistances will 
be .1 of their nominal values. The stxttch when placed at .1 (see upper right of fig. 1,514) 
not only places the "shunt coil" in circuit, but also adds to the circuit a resistance of such 
value that the total resistance of the entire potentiometer circuit is the same, otherwise .002 
am mre would not flow and the fall of potential across each part of the potentiometer would 
not be exactly .1 of its nominal value. Placing the switch at position 1, disconnects the 
"shunt coil" and short circuits the ballast resistance B.R. thus setting the potentiometer 
for normal use. 

variable potential difference, the value of which is known by refer- 
ence to a standard of electromotive force. 

If the two potential differences he exactly balanced, we have the usual 
"null" potentiometer; if partly balanced, the indicating instrument (gal- 
vanometer) gives a measure of their difference, and we have a deflection 
potent iometer. 
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As an aid in comprehending the principles involved in any 
potentiometer, an analogy is useful. 

In fig. 1,546, let OB, represent a section of a pipe carrying a current 
of water. Between the points M and 14', a pressure difference exists, 
which, other things remaining unchanged, will increase with the distance 
between the points in question, the higher pressure being at M. If the 
pipe be tapped at M and M', and a branch pipe MI'M' attached, a current 
flows, as indicated, and the current results from the pressure difference. 

O 

= - B 

P 

M B - 
Ftos. 1,546 and 1,517.-Hydraulic analogy illustrating pressure difference. 

Pressure difference in hydraulics is analogous to potential 
difference in electricity. A current flows in a conductor only 
when a potential difference exists. 

If, in the preceding paragraph but one, the terms "conductor," "elec- 
tricity," and "potential difference" be substituted, respectively for 
"pipe," "water" and "pressure difference" and reference is made to fig. 
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1,547 instead of 1,546, the same statements hold true without modifica- 
tion. The paragraph referred to will then read: Let OB, represent a section 
of a conductor carrying a current of electricity. 

Between the points M and M', a potential difference exists, which, 
other things remaining unchanged, will increase with the distance 
between the points in question, the higher potential being at M. If the 
conductor he tapped (contact made) at NI and M', and a branch conductor 
MPM', attached, a current flows, as indicated, and the current results 
from the potential difference. 

Referring next to fig. 1,548, a rotary pump may be inserted 

O 
M 

" l' N 

M' 
A 

B 

FIGS. 1,548 and 1.549.-11ydraulic analogy illustrating maintenance of pressure difference 
between N and P. 

in branch MPM', rotating in the direction indicated by the 
arrow. 

By the action of the pump, a pressure difference can be maintained 
between N and I', with the higher pressure at N. it is easy to conceive 
of the pump being driven at constant speed, so as to maintain a steady 
pressure difference; and to imagine such strength of current in OB, that the 
pump exactly balances the pressure difference between M and M'. In 
this case, no current could flow through the branch MPM', because the 
tendency to flow in one direction would be exactly neutralized by the 
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tendency to flow in the opposite direction; and this absence of current 
could he shown by some kind of flow indicating instrument inserted in the 
branch. 

With the same substitution of terms as before, the identical 
reasoning applies to fig. 1,549. 

here a battery is represented as the source of potential difference an- 
alogous to the pump as the source of pressure difference. With these pre- 
liminary ideas, we proceed to a consideration of electrical circuits only. 

In the diagram fig. 1,550, the cell W, which may be an or - 

R 

B 

Fia. 1,550.-Elementary potent,iometer circuit illustrating condition of balance. 

dinary dry cell, causes a current to flow, in the direction indi- 
cated by the arrow, through the resistance OB. 

The result is a potential difference between any two points on OB, say 
between M and M', due to the fall of potential through the resistance 
between the two points considered. With the current flowing as indi- 
cated, M, is at a higher potential than M', that is, M, is positive with respect 
to M'. 

Now consider the circuit MEGM', in which E, represents 
any source of steady potential difference and G, a galvano- 
meter. 
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and consequently the resistance, between the points would corresponding- 
ly have to be increased or decreased, respectively, in order to maintain 
this condition. 

It is thus seen that it is possible to oppose two potential 
differences in such a way that one will -be exactly balanced by 
the other; and that a galvanometer, as an indicator, shows 
when such a condition exists. 

OIRECTIONS 

Fro. 1,552.-Queen slide wire bridge. It consists of a portable slide wire, Wheatstone bridge 
arranged to read directly in. ohms in addition to its use for locating crosses and grounds. 
It is complete with battery, galvanometer and telephone receiver. ' The bridge is balanced 
by moving the hand stylus until the galvanometer shows no deflection or until there is no 
sound in the telephone receiver. In order to provide a wide range of measurement and maxi- 
mum accuracy, ratio coils or multipliers having values of 1, 10, 100, 1,000 and 10.000 are 
provided. The scale of the instrument is arranged in two parts, one of which indicates ohms 
and the other is divided into uniform divisions for use when locating crosses and grounds 
by the Murray and Varley loop methods. A small induction coil is included so as to furnish 
an alternating current when using the telephone receiver. 

Assuming the value of E, to be exactly 1 volt, M and M', could then be 
set with, say 1,000 arbitrary resistance units between them. By means of 
the regulating rheostat R, the current in OB, could be adjusted until the 
galvanometer showed zero deflection, indicating the potential difference 
between M and M', to be equal to that of E. 

Leaving the current in OB, unchanged, it is noted that the fall of po- 
tential along the resistance OB, is exactly 1 volt for each 1,000 units of 
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resistance, or 1 millivolt per unit, because the current is the same in all 
parts of OB. This arrangement merely assumes that W, has a voltage 
high enough to produce the fall of potential as described. Its voltage 
must, of course, be higher than the potential difference of E. 

Still leaving the current in OB, unchanged, substitute for E, another 
source of potential difference, this time of unknown value. In general, 

411 
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Fta. 1,553.-Brooks Model 7 deflection potentiometer. The deflection potentiometer finds its 
greatest use in laboratories where large numbers of d.c. deflection instruments have to he 
calibrated or checked. Before the deflection potentiometer was available, such measurements 
were made against "laboratory standard" deflection instruments and these in turn were 
checked against a null potentiometer. While the deflection potentiometer is not as accurate 
as the null potentiometer, it is more accurate than the "laboratory standard" deflection 
instruments and for calibration work is more rapid than either. In measurements where 
the use of the deflection potentiometer eliminates the use of the "laboratory standard" de- 
flection instruments, the over-all accuracy of the measurements is improved. 

the relative positions of M and M', will have to be shifted to restore the 
balance. Having found the balance point, the number of units of resist- 
ance between M and M', will represent the number of millivolts in the 
potential difference being measured. 

The fact that when the galvanometer shows a balance, no current flows 
in the circuit of which it is a component, deserves emphasis; because of 
this no current is taken from the source of electromotive force which is 
being measured. The importance of this is that the source of electro- 
motive force undergoes no change due to the measurement. Likewise 
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when standardizing the potentiometer, no appreciable current is drawn 
from the standard cell. For this reason, a standard cell, if used carefully, 
will last indefinitely, since it will never be required to deliver any but 
very minute currents, and these only during infrequent moments. 

BATTERY 

I 

GALVANOMETER 

s. CALIBRATING- 
COILS 

_VOLT Boo - 

STD. CELL 

Fin. 1,554.-Diagram of internal connections of Brooks Model 7 deflection potentiometer, for 
a thorough understanding of the deflection potentiometer it is necessary to know the prin- 
ciples applying to potentiometers in general as explained in the accompanying text. Briefly the 
deflection potentiometer is an instrument in which the electromotive force to be measured 
is balanced approximately against a known electromotive force. The small remaining dif- 
ference is read from the deflection of a galvanometer. The galvanometer serves the double 
purpose of detector in the potentiometer circuit and of a volt meter for measuring the unbal- 
anced portion of the electromotive force. 'In order for the galvanometer deflection to accu- 
rately represent the unbalanced voltage, it is necessary that the total resistance in the gal- 
vanometer circuit remain unchanged for all potentiometer settings. The principal point in 
the design of a deflection potentiometer is the compensation which keeps the galvanometer 
circuit resistance at a constant value. The compensation is made by means of auxiliary 
compensating coils. so connected in the main dial circuit, that the rotation of the dial does 
not alter the resistance in the galvanometer circuit. These compensating coils are shown in 
the above diagram. Fundamentally any potentiometer measures voltage, but the measure- 
ment of current requires only the addition of standardized resistances, or current shunts. 
The deflection potentiometer measures current by measuring the voltage at the potential 
terminals of a standard resistance, consequently the general theory is the same for the cur- 
rent, as for the voltage measurements. 
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he standard cell may be connected across one portion of AB, and the 
mt adjusted, as described, and the unknown potential difference may 
alanced against the fall of potential in another portion of AB. The 
zections for accomplishing this with a single galvanometer are shown 
g. 1,555. 

re 
ation of Opens.-These measurements are based on the 

.hat the capacity of wires in a cable is ordinarily a meas - 
quantity, which, in wire of uniform diameter, is pro- 

+ 
ST'D CELL 

ST'D CELL 

- 
ij 

EM 

Fio. 1,555.-Potentiometer circuit diagram. 

X I-- EMF. 
+ 

portionate to length. In making these tests, a fault finder is 
used together with a buzzer, dry cells to operate it. small in- 
duction coil, and telephone receiver. 'These instruments are 
to be found in any telephone exchange. It is best to locate the 
buzzer at some distance from the fault finder in order that it 
cannot be heard by the operatot. 
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Before attempting locations for opens it is well to make the 
following measurements: 

1. The insulation of the broken wire and the insulation of 
the good wire with which it is to be compared; . . 

2. The resistance between the two sections of the broken 
wire should be measured. . 

.-:t' ,7 

' 

o 

^ 
E :.;. 

1 
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Fla. 1,556.-Queen Gray simplified potentiometer. The circuit consists of a group of 22 one 
hundred ohm coils (the dial switch at the lower leftjn illustration) and a slide wire, of exactly 
one hundred ohms, in series. The current required for the circuit is .001 ampere, therefore 
the fall of potential over each coiliis .1 volt and likewise .1 volt over the entire slide wire. 
The slide wire readable to .0001 volt (1 milli -volt) thereby giving the potentiometer a range 
from .001 volt to 23 volts. The standard cell is connected to posts for the same and when 
the knife switch is placed at STD. CELL its terminals are connected to the movable contacts 
of the dial switch and the slide wire. To standardize the potentiometer in terms of the 
standard cell the potentiometer is set to the value of the standard cell and the regulating 
rheostat adjusted until the galvanometer is balanced. The knife switch is then placed at 
E.M.F., and the galvanometer again balanced by adjusting the potentiometer for the 
unknown potential. 

This may be done by joining the broken wire and a good wire at the 
distant end of the cable and measuring the resistance of the loop. To 
ensure close locations, this resistance should be over 100,000 ohms. Fair 
locations can be made when the resistance is much lower and it is worth 
while to attempt it even if the resistance be as low as 10,000 ohms. The 
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difficulty of determining the balance point increases as the resistance 

decreases. 

Ques. Describe one form of potentiometer. 

Ans. As shown in fig. 1,557, it consists of a fine German 

silver wire about 3 feet long stretched between the binding 

posts A, B, which are attached to a wooden base carrying a 

scale divided into 1,000 equal parts. "There are three circuits, 
the terminal A, being included in each, one including the bat- 

tery, and the other two the galvanometer. A three point 

co GALVANOMETER SC 

Allossimitgruml=MOW"3 -- ~WA. 

SWITCH 

lo Ett/Y 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

F a. 1,557.-Diagram of potentiometer showing method of measuring the voltage of a cell. 

The potentiometer is simply a high resistance wire of uniform diameter stretched between 

two binding posts. A and 13,.ín such a way that contact can he made at its ends and along 

its length. Necessary circuits are plainly shown in the figure: SC, is a standard cell and 

C, the cell to be tested. M and S, are sliding contacts, connecting with the "slide wire'. 

F BATTERY 

°SWITCH ifiFi i 

ADJUSTABLE 
J RESISTANCE 

switch connects the galvanometer in series with the standard 

cell SC, or the cell to he tested C, the circuits being completed 

by leads terminating in the sliding contacts M and S. 

Ques. Describe the method of measuring the voltage of a 

cell with a potentiometer. 

Ans. Fig. 1,557 shows a method of comparing a pressure 
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with that of a standard cell and is applicable whether the pres- 
sure of the cell to be tested be greater or less than that of the 
standard cell. In making the test the switch F, is first closed, 
then the other switch is moved to D and M, adjusted till gal- 
vanometer shows no deflection; similarly, the switch is moved 
to G and S, adjusted till galvanometer shows no deflection. 
Then, C : SC=AS : AM, from which C =SC XAS=AM. 

Example.-Let 1.016 volts be the known voltage of the standard cell SC, and the scale reading of AS, be 657, and of AM, 225 as in the figure, then 
1 .016 X657 - 2.966 volts C = 225 

9 t BA. + STD. CELL- 
! t E.M.F- 6A BR BA- 

STD 
CELL 

.S 

E M F 

Fia. 1 .558.-Leeds and Northrup type K potentiometer showing stampings on case indicating connections. 

The arrangement may, however, be made direct reading, that is, the slide wire may have a scale of volts instead of lengths or resistances, as follows: Suppose the standard cell to have a pressure of 1.434 volts, the sliding contact M, is placed at the reading 1.434, and the adjustable re- sistance varied till the galvanometer shows no current. This means that the pressure between A and Al, is 1.434, and consequently the pressures all along the slide can he read off the scale in vo!ts. I fence, when S, has been adjusted to balance, the pressure of C, is read off the scale in volts. 
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How to Use a Potentiometer.-All connections must be 

made as indicated by the stamping on the instrument. Par- 
ticular attention must be given to the polarity of the standard 
cell, of the battery. and of the voltage, the corresponding + 
and - signs being marked. If used with a wall galvanometer 
having a telescope and scale, it will be found convenient to 
place the potentiometer so that the telescope is directly over 
the glass index of the slide wire, thus permitting the observer 
to read the galvanometer deflections and potentiometer set- 
tings without changing his position. 

1.5 0 
NovvVd.vWW MdVtwowv~tA 0W10 

C 

BR 

Fta. 1.553.-Simplified diagram for checking the slide wire of Leeds and Northrup type K, 
potentiometer. To check the uniformity of the slide wire, connect posts marked BA. and C. 
by a heavy copper wire, not smaller than No. 10 B & S. Post C. will be found between the 

knobs of the regulating rheostat. I'lace switch S, on E.M.F., and plug P, at 1. Short cir- 

cuit the E.M.F. posts, and connect the galvanometer to the GA, posts, and the battery 
(not in excess of 3 volts) to the posts marked BR and -BA. The slide wire can now be checked 

against the five ohm coils by the law of the Wheatstone bridge. This will be evident front 

the simplified diagram. The contacts NI and AI', form one pair of junctions with the gal- 

vanometer between, while the posts BR and -BA, form the second pair of junctions with 
the battery between. 

Potentiometer Current.-A storage battery will be found advantage- 
ous for producing a steady current in the potentiometer. If a storage 
battery be not available, two good dry cells, connected in series, Hill he 
found satisfactory. The regulating rheostat has been designed to take 
care of either kind of current source. 

Checking Against Standard Cell.-Set the standard cell switch to 
correspond with the certified e . of the standard cell. Place plug P. in 
hole 1, and see that it is always* in this position when checking against the 
standard cell. Place the double throw switch at STD. CELL. 

NOTE. *Exception: See "Measuring voltages from 1.61 to 16.1" on page 1,095. 
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Adjust the regulating rheostat until (he galvanometer shows no deflec- tion. In making the first adjustment, use the key marked RES.1, as a balance is more nearly attained, use key RES and for the final balance 
use key marked O. Key O. gives the maximum sensitivity. To ascertain 
if the current in the potentiometer circuit alter during a measurement, 
plug in at 1, throw switch S, to STD. CELL, close the galvanometer key. No deflection indicates that the current has not changed. If the gal- vanometer deflect, the regulating rheostat must be readjusted. 

Measuring Unknown Pressure.-The potentiometer ordinarily is di- rect reading for voltages ' up to 1.61 volts. Above 1.61 volts a volt box 

Fitt. 1,560.-Measurement of current with Leeds and Northrup type K, potentiometer. This is done by measuring the drop in volts across aiknown resistance as here shown. S. is the standard resistance, and on itare the potential terminals P'P', and the current terminals CC. The potentiometer is connected to the shunt through the posts marked PP. The resistance between the points I"P', is adjusted to an even value of resistance. Most resist- ances for this purpose are so chosen, that to determine the current passing through the shunt, it is necessary only to multiply the potentiomter reading by a decimal factor. For instance, in using a .01 ohm standard it is necessary to multiply the potentiometer reading by 100, which gives the current reading in amper:s; in the same way a .1 ohm requires mul- tiplication by 10. and a .001 ohm by 1,000. The very wide range of this potentiometer, and especially its accuracy in measurement of low pressures, makes it possible to use a resistance standard for a very wide range of current measurements. If the resistance standards for measuring large currents be selected for use with the low range of the potentiometer, they will cost less and be easier to handle than if selected for a high range potentiometer. 

should be used. However, by means of the method described later, volt- ages up to 16.1 volts may be measured without a volt box. The method is recommended only in special cases. 
After "checking against standard cell" place switch S, on E.M.F. The balance for the unknown pressure is obtained by manipulating dial switch 
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D, and rotating the contact on the slide wire. The final position of the 
two contacts in conjunction with the position of plug P, indicates the 
potentiometer reading. Use key RESt, for rough adjustment, key RES=, 

for intermediate adjustment and key O, for final adjustment. 

Plug at 1 or .1.-Plug P, at 1, gives readings directly from the settings 
of the dial switch and the slide wire contact. 

Plug P, at .1 shunts the potentiometer circuit so that the reading is 

one -tenth of reading taken directly from the scales. 

Place plug P, in hole 1 for voltages from .161 to 1.61 volts. 

Place plug P, in hole .1 for voltages up to .161 volt. 

Example.-A balance was obtained with the dial switch at 1.3 and the slide wire contact 

at 176 and plug P; at 1. The voltage under test, therefore, is 1.3176. If the plug we -e at .1 

the same reading would have indicated .13176. 

Flo. 1,551.-Leeds and Northrup variable resistance standard. For measurements of resistance 

less than 1 ohm the Kelvin Bridge provides the most accurate and flexible method. This 

instrument finds its greatest use in checking or comparing low resistance standards and in 

the measurement of the conductivity and resistivity of low resistance samples. 

Measuring Voltages front 1.61 io 16.1.-Voltages up to 16.1 volts 

may be measured directly by using a greater voltage across the BA posts. 

For this purpose a battery of about 20 volts should be used. Insert plug P, 

at .1 and throw the switch to STD. CELL. Then balance the galva- 

nometer by means of the regulating rheostat. When baianced. insert 

plug P, at 1, set switch S, on E.M.F. and read the voltage in the usual 

manner. Multiply the instrument reading by 10. 

Use of a Volt Box.-To measure voltages above the direct range of the 
potentiometer it is necessary to connect the voltage across a high resist- 

ance and to measure with the potentiometer a definite fraction of the 
total voltage. Fig. 1,562 shows the method in diagram, and represents 
the connections of a volt box. 
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AB, is a high resistance of which AC, is one five -hundredth; AD, is one- two hundred -fiftieth: AE, is one -hundredth; AF, one -fiftieth, etc. of the total resistance. The potentiometer reading is multiplied by 2. 5, 10. 20. 50, 100, 200. or 500, depending upon whether the voltage be connected to AD, AE, AF, AG, All, Al, AJ, or AB. 
Connect the grounded side of the line to the GR, post and the un- grounded side to the post marked with the voltage next higher than the voltage to be measured. Connect the GR', post to the potentiometer E.M.F, post of the same polarity as the grounded side of the line, and 

MAX. VOLTAGE 3 T5 
MULTIPLY BY 2 5 to 

15 30 75 150 300 750 
20 50 

GR'") ® O GR 
I300n3004 900(1 15000 5000n 9000n 15000n 30000n 

A 

loo 200 500 

D E 

900000 

H I J 

GR' 

IMAX. VOLTAGE 3 
'MULTIPLY BY 2 t-- 

GR 4 
3004300 

A 

POTENTIOMETER 

TO LINE VOLTAGE 

/ 75 ir 15 30 75 150 300 750 Í, 10 20 50 100 200 500 I 

_J 
1500n 3000n 9000n 15000n 30000n 900n DE F G H I J 

GR' 
O 

POTENTIOMETER TO POTENTIOMETER 
L 

Flos. 1.562 and I.563.-hteGiod of using a volt box with Leeds and Northrup type K. potentio- meter. 

the other potentiometer post on the volt box to the other E.M.F, post on 
the potentiometer. Multiply the potentiometer reading by the multiplier 
as indicated. 
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With connections as described, maximum sensitivity is obtained and 
the current drawn from the line never exceeds .005 ampere. For work in 

which it is desired to draw less than .005 ampere from the line and the 
sensitivity is sufficient, the ungrounded lead from the potentiometer 
should be connected to one of the voltage posts as shown by the broken 
lines in fig. 1,563. 

The multiplying factor will then he that at the post connected to the 
line lead, divided by that at the post connected to the lead from the poten- 
tiometer. For example, to measure 110 volts without drawing more than 
.001 ampere from the line, connect as shown by the broken lines in fig. 

1,563, and multiply the potentiometer reading by the ratio of 500 to 5, 

or 100. 

Never apply a higher voltage between the GR, post and any numbered 
post than the voltage engraved at that post. To do so might seriously 
damage the volt box. 

Care of Potentiometer.-The slide wire, although pro- 

tected to a great extent by the hood, in time accumulates dust 
and dirt with a thin film of oxide. This will tend to increase 

the resistance in this part of the circuit owing to poor contact. 
This wire should, therefore, be cleaned occasionally. 

To do this, unscrew the stop against which the hood strikes when turned 
to read zero; then remove the hood and rub the entire slide wire vigor- 

ously with a soft cloth dipped in vaseline. Do not use emery cr sand paper 
as this will destroy the uniformity of the slide wire. Clean also the steel 

contact which rubs on -he wire, as this becomes glazed after much use. 

When the potentiometer is not in use, the hood should be screwed all 

the may down, and the lid put in place to exclude dust. 

If it he used in a chemical factory, laboratory, or any place where acid 

fumes are prevalent, this latter precaution is important, because the 
fumes may attack the slide wire. 

It is also well to keel) the contact surfaces of the switch studs clean and 
bright by wiping them occasionally with a soft cloth dipped in vaseline. 

Location of Faults Where the Loop Is Composed of Cables 
of Different Cross Sections.-Faults in loops of this character 
may be located with the same degree of accuracy as those in 
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loops of a uniform cross section, provided the length and cróss' 
section of each length 'of cable are known. An- example will 
illustrate the method: 

In the diagram, fig. 1,565, assume the length of the cable AE, 
to be 550 yards of 25,000 cir. mil., EF, 500 yards of 40,000 cir. 
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Fta. 1,564.-Leeds and Northrup bridge for locating faults in power circuits. From the diagram of connections shown in fig. 1,565, it will be seen that the instrument operates on the slide wire principle. A galvanometer is mounted in the instrument, and the necessary leads for connecting to the cable under test are provided. Fault locations are made by means of the Murray loop test. Mounted upon a circular block inside the case of the instru- 
. ntent is a low resistance slide wire. . This wire is made large so that a heavy test current may be used, thus giving a good sensitivity in making locations. A sliding contact moves upon the bridge wire, and carries with it a pointer moving over a scale on the top of the containing case. This scale is divided into 980 divisions, each division being about two millimeters. The graduations on the slide wire dial stop ten divisions either side of the ends. The end divisions are marked 10 and 990. The resistance of each lead is therefore equal to the resist- ance corresponding to ten divisions of the slide wire. It will thus be seen that the slide wire actually begins at the outer end of the leads, thus entirely eliminating lead resistances. 
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mil., and FC, 1,050 yards of 30,000 cir. mil. These lengths 
must be reduced by calculation to equivalent lengths of one 
size, and for this purpose it is best to select the largest size. 
The results of this calculation are as follows: 

550 yds. of 25,000 cir. mil. = 880 yds. of 40,000 cir. mil. 
500 " " 40,000 " " = 500 " " 40,000 " " 

1,050 " " 30,000 " " =1,400 " " 40,000 " 

This makes the total resistance of the loop equivalent to 

tat. of leads on each end it eyuo/ to 4 dienimu 

of 1Gbe wee. The t/!e w'ie it d'r.de,f eMo 

/Ox pa: ft -2o j r the /tad or .980 dhi.mt 
Le/SrstrC Sco% on G0/07/70^1d. , 
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Frs. 1,565.-Diagram of Leeds and Northrup bridge for locating faults in power circuits, show- 
ing arrangement of the connections including the lead cables and galvanometer contacts. 
Make connections as shown. The clamps must be so fastened at A and C, that the contact 
resistances will be very small. This contact resistance will figure in as an error in the meas- 
urement. If, for instance, the contact resistance were equal to .001 of an ohm, and the 
wire were of such a size that .001 of an ohm were equal to the resistance of 20 feet of the 
cable, there would be an error of 20 feet in the location of the fault. For this reason all 
contact resistances throughout the loop from A to C, must be extremely small. The battery 
is to be connected to the posts marked Ba, and the post marked Gr, is to be grounded. It 
will very frequently happen that the ground is to the cable sheath or some other conductor. 
In this case, the binding post Gr, should be grounded to th's conductor. Sutrtc'ent battery 
should be used to give a readable deflection on the galvanometer for a small movement of 
the contact on the bridge wire. The fault is located by the usual Murray formula. If. for 
instance, the galvanometer show no deflection when the contact is at 300 on the scale, it 
would indicate that the fault is at a distance from A, equal to .003 of the total length of 
the loop from A to C. A testing current of five amperes may be used with this bridge. 
In cases of necessity, this current may be increased to e.ght amperes, but when this current 
is used it should not be allowed to pass through the bridge for a longer time than is necessary. 
It frequently happens that small faults which have a very h gh res:stance develop in high 
pressure cables. Such faults are 1 kely to break down and result in damage and should be 
located. It is usually imposs:ble to locate these faults until they have been partially car- 
bon:zed. This must be done by applying a sul)ic'ently lrgh voltage between the cable and 
the sheath (or whatever it is grounded on) to break down the fault. In order to prevent 
the breaking down process resulting in a serious burn out. a high resistance must be 
placed in the c rcuit which will prevent an excessive current, or the circuit must be carefully 
fused. The former procedure is the better. 
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2,780 yards of 40,000 cir. mil. If the contact show a balance 
for a reading of 372.5, this indicates that the fault is at a dis- 
tance of 1U of 2,780=1,035.5 equivalent yards. Of this, 880 
are in the stretch AE. Consequently the fault is: 

1,035.5 -880=155.5 yards from E. 

Insulation and the Measurement of its Resistance.-All 
electrical insulating materials have two fundamental electrical 
properties: 

Fte. 1,566.-Leeds and Northrup insulation testing set. Wherever cable testing apparatus 
is to be permanently set up and used in a laboratory or test room a desirable combination 
consists of an outfit made up of the individual instruments mounted so as to secure ample 
insulation, and so wired that the connections may he easily traced. The set here shown is 
for insulation testing, and includes all necessary instruments for this work. The galvano- 
meter and lamp and scale, however, are not shown. The best insulation is secured by mount 
ing all the instruments, with the exception of the galvanometer and lamp and scale, upon a 
substantial hard rubber plate. The connections arc made by heavy enameled wires run in 
air and held in place by hard rubber posts, petticoat insulated. All switches and keys are 
of substantial construction and are so arranged that they may be conveniently operated. 

1. Insulation resistance; and 
2. Dielectric strength. 

By definition, insulation resistance is the opposition to the 
passage of current, and dielectric strength is the strength against 
breakdown under static or high voltage stress. 
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Insulation resistance is expressed in ohms or megohms 
(millions of ohms) and is proportional to the thickness of a 
homogeneous insulating material and inversely proportional to 
the area under test. 

Thus if a sheet of such material on each side of which is a metallic con- 
ductor be in perfect contact over the whole area, the insulation resistance 
might he 100 megohms. Now if the sheet and metallic conductors he ex- 
tended to ten times the area. the insulation resistance will be only 10 

T 
1 

100 MEGOHMS 

200 MEGOHMS 

INSULATING 
MATERIAL 

10 MEGOHMS 

20 MEGOHMS 

Ftos. 1,51,7 to 1,570.-Diagrams showing how insulation resistance is theoretically "propor- 
tional to the thickness of a ma -erial and inversely proportional to the area under test." 

megohms, see figs. 1,567 and 1,568. This illustrates why the insulation 
resistance of a short length of gaol wire or cable, for example, is higher 
than that of a greater length of t he same conductor under similar conditions. 
Ón the other hand, if the thickness of the insulating material mentioned 
above be doubled, the insulation resistance becomes 200 megohms and 20 
megohms respectively. 

Dielectric strength as it is ordinarily conceived, is expressed 
in terms of the voltage at which insulation puller Tres or fails at 
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some point due to static stress.` It is not affected by the area 
of a homogeneous insulating material, but does increase with 
increased thickness, as shown in figs. 1,571 and 1,572. 

Dielectric strength can be measured only by testing to fail- 
ure,-similar in principle to the way samples of building ma- 
terial are tested to destruction. 

11111,__ --INSULATING MATERIAL 
UNDER TEST 

- MGM VOLTAGE -- 

TRANSFORMER 

-ALTERNATOR 

rtes. 1,571 and 1.572.-Diagram showing that dielectric strength increases with increased 
thickness of the insulating material. 

It must he clearly understood that the two properties-in- 
sulation resistance and dielectric strength, are entirely distinct 
and separate, and that both are important. 

*NOTE.-Current lhruugh a resistance causes heat; if this heat be not dissipated. 
LL causes a reduction in the resistance of the insulating material (the temperature co -efficient 
of insulating materials being negative and numerically large; this causes further heating and 
increased current which then rapidly proceeds to failure at that particular point. Therefore 
true dielectric strength is "the critical voltage al and aboye which the increase of temperature 
in the insulating material increases the current density and the temperature indefinitely, thereby 
short circuiting the applied potential and destroying the insulator. Below this critical voltage 
the conditions are stable and the insulator is good." 
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Up to the present time no simple relation between the two has been found. 
Insulation resistance cannot be taken as a measure of the voltage required 
to cause a breakdown or puncture of the insulation, but it is a valuable 
guide in this respect. t . 

Many engineers find it wise to make insulation resistance tests during 
manufactute and after repairs, before applying the high voltage test, in 
order, as far as possible,. to avoid unnecessary breakdown. Also, it has been 
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Fto. 1.573.-Testing armatures with Biddle "Meg" insulation tester in an electrical repair 
shop. 

found that. under certain conditions, the insulation resistance of electrical 
apparatus will decrease owing to the application of high voltage even 
though dielectric breakdown did not occur. This is entirely in addition to 
the apparent reduction in dielectric strength itself which occurs when the 
high voltage test is prolonged. 

There is no way in which the high voltage dielectric test can 
indicate low insulation resistance without causing failure. 
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If the insulation break down, it only indicates that the insulation was 
weak at the particular point where breakdown occurred. Furthermore, 
high voltage testing does subject electrical equipment to serious risk of 
unnecessary and permanent injury. particularly old equipment where the 
application of high voltage is "playing with fire" as far as trouble is con- 
cerned. 

By the insulation resistance test, the condition of a piece of electrical 
apparatus can he determined. If the insulation of a dynamo, motor or 
cable contain moisture, or is deteriorated, a so called high voltage break- 
down is liable not to be a dielectric point or points of the poor insulation. 

Fin. 1.574.-Biddle Megger testing set with case removed showing construction. One quarter 
size. 

Thus the insulation is completely and permanently injured by the high 
voltage current, whereas an insulation resistance test would show, without 
risk of injury, whether the machine or cable was in condition safe for con- 
tinued operation. Many a high voltage failure has been due to nothing 
more than that. 

In all low voltage apparatus, static strains are so small that they need 
not be considered. In high voltage apparatus, the static strains become 
very important, but not more important than resistance to the leakage 
of current. In all apparatus, insulation must be planned to he safe against 
failure either way. 

Leaky insulation is liable to have the defect at some particular point, 
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however, hard it may be to locate or positively determine it. Through 
this defect a small leakage of current flows. 

By reason of electrolytic action, or a local rise of temperature, 
or both, the resistance decreases and more current flows. This 
may go on, accompanied by slight charring, which further 
decreases the resistance, allowing still more current to flow. 
The effect is cumulative, so that at last a real burn out may 
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Fia. 1,575.-A high range "Megger" testing set ready for use. 

occur, caused by a large flow of current through what was at 
first a very small leak. 

On an over voltage test, an increased leakage of current flows as the result 
of the high voltage, and thus in the same way a breakdown may be pro- 
duced in a few seconds, which in normal operation would have occurred 
only after a long time, or perhaps not at all. In fact, if a leak be due to 
moisture, dirt or any other transient condition, or is local in some particular 
part of the apparatus, a breakdown need not occur; for a measurement 
of insulation resistance will show that the conditions are not safe for the 
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operation of the apparatus, much less for the application of over voltage. 
Under these conditions the source of the trouble should be sought, and in 
many instances can be located and easily remedied. 

The high voltage test is not a measure of the condition of the 
insulation; the insulation resistance test is such a measure. 

If no local condition can be found it may be concluded that the leak 
causing the low insulation resistance is distributed through the insulation; 
in such cases, the apparatus maybe considered all right, providing theinsula- 
tion resistance do not fluctuate widely with operating conditions nor show 
a definite falling off as time goes on. Therefore, an insulation resistance 
test should be made in advance of the dielectric test as a means of guarding 
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Fin. 1,576. --Scale of fiddle high range Megger testing set. With the "b" ratio switch this 
scale may be divided by 10 and by 100, so that it may have the additional ranges of 200,000 
ohms to 100 megohms and 20,000 ohms to 10 megohms. 

against failure due to leaks while subject to high voltage. It should he re- 
peated after such a test in order to make sure that the insulation has not 
been permanently weakened by the application of high voltage. 

Surface leakage, while not a defect of the insulating material, 
a surface leakage path through oil, dirt, metallic dust or mois- 
ture from an exposed conductor to ground, or between con- 
ductors, may lead to a "'lash over" and serious damage to the 
apparatus. 

Wiping off a machine is no guarantee that such paths have been elimin- 
ated. Tests of insulation resistance will reveal their presence. In most 
tests nothing is known of the exact area or thickness of the insulation, while 
it is certain that it is not perfectly homogeneous and the conductors may 
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not be in perfect contact with its entire surface. Also, there may b2 sur- 
face leakage paths. Therefore, when any particular value is noted on 
making a test, it is impossible to know whether it be due to general charac- 
teristics or to some local defect. 

If the resistance be too low for safe operation, the cause 
should be sought, it may be due to moisture or even dirt, and 
remedied if possible. 

Often by separating connections, the location of a real leak 
due to a defect in the insulation can be determined and repairs 
made. 

FLG. 1,577.-Schematic diagram showing how the effects of surface leakage on apparatus under 
test may be eliminated by the extension of the guard system from the guard terminal of a 

high range ' Megger" testing set. 

On the other hand, if the insulation resistance be sufficiently high to 
permit operation, its value may increase as time goes on, particularly if at 
the beginning the apparatus were not thoroughly dry. However, if a leak 

even of very high resistance, due to a local defect in the insulation, be 

present, there is a possibility that it may gradually decrease in resistance 
until finally it results in a breakdown. 

The insulation resistance test preceding the high voltage test 
determines to a large extent whether the insulation be likely to 
break down under the application of high voltage. 
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Very often it occurs that moisture has gotten in or there exist paths for 
leakage which should be dried out or removed before applying the high 
voltage. Thus to a great extent, unnecessary breakdown can be prevented. 

The insulation resistance test following the high voltage test is the only 
method known for determining whether the high voltage has injured 
apparatus which otherwise did not show an actual breakdown when the 
high voltage was applied. It is well known that the application of high 
voltage may weaken insulation without causing failure. 
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t<9 t 
no. 1,578.-Diagram of electrical connections similar to fig. 1.583 but incluling the guard 

system and the ratio switch arrangement. The guard system: When measuring high resist- 
ances, having values on the order of those indicated by "Megger" instruments, it becomes 
necessary to guard against errors due to surface leakage (and even the insulation used in the 
instrument itself). To accomplish this, what is called a guard system is used, consisting of 
hard rubber bushings, mica and other insulating materials. In operation, current may leak 
over the surface of the case from the positive earth terminal toward the negative line term- 
inal. but as soon as it reaches the guard ring, it is carried back directly to the negative side 
of the dynamo or applied voltage. As the leakage current is thus unable to flow into the 
line terminal and on through the moving element, it cannot affect the indication on the scale. 

If the insulation resistance be low, separate the various con- 
nections of the apparatus and test each part separately, in an 
endeavor to locate and remedy the trouble. 

For instance, in a d. c. motor or dynamo, lift the brushes and separate 
the connections to brush holders and field. Test armature, brush holders 
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Ptc. 1,579.-Diagram of internal connections of Biddle "Megger" testing set. The change 
over switch is shown set to "Bridge." As the name implies. the set combines the functions 
of a Wheatstone bridge and a "Megger" testing set. When working as a "Bridge" pres- 
sure is supplied by the hand magneto, the current coil of the ohm meter acts as a galvano- 
meter and an auxiliary dial resistance box is used for direct comparison with the resistance 
under test, using the ratios 1 to 1, 1 to 10, or 1 to 100 as needed. By interchanging the re- 
sistance box with the resistance under test (see fig. 1,583) the ratios become 1 to 1. 10 to 1 

or 100 to 1. '1 he principle of operation is identically the same as that of any Wheatstone 
bridge. 
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Fta 1,580.-Biddle Bridge-Megger testing set with direct reading resistance box connected 
ready for use. 
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RESISTANCE BCX 

RATIO 
SWITCH 

CHANGE OVER 
SWITCH 

FIG. 1.531.-External connections for Bridge Megger measurements under 10.000 ohms. 

Fm. 1.582.-Internal connections for bridge measurements under 10,000 ohms. A. current 
coil used as galvanometer coil; 13, resistance to he measured; C, pressure coil used as control 
coil, 

NOTE.-Starting the "Afegger" method. In starting the "Megger" method of elec- 
trical maintenance, particularly on motors, wiring, etc., in industrial plants, it may be found 
difficult to secure and maintain the one megaton standard. But conditions can be improved 
gradually as time permits workmen to clean parts, renew deteriorated insulation, dry out 
moisture, etc., so that a higher working standard can be arrived at after a reasonable time. 
Those who maintain the equivalent of tite one megohm standard find from experience that if 
the insulation resistance of their equipment be up to such values, troubles are so much less 
likely to occur that results are worth far more than the effort and expense involved in making 
the tests. 
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and field. If necessary, test each brush holder and field coil separately. 
The trouble may be due to nothing more than moisture or "green" insula- 
tion, in which case the apparatus should he dried out or baked until the 
insulation resistance becomes constant at a reasonable value. Bear in 
mind that the insulation resistance of a completely connected machine 
or piece of apparatus is less than the insulation resistance of any of the 
separate parts. 

Regulations for insulation resistance by the American In- 
stitute of Electrical Engineers and also by the Underwriters 
Laboratories, indicate what may be called "code.' rules for 

RESISTANCE UNDER TEST. RATIO CHANGE -OVER 
SWITCH. SWITCH. 

Fla. 1,583.-External connections for Bridge "Nlegger" measurements over 10.000 ohms. 

minimum values of insulation resistance, below which there is 
felt to be imminent danger of failure of the apparatus. 

In actual practice, readings much higher than these usually are found on 
electrical equipment both new and old. From a study of results obtained 
by a larger number of" ltegger" users, it is observed t hat in general an insula- 
tion resistance of one megohm is considered a fair allowable lower limit 
on the ordinary run of electrical apparatus, such as motors, dynamos. 
rotary converters, power cables and wiring, etc. There aré exceptions of 
course, such as large machines and long cables where readings lower than 
one megohm may be considered entirely satisfactory. 

high tension transformers and similar equipment, if not oil immersed, 
usually have much higher insulation resistance. 

NOTE.-With insulation resistance of one megohm it is reasonably certain that there are 
no serious surface leaks and also that power apparatus, at least, is reasonably dry. 
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Principle of operation of "Megger" testing set.-The "Meg- 
ger" insulation testing and high resistance measuring instru- 
ment consists essentially of a direct reading true ohm meter 
of the permanent magnet, moving coil type mounted in a suit- 
able case with a hand driven magneto or provided with other 
means for supplying d.c. voltage for the test. 
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Flo. 1,584.-Internal connections for Bridge "Megger" measurements showing actual con- 
nections to terminals R and X. 

The diagram fig. 1,585 shows the essential magnetic circuit 
and electrical connections. M and M, are permanent bar mag- 
nets. Between the poles at one end is the armature D, of the 
hand driven dynamo and between the poles at the other end 
is the moving system of the true ohm meter. 

In the "Megger" and "Meg" ohm meters, the hand magneto 
is omitted and an external d.c. voltage is used, see fig. 1,586. 
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Flo. 1.5$5.-D'agram 
of magnetic circuit 
and electrical con- 
nections showing 
principle of opera- 

tion of Biddle "Megger" insulation testing and high resistance measuring instruments. 

Ita. 1,5$6.-Diagram of electrical connections showing principle of operation of "Meg" and 
"Megger" ohm meters. 
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The ohm meter has three coils; A. 13 and 13' (see figs. 1,585 and 1,587) 
fixed rigidly together and free to rotate about the axis O. 

There are no controlling springs, but current is led to the coils by flexible 
copper ligaments having the least possible torsion, so that the pointer 
"floats" over the scale when the dynamo is not being operated. 

Coils B and B', are connected in series through the resistance R. across 
the generated voltage; they constitute the "control" element of the ohm 
meter and give the instrument the property of indicating correctly irre- 
spective of the exact value of the voltage generated or supplied, or the 
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Fta. 1,587.-Moving system of fiddle Slegger testing set. 

strength of the permanent magnets. These coils are so connected that 
when voltage is applied they tend to turn the axis in counter clockwise 
direction until they assume a position where their rate of cutting the mag- 
netic flux is zero, that is, directly opposite the gap in the C. shaped iron 
core about which B', moves. The pointer then indicates infinity on the 
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scale. 'i his is what happens when a -I\ legger- instrument is operated with 
nothing connected across the terminal' Earth and Line. 

The moving coil A, which is always in a uniform radial magnetic field, 
receives current from the magneto through the resistance coil and the un- 
known resistance connected to the terminals Earth and line. The elec- 
t rical connections are such that this current tends to turn the axis in a 
clockwise direction, in opposition to that of B and B'. 

When the Earth and Line terminals are short circuited the torque pro- 
duced by A, overpowers that of B and B'. and the pointer stands over the 
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run. 1.598.-Method of testing ea.h wire of a multi -conductor cable with Biddle "3.Iegger" 
testing set. Select about fifteen or twenty wires at random in the particular bunch under 
test and test each one against all other wires in that bunch. Repeat for each bunch of wires. 
If all t`e wires in the cable test clear, make the remaining splices. When a number of tests 
of this kind arc to be made, it is convenient to use a motor driven :'Megger" testing set. 

point marked Zero. If now a suitable resistance be connected to the 
external terminals, the current from the magneto has two paths akailable 
and will divide, part passing through the "control" coils B and B', and part 
through coil A. in series with the resistance under test. The result is that 
the opposing torques of the two elements balance one another at a point 
on the scale corresponding to the value of the resistance connected. In 
this way, by using various values of resistance. the entire scale is calibrated. 

Because the two elements of the ohm meter are supplyed from the same 
source of voltage, the poin'er will always mo; e to the same position for 
a given resistance under test. 
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Any change of magneto or applied voltage affects both circuits in the 
same proportion. Similarly the strength of the permanent magnets can 
vary considerably without affecting the accuracy of the instrument. 

TEST QUESTIONS 

1. What error is introduced in measuring the pressure 
of a battery with an ordinary volt meter? 

2. Define the International volt. 
3. What is the standard of current measurement? 
4. What is a volt meter? 
5. Upon what do the various tests made by the prac- 

tical electrician depend? 
6. Define the International ohm. 
7. Name and explain seven methods of measuring 

resistance. 
8. Upon what is the direct deflection method based? 
9. Describe a resistance box. 

10. What method of measuring resistance is used in elec- 
trical stations? 

. 11. What is the drop method used for? 
12. Describe the so called Wheatstone bridge, and explain 

its use 
13. What is the decade plan? 
14. What is a testing set? 
15. What is a loop test? 
16. Describe the Alurray loop, Varley loop and special 

loop tests. 
17. What are the various loop tests used for? 
18. Describe the Kelvin bridge and its use. 
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19. What is a reversible slide wire bridge used for? 
20. Describe the test for location of opens. 
21. Describe the tests for telegraph and other multiple 

cables. 
22: Give the method of picking out a grounded wire. 
23. What kind of test is the Varley loop specially used 

for? 
24. Give some notes on the Varley test. 
25. Describe the direct reading ohm meter 
26. What is a potentiometer? 
27. Explain the principle of the potentiometer. 
28. Name three classes of potentiometers. 
29. Describe a slide wire bridge. 
30. /-low is the voltage of a cell measured with the poten- 

tiometer? 
31. How is a volt box used with a potentiometer? 
32. Describe the location of faults where the loop is com- 

posed of cables of different cross sections. 
33. Name two properties of insulating materials. 
34. What may result from surface leakage? 

35. Describe the instruments used for insulation testing. 

36. Name two fundamental electrical properties of all 
insulating materials. 

37. Define insulation resistance. 
38. What is dielectric strength? 
39. How is dielectric strength measured? 
40. What is the effect of current flowing through a re- 

sistance? 
41. What is the characteristic of leaky insulation? 
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42. Does a high voltage test measure the condition of 
insulation? 

43. What sometimes results from surface leakage? 
44. What insulation resistance regulations are given in 

the Code? 
45. Give the principle of operation of ",llegger" testing 

set 
46. Describe other instruments used in insulation testing. 
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Storage Batteries 
Introduction.-The practical development of tae storage 

battery is comparatively recent, although a knowledge of the 
phenomena upon which its actions are based, dates back to 
1801. In 1800, the year made memorable by Volta's discovery 
of the galvanic battery, Nicholson and Carlisle found that a 
current from Volta's cell could decompose water. 

NOTE.-In 1801, Ganlherot discovered that if two plates of platinum or silver, im- 

mersed in a suitable electrolyte. be connected to the terminals of an active primary cell and 

current be allowed to flow, a small current could be obtained on an outside circuit connecting 

these two electrodes as soon as the primary battery had been disconnected. 

NOTE-Erman found that the positive pole of such a cell. was the pole which had 

been connected to the positive pole of the battery. 

NOTE.-In 1803, Ritter observed, with gold wire, the same phenomenon as Gautherot, 
and constructed the first secondary battery, by superposing plates of gold, separated by cloth 
discs. moistened with ammonia. 

NOTE-Volta. Davy. 31arianini, and others added somewhat to the knowledge on the 

subject, and in 1837, Schoenbein found that peroxide of lead could be used in secondary bat- 

teries. 

NOTE.-Sir 1Vi((inrn Crory next came forward with the discovery that metal plates. 

with a layer of oxide on them, acted better than the plain metallic plates, and Wheatstone and 

Siemens found still later that peroxide of lead was the best for such purpose;. 

NOTE.-In 1812, Grace constricted a gas battery, in which the force came from the oxy- 

gen and hydrogen evolved in the electrolysis of water acidulated with sulphuric acid. By 

means of fifty such cells, he obtained an arc light. 

NOTE-dliehael Faraday. when electrolyzing a solution of lead acetate, found that 
peroxide was produced at the positive, and metallic lead at the negative pole, and in his "Ex- 
perimental Researches." he comments on the high conductivity of lead peroxide, and its power 

of readily giving up its oxygen. Although he made no apparent use of this discovery, it may 
be considered as the next important step in the development of the storage battery. 
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As to the theory at this time, it may be stated that Clerk Maxwell, 
although the leading electrician of his time, speaks of the storage bat- 
tery as storing up a quantity of energy in a manner somewhat analogous 
to the ordinary condenser; hence the use of the word "accumulator" 
for storage battery. 

Ques. To what use is the storage battery sometimes put 
in electric lighting or power stations? 

Ans. To carry the "peak" of the load, and the entire load 
HEIGHT OF 
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COVER 
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Ftc. 1,589.-Sectional view of Gould cell showing various parts. 

NOTE.-According to Nihlet t. ]Wheatstone. de la Rue and Niaudet were well aware 
that peroxide of lead was a powerful depolarizes, but nobody appears to have made use of this 
fact until 1860, when M. Gaston Plante constructed his well known cell with coiled plates. 
Plante's researches extended up to 1879, and practically determined the state of the art. 

NOTE.-!n the manutnct are of storage battery plates, nearly every conceivable shape 
has been tried, and it has been found that an approximately square plate gives the best re- 
sults. The plate should not be made too deep, else it wilt be subjected to different degrees of 
chemical action. The plate should be so constructed as to be able to expand with the active 
material, without destroying the contact between the two. The electrolyte should have free 
access tó all parts of the active material. 
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at minimum hours. To act as equalizer or reservoir. Also 
for equipment of annex or substations. 

Theory of the Storage Battery.-The action of the storave 
battery is practically the same as that of the primary battery 
and it is subject to the same general laws. The cells of a storage 
battery are connected in the same way as primary cells, and 
when charged is capable of generating a current of electricity 
in a manner similar to that of a primary battery. 
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Fto. 1,590.-Sectional view of Exide cell in rubber jar showing various parts. The positive 
plates when burned to the strap as shown, are called the positive group. The negative plates, 
when burned to the strap as shown, are called the negative group. Both groups and separa- 
tors assembled as shown, are called the element. 

NOTE.-/n 1879. R. L. Metier did away with the tedious forming process. by mechanic- 
ally applying the active material. This important discovery was not, however, generally known. 
until MI, when Camille Faure obtained important patents concerning the method of shortening 
the time of formation. 

NOTE.-Charle.Y F. Brush, working independently of either Faure or Metier, arrived 
at the same result, and the United States courts have decided after long litigation, that to him 
belongs the priority of invention in this country. 
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It differs, hotve\er, from the primary battery in that it is capable of being recharged after exhaustion by passing an electric current through it in a direction opposite to that of the current on discharge. This differ- 
ence constitutes the principal advantage of the storage battery over the primary battery. 

(hues. Describe a storage cell. 

Ans. It consists of plates or of grids in an electrolyte of 
such a character that the electrical energy supplied to it is 

r._ 
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.4 1.....1 

1 
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Fta. 1.591.-Westinghouse 12 compartment glass case radio storage B battery. 24 volts: capacity 3,500 milliampere hours (:t.5 ampere hours) when discharged at a rate of 40 milli- amperes. The clear glass case gives the user a view of the action of the battery on charge and discharge, and permits a ready inspection of plates and separators as well as the level of the acid solution. A layer of sealing compound over the rubber covers and around the posts keeps this battery free from acid leakage. 

converted into chemical energy (a process called charging). 
The chemical energy can he reconverted into electrical energy 
(a process called discharging). 

Ques. Describe the electrolyte generally used. 

Ans. It consists of a weak solution of sulphuric acid which 
permits ready conduction of the current from the charging 
source; the greater the proportion of acid within certain 
limits, the smaller the resistance offered. 

Ques. What is the effect of the current passing through 
the electrolyte? 

Ans. It decomposes the water into oxygen and hydrogen; 
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this is indicated by the formation of bubbles upon the exposed 
surfaces of both plates, these bubbles being formed by oxygen 
gas on the plate connected to the positive pole of the primary 
battery, and hydrogen on the plate connected to the negative 
pole. 

Because, however, the oxygen is unable to attack either platinum or 
silver under such conditions, the capacity of such a device to act as an 
electrical accumulator is practically limited t.) the point at which both 
plates are covered with bubbles. After this point the gases will begin to 
escape into the atmosphere. 

Ques. What is the prime condition for operation of a 
storage battery? 

Ans. The resistance of the electrolyte should be as low as 
possible in order that the current may pass freely and with full 
effect between the electrodes. 

If the resistance of the electrolyte be too small, the intensity of the 
current will cause the water to boil rather than to occasion the electrolytic 
effects noted above. 

Ques. What happens when the charging current is dis- 
continued, and the two electrodes joined by an outside wire? 

Ans. A small current will flow through the outside circuit, 
being due to the recomposition of the acid and water solution. 
The process is in a very definite sense a reversal of that by 
which the current is generated in a primary cell. 

Hydrogen collected upon the negative plate, which was the cathode, so 
long as the primary battery was in circuit. is given off to the liquid imme- 
diately surrounding it, uniting with its particles of oxygen and causing 
the hydrogen, in combination with them, to unite with the particles of 
oxygen next adjacent. The process is continued until the opposite positive 
plate is reached, when the oxygen collected there is finally combined with 
the surplus hydrogen, going to it from the surrounding solution. 
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This chemical process causes the current to emerge from the positive 
plate, which was the anode, so long as the primary battery was in circuit. 
The current thus produced will continue until the recomposition of the 
gases is complete; then ceasing because these gases, as before stated, do 
not combine with the metal of the electrodes. 

Types of Storage Battery.-There are three general classes of 
storage cell classified according to the type of plates. 

1. Plante cells; 

_--_- --_-- 

Fla. 1,592.-Unformed Plante type plate, showing appearance of plate before forming. The 
clear outline of the grooves indicates absence of oxide, due to action of "forming" solutions, 
or charging current. 

2. Faure cells; 
3. Manchester cells. 

According to construction secondary cells may be classified 
as follows: 
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1. Lead sulphuric acid cells; 
2. Lead copper cells; 
3. Lead zinc cells; 
4. Alkaline zincate cells. 

The lead sulphuric acid type includes all those cells belonging to the 
1'lante and Faure groups. 

Lead copper cells consist of sheets of metal coated with lead oxide. 
serving as the positive electrode, and copper ,plates for the negative 

Fro. 1,593.-Faure or pasted type plate grid without active material. 

Fto. 1,594.-Appearance of Faure or pasted type grid after active material is pasted. 

NOTE-The Faure or pasted type plate is generally known as a "grid type" and is 
used exclusively in batteries for vehicles. 

NOTE.-Pasted plates of one polarity may be used with Plante plates of opposite polar- 
ity. ' Plates of different design and age, however, should not be used together in any positive 
or negative group of a cell, on account of local action which will take place between the plates. 
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electrodes. These plates are immersed in a solution of copper sulphate. 
Cells belonging to this class are not employed in commercial practice, 
being useful only for laboratory experiments. 

Lead zinc cells are similar to the preceding type, but differ by having 
zinc for the negative electrode, and zinc sulphate for the electrolyte. The 
voltage of these cells is slightly higher than that of the ordinary cell, and 
their capacity per unit of total weight is high, but they are apt to lose 
their charge on open circuit, besides they possess most of the disadvantages 
of the Plante cells. 
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FIGS. 1,595 to 1,602.-Parts of Exide cell for railway service with positive group of Manchester 
type plates. 
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Alkaline zincate cells have copper for the positive, and iron for the 
negative electrode. The electrolyte is composed of sodium, or potas- 
sium, zincate. Cells of this type are used to some extent for traction 
purposes. 

In addition to the above, there are some special forms of cell which 
do not belong to the four preceding types. 

Ques. Describe the Plante type. 
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C3 

Fro. 1,603.-Exide Manchester type positive plate. In construction the grid is a cast lead 
antimonyalloy. This alloy unlike pure lead resists the "forming" action during charge and 
discharge. The grid is provided with circular openings, slightly tapering toward the center, 
into which are forced by hydraulic pressure, the rosettes or buttons of soft lead which con- 
stitute the active portion of the plate. These buttons are formed of strips of pure lead, cor- 
rugated transversely and rolled into a spiral. After being forced into place in the grid they 
are subjected to the "forming" process, whereby theactive material or lead -peroxide is developed 
electrochemically on the transverse surfaces. The expansive action of this forming process, 
combining with the "hour glass" shape of the openings, securely locks the buttons in place. 

Fut. 1,604.-Exide box negative plate. In construction, the grid which is of-lea/l, antimony 
alloy is formed of horizontal and vertical ribs, spaced about 1 in. apart, forming pockets 
closed on both sides with perforated sheet lead, in which pockets the active material is per- 
manently held in place. Thus, the Irid and the active material are not necessarily of the 
same composition, as is the case with other types of negative plate, but each is of the com- 
position best designed for the functions to be performed. 

Fuss. 1,605 and 1.606.-Manchester but- 
tons or rosettes of soft lead which con- 
stitute the active material of Manchester 
plates. 

Fin. 1,607 .-Section of Manchester positive 
platy showing placement of soft lead 

buttons. 
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Ans. In the Plante type the lead is chemically attacked and 
finally converted into lead peroxide, probably after it has gone 
through several intermediate changes. The plates are all 
formed as positive plates first and then all that'are intended for 
negative plates are reversed, the peroxide being changed into 
sponge lead. 

Ques. What is done to make the Plante plate more ef- 
ficient? 

x,111 

CO 

Fla. 1,608.-Ex'de box negative group. 
Fro. 1.609.-Exrde Manchester positive group. 

Ans. The surfaces are finely subdivided, the following meth- 
ods being those commonly used: scoring, grooving, casting, 
laminating, pressing, and by the use of lead wool: 

Ques. Describe the Faure or pasted type. 

Ans. This form of plate is constructed by attaching the 
active material by some mechanical means to a grid proper. 
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The active material first used for this purpose was red lead, which was 
reduced in a short time to lead peroxide when connected as the positive 
or anode, or to spongy metallic lead when connected as the cathode or 
negative, thus forming plates of the same chemical compound as in the 
Plante type. 

The materials used at the present time by the manufacturers for making 
this paste are largely a secret with them, but in general they consist of 
pulverized lead or lead oxide mixed with some liquid to make a paste. 

Ques. How do Faure plates compare with those of the 
Plante type? 

Ans. They are usually lighter and have a higher capacity, 
but have a tendency to shed the material from the grid, thus 
making the battery useless. 
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Fca. 1,610.-Sectional view of Exide battery showing construction. 
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Many ways hay e been tried for mechanically holding the active ma- 
terial on the grid, the general method involving a special design in the 
shape of the grid. Some of these designs are: 1, solid perforated sheets 
of lattice work; 2, corrugated, and solid recess plates not perforated; 3, 
ribbed plates with projecting portions; 4, grid cart around active material; 
5, lead envelopes, and 6, triangular troughs as horizontal ribs. 

The Electrolyte.-Sulphuric acid is generally used as electro- 
lyte; the acid should be made from sulphur and not from 
pyrites, as the latter is liable to contain injurious substances. 

,p'ef.::'5t'fi;Mtt`, .,T©p 
1>; ÉfiD. 

`¡><;0iri7X3s.4.;-;': ...... Si .................,-.. 

FIGS. 1.611 to 1,623.-Typical connecting straps and connectors. 

Ques. flow is. the electrolyte prepared? 

Ans. One part of chemically pure concentrated sulphuric 
acid is mixed with several parts of water. The proportion of 
water differs with several types of cell from three to eight parts, 
as specified in the directions accompanying the cells. 

Ques. What test is necessary in preparing the electrolyte? 

1ns. In mixing the water and acid, the hydrometer should 
be used to test the specific gravity of both the acid and the 
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'.:'t. solution. The most suitable 
acid should show a specific 
gravity of about 1.760 or 66° 

a Baumé. 

V oÁr-'. 

r. 

Ques. In preparing the elec- 
trolyte, how should the water 
and acid be mixed? 

Ans. The mixture should be 
be made by pouring the acid 
slowly into the water, never the 
reverse. As cannot be too 
strongly stated, in mixing, the 
liquid should be stirred with 

NOTE-Specific gravity is the weight of 
a given substance relative to an equal balk of 
some other substance which is taken as a stand- 
ard of comparison. Water is the standard for 
liquids. In the laboratory the specific parity 
bottle is often used in determining the specific 
gravity of a liquid. The capacity of the bottle 
is 1,000 grains of pure water. When it is filled 
with spirits of wine and weighed in a balance 
(together with a counterpoise for the weight of 
the bottle, which of course is constant), it will 
weigh considerably less than 1,000 grains; in 
fact, the bottle will contain only about 917 
grains of proof spirit; therefore, taking the 
specific gravity of water as unity, 1 or 1.000, 
the specific g-avity of spirits of wine is 0.917. 
If, on the other hand, the bottle be filled with 
sulphuric acid, it will weigh about 1.850 grains; 
hence, the specific gravity of sulphuric acid is 
said to he 1.850. A more con e,, ie n I method 
is -by the use of the hydrometer syringe. 

Flo. 1,624.-The hydrometer syringe;aconvenient device for testing storage battery cells. By 
slightly compressing the bulb and inserting the slender tube through the rent hole in the 
cover of the cell sufficient acid may be drawn up to float the hydrometer within the large 
gliss tube, and the reading can he made at once. The acid is returned to the cell by again 
compressing th hull), and the reading of the next cell taken. The laboriocs and uncleanly 
method of drawing out sufficient acid by a syringe is thus avoided. 
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a clean wooden stick, the acid being added to the water 
slowly; the acid is corrosive and will painfully burn the 
flesh. 

Distilled or rain water should be used in preparing the electrolyte. 
When made, the solution should be allowed to cool for several hours or 
until its temperature is approximately that of the atmosphere (60 being 
the average). At this point it should have a specific gravity of about 
1.200 or 25° Baumé. If the hydrometer show a higher reading, water 
may be added until the correct reading is obtained; if a lower reading, 
dilute acid may be added with similar intent. 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY TABLE 

Sulphuric acid 
(Per cent.). 

Water 
(Per cent.). 

Specific gravity 
of Mixture. 

50 50 1.398 
47 53 1.370 
44 56 1.342 
41 59 1.315 
38 62 1.289 
35 65 1.264 
32 68 1.239 
29 71 1.215 
26 74 1.190 
23 77 1.167 
20 80 1.144 
17 83 1.121 
14 86 1.098 
10 90 1.068 

The electrolyte should never be mixed in jars containing the battery 
plates, but preferably in stone vessels, specially prepared for the purpose. 
Furthermore, it should never be placed in the cell until Perfectly cool. 

flues. What is the effect of mixing the acid and the water? 

Ans. The mixture becomes hot. 

Before using, the mixture should be allowed to cool. 
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Ques. What kind of a vessel should be used? 

Ans. The vessel should he of glass, glazed earthenware, or 
lead. 

Ques. At what density is the resistance of dilute sulphuric 
acid at a minimum? 

Ans. At 1.260. 
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Fin. 1 ,625.-View of hydrometer and electrolyte showing state of charge of cell as indicated by 
the density el the solution. 

The percentage of concentrated sulphuric acid and of water per 100 

parts of the electrolyte for various specific gravities is given on the page 
following. 

The electrolyte of the desired specific gravity may be purchased ready 
for use, but in cases where it is desirable to save freight, the acid may be 
diluted at the point of installation. 

Ques. What is the effect of a deep containing vessel? 
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Ans. Parts of the plate surface may do more than their 
share, of the work clue to the difference in the density of the 
electrolyte at the top and bottom. The containing vessel 
should, therefore, never he deeper than about 20 inches unless 
some artificial means of acid circulation be used. 

Ques. What is the effect of changes in temperature on 
the electrolyte? 
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Fia. 1,1526.-Freezing points of electrolyte. The freezing point of a battery depends upon its 
strength. For instance, a solution with a strength or specific gravity of 1.250 will not freeze 
until cooled to a tempetature of 62° below zero Fahr. A strength of 1.150 will freeze at 5° 
above zero, hence there is little danger of freezing except when the battery is completely 
discharged. Moreover, at these freezing points, the solution is slushy and does not become 
hard until the temperature goes still lower. II water be added to a battery in freezing 
weather and then not stirred in with the solution by charging the battery, it will remain 
on top of the solution and may freeze. 

1L50 1300 

Ans. The resistance of the electrolyte is changed, being less 
for increase of temperature. 

Ques. How should the cells be filled? 

Ans. Enough of the electrolyte should be poured into the 
jars to completely cover the plates, or to within about a half 
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inch of the top edge of the jar. Large cells should be filled by 
means of an acid proof pump and rubber hose. 

Ques. What change takes place after filling the jars? 

Ans. The specific gravity of the electrolyte will fall consid- 
erably, but will rise again when the battery is charged. 

Ques. What may be said with respect to the density of - 
the electrolyte? 
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I in. 1,fí27.-Top of Gould cell showing construction. 

Ans. It should never exceed 1.300 (usually from 1.280 to 
1.295) when the battery is fully charged. 

Ques. Ilow much electrolyte is used per 100 ampere hours 
battery capacity, on an 8 hour rating? 

Ans. About ten pounds; in automobile batteries, about four 
pounds is sufficient. 
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Ques. What should be done with old electrolyte? 

Ans. When a battery is taken clown the electrolyte may be 
saved and used when re -assembling the battery, providing great 
care be exercised when pouring it out of the jar, so as not to 
draw off with it any of the sediment. 

It should be stored in convenient receptacles, preferably carboys, which 
have been thoroughly washed and never used for any other purpose. 
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1,628.-Willard A.R.A. signal, lead Plante plate cell in glass jar. 

1,629.-Willard signal, Faure plate cell in sealed glass jar. 

The electrolyte saved in this manner will not, however, be sufficient 
to refill the battery, and as some new electrolyte will be required, in gen- 
eral it is recommended that the old supply be thrown away and all new 
electrolyte (1.200 specific gravity) be used when re -assembling. 

Voltage of a Secondary Cell.-This depends on the density 
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of the electrolyte, the character of the electrodes and condi- 
tion of the cell; it is independent of the size of the cell. 

The voltage of a lead sulphuric acid cell when being charged 
is from 2 to 2.5 volts. While the cell is being discharged, it de- 
creases from 2 to 1.7 volts. The voltage due to the density of 
the electrolyte may he calculated from the following formula: 

V=1.85.1-.917 (S-s) 
in which 

V =voltage; 
S=specific gravity of the electrolyte; 
s=specific gravity of water at the temperature of observation. 

TEST QUESTIONS 

1.. Give the theory of the storage battery. 
2. Describe the storage cell. 
3. Describe the electrolyte generally used. 
4. What is the effect of the current passing through the 

electrolyte? 
5. What is the prime condition for operation of a stor- 

age battery? 
6. What happens when the charging current is discon- 

tinued, and the two electrodes joined by an outside 
wire? 

7. What are the three general classes of storage cells? 
8. Describe the Plante type. 
9. What is done to make the Plante plate more efficient? 

10. Describe the Faure or pasted type. 
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11. i low doFaure plates compare with those of the Plante 
type? 

12. What test is necessary in preparing the electrolyte? 
13. In preparing the electrolyte, how should the water 

and acid be mixed? 
14. What is the effect of mixing the acid and the water? 
15. What kind of a vessel should be used? 
16. What is the effect of changes in temperature on the 

electrolyte? 
17. How should the cells be filled? 
18. What may be said with respect to the density of the 

electrolyte? 
19. 11' hat should be done with old electrolyte? 
20. Upon what does the voltage of a storage cell depend? 
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CHAPTER 41 

Storage Battery Systems 
Storage batteries are used for many purposes, such as to 

supply current for electric vehicles, gas engine ignition, lighting, 
and in connection with power stations and distribution work. 
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Flo. 1,630.-Load curve showing use o storage battery as an a'd to the genera ing machinery. 
In the diagram, it is seen that the battery discharges at minimum and maximum loads and 
is charged at other times, the battLry furnishing current for the entire minimum load and 
part of the maximum load. 

The latter is an important field, the storage battery being 
used in connection with the power station for the following 
purposes: 

1. To carry the peak load, during hours of maximum demand; 
2. To carry the entire load during hours of minimum demand, or for a 

short time in case of emergency; 
3. To act as an equalizer; 
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4. For regulation of load and voltage; 
5. As compensation for feeder drop; 
6. As a preventive against shut downs. 
In almost every electric lighting plant there are long periods during the 

day and late at night when the number of lamps lighted is so small that it 
may not pay to run the generating machinery. In such cases. storage bat- 
teries may usually be used to advantáge to aid in ca-rying the maximum 
load and to supply the entire current at minimum load as illustrated in fig. 
1,630. In other words, batteries are substituted for a certain portion of the 
machinery plant or are used in place of the latter. 

Ques. What provision must be made in power plants 
when storage batteries are not used? 

e 

\ i "I t; , ]tt , 

Flo. 1,631.-Fairbanks-Morse lighting outfit. The above cut illustrates a 2 horse power 
vertical special gasoline or kerosene oil engine belted to a .9 kw. compound wound 32 volt 
dynamo. It will supply a maximum of 42-20 watt, or 50-15 wat: 32 volt Tungsten lamps 
and is built and balanced, so that current can he taken direct from the dynamo without 
flicker in the lights. The storage battery has 16 cells and a capacity of 4 amperes for 
7,14 hours at 32 volts. This will supply reven 20 watt Tungsten lamps for 74 hours, or nine 
15 watt lamps for lie hours. The switchboard is arranged so as to give 24 hours service. 
It is customary to run the engine during most of the lighting period and to use the battery 
for lights late at night. If the whole number of lights be not used when the engine and 
dynamo are in operation, the surplus is used to charge the battery. 
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Ans. Judicious selection of the number and sizes of the 
engines enables them to be worked in most cases at a consider- 
able fraction of their full capacity nearly all the time. 

Fro. 1,633.-Storage battery connected in parallel with adynamo. This arrangement enables 
the dynamo to be stopped for a considerable portion of the time, and thus saves labor and at- 
tention. It also act& to prevent Iluctuat ions as in a dynamo driven by a gas engine whose 
speed varies periodically because of the nature of its cycle of operation. The circuit includes 
a reverse current circuit breaker or discriminating cut out (not shown) to prevent battery 
discharging through dynamos when the latter is not running. 
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FIG. 1.634.-Diagram showing action of storage battery as a reservoir of reserve power. The 
figure shows an actual load curve from an Edison station for 24 hours. A sudden storm 
caused the load to be thrown on very quickly, the peak of the load being higher than usual. 
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Ques. What further improvement is secured in most cases 
with the storage battery? 

Ans. The plant is made more flexible, and the economy of 
the engines is increased by making their loads nearer uniform, 
and nearer to full capacity while they are running. 

Ques. What is the etTect of a battery connected in parallel 
with a dynamo, as in fig. 1,633? 

Ans. It is not necessary for the dynamo to have a capacity 

Fm. 1,635-Westinghouse farm light and power plant. 

exceeding that which is sufficient for the average daily load. 
at which it may be worked practically all the time. 

When the load is below the average, the dynamo charges the battery, 
and when the load rises above the average, during the hours of maximum 
demand, the battery discharges into the line in parallel with the dynamo. 
During the hours of minimum demand the engines may be shut down 
and the necessary current supplied from the battery alone, thus not only 
increasing the efficiency of the plant, but serving to maintain a steadier 
pressure under fluctuating loads. 
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Ques. What is understood by the expression "floating the 
battery on the line"? 

Ans. A storage battery is said to float on a line when con- 
nected across the circuit at some distance from the power sta- 
tion, so that a heavy load on the line, within the range of the 
battery influence, causes sufficient line drop to allow the battery 
to discharge, while with a light load on the line, the drop is 

A.C. Charging Line 

1119pM)_-- Tran3forme r -1199) 

Rectifier 

Resistance 

Storage 
Battery 

D.C. Signal Circuit. D.C. Signal Ci-cupt 
1.636 -Exide iloating battery system for railway signaling, connected to a.c. charging line. This ayale,n provides an independent reservoir of electrical energy at each signal, always charged and connected to the signal circuit to supply d.c. to the latter during any interrup- tion of the normal supply, to insure no interruption of the signal set -vice. 

small and the impressed voltage at the battery high enough 
to charge the battery. This usage is confined chiefly to electric 
railway service, where large voltage changes are permissible. 

Ques. When the battery is floated on the line, how may 
the amount of charge be made to approximately equal the 
amount of discharge? 
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Ans. By properly proportioning the number of cells in series. 

Connections and Circuit Control Apparatus.-When a stor- 
age battery is used on an electric lighting plant, provision must 
he made for feeding the lamps, etc., from either the dynamo 
or battery separately, or from the two working in parallel, and 
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Fla. 1,637.-Parallel charge, series discharge including dynamo and distribution circuits. 
1, ammeter; 2. volt meter; 3, ammeter switch; 4, volt meter switch; 5,series parallel switches: 
6, battery circuit breaker; 7, battery rheostat; 8. overload and reverse current circuit break- 
er (discriminating cut out); 9, dynamo field rheostat; 10, battery switch; 11, dynamo 
rwitch; 12, switches to distribution circuits. 
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it should be possible to charge the battery at the same time the 
lamps are being supplied. To accomplish these results requires 
three switches, for the following connections: 

1. To connect the lamps to the dynamo; 
2. To connect the lamps to the battery; 
3. To connect the battery to the dynamo. 

In some plants, the first switch is omitted, because the lamps are always 
fed by the battery alone, the latter being charged during the clay, when no 
lamps are in use. 
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Fia. 1,638.-Diagram of connections arranged for charging battery in two parallel groups and 
discharging in series, the charge and discharge being controlled by variable resistances. 
In yacht lighting the limited space generally prohibits the use of a charging booster, and 
in such instances this method of charge and discharge control is the usual practice. In case 
the dynamo from which the battery is charged has sufficient range in voltage to charge 
all cells in series, a charging booster is not required, nor is it necessary to connect groups 
of cells in parallel, as the dynamo voltage may be varied as charge proceeds. 

It is desirable, however, to have all three switches in every plant in order 
to he able to supply lamps and charge the battery at any time. 

In the battery circuit there should be an ammeter having a scale on both 
sides of zero, to show whether the battery is being charged or discharged, 
as well as the value of the current. Another similar ammeter is required 
in the circuit between the dynamo and the battery, to show the direction 
and amount of current. A third ammeter is desirable in the lamp circuit, 
to show the total current supplied to the lamps, but it need only indicate 
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on one side of zero, since the current there always flows in the same direc- 
tion. 

A volt meter is required with a three way switch to connect it to the 
dyn¿kno, battery or lamps, and a circuit breaker must be inserted in the 
battery circuit in order that it may be opened when the current becomes 
excessive. 

A discriminating out out or reverse current circuit breaker is required 
between the dynamo and the battery to open the circuit when the charging 
current falls below a certain value, and thus avoid any danger of the battery 
discharging through the dynamo, if from any cause the voltage of the latter 
drop below that of the battery. This completes the ordinary measuring and 
circuit controlling apparatus employed with storage batteries. 

F,o. 1,639-Diagram showing three wire system with one dynamo and storage battery. A 220 volt dynamo charges a storage battery of corresponding pressure, which in turn sub- divides the pressure and supplies a three wire system, the neutral wire of which is connected to the middle point of the battery as shown. 

Methods of Control for Storage Batteries.-As the external 
voltage of a storage battery varies with the amount of charge 
it contains and with the direction of the current, it is necessary 
to employ some means for compensating this variation in order 
to maintain a constant voltage on the line supplied by the bat- 
tery. The various devices, used for this purpose are as follows: 

1. Variable resistances; 
2. End cell switches; 
3. Reverse pressure cells; 
4. Boosters. 
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The particular method selected will depend upon the size of the battery, 
the purpose for which it is used, the allowable limits of current and voltage 
variations, the cost of the system, etc. 

Variable Resistance.-Regulation by variable resistance may 
be used advantageously only with batteries of small capacity, 
and in small lighting plants such as those of yachts, where the 
space available for battery atuiliaries is limited, and where the 
cost of energy is so low that the loss of power in the resistance 
is not objectionable. 

Fto. 1,640-Variable resistance method of regulation for storaq battery; diagram showing 

connections for charging two halves of a battery in parallel. 

The connections for one of the simplest methods is shown in fig. 1.640. 

The battery is divided into two halves, which are connected in series for 

discharging and in parallel for charging. 

Since the voltage of each cell at the end of a discharge should not he 

lower than 1.8 volts, a battery intended for use on a 110 volt lighting cir- 

cuit will require 110=1.8=62 cells. The voltage necessary, however, for 

each cell at the end of a charge is about 2.6 volts, or a total of 2.6 X62 =161 
volts for the battery, a value which is far above the line voltage. 

By dividing the battery into two halves and connecting them in parallel 

only 80.5 volts are necessary for charging. The excess voltage of the line, 
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29.5 volts is taken up by the resistance, which also controls the output of 
the battery on discharge. 

End Cell Switches.-These may be used to advantage in small 
installations where there is not demand for current during the 
day, or where the charging is done by means of boosters. 

CHARGING SWITCH 

FIG. 1,641.-Diagram showing connections for ignition outfit. The charging switch has four 
indications-"Off," 'Battery," "Dynamo" and "Charge." when engine is at rest 
switch is turned to "Off." The first turn brings it to "Battery," enabling the engine to 
he started. Next turn cuts battery off and puts "Dynamo" direct on engine. The next 
turn brings the switch to "Charge." Dynamo then charges the battery and surplus current 
is stored up. Next turn is "Off." which stops engine and disconnects battery from dynamo. 
Test the dynamo wires with test paper (negative makes mark). Put positive of dynamo to 
positive of battery. Dynamo should he regulated to charge at about tour amperes. 

Ques. What is an end cell switch? 

Ans. A form of switch employed in connection with a stor- 
age battery in order to control the end cells for regulating the 
voltage. 

Ques. Describe the construction of an end cell switch. 

Ans. Thís is shown in fig. 1,642. 
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The switch contact arm is made in two parts, A and B, which are insu- 
lated from each other as shown, and connected with each other through 
the protective resistance R. The end cell contacts are so spaced that 
when the main current carrying part A, of the switch arm is squarely on one 
end cell contact such as X, the part B, does not touch any other contact 
such as Y, but when the switch arm is advanced for cutting into circuit 
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ú 
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o 

Fin. 1,64'1-Diagram of end cell switch. This form of s,rilch controls several cells at one end 
of a storage battery and is used for regulating the voltage. The requirement of an end 
cell switch is that in switching from one end cell contact to another, the discharging circuit 
must not be opened. neither must the moving arm touch one contact before leaving the 
one adjacent. since the joining of two contacts will short circuit the cells connected thereto. 
To accomplish this, the spacings of the two arms and contacts arc such that when the main 
arm A is squarely on an end cell contact, the advance or auxiliary arm B touches no other 
contact, but in passing from one point to the next, the advance arm reaches the contact 
toward which it is moving before the main arm leaves its contact. The resistance X, 
between the two points prevents short circuiting, and the Current to the main circuit is 
never broken. 

another end cell, the part B, reaches the contact Y, before the part A, 
leaves the contact X, thus keeping the battery circuit closed, while the re- 
sistance R, limits the current in the short circuited cell at the instant the 
switch arm passes from one end cell contact to the next. 

Ques. How should the conductors joining the end cells to 
the end cell switch contacts be proportioned? 

Ans. They must have the same sectional area as the con- 
ductors of the main circuit. 
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Fto. 1.643.-1- igh voltage charge. End cell regulation. 1, dynamo ammeter; 2. volt meter; 
3, battery ammeter; 4, volt meter switch; 5, dynamo switch; 6, dynamo circuit breaker over load and reverse; 7, dynamo field rheostat; 8, battery circuit breaker; 9, battery switch; 
10. discharge end cell switch; I I, charging end cell switch; 12, switches to distributing cir- cuits. The battery is charged in one series directly from the dynamo, which has a pressure range to 155 volts, and the charging current is controlled by the dynamo field rheostat. Two end cell switches arc required so that the lighting circuits may be supplied while the battery is charging, the power voltage for the lamps being obtained by adjusting the posi- tion of the end cell switch connected to the lighting circuit. I'his is an overload breaker in the battery circuits and an overload breaker with reverse current trip in the dynamo cir- cuit, tue latter protecting the dynamos against overload and reversal of current. 
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The reason for this is that when any end cell is in use, the conductor 
connecting it to the switch becomes a part of the main circuit. An al- 
lowance of 1,000 amperes per sq. in., when the battery is discharging at 
the two-hour rate, is considered good practice. 

Ques. Describe some of the features of end cell switch 
construction. 

Ans. Those of small capacity are made circular; the larger 
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Fin. 1,6fÁ.-Diagram of connections of a battery equipment for a residential lighting plant. 
In the diagram the volt meter and volt meter connections have been omitted. The bus 
bars on the battery panel are connected directly to the bus bars on the dynamo panel. 
In this installation the dynamos are run during the afternoon on discharge, being regulated 
by means of an end cell switch. On charge the pressure above that of the bus bars, required 
to bring all cells up to full charge, is supplied by means of a motor driven charging booster. 
the voltage at the armature being suitably varied by changing the field excitation. 

sizes are made horizontal in form, and both types may be 
either operated by hand or motor driven. 

Ques. Where are end cell switches of large capacity lo- 
cated? 

Ans. Generally they are placed as near the battery room as 
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possible to avoid the cost of running the heavy conductors, 
and when such switches are motor driven, the usual practice 
is to control their operation from the main switchboard. 

In fig. 1,645 is shown the method of regulation with an end switch. 
The diagram shows the battery being charged with the main switch open, 
and the voltage of the dynamo raised to the charging pressure. During 
discharge the cells are connected in series, and as the voltage of each cell 
at the beginning of discharge is at least 2.1 volts, only 52 or 53 cells are 
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Flo. 1.645.-End cells witch control for storage bat teiy; connections showing main tine open 
when the battery is being charged. 

required to give the desired pressure of 110 volts, but as the discharge 
continues, and the ' oltage of each cell decreases, the end cells, 1,2,3.4. 
etc., are cut into circuit successively by means of the end cell switch, 
thereby adding to and compensating the drop in the total voltage until, 
at the end of discharge when the voltage of each cell has fallen to 1.8 
volts, the entire 62 cells are in series to supply the required line pressure. 

For a 110 volt circuit, the number of cells required is 110=1.8=61, 
and the number in series when the battery begins to discharge is 110 
2.1 =52. I fence, in a 110 volt circuit an arrangement must he provided 
whereby 61-52=9 cells may be cut out or switched in, one by one. 
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The number of end cells for any voltage may he obtained by the fol- 
lowing formula: 

Number of end cells = 1.8 2.1 
E =voltage of supply circuit; 
1.8=minimum voltage of cell during discharge; 
2.1 =voltage of fully charged cell. 

Reverse Pressure Cells.-These consist of unformed lead 
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Flo. 1,646 -Diagram showi ig method of charging a storage battery at one voltage and 
supplying lights at a different voltag:. As may be seen, two end ce!b switches are required. 
The voltage of the supply current is adjusted by the number of cells in series on switch S', 
while switch S, is moved to cut out cells as they become fully charged. In this instance the 
end cells included between the contact arms of the two end cell switches must be of sufficient 
size to receive the charging current, plus the current to the supply circuit. If the battery can 
he charged at times when the dynamo is supplying no other load, only one end cell switch 
is required. 

plates immersed in the ordinary electrolyte of dilute sulphuric 
acid. 

As they have no active material, they possess no capacity, 
but are capable of setting up an opposing pressure of about 2 
volts each to the discharging current flowing through them, 
thereby cutting down the total voltage of the battery, so that 
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the net voltage across the line depends on the number of re- 
verse current cells in series in the battery circuit. As the voltage 
of the battery falls during discharge, the reverse pressure cells 
are cut out, successively, thus keeping the exterral or line 
voltage constant. 

It is obvious, that as these cells do not possess any capacity, the num- 
ber of active cells required in the battery will he the same as when end 
cell control is employed. Therefore, the reverse pressure cells represent 
an increase in equipment, which entails an additional expense of at least 
8 per cent. For this reason, and also on account of the fact that the 
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Fro. 1,647.-Regulation with reverse pressure cells. These cells are merely lead plates placed 

in an electrolyte of dilute sulphuric acid. They have no capacity but set up an opposing 
or reverse voltage of approximately 2 volts per cell if current be passed through them. 
In using these cells for controlling discharge, the total number of active cells in the battery 
will be the same as if the method of end cell control had been used. Reverse pressure cells 
represent an increase in equipment of about 8 lw.r cent. or more. These cells, as shown. 
are connected in the circuit in opposition to the main battery, and conductors are run from 
each of them to points on a switch similar to an end cell switch. At the beginning of dis- 
charge. all the reverse cells are :c circuit, acting in opposition to the main battery. As 

discharge proceeds and the battery voltage falls, the reverse cells are gradually cut out of 
circuit. The only advantage in this method of regulation is that the discharge throughout 
the battery is uniform, but this fact alone does not warrant such means of regulation on 
account of the additional expense involved, and the energy loss when discharging against 
reverse cells is the same as if resistance had been placed in the circuit. 

amount of energy lost in discharging against reverse pressure cells, is the 
same as when the resistance methods of controlling the discharge are em- 
ployed, the use of cells for this purpose is now practically obsolete. 

Boosters.-In general, a booster may be defined as a dynamo 
inserted in series in a circuit, to change 'its voltage. It may be 
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driven by an electric motor, in which' case it is sometimes called 
a motor -booster. The function of a booster is to add to an 
electric pressure derived from another source. 

For instance, if a storage battery he used in conjunction with one or 
more dynamos to supply current to an electric light installation, the 
battery cannot he charged from the machines which are feeding the lamps, 
because it requires a pressure higher than that required for the lamps to 
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H'ta.I,648.-Diagram of Joseph Bijur'ss orage battery system (General Storage Battery Co.). The booster field winding has one terminal connected to the middle point of the battery 
and the other terminal, to the wire joining the resistances A and 13. A lever. pivoted at L. carries at either end a number of contact points which dip into troughs of mercury when one 
end of the lever moves upward or downward. These points are connected to correspond- ing points on their respective resistances. and therefore all of the resistances connected to contact points which arc immersed in the mercury are short circuited. The points are of various lengths, so that when the lever operates, they contact progressively with the 
mercury. If more of the A, points than the B. points be immersed in the mercury, the 
resistance of B. is less than that of A. more sections of it being short circuited. Current will therefore flow from the middle point of the battery, through the booster field, and 
through B, to the negative side of the system, exciting the booster field and producing a 
booster voltage to charge the battery. Again, if more of the A. points be immersed, the A, resistance becomes the smaller, and current then flows from the positive side of the 
system through resistance A, through the booster field to the middle point of the battery, the field excitation and the booster pressure produced being in a direction opposite to the first described, and tending to discharge the battery. When the resistances A and B. are 
equal, there is no pressure to send current in either direction through the booster field coil. 
When the load on the external circuit is normal, the lever is in a horizontal position, A and B. 
being equal, no current flows through the booster field hence, no current passes into or out of the battery. With increase of external load, the pull of the solenoid is strengthened by 
a small increase in dynamo current passing through the winding. This draws dawn the left 
end of the lever producing a current in the booster field such as to discharge the battery and 
assist the dynamo to supply the load demand. A decrease in external load is attended by a slight diminution in dynamo current, the solenoid is weakened and the pull of the spring 
predominates. This results in &downward movement of the right side of the lever causing 
excitation of the booster field to produce a pressure to send charge into the battery. 
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complete the charge. A small dynamo is therefore connected in series 

with the main machines and the battery, acting in conjunction with the 
former to provide the necessary pressure. 

The power for running such a dynamo is obtained in various 
ways. 

The dynamo or charging booster may be belt driven or arranged on an 
extension of the armature shaft of the main dynamo; again, it may consist 
of a single armature with a double winding (fig. 1,649), or a motor and 
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FIG. 1,649.-Typical farm of dynamotor. A dynamotor is a combination of dynamo and 

motor on the same shaft, one receiving current. usually of different voltage, the motor 

being employed to di ive the dynamo with a pressure either higher or lower than that received 

at the motor terminals. A machine of the dynamotor form, with its windings exactly alike, 

is often used in three wire systems to balance or equalize the two halves of the circuit. 
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dynamo coupled together on one bed plate. Boosters may be divided into 

several classes as follows: 
1. Series boosters; 4. Differential boosters; 
2. Shunt boosters; 5. Constant current boosters; 
3. Compound boosters; 6. Separately excited boosters. 

Series Boosters.-The series booster acts so as to compound 
the battery, and tends to maintain a constant voltage on the 
line, whatever the load may be. 
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Its operation depends on the fact that the dynamo voltage must rise 
and fall with the load. It can, therefore, be used only with a shunt dynamo 
or its equivalent as the source of supply. 
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Fro. 1,660-Entz' carbon pile lowster system (Electric Storage Battery Co.). The booster 

field winding is connected at one end to the middle point of the battery. The other end is connected to the upper contact points of two carbon pile resistances, A and B. The lower end of A, ís connected to the negative side of the battery. and the corresponding end of B. to the positive sirle. This arrangement constitutes in effect a potentiometer. If the resistance of A, be equal to that of II, there is no pressure in the boaster field to establish current through it. The drop through A + li is equal to the total battery voltage, and 
if A = B, the drop from either side of the battery through A or B, is one-half the total drop, hence the end of the booster field winding, connected to the upper ends of A and B. 
is also at the pressure of the middle point of the lvittery which is likewise the pressure of the other side of the booster field coil. Accordingly when A = Ii, there can be no current through the coil. When the two resistances are unequal, there will be current through the booster field, its direction depending on which of the resistances is the less, and its magnitude 
will be proportional to the difference between the two resistances. Variations in the pressure on a carbon pile causes variations in its resistance and the solenoid, M. opposed by spring S. both pulling on lever L. which rests on the two piles A and It, controls the relative resist- 
ances of the two piles to cause charge and discharge of the battery. The solenoid winding is 
in series with the dynamo circuit and when the load is normal the spring pull is just equal to the magnet pull, and the resistances of A and B, are equal. When external load varies, a small but proportional variation in the pull of I', charges the relative resistances of the piles and the booster field is energized to produce a voltage to cause battery charge or discharge. 

flues. What use is made of the series booster system? 

Ans. It is suited to power, but not to incandescent lighting 
purposes, being similar in operation to a floating battery. It 
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is not extensively used as the other *types give better service, 
under the same conditions. 

Ques. Describe some characteristics of the series booster. 

Ans. It is automatic and adjusts its voltage to produce the 
proper ratio of charge or discharge with varying external load, 
and it also tends to maintain a constant voltage across the line, 
under all conditions of change in circuit 
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Fao. 1.651.-Load diagram, showing kind of service to which the shunt booster is adapted. 

Shunt Boosters.-This type of machine is simply a shunt 
dynamo, having its armature circuit in series with the line from 

the main dynamo to the battery. 

A rheostat controls the field excitation. Its function is to send charge 
into the battery. It is used in plants where the battery is not designed 
to take up load fluctuations, but is in service only to carry the peak of 
the load, being charged during periods of light loads and discharged in 
parallel .with the dynamo. 

The shunt booster acts to increase the voltage applied to the battery so that 
the charging current will flow into the latter. 
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Ques. How is the battery used with a shunt booster pro- 
portioned? 

Ans. Usually sufficient battery is provided to carry the en- 
tire load during the light load period. 

Ques. Explain the use of the rheostat controlling the field 
excitation. 

FIG. 1,652.-Diagram showing usual connections of a non -reversible shunt booster and battery 
system. In charging, the switches A and B. are closed, and C. put on contact in; the end 
cell switch D. is put on the last contact. Part of the dynamo current will go into the lim' 
and part through the booster into the battery. The charging current is adjusted by the 
held rheostat E. To discharge, throw the end cell switch D. to first contact; next turn 
switch C. to contact s. The battery is then in parallel with the dynamo with all end cells 
cut out. As the voltage of the battery falls, end cells are cut in by the end cell switch D. 

Ans. It is used to vary the booster voltage so as to hasten 
the charging of the battery if desired. 

Ques. For what service is the shunt booster not suited? 
Ans. It is not adapted to circuits where there are sudden 

fluctuations that are great compared with the capacity of the 
dynamo. 
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Ques. What is its action in changing from charge to dis- 

charge? 

Ans. It is not automatic, the switching must be clone by 

hand. 

Ques. How may it be 
used reversibly? 

Ans. It will give a 
pressure to assist the bat- 

-n- tery to discharge when 
excited from the bus bars 
and provided with a re- 
versing rheostat. 

In this case it will assist 
y the battery to discharge 

when the direction of the 
field magnetization is 

changed. When so used, no 
end cells are necessary, but 
the booster must be run con- 
tinuously during the entire 
period of discharge. 

Ques. What should be 
the battery capacity on 

a 110 volt circuit with a 

reversible booster? 

Ans. 56 cells will be 

sufficient. 

Fta. 1.653. -shunt bowler charge, and cell discharge. 1, volt meter: 2: ammeter; 3, under 

load circuit breaker; 4, booster motor circuit breaker: 5, battery circuit.¢reaker, 6, volt meter 

- switch: 7, booster switch; 8. booster motor switch; 9, booster field switch; 10, battery switch; 

11, end cell switch; 12, booster field rheostat; 13, motor starter; 14, motor; 15, dynamo. 
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The voltage to fully charge is 56X2.6=146, or 36 volts above dynamo voltage. Minimum voltage of discharge =1.8X56 =100 volts, or 10 volts less than that of the line. I lence, the booster need give only 36 volts maximum, and is required to add 10 volts to the battery voltage toward the end of batter} y discharge. In this case, the booster voltage is only sr g g Y 9s or about 3.1 of that required in the preceding case; five cells less of battery dre necessary and the end cell switches and leads are eliminated. 
The machine will be larger, however, than it would be if used only for charging, because the discharge is unusually greater than that of charge, and the current carrying of the armature must be great enough to take care of the heaviest currents. 
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Flo. I ,654.-Diagram of compound booster connect ions. 

OTOR 

Compound Boosters.-These machines are used on railway and power circuits where there are great fluctuations in load, the battery acting to prevent excessive drop and to assist the generating machinery in carrying the load, relieving it from the strain of sudden rushes of current. 
The connections are shown in the diagram fig. 1,651. Under ordinary working conditions, the shunt field of the booster creates an electric press- ure in the same direction as that of the battery, tending to discharge it. 
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When no current is flowing into or out of the battery, the following 
relation exists: 

dynamo voltage=booster voltage -}-battery voltage. 
In this case the dynamo carries the whole external load. If the load 

increase, the dynamo voltage decreases, so that the booster voltage -{- 

battery voltage is greater than the dynamo voltage, and the battery 
begins to discharge. 

In discharging, the current passes through the series field of the booster 
and produces a proportional pressure acting with the shunt field to raise 
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Fw. 1.655-Diagram illustrating storage battery system, as applied to an automobile for 
lighting. 

the voltage of the booster, thus increasing the battery discharge and 
shifting more of the load from the dynamo, until the system becomes bal- 
anced. 

If the load on the external circuit he small, the dynamo voltage rises 
and current flows into the battery. In this case the series field acts against 
the shunt field and decreases the booster voltage so that the pressure at 
the dynamo is greater than booster and battery voltage combined, thus 
increasing the rate of charge of the battery until the load causes the dy- 
namo voltage to drop to normal and the system is again balanced. 

.The battery and booster can be placed at the power house or where 
the greatest drop is likely to occur. As this system, like the series booster, 
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depends for its action upon the drop of voltage with increase of load, it is 
only adapted to shunt wound dynamos. 

From the foregoing description it will be seen that the compound booster 
is automatic within certain limits of battery charge. Any marked change 
of battery voltage will be followed by a corresponding change in dynamo 
current, unless the rheostat be manipulated to bring battery voltage+ 
booster voltage back to normal. 

While the theoretical dynamo current variation is small for a given 
change of load, there is always a sudden, momentary current rush from 
the dynamo on increase of load, the duration of which is equal to the time 
lag of magnetization of the booster field. 

9 MOTORS.0, 

Fta. 1,656-Diagram of connection of one form of differential booster. In operation, the 
dynamo current passes through the series winding of the booster, and the current in this 
winding is to remain practically constant. The shunt coil produces a field which opposes 
the field produced by the series coil, the resulting magnetization being, in direction and 
amount, the resultant of the two field strengths. The adjustments are so made that when 
the normal dynamo current is passing through the series coil, the shunt field just neutralizes 
its effect, and the resultant magnetization is zero. Since the open current voltage of the 
battery is equal to that of the system, neither charge not discharge takes place. With 
increased demand on the line, the slight increase in dynamo current in the series coil over- 
powers the shunt field, and causes a pressure in the booster armature in such direction as to 
assist discharge. If the external load fall below the average demand the current in the 
series coil decreases slightly so that the shunt field predominates, producing a booster 
armature pressure in a direction to assist charge. Although the voltage of the battery falls 
while discharging by an amount proportional to the outflowing current the increased excita- 
tion due to this current through the series coil is also proportional to it, and the booster 
voltage rises as that of the battery falls, their sum being always equal to that of the system. 
In other words, the booster serves to compound the battery for constant pressure. 
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Lights on a circuit with variable load will "wink" on sudden changes 
of load. In this respect the compound booster is not so satisfactory as 
the constant current booster, as in the latter all dynamo current passes 
through the series fields, which, by reason of their self-induction, oppose 
and check any sudden current rush, giving the booster field time to change 
its magnetization to the proper degree. 

Differential Boosters.-In this type of booster, a series coil 
energized from the main current, tends to discharge the bat- 

CAMPENSATING 

FIG. 1,657.-Diagram of differential booster system with compensating coil. In operation, the 

compensating field coil of the booster opposes the shunt coil and prevents the variation of 
the battery voltage disturbing the equilibrium of the system. If the battery pressure be 

lower than normal, it will not discharge rapidly enough to relieve the dynamo from over- 
load fluctuations, unless the booster voltage be increased, and the dynamo will therefore 
have to supply a current greater than normal. If a current greater than normal flow through 
the compensating coil, the effect of the shunt coil opposed by the series coil is decreased, and 

the compensating coil, acting in the same direction as the series coil, causes a higher booster 

pressure tending to discharge the battery, and thus brings down the dynamo load to normal. 
Should the battery voltage be above its normal value, the battery would discharge too 

rapidly and catry more than its share of the load. In operating this system, the varying 
load must be beyond the booster equipment. The series and compensating coils aiay be 

temporarily short circuited so that the battery may be charged more rapidly. 

tery, and a shunt coil, excited from the battery, tends to 
charge the cells. 

These two coils are opposed to one another, and the difference in their 
respective strengths represents the net strength available for boosting. 
In order to produce quicker reversal, additional compound coils are some- 
times added. 
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Ques. For what service is the differential booster adapted ? 

Ans. It is suited to power and railway circuits where the 
loads fluctuate widely and suddenly. 

There are several varieties of this type of booster, and many patents 
have been issued covering the different methods of varying the voltage of 
the machine. 

Constant Current Boosters.-In installations where it is 

t~o- 
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FIG. 1.658.-Diagram of non -reversible or constant current booster system. The booster arma- 
ture and field arc in series between one side of the lighting and power bus bars. A shunt 
field is also provided, which acts in opposition to the series field. This booster carries a 
practically unvarying current from the lighting to the power bus bars, regardless of the 
fluctuations of the external load, which current is equal to the average required by the 
fluctuating load. Except under abnormal conditions the shunt field always predominates 
giving a xoltage which is added to that of the lighting bus bars, so that the voltage across the 
power buses is always higher than that across the lighting by an amount equal to the 
booster voltage. If an excessive load come on the power circuits, the increased excitation 
of the series coil, due to a slight increase in current from the lighting to the power bus bars. 
lowers the booster voltage and consequently reduces the voltage across the power bus bars. 
The battery discharges, furnishing an amount of current equal to the difference between 
that required by the load and the constant current through the booster. If, the power load 
decrease below normal, the slight decrease in current in the booster series field increases the 
booster armature voltage and the excess current goes into the battery. The booster, there- 
fore. does not in reality give a constant current, but by proper design the variation may be 
kept within a few per cent. 
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desired to supply both an approximately constant load and a fluc- 
tuating load from the same dynamos (as for instance, in office 
buildings or hotels, where it is necessary to supply lights and 
elevators from the same source), the fluctuations in the power 
circuits must not interfere with the lighting circuits and to prevent 
this, two sets of bus bars are provided. 

GROUND 

Pro. I ,059.-Battery system with regulation for lo tg feeders, for installation where it is desir- able to locate the battery at a point remote f om the station and avoid any equipment requiring constant attention at the battery end. The compound wound motor. constant 
current booster is used and keeps constant the current flowing through the feeder, the battery taking up all load fluctuations. 

The dynamos are connected in the usual manner to one set of bus bars, 
and the lighting circuits are connected across these. Across the other set 
of bars are connected the circuits supplying the fluctuating load, and the 
battery is also connected directly across these power bars. 

The power bars are supplied with current from the lighting bars, a 
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non -reversible or so called constant current booster being interposed be- 
tween the two as shown in fig. 1,658. Since this permits only a constant 
current to pass from the lighting bus bars, the lead on the dynamo does 
not vary, although the load on the power buses may vary widely. 

Separately Excited Boosters.-In some forms of booster the 
field excitation is secured by a small exciting dynamo. An 
example of this class is shown in fig. 1,660. 

Fin. 1.660.-Hubbard's separately excited booster system (Gould Storage Battery Co.); diagram 
showing general arrangement. 

The exciter is provided with a single series coil, through which the sta- 
tion output or a proportional part thereof passes. The armature of the 
exciter is connected to the exciting coil on the booster, and thence across 
the mains as shown. 

With the average current passing through the field coil or the exciter, 
its armature generates a voltage which is equal to that of the system, 

NOTE.-Reversible boosters should be used where the average total current to the 
fluctuating load is greater than the battery discharge current, and when the pressure of the 
power bus liars must not fall off with increase in load. Electric railway and lighting plan 
having long feeders are examples of the systems to which reversible boosters are suited. Non- 
reversible boosters should be used where the average total load is less than the battery dis- 
charge current, and where a drop in the voltage of the power bus liars is of advantage. Exam- 
ples of such plants are hotels or apartment houses where electric elevators are operated front 
the lighting dynamos. Boosters are usually driven by electric motors directly connected to 
them, though any form of driving power may be used. 
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and in opposition to it. These two opposing pressures balance, and no 
current flows in the booster field coils. 

With an increase in external load above the average, the tendency is 
for an increase to take place through the exciter series coil, augmenting 
its field strength and consequently the exciter armature voltage. This 
latter now being higher than that of the line, causes current to flow in the 
booster field coil in such a direction as to produce a pressure in the booster 
armature which assists the battery to discharge, and is of a magnitude to 
compensate for the battery drop occasioned thereby. 

When the load decreases below the normal, the current in the exciter 
field is decreased, and its armature voltage falls below that of the system. 
Current will now flow in an opposite direction in the booster field coil, 
generating a voltage in the booster armature to assist charge. Since the 
exciter always generates a voltage in opposition to that of the line, this 
system is known commercially as the counter pressure system. 

TEST QUESTIONS 

1. What provision must be made in power plants when 
storage batteries are not used? 

2. \Y/hat is the effect of a battery connected in parallel 
with a dynamo? 

3. What is understood by the expression "floating the 
battery on the line?" 

4. Describe the connections and circuit control apparatus. 
5. Name four methods of control for storage batteries. 
6. Describe the regulation by variable resistance. 
7. For what service is variable resistance suitable? 
8. Describe an end cell switch. 
9. How should the conductors joining the end cells to 

the end cell switch contacts be proportioned? 
10. Describe some of the features of end cell switch con- 

struction . 
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11. W'heie are end cell switches of large capacity 
located? 

12. What are reverse pressure cells used for? 
13. Describe regulation frith reverse pressure cells. 

14. What is a "booster?" 
15. Name six kinds of boosters. 

16. I low does a series booster act? 

17. Describe the operation of shunt boosters. 

18. For what service is the shunt booster not suited? 
19. What is a reversible booster? 

20. Describe the operation of compound boosters. 

21. Describe the differential booster systeni. 

22. For what service is the differential booster adapted? 
23. What is a constant current booster? 

24. How do separately excited boosters operate and fo, 
what service are they adapted? 
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CHAPTER 42 

Storage Battery Management 
The Battery Room.-Precautions should be taken to prevent 

any direct sunlight falling on the battery cells in glass jars, as 
the breakage of such jars clue to unequal expansion of the dif- 
ferent portions of the glass, is a source of constant trouble and 
danger. 

The exclusion of direct sunlight also tends to keep the evap- 
oration of the electrolyte at a minimum. 

Every battery room should be provided with a water tap and sink. The 
floor should be paved with vitrified brick, preferably blue or yellow in 
color, of diamond pattern and sloping in all directions -toward suitable 
drains. A floor of this type can be easily washed by flooding with water, 
and its patterns tend to keep it dry under foot at all times. Wooden floors 
are rotted very quickly by acid spillings and by the spray. 

The room should be kept absolutely clear of everything which may be 

injured by the sulphuric acid fumes and it should be well ventilated to 
insure the safety and good health of the attendants. 

A battery, even at rest, gives off hydrogen which when diluted with air 
forms a mixture which is very liable to explode if brought in contact with 
any kind of flame. Unless proper ventilation be provided, the breaking of 
the connection when a current is flowing, or the lighting of a bare flame 
lamp in the battery room would he dangerous. 

Battery Attendants and Workmen.-Those employed in 

setting up batteries are liable to suffer from soreness of hands 
and the destruction of clothing unless proper precautions be 

taken to prevent the same. In order to avoid these trcubles, 
the boots should be painted with paraffine mixed with an equal 
quantity of beeswax. 
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The clothing should he of woolen material, which. unlike cotton, is prac- 
tically unaffected by the acid. If cotton shirts be worn. they should he 
dipped in a strong solution of washing soda and then rough dried. 

An apron of sacking, backed ssith flannel should he worn over all the 
other clothes. A bottle of strong ammonia should be kept in the battery 
room at all times, and in case of an accidental splash of acid on the clothes, 
the immediate application of a small quantity of the ammonia, by means of 

1Fto. 1,661 -I iterior of storage battery room showing arrangement of cells. A, are the call 
instllators; 13, wooden stringers; C, supporting pieces. 

the stopper, will at once neutralize the acid and prevent it burning a hole in 
the material. 

A pail containing water made strongly alkaline with washing socia should 
also be kept conveniently at hand during all operations in the battery room. 
The hands should he dipped occasionally in this water in order to prevent 
the skin smarting and becoming sore under the action of the acid. 

If a splash of acid should happen to enter the eye, it should he washed 
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at once with clean water, warm water preferably, and then put one cr two 
drops of olive oil into the eye. If olive oil be not immediately available, any 
kind of engine oil is better than none at all. 
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Flo. 1,662.-Portion of a battery room showing Exide battery installed on two tier racks. On 
account of the increased weight of the elements and the higher discharge rates required of 
the type cells shows, the prates are shipped loose and the cells assembled on the ground; the 
plates are first placed in the jars and then lead burned to lead bus bars. Bus bars used at the 
ends of rows are reinforced by copper bars embedded in thé lead iri order to provide=ample 
conductivity to the terminal connectors. 

Points on Care and Management.-In setting up storage 
cells, they should be placed in as few tiers as possible, and in 
such a manner that the direct rays of the sun are not allowed to 
fall upon the cells. 
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The rays of the sun are likely to crack the glass. This is probably due 
to the unequal expansion of the glass, for it has been found that jars which 
are carefully annealed never crack in this manner. Of course, the latter 
precaution does not apply to large batteries, where lead lined wooden tanks 
or solid lead boxes are used. 

In installing plants where expert attendance is not to be had, it is well to 
place in the circuit two magnetic cut outs, one set for maximum current, 
and the other for minimum voltage, so that the battery cannot be dis- 
charged too low. 

Ques. How should the cells be placed? 

. o e o 

Fius. 1,663 and 1,664.-Exide bars used with type cells shown in fig. 1,662. 

a 

Ans. They should be placed as shown in fig. 1,669, on insu- 
lators A, resting on wooden stringers B, and supporting pieces 
C, placed on the floor. 

The insulators are usually of glass or porcelain, which in certain patterns 
may he filled with oil, to insure better insulation as shown in figs. 1,169 
and 1,670. 

In setting up a battery, it should be remembered that plates deteriorate 
on standing exposed to the air. They should, therefore, be unpacked 
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and set up immediately on arrival. When they are entirely connected 
up, they are ready for the addition of the electrolyte, and for the forming 
charge, which they should receive immediately. 

Ques. How should the wooden stringers, shelves, cell 
boards, and trays be treated? 

Ans. They should be thoroughly varnished to insure clear- 
liness as well as good insulation. 
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Fro. 1,665.-Two complete Exide glass jar cells at end of a row. The illustration is intended 
to show the application of the two type bus bars, illustrated in figs. 1,663 and 1,664. In 
aaaemblinq, the elements (positive and negative groups and separators) are assembled 
in glass jars and supported by lugs resting on the top of the jar. The jars are set in sand. 
contained in glass sand trays, in order to distribute the weight, and the cells thus assembled 
are set on wood racks Connections between cells are made by bolting together the tails 
provided for that purpose on the group straps. 

Outside of each cell and close to the mouth, melted paralline should 
be applied by means of a brush, so as to form a band about an inch wide, 
for the purpose of preventing the electrolyte creeping over the top of 
the jar, wetting the outside, and thereby impairing the insulation. 

Ques. What should be done to avoid waste of current by 
leakage? 
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t, , 

Ans. Each cell of the battery must be thoroughly insulated. 

Ques. What is the effect of verdigris which forms on the 
terminals? 

Ans. It is a poor conductor and should therefore be removed 
and the terminals kept bright and clean to insure the proper 
flow of the current. 

Ques. What precautions should he taken in unpacking 
cells? 

I.s. . 
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Flo. 1,666.-interior battery house Boston, Cape Cod and New York Canal Co.. Buzzards 

Bay Mass. 

Ans. The plates should be handled carefully. 
When they are sent out from the factory already built into sections, they 

should he unpacked without disturbing a single plate. In all cases, every 
particle of packing, straw, hay and any chips and bits of parts should be 
carefully removed, and all the dust should be blown out of the spaces 
between the plates by means of a bellows or other similar device. 

Although such particles are good insulators, the action of the 
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sulphuric acid electrolyte carbonizes them, reducing their resistance 

which tends to produce leakage. 

Ques. How should the cells he assembled?, 

Ans. In placing the plates or plate sections in the containing 
jars or tanks, care should be taken to see that the supporting 
frame of para(iined wood hears evenly on the bottom of the jar. 

If not, wedges of parallined wood should be placed under the 

nos. 1,667 and 1,665.-Views of battery cells and stand. A, cable lugs; It. bus bars; C, glass 

tanks; D. plates; E, glass insul.ttorw. Q. vitrified brick; O, Lad washers. Pattery cells are set up 

on stands; the one shown being built for a 100 ampere battery. Larger sizes would, of course 

require heavier stands, and if space he limited. the cells may be set in rows, one above the 

other. However, it is evidently much better to place the calls in single rows. where the) 

will be convenient for inspection and repairs or any work tht't has to be done on then. There 

are several other ways of setting a battery. one of which is to place the stringers on the 

floor, on vitrified brick or come other insulator, and then place traps tilled with sand on the 

stringers, setting the cells in the trays on glass insulators. 

frame. so as to distribute the weight of the section equally. Each section 

should be lowered gently into the jar until it rests fairly upon the frame. 

and care should be taken to see that none of the plates have shifted. and 

that the section is situated centrally in the jar, with a small clear space ah 

around. 

Ques. How should the cells be arranged? 
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Ans. They should be so placed that the battery attendant 
can see the edges of the plates and consequently the spaces 
between them at the same time. 

Ques. Describe the method of connecting the cells. 

Ans. This is accomplished by means of solder, bolts and 
nuts, or clamps, according to circumstances. ' 

The use of solder is not essential if there be a gooá surface of the lead 

Fins. I,669 and 1,670.-Oil insulator; fig. 1,669, general view; fig. 1,670, sectional view. When- 
ever a number of open cells are in use, unless precautions be taken, electrical leakage between 
the cells invariably occurs. This leakage is due chiefly to the semi -conducting nature of 
the thin layer of moisture which frequently covers not only the glass containing cells, but 
the unimmersed parts. of the elements, and even the shelves on which the cells rest. To 
prevent this waste of energy, the outside of the cells should occasionally be well cleaned 
and thoroughly dried. A little vaseline or tallow may then be rubbed over' them to ad- 
vantage. The shelves of supports for the cells, should either be well varnished or coated 
with paraffin wax. Electrical leakage is greatly reduced if each cell be mounted on a glass 
or earthenware insulator, as shown in the illustrations. The insulator here shown is in 
two parts and of a mushroom shape. The lower cup contains a small quantity of some 
non -evaporating oil, and as the conducted moisture cannot bridge across this, a nearly 
perfect insulating medium is obtained. These insulators are made in various sizes and may 
be obtained in earthenware or glass. Those made of glass are found to give the best results. 

strip of one cell in contact with that of the next, and provided these contact 
surfaces have been well cleaned. Usually, the ends of the lead strips are 
turned up so that the junction of two cells takes the form of an inverted T. 

Ques. What precaution should be taken in joining the ter- 
minals of the cells? 

Ans. The contact at the junctions should be very thorough, 
otherwise they will become heated when a current is flowing, 
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and it is desirable that the connections should include as little 
lead strip in the circuit as possible, thereby reducing the 
amount of useless resistance. 

Brass or gun metal clamps may be kept clean by brushing them over 
with melted paraffin after they have been screwed up tightly. When 
thus treated they serve to indicate points of had contact by heat, gen- 
erated at such points, when the current is flowing, softening the paraffin 
and changing its normal color. 

rta. 1,6y1.-Illustrating method of placing plates in glass jars. 

NOTE.-The battery room should be dry, clean, well ventilated and free from metal 
work, also neither too hot nor tooco:d. Too high a temperature in the battery will shorten the 
life of the plates, and although the e is no danger of the battery freezing, a low temperature. 
while it is maintained, reduces the capacity; otherwise cold has no ill effect on the battery. A 
good temperature for the battery room is about 60° F. A damp, dirty room is conducive 
to grounds and surface leakage, and there is danger of impurities getting into the cells. If the 
room be very damp the electrolyte may absorb enough moisture to cause the cells to overflow. 
Strong floors are necessary to support a battery, as one of a 1(X) ampere, 125 volt capacity 
weighs from 12 to 13 tons. A wood floor may be used. but a cement floor is better, and a glazed 
vitrified brick floor is better still. Wooden floors will rot quickly from the acid, which is sure 
to get on it more or less; a cement floor will he disintegrated if too much acid get on it. This 
kind of floor forms a first class ground if there be any chance for one; the glazed brick floor is 
not affected by the acid and is an insulator. 
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Vaseline and different kinds of anti -sulphuric acid varnishes, or prepara- 
tions that are not attacked by the electrolyte, may also be used for this 
purpose. It is a good plan to color the varnish with vermilion or lamp 
black and paint the positive connections red and the negative connections 
black, and also other parts of the installation for distinguishing the polari- 
ties. 

Condensed Rules for the Proper Care of Batteries.-The 
following general instructions should be followed in the care 
and maintenance of batteries: 
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Fta. I .672.-Michigan Central Railway, Welland draw battery. View of the battéry room 
showing automatic pilot cell tiller. 

NOTE.-Peroxide of lead, pure oxide or plumbic dioxide is the true active material in 
all forms of lead storage cell. This lead salt is found native as the mineral plattnerite. It is 
a heavy lead ore, forming black, lustrous, six sided prisms. It may be prepared from the red 
oxide by boiling it in fine powder, with nitric acid diluted with five parts of water, or by treating 
the carbonate when suspended in water with a stream of chlorine gas, and then thoroughly 
washing and drying it. It is reduced to a lower oxide on heating or by exposure to bright 
sunlight. This salt readily imparts oxygen to other substances; it becomes heated to redness 
when thrown into sulphuric dioxide, and takes fire when triturated kith sulphur-hence this 
oxide is a common ingredient in lucifer match composition. When used in primary or secondary 
batteries it readily imparts its oxygen to nascent hydrogen, forming water, and thus it acts 
as a powerful depolarizer. When robbed of its oxygen, it readily bwmes reoxidized, if sub- 
jected to the action of nascent oxygen liberated by the electrolytic decomposition of water. 
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1. A battery must always he charged with "direct" current and in 
the right direction. 

2. Be careful to charge at the proper rates and to give the right amount 
of charge; do not undercharge or overcharge to an excessive degree. 

3. Do not bring a naked flame near Ike battery while charging or imme- 
diately ajteruards. 

4. Do not overdischarge. 

5. Do not allow the battery to stand completely discharged. 

6. Voltage readings should be taken only when the battery is charging 
or discharging; if taken when the battery is standing idle they are of 
little or no value. 

7. Do not allow the battery temperature to exceed 110° Fahr. 

8. Keep the electrolyte at the proper height above the top of the plates 
and at the proper specific gravity. Use only pure water to replace loss by 
evaporation. 

9. In preparing the electrolyte never pour water into the acid. 

10. Keep the cells free from dirt and all foreign substances, both solid 
and liquid. 

11. Keep the battery and all connections clean; keep all bolted con- 
nections tight. 

12. If there he lack of capacity in a batters, due to low cells, do not 
delay in locating and bringing them back to condition. 

13. Do not allow sediment to get up to the plates. 

14. Keep the tops of closed batteries clean. 

'NOTE.-The voltage increase nr decrease with change in current is practically con- 

stant in a given type of cell for any size of cell when the current is referred to a given time rate of 

charge or discharge: that is. the drop in a large cell or in a small cell, when each is discharged 

at its four, six or eight hour rate, will be the same. The drop varies somewhat for the con- 

dition of the battery charge. 

NOTE.-How to prevent lead poisoning. Workmen employed in the manufacture of 
lead or lead salts are always liable to lead poisoning. both by inhaling the dust and by contact 

of the mater als with the hands. Various preventives for this have been employed, and of 
these, the most simple seems to he a careful washing of the hands in petroleum. It is said 

that three washings a day are sufficient to prevent all serious danger of poisoning. The ben- 

zoic in the petroleum appears to scour the skin and remove the loose lead dust, and the fatty 
substance in the oil fills up the pores of the skin and prevents the absorption of the deleterious 

salts. The employment of petroleum has given such good results that it has been proposed 

to use this material as a guard against poisoning in other industries where the salts of copper 
or mercury ale employed. 

- 
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TEST QUESTIONS 

1. How should cells be placed in a battery room? 
2. How should the wooden stringers,, shelves, cell boards 

and trays be treated? 
3. What should be done to avoid waste of current by 

leakage? 
4. What is the effect of verdigris which forms on the 

terminals? 
5. What precaution should be taken in unpacking cells? 
6. I low should the cells be assembled? 
7. How should the cells be arranged? 
8. Describe the method of connecting the cells. 

9. What precaution should be taken in joining the 
terminals of the cells? 

10. What should be the condition of the battery room? 
11. What kind of preparations are not attacked by the 

electrolyte? 
12. Give fourteen rules for proper care of battery. 
13. How may lead poisoning be prevented? 
14. What is the nature of peroxide of lead, pure oxide or 

plumbic dioxide? 
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CHAPTER 43 

Storage Battery Troubles 

To successfully cope with faults in storage batteries, there 
are two requisites: 

1. A thorough knowledge of the construction and principle 
of operation of the battery, and 

2. A well ordered procedure in looking for the source of 
trouble. 

The faults which are usually encountered by those who operate storage 
batteries are here given. 

Short Circuits.-A short circuit may arise through any of 
the following causes: 

1. Through direct contact between adjacent plates. 

2. Through some conducting material such as a piece of lead, solder, 
spongy lead, or oxide of lead sticking between the plates. 

3. Through direct or indirect contact with the lining of the tank, if lead 

lined tank be used. 
4. Through foreign particles such as wood, straw, fibre, plaster, etc., 

getting into the cells. 
5. Through unintentional touching of lugs on adjacent plates. 
6. Through the accumulation of sediment in the bottom of the jar or 

tank. . 

7. Occasionally fine particles which are not noticeable at first may bridge 
across, grow larger, and become short circuits. 
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It is of importance for the satisfactory working of the cells 
that positive and negative plates, and all parts of the same, 
should be completely insulated from one another. 

When a short circuit is sufficiently large to allow the dis- 
charge of the cell to pass through it, the elements will get into 
an unhealthy condition. 

The indications of a short circuit are low voltage, low specific 
gravity, and the failure of the cell to gas at the end of the charge. 

As soon as the condition of the cell indicates a short circuit, 
it should he given attention immediately, and the trouble rem- 
edied by removing the short, after which the cell should be fully 
charged before again being put into service. 

Should the operator suspect trouble with his battery he may discover 
a short circuited cell by the marked difference in color of the plates or 
in the specific gravity of the electrolyte, as compared with the other 
cells. No particular damage will be done, if the trouble be discovered 
and removed before these symptoms become too marked. 

If a foreign stibstance has become lodged between the plates, it may 
be removed by a wooden or glass instrument. 

If some of the active material has scaled off, it may he forced down 
to the bottom of the jar. If excessive sediment be found, the jar and 
plates should be washed carefully, and reassembled. 

Short circuits usually occur through the giving way of the 
wood separators between the positive and negative plates. 
The causes of this may be: 

1. Age of the battery; 

2. The solution allowed to fall below the top of the plates, 
in which case the separators will dry and crumble. 

It is of vital importance in a battery to have the separators in good 
condition, and unless a battery be new it will be found advisable. to install 
new wood separators whenever a cell is dismantled for repairs. 
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A short circuit in a cell is indicated when it becomes dead and the solu- 

tion cannot be brought up to its proper density by charging. or when the 
cell will not hold its charge. Sometimes, if the separators be renewed, 

the cell will continue to give service. This can be generally determined by 

an examination of the plates. If the plates be hard and solid they can 

probably be used again. If they he soft, pitted and crumbly, new plates 
should be installed or a new battery furnished. 
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Ftc. 1,673 -Damagede.emem. from a "slopper" battery. If elements be loose in the jars or 

case be not held down firmly. the jolting of the car will cause the plates to jump around, 

breaking the sealing compound and causing the paste to fall out. 
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Willard Trouble Chart 
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Leaky Jars.-If the solution be found to be markedly lower 
in one cell than in the other cells, it indicates that the solution 
has spilled due to failure to tightly replace the vent plug after 
filling, or that the jar has developed a leak. 

\Vhen this condition obtains, the cell should be filled to the proper 
height kith pure water and the battery should be watched carefully to 
determine the cause. If the questionable cell continue to lose solution to a 
greater extent than do the other cells, it is sure evidence of a leaky jar. 
This jar should be replaced at once to prevent damage to the case. 

Ques. What causes low specific gravity when there are no 
short circuits? 

Ans. 1, sloppage or a leaky jar (the loss having been re- 
placed with water alone), 2, insufficient charge, 3, over dis- 
charge, or 4, a combination of these abuses. Any of these mean 
that there is acid in combination with the plates. 

In this case the acid should he brought out into the electrolyte by a 
long charge at a quarter of the normal discharge rate. 

REMEDY 
A. Needs charging. I. Clean and grease terminals with 

B. Needs reinsulation. vaseline. 

C. Replace jar. J. Tighten terminals and all connec- 

O. llave work done by Willard Service tions 

Station or a good battery man. K. Burn all lights. 
E. Fill only to % inch above plates. 

L. Give long charge at low rate. 
F Let experienced battery man replacd 

the electrolyte. M. Add water. 

G. Go over the wiring system to find the 
leak. 

N. If in service for four years replace 
with new battery. 

H. Crean battery and the inside of bat- 
tery compartment with cloth moist- 
ened in ammonia; this will neutralize 
acid. 

G. Take car to motor car dealer for re- 
adjustment and for testing. 

NOTE.-Remedy.-To accompany WiUiard Trouble Chart. 
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Worn Out Plates.-If the solution in the cells can quickly 
be brought up under charge to the proper density and only a 
small capacity can be obtained on discharge, the battery is 
worn out, due to age or indifferent material in the plates. 

The above applies to a battery under test and not on the car, as in the 
latter case there may be faúlts in the lighting and starting system, causing a 
leak from the battery or causing the battery to receive insufficient charge. 

A cell that has been short circuited may be disconnected 
from the battery and charged and discharged several times 
separately which may remedy the trouble. 

Plates that are fully charged are in the best condition for examination 
and repairing. If some of the plates are to be discarded, eliminate any 
short circuits and give the battery a preliminary charge before working on 
the plates. 

Ques. Ilow are internal short circuits indicated? 

Ans. Short circuits in a cell are indicated by short capacity, 
low voltage and low specific gravity, excessive heating and 
evaporation of the electrolyte. 

Ques. how are internal short circuits located? 

Ans. If the trouble cannot be located by the eye, the bat- 
tery should be connected in series and discharged at the normal 
rate through suitable resistance. If a suitable rheostat be not 
available, a water resistance may be used. 

This consists of a receptacle (which must not he of metal) filled with 
very weak acid solution, or with salt water in which are suspended two 
metal plates, which are connected by wires through an ammeter. The 
current may be regulated by altering the distance between the plates, 
or by varying the strength of the solution. As the discharge progresses 
the voltage will gradually decrease, and it should be frequently read at 
the battery terminals; as soon as it shows a sudden drop, the voltage of 
each cell should be read with a low reading volt meter. 
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While the readings are being taken, the discharge rate should be kept 
constant and the discharge continued until the majority of the cells read 
1.70 volts; those reading less should be noted. The discharge should he 
followed by a charge until the cells which read 1.70 volts are up, then the 
low cells should be cut out, examined, and the trouble remedied. 

Over Discharge; Buckling.-On account of unequal expan- 
sion of the two sides of a plate, or certain portions thereof, the 
strains thus set up may distort it and cause it to buckle or 
warp. 

Flo. 1,674.-Method of straightening a buckled plate. Buckling is caused by the unequal 
expansion of the plates which is due to the sulphate lodging on the plates. thus preventing 
action taking place at that point; and by excessive charging. If the plates be not badly 
buckled, they can be placed between 2 boards and with a little pressure can be straightened 
out. 

Buckling is always due to over discharge on either the whole, or some 
portion of the plate. Occasionally buckling may occur with two rapid 
charge and discharge. 

Sulphation of Plates.-During discharge a storage cell de- 
teriorates on account of the formation of lead sulphate over the 
surface of the plates. 
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This lead sulphate is the product of the chemical combination of active 
material with the electrolyte. It is an insulator, white in color and of 
greater volume, in proportion than the active material. 

When the discharge is over prolonged, sulphation is evidenced by the 
electrodes becoming lighter in color, because of the sulphate which lessens 
the active surface. 

Ques. Name some causes of sulphation. 

Ans. It is sometimes caused by a too weak or too strong 
acid solution, but more generally by continued over discharg- 
ing, or too rapid discharging of the batteries, or by allowing 
them to remain uncharged for long periods of time. 

Ques. What is the effect of sulphation? 

Ans. It tends to cause shedding of the active material, 
buckling of plates, loss of capacity, increase of resistance and 
consequent reduction of efficiency, and increase of temperature 
with flow of current. A sufficient amount of lead peroxide and 
sponge lead must be retained on the plates to reduce this re- 
sistance, otherwise the charging current cannot flow through 
the active material and regenerate the battery. 

Ques. What should be done in case of sulphation? 

Ans. Charge the battery below the maximum rate, neces- 
sarily prolonging the charge, until the plates assume the proper 
color. This is a tedious task, but it must not be hastened, as 
rapid charging will cause serious buckling. 

NOTE. /low to destroy acid vapor in storage battery rooms- The hest remedy is a 
good system of thorough and rapid ventilation; failing this the evil effect of the acid may be 
minimized by the fumes of a powerful alkali such as ammonia, which will readily combine with 
the sulphuric acid to form sulphate of ammonia, an inert and harmless salt. If the use of 
liquid ammonia be objectionable, the granulated carbonate of ammonia will do equally well. 
The ammonia fumes are best obtained by placing dilute ammonia in shallow dishes, so that an 
extensive evaporating surface is obtained. In the same way the corroding dew which is so 
frequently deposited on the lugs and connectors of storage battery elements may readily be 
neutralized by the application of a solution of ammonia, or even common washing soda. A 
good method of protecting metal work in battery rooms is to smear it over evenly with vaseline. 
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The charging should be done at low rates. Discharge should not be 
carried below 1.8 volts per cell, and the charging current should be stopped 
when each cell shows 2.4 volts. 

If the plates be in a very bad condition, a little of the white sulphate 
deposit on each of the positive plates may be removed with a stick, thus 
exposing a part of the good surface to the action of the electrolyte. 

Fin. I 675.-Example of badly buckled plates. 

1.676.-Effect of over discharge in bulging out the active material. 

If the positive plates cannot be restored to their proper color as di- 
rected, it is cheaper to replace them by a new set, rather than to attempt 
their recovery by means of reversals. 

Lack of Capacity.-This is usually due to the clogging of 
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the pores in the plate with sulphate which is invisible because 
the surface of the plate is maintained in proper condition but 
the interior portions of the active material have not been thor- 
oughly reduced. To correct this condition, the battery should 
be given a prolonged overcharge at low current rates, say about 
one fourth the normal 8 hour charging rate. 

Positive cells are sometimes considered defective if the cells will not 
take a charge or they show lack of capacity, especially if they seem to be 
hard. This condition is sometimes due to new separators which have not 
been allowed to become saturated with electrolyte before starting the first 
charge. 

Ques. What action takes place when a battery stands idle 
for some time? 

Ans. It loses part of its charge, due to local losses in the 
cells. 

Ques. How should batteries be treated, when used but 
occasionally? 

Ans. If a battery is not to be used for several days, it should 
first be fully charged before standing; if it continue idle, a 
freshening charge should be given every two weeks, discon- 
tinuing the charge when the cells begin to gas freely. 

NOTE.-Oxide of lead, lithdrge, or plumbic oxide is sometimes found native as lead 
ochre, and may he artificially made by heating the carbonate or nitrate. It is usually prepared 
on a larger scale by heating the lead in air. When the metal is only moderately heated, the 
oxide forms a yellow powder which is known as massicot, but at a higher temperature the oxide 
melts, and on cooling, it forms a brownish scaly mass, which is called flake litharge. The scaly 
pieces are afterwards ground between stones under water, forming buff or levegated litharge. 
The litharge of commerce often has a reddish yellow color, due to the presence of some of the 
red oxide of lead, and frequently from one to three per cent. of finely divided metallic lead is 
found mixed with it. When heated to dull redness litharge assumes a dark brown color, and 
becomes yellow again on cooling. At a bright red heat it fuses and readily attacks clay cruci- 
bles, forming silicate of lead. Litharge is a most powerful base, and has a strong tendency to 
form basic salts. I lot solution of alkalies, as potash or soda, readily dissolve it, and on cooling 
crystalizes out in the form of beautitul pink crystals. 
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Ques. What should be done in case of lack of capacity? 

Ans. If the current consumption be normal, there may be 
poor connections or trouble in the battery; there may be a dry 
cell, due to a leaking jar; some or all of the cells may be in a 
state of incomplete charge, due to the battery having been run 
too low and not sufficiently charged, or the plates may be short 
circuited, either by the sediment (deposit in the bottom of the 

WATER RHEOSTAT' 
Fro. 1,677.-Home made water resistance or rheostat for discharging battery. 

jar) getting up to the bottom of the plates or by something 
that has fallen into the cell. 

Positive plates should be examined for buckling (warping) and washing 
out of the material. If the plates be buckled so much that the element 
will not go back into the jar they must be discarded. Negative plates 
are not affected by abuse as readily as the positives. In the last stage 
of extreme sulphation of negatives in which the material deteriorates into 
what may be described as a mushy condition, usually resulting from 
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adding acid to the cells, there is no treatment known that will restore 
celis which have been abused in this manner. 

Manifestations of Proper and Improper Battery Operation. 
-It is easy to determine the condition of the battery by looking 
at it, assuming the observer know what to look for. In ex- 
amining a new battery fully charged, the following will be 
noted: 

1. There will be a little sediment in the bottom of the jars, but not 
much more than the thickness of a piece of paper. This may be white, 
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Flo. 1,678 -Undercharged battery. During the process of recharging a battery which had 

been in an undercharged condition long enough for the plates to turn lighter in color, there 
will be deposited in the bottom of the jar a thin layer of fine white powder as shown. 

gray, light brown or dark brown, but in any case it is of no consequence. 
The electrolyte should be at the proper height ..a all of the cells, that is 
about half way between the tops of the wood separators and the bottoms of 
the covers. 

2. The negative plates should he dark gray and the surface of the outside 
negative plates should be a uniform color. 
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Ftcs. 1,679 to 1.682.-Battery manifestations. If a battery be recharged s.ery slowly so that 
there is no gassing to cause the electrolyte to circulate, the white deposit (shown in fig. 1,678 
will settle down in little ridges as shown in figs. 1,679 and 1,680. This deposit of tine white 
powder is the indication that the battery had been allowed to stand for some time in an under 
charged condition before being recharged. If the battery had been allowed to stand in an 
under charged condition once and then recharged there would be one layer of fine white pow- 
der in the bottom of the jar. If the treatment were repeate 1 there would be an additional 
layer of fine white powder for each recharge which followed a prolonged period of under 
charginig. This is illustrated by the different layers shown in figs. 1.681 and 1,682. When this 
battery was lint into service it was discharged and overdischarged. It was that when a par- 
tial charge and discharged again until it would not produce any mom current. Tres was re- 
peated time after time as shown by the number of layers of fine white sediment The battery 
had a short life and the service was not satisfactory event while it did last. An undercharged 
battery cannot give satisfactory service. 
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3. The edges of the positive plates should be very dark brown and 
should have a fine smooth soft looking texture. Remember that it should 
be a very dark brown. Some would call it a chocolate color. 

Charging and Discharging.-Some of the different ways a 
battery may be charged and discharged and the effects of each 
may now be considered. A battery may be: 

1. Undercharged; 
2. Overcharged too much; 
3. Charged properly; 
4. Discharged too low. V 

Undercharged.-If a battery be discharged a normal amount 
there is no very perceptible change in the color of the plates. 

If the battery be allowed to stand in a discharged condition or if it he 
only partially recharged and allowed to stand in this condition a short 
time, both the negative and the positive plates will turn slightly lighter 
in color although the texture of the plates will remain the same for some 
time. 

If the undercharging be continued, that is, if the battery he not given 
an overcharge, the negative and positive plates mill both turn considerably 
lighter in color in a few months. Carefully noting the colors, a slight 
change in even a few weeks will be seen. Any tendency of the plates to 
turn lighter in color is an indication that the battery is being undercharged. 

Ques. How should weak cells be treated? 

Ans. They should he grouped by themselves and charged 
as a separate battery, care being taken that the positive strap 
of one cell, is connected to the negative strap of the adjoining 
cell and that the charging connections are properly made. If 
there be not sufficient resistance in the charging rheostat to 
reduce the current to the proper point, a water resistance 
should be used. 

Overcharged Too Much.-If a battery be not allowed to 
stand in a discharged or partially discharged condition for more 
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than a week before being recharged and each recharge is 
carried to completion, there will be no fine white sediment in 
the bottom of the jar. 

The negative plates will always be a dark gray and the positive plates a 
dark brown. When a battery is being overcharged the sediment thrown 
down is from the positive plates, and is dark brown and very fine. As it is 
always necessary to overcharge a battery to some extent, the throwing 
down of this tine dark brown material from the positive plates is unavoid- 
able. Therefore, a space is provided in the bottom of the jar for this sedi- 
ment to accumulate. The rate at which it accumulates depends on the 
amount the cells are gassed. 

If a battery be overcharged at a low rate and the overcharge be not 
continued too long each time, the sediment will accumulate very slowly. 
When the overcharging is well regulated, the sediment space will hold the 
accumulation during a period of 5 to 8 years. ' The sediment space is 
about 13} inches deep and if the overcharging were regulated so that the 
sediment would be thrown down at the rate of 1/ of an inch a year, the 
space would hold the accumulation of seven years. It is therefore well to 
watch tie rate at which the sediment accumulates. 

If theme he no fine positive sediment at all, it is probable that the battery 
is not being overcharged sufficiently. If the accumulation of fine positive 
sediment be greater than l inch per year, it indicates that the overcharges 
are given at a rate which causes too much gassing. 

A moderate amount of gassing is hard to describe, but is about the same 
as that given off from a freshly poured glass of soda water. 

Charged Properly.-It may be possible to charge a battery 
exactly the right amount, but any attempts to do so would 
require very careful measurements and very close watching, 
and even then it would be difficult to determine the exact in- 
stant the charge was completed. From this ít seems necessary 
to either undercharge or overcharge. 

If a battery be undercharged, little or much, the service will be unsatis- 
factory and the life short. If a battery he overcharged, little or much, the 
service will in either case be highly satisfactory as long as the battery lasts 
and the wear on the plates will he in proportion to the amount of over- 
charging. Therefore, to make it give satisfactory service, a battery must 
be given the regular overcharge, and to make it give a long life, it must be 
overcharged as little as possible so long as it is overcharged. 
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Discharged Too Low.-There is no perceptible wear on a bat- 
tery during charge as long as the charging current is kept 
below the gassing point. The wear begins with the overcharge, 
that is, with the gassing, and the amount of wear is determined 
by the excessiveness of the gassing. 

Likewise there is no perceptible wear during the normal discharge of a 
battery but if it be overcharged, the life of the battery will be affected. 
When a battery is discharging, the chemical action which produces the 
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F[o. 1.683.-Battery discharge too low. If the battery had been fully charged just previous 
to the over discharge, the additional lead sulphate would make room for itself by causing the 
active material of the negative plates to swell out beyond the surface of the grid as shown in 

fig. 1,684. A swollen negative plate always indicates that the battery has been over dis- 
charged, and also that it was fully charged just previous to the over discharge. 

current causes at the same time the formation of lead sulphate in the 
pores of the plates. 

This lead sulphate occupies considerable room, and as the discharge 
continues the accumulation of lead sulphate fills the pores throughout the 
plates. At this point the discharge should be stopped as the battery has 
delivered its normal capacity, which is indicated (when the discharge_is at 
thg normal or higher rates) by a tendency of the battery to slow up a little 
in the production of electricity. 
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Under average conditions the battery is discharged at less than the 
normal rate, and there will be no perceptible slowing up in the production 
of electricity, and it will therefore be necessary to determine the end of the 
discharge by taking the gravity of the solution as prescribed by the manu- 
facturer. 

If a battery he allowed to discharge more than its normal or rated capacity 
the over discharging will form more lead sulphate in the pores of the plates 
than they will hold and this additional lead sulphate will make room for 
itself as explained in fig. 1,683. 

Diagnosis of Battery Conditions.-It is not always convenient 
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FIG. 1 ,681.-Battery under charged for long interval. If the battery had been under charged for 
some time (sufficiently long to allow the plates to become hard) and then over discharged, 
the additional lead sulphate formed during the over discharge would make room for itself 

e by blowing out the little granular chips of active material. leaving the plate in a pitted condi- 
tion as shown in fig. 1.683. Again, the additional .ead sulphate from over discharging may 
make room for itself by buckling the plates or cracking the grids. Therefore, a pitted plate. 
a buckled plate or a cracked grid always indicate prolonged under charging followed by 
over discharging. 

to watch a battery long enough to see the development of dif- 
ferent conditions, but it is often desirable to take a battery 
after it has been in service for some time and from what is left 
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find out the treatment it has received. To do this systematically 
look for the conditions which will enable you to answer the 
following questions: 

1. Is the electrolyte at the proper height in all of the cells? 

2. Are all of the plates and separators in proper position? 
3. Are the negative plates light gray, dark gray or dark gray with white 

powder on the surface? 
4. Are the negative plates cracked, buckled, or is the active material 

falling out in lumps? 
5. Are the negative plates blistered? 
6. Is the active material of the negative plates swollen out beyond the 

surface of the grids? 
7. Is there a mossy deposit on 'the tops of the negative plates? 

8. I low much sediment is there in the bottoms of the jars? 
9. Is the sediment dark brown, light brown, gray or white? (If the 

sediment be deposited in layers of -different color, note the amount and color 
of each, beginning at the bottom. Note also whether the layers be com- 
posed of fine or lumpy material. 

10. Are the positive plates dark brown or light brown? 
11. Are the positive plates cracked, buckled, or is the active material 

falling out in lumps? 

To make application of some of the foregoing, note the con- 
dition of the cell shown in fig. 1,685. 

Sometimes a single observation will tell a story by itself but more often 
it is necessary to combine several observations. 

Combining the answers to questions 3 and 4 (in fig. 1,685) it 
will be noted that 3, the negative plates are of a light gray 
color, that 4, the negative grids are cracked, buckled and the 
active material is falling out in lumps. 

The light color indicates prolonged under charging. That is, some of 
the sulphate had been allowed to remain in the plates until they became 
lighter in color and at the same time they became hard. If the plates were 
accessible while in this light gray condition and the surface scratched with the 
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point of a knife, it would sound like 
scratching hard cement. While in this 
undercharged and hardened condition, 
the battery was over discharged. The 
over discharging, that is, the forming of 
more than a normal amount of sulphate, 
tended to make the active material ex- 
pand but as the material was too hard to 
expand by stretching, it expanded by 
buckling and cracking the grid. 

Further over discharging formed still 
more sulphate which made room for itself 
by pushing the material out in small 
granular lumps as shown sticking out 
from the surf.ce of the negative plates. 
Also, some of the lumps have fallen to the 
bottom of the jar as shown in answer 
to questions 8 and 9. 

To continue operating in the same way, 
the active material of the negative plates 
will continue to disintegrate into light 
gray granular lumps until the entire mass 
is in the bottom of the jar or lodged in 
the meshes of the grids. The proper 
operation of the cell will restore it to 
practically full capacity and greatly pro- 
long its life. To do this, the battery 
should be given a full charge at a rate 
low enough to avoid hard gassing. This 
may require 75 to 100 hours. Thereafter, 
charges may be given at the normal rates 
although the charges should be continued 
a little longer each time than in the past. 

r 
FIG. 1,685.-Storage cell with edge of jar broken away so that condition of interior can be noted. 

Observe: 1, all of the plates and separators are in proper position; 2, the negative plates are 
light gray; 3, the negative plates are cracked, buckled and the active material is falling out in 
lumps; 4, the negative plates are not blistered; 5. the active material of the negative plates 
is not swollen out beyond the surface of the grids; 6, there is no mossy deposit on the tops 
of the negative plates; 7, there is about !/ of an inch of sediment in the bottom of the jar; 8, 
the sediment is light gray and lumpy; 9, the positive plates are light brown; 10. one positive 
plate is slightly cracked, none are buckled and the activa material is not falling out in lumps. 
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When the charge is com- 
pleted the active material of 
the negative plates will be 

, restored to a soft spongy lead 
which will have a dark gray 
color. Of course the charging 
will not straighten the buck- 
led plates nor heal the cracks 
in the grids, but there is 
enough conductivity left in 
the grids to carry the current 
for normal discharge rates. 

Referring to questions 
.'. zr;` ..c.: 8 and 9, the sediment in 
- ` $ _" L ° the bottom of the jar is 

y 
not great, but there 

"s ti should never be any gray - 4 lumpy sediment at all. It 
. indicates prolonged un - 

t 
t ~ 4 . `` ' ;t der charging followed by 

3 3 : ,,,; , over discharging and al- 
though the amount of 
sediment in the cell is not 
great, yet the plates are 
in á condition to throw 
down more gray lumpy 
sediment very rapidly 
under the past method 
of operation. 

Fro. l ,6fí6.-Second specimen cell for study. Observe: the electrolyte is at the proper height; 
2. the plates and separators are all in proper position; 3. the negative plates are light gray; 4, 
the negative plates are not cracked or buckled but the active material is beginning to fall 
out an shown at the bot tom of the plate; 5. the negative plates are not blistered; 6, the active 
material of the negative plates is swollen out beyond the surface of the grid; 7, there is a mossy 
deposit on the Cups of the negative plates; 8, there is about) 14 in. of sediment in the but tom 
of the jar; 9, in the bottom, just on top of the sealing compound, is about Ye in. of fine white 
sediment. On top of this is about 1 in. of fine brown sediment, and on the top about r/s in. 
of light gray lumps; 10. the positive plates are light brown; 11, the positive plates arc neither 
cracked nor buckled but the positive material has begun to fall out in lumps. 
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In questions 10 and 11 it was noted that the positive plates 
are of a light brown color and that one positive plate is slightly 
cracked. 

The light brown color indicates undercharging and the cracked grid also 
indicates under charging followed by over discharging. To continue under 
charging and over discharging would cause the positive plates to turn a little 
lighter in color. The grids would crack more, probably buckle and the 
active material would crack and fall out in lumps. ('roper operation as 
already outlined will restore the positive plates to a dark brown color and 
the cracks in the grids will not interfere with discharging the battery at 
normal rates. 

To make further application of the same questions, note the 
condition of the cell shown in fig. 1,686. 

In reviewing the condition of this cell shown in fig. 1,686, note that it 
left the factory fully charged, the negative active material being in a soft 
tough, spongy condition. When in this condition the cell was over dis- 
charged, that is, it was fully discharged and after standing a short time was 
discharged some more and the process repeated until more lead sulphate 
was formed in the plate than it would hold, thus the extra sulphate made 
room for itself by swelling out the active material as shown. 

Swollen negative plates always show that just previous to the over 
discharge the negatives had been fully charged, otherwise theover discharge 
would not have made them swell but buckle and crack. 

The cell was later allowed to stand for some time in a fully or partially 
discharged condition during which time the sulphate inside and on the sur- 
face of the plates turned white. This was followed by a recharge which 
broke up the white sulphate within the plates, but the sulphate on the 
outside of the plates was thrown off and settled to the bottom of the jar 
making the thin layer of white sulphate shown just on top of the sealing 
compound. 

The above recharge and subsequent recharges were given at a high rate 
especially at the finish when the rate should be low. This high rate at the 
end of charge caused the cells to gas hard over a long period thereby throw- 
ing down the deep layer of brown positive sediment. This hard gassing is 
further shown 7, by the mossy deposit on the tops of the negative plates. 
This excessive amount of gas coming up through the separators in the 
grooves next to the positive plates washed some of the active material 
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from the positive plates. This upward circulation carried some of the loose 
positive material up above the plates. It could not settle on the tops of 
the positive plates because of the upward circulation at that point, but the 
material went over the tops of the wood separators and settled on the tops 
of the negative plates where there mas no circulation, and as soon as this 
loose positive material touched the tops of the negative plates, it was con- 
verted into spongy negative material as shown. Whenever there is a mossy 
deposit on the tops of the, negative plates, it indicates that at some time 
the battery. had been made to gas hard. 

TRANSFORMER VOLTAGE 

CHARGING 
CURRENT 

o 
FIG. 1,687.-Diagram illustrating principle on which a storage battery is charged on a Tungar. 

In operation, one cycle of half wave rectification is shown. On the upper half of the cycle 
when the transformer voltage exceeds the battery voltage as at A, the bulb anode becomes 
positive making the bulb conductive, and the charging current flows through the battery. 
When the transformer voltage falls below the battery voltage as at B, the bulb is no longer 
conductive and the charging current ceases on the lower half of the cycle the transformer 
voltage adds to the battery voltage and since the anode does not become positive, the bulb 
cannot conduct the current. 

BATTERY VOLTAGE 

In question 11 it was noted that the positive active material 
has begun to fall out in lumps. 

This indicates that the battery was again allowed to stand in an under 
charged condition which allowed the sulphate to harden and further dis- 
charging caused the active material to begin to fall out in lumps. To con- 
tinue operating the cell as before, that is, to allow it to be under charged, 
over discharged and recharged at excessive rates, the active material 
would, in a short time, accumulate in the bottom of the cell. If the cell 
were given a long charge at a low rate, the negative plates would be restored 
to a dark gray spongy lead and the positive plates to a dark brown. The 
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cell could afterward be charged at normal rates. Two or three years more 
service could be expected. with proper care from now on, the cell can he 
made to give ten times the service it would have given under the previous 
method of operation. 

Capacity.-The capacity of a storage battery is the product 
of the current drawn from the battery, multiplied by the number 
of hours the current flows. The unit in which it is measured is 
the ampere hour. 

Numerous factors enter into the determination of capacity, principal 
among which are area of plate surface; quantity, arrangement and porosity 
of the active material used in the manufacture of the plates; quantity and 
density (specific gravity) of the electrolyte used; and the porosity of the 
separators. Temperature also plays an important part, and its effect on 
capacity is shown by the curve in fig. 1,728. 

Charging Characteristics.-The charging characteristics of a 
battery have very little effect on the ability of a battery to 
perform a given day's work, provided only that the battery is 

given enough charge. Violent abuse of a battery by improper 
charging may at first in no way affect the daily operation; in 
fact, the necessity for doing a day's work usually results in the 
battery receiving enough or more than enough, charge to 
enable it to do the required work, if that be within its capacity; 
but the charge may be given in such a way as to materially 
reduce the life of the battery and yet this abuse be entirely 
unnoticed until after the damage has been done. 

NOTE.-The S.A.E. standard hand book provides two methods of rating the capacit/ r.f 
farm lighting batteries; the continuous rating and the intermittent rating. The contirurou.. 
rating is the capacity in ampere hours of the battery when it i3 discharged continuously at the 
eight hour rate. For instance, a battery having a capacity of 103 ampare hours at the eight 
hour rate will produce a current of 12.5 amperes for a pencil of eig:tt hours continuously, when 
discharged to a final voltage of 1.75 volts per cell. The intermittent rating is the capacity in 
ampere hours when the battery is discharged intermittently over a period of seventy-two hours 
to a final voltage of 1.75 volts per cell. Using the intermittent rate of discharge, the capacity 
is approximately 40 per cent greater than that shown under the eight hour rate. 

NOTE.-Lighted cigars, cigarettes, matches, candles or a flame or spark of any kind 
must never lie allowed near the battery while it is charging., 
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TEST QUESTIONS 

1 . Describe a storage cell. 
2. Name the different types of storage cell, and de- 

scribe each. 
3. What is the comparison between the different types? 
4. Flow is the electrolyte compared? 
5. How should the acid and water be mixed? 
6. What is the density of a fully charged cell? 
7. How are connections made in charging? 
8. Describe in great detail the method of charging. 
9. What are the charge indications? 

10. What indicates the completion of a charge? 
11 . What voltage should be used in charging? 
12. \\ 'hat is "boiling'' and what causes it? 
13. //ow are cells charged from 110 or 220 volt circuits? 
14. Describe the method of charging a new battery. 
15. What may be said with respect to high charging 

rates? 
16. Define ampere hour. 
17. How may the capacity of a battery be increases? 
18. How should a battery room be arranged? 
19. Give numerous points on care and management. 
20. //ow is the positive terminal determined? 
21. 11' hat is buckling? 
22. Give some causes of sulphation. 
23. What should he done in case of sulphation? 
24. \1 'hat is the cause of lack of capacity? 
25. How are batteries taken out of commission? 
26. Give twelve rules for the proper care of batteries. 
27. What are the indications of proper and improper 

battery operation? 
28. Give seven causes of short circuits. 
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CHAPTER 44 

Battery Charging 
Charging.-Before beginning to charge a storage battery, it 

should be gone over carefully, and any cell that is not up to the 
standard should be disconnected and put in working order 
before being replaced. 

In general, if the current used in charging be too large, it will waste 

Fto. I.ú88.-Method of reading ammeter when the current ís unsteady. Owing to the irreg- 
ularity of the explosion in a hit-and-miss engine, it is almost impossible to maintain a steady 
reading of the ammeter, as the ammeter hand will swing forward at each impulse of the 
engine and drop back until the next explosion. In this case, adjust the rheostat so that the. 
ampere reading will be equal to the designated charging rate. If the hand oscillate for in- 
stance, between 5 to 15, the current value is 14 (5-15) =10 amperes. 

energy by evolving an excess of heat and gas; if too small, an insulating 
deposit of white lead sulphate will be formed on the positive plate, thereby 
preventing the formation of the proper amount of lead peroxide. 

Object of Charging.-The acid absorbed by the plates during 
discharge is, during charge, driven from the plates by the charging 
current and restored to the electrolyte. This is the whole object of 
charging. 
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Dynamo Connections for Charging.-The dynamo cable con- 
nections may be made either before or after filling the cells. In 
making these connections great care should be taken to be sure 
that the positive terminal of the battery is connected to the posi- 
tive lead of the dynamo, and that the negative terminal of the 
battery is connected to the negative lead of the dynamo. 

In order to insure that the wrong connections are not made accidentally, 

Fro. 1,689.-Dynamo connections for charging. Connect + to + and - to - as shown. This diagram shows only the order in which dynamo is wired to battery, and not the protective devices, such as switches, fuses, rheostats, etc. which should be included in the circuit. 

the dynamo leads should be tested by a pole tester, and the positive and 
negative. poles marked red and black respectively. 

NOTE.-To determine the positive wire. Without a volt metes, the positive terminal of the Changing circuit can be determined by attaching a piece of clean lead to each wire which 
is to be connected to the battery, and immersing them, without touching each other, in a 
glass or other insulating vessel containing water to which is added a drop or two of sulphuric acid. After the current has passed through the circuit for a short time, the positive lead will 
commence to discolor, and, if left long enough, will turn brown. Bubbles will arise from the two terminals immersed, the larger and more frequent ones being from the negative, the smaller ones from the positive. 
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The polarity of the dynamo wires being determined, they may be joined 
to the proper terminals by means of suitable clamps or by solder. 

Wherever possible the dynamo should be of the direct current, shunt 
wound, or special compound type, but in cases where only alternating 
current can be obtained, suitable rectifiers or converters should be used 
for changing it to direct current. 

Cell Connections.-The cells may be connected together 
either in series or parallel, or in parallel -series or series -paral- 
lel combinations, according to the requirements, but in all cases 
it is best to use the simplest arrangement practicable. 

Fta. 1,690.-Diagram illustrating method of charging with lampa in parallel on direct current 
circuit. 

no. 1,691.-Diagram illustrating method of charging with rheostat on direct current circuit. 

For instance: if the cells employed in an installation requiring 110 
volts, have only half the capacity required, and 55 cells give the desired 
voltage, then the number of cells must be increased to 110, and theo- 
retically the required number of ampere hours at 110 volts may be obtained 
in one of two ways: 1, by connecting the cells in pairs in parallel and 
then coupling the pairs together in series, and 2, by arranging the 110 
cells in two complete batteries of 55 cells each connected in series, then 
coupling the two batteries in parallel. 

The first method is quite impracticable, however, as the slightest differ- 
ence between the voltages of the two cells of any pair will result in the one 
having the greater pressure discharging into the other, thereby causing the 
entire battery to quickly deteriorate. 
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Ques. How should a battery be charged for the first time? 

Ans. It is essential that the current be allowed to enter at 
the positive pole at about one-half the usual charging rate pre- 
scribed, but after making sure that all necessary conditions 
have been fulfilled, it is possible to raise the rate to that pre- 
scribed by the manufacturers of the battery. 
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Eta. 1.692.-Connections and current required for charging two batteries in series. 
Fta. 1.693.-Connections and current required for charging two batteries in parallel. 

The current conditions indicated in the illustration obtain only when the batteries are in the 
same condition as to charge. Of course the actual current passing through each battery will 
depend upon the respective battery voltage and charging voltage. 
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t,111 LINE (DIRECT CURRENT) 

FIG. 1.694. Charging several batteries. rheostatic control. The trays are first connected in 
series. The current flows from the positive wire of the current supply, into the positive terminal 
of the first hay (in this case on the right); through the positive and out the negative of each cell 

and each (ray in turn and returns to tgecurrent supply front the negative of the last cell. The roll 
meter is connected between the resistance and the battery in order to show 

battery roltate. 

Fta. I,615.-Discharging several batteries; water rheostat control. 
The flow of the current is regulated by moving the lead plates hack 
and forth in the water. Moving the pates apart will decrease the 
current, while moving them together, or adding a little more elec- 
trolyte, will increase the current. At all times during the discharge 

.¡a, "\--.\. ' . 
great care must he taken not to allow the plates to get near enough 
together to touch. The trays are connected in series. Upon closing 
the switch. current flows from the positive of the first tray, through 
the switch tootle side of the water resistance; throug't the ardulated 
water to the other resistance plate and back through the ammeter 
and switch to the negative of the last tray. 

_SCr.n .t"CTf dar' 
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Ques. What is the usual period for charging a new battery? 
Ans. With several of the best known makes of storage bat- 

tery the prescribed period for the first charge varies between 
twenty and thirty hours. 

Ques. how is the electrolyte affected by the first charge? 

Ans. A change of specific gravity occurs. The specific grav- 
ity should be about 1.150 when the solution is poured into the 
cells. 

Fro. 1,696.-Diagram illustrating method of charging storage battery of stationary gas engine ignition system; the system is simple to install and will give satisfactory results. Two storage batteries arc used, one being charged while the other is operating the sparking coil. Where charging current is available at the point where the batteries are used, the diagram shows the system of connections, which can be easily followed. A, represents the source of charging current and B, the bank of lamps (or other resistance, such as an ordinary rheostat) sufficient to cut down the charging voltage to that required by the battery. C and D, are two double pole double throw knife switches connected at their hinges to two batteries E, each consisting of a group of cells. G, represents the leads to the sparking ing coil terminals. From the diagram, it will readily be seen that by throwing the switches in opposite directions one battery will be charging while the other battery is discharging to the engine, thus giving a constant source of supply, and insuring that the spare battery wilt 
be full and ready for service by the time the other is discharged. 

At the completion of the first charge, it should, on the same scale be about 1.225. If it be higher than this, water should be added to the 
solution until the proper figure is reached, if it be lower, dilute sulphuric 
acid should be added until the hydrometer registers 1.225. 
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1,216 Battery Charging 

R ,X nzt,, 

IT i 

At the first charging of a cell; when the pressure has reached the re- 
quired limit, the cell should be discharged until the voltage has fallen to 
about two-thirds normal pressure, when the cell should again be recharged 
to the normal voltage (2.5 or 2.6 volts). 

. 

, 
""- 

* 1 ,q . u `y 0170~,, , p 
it 

1i. 

i ^ l 
_. . 

Fin. 1,699.-Alien Bradley battery charging panel, designed (or controlling the charging cur- rent of starting, lighting and ignition batteries when charged from d.c. Circuits. I n opera t ion the d.c. feeder is connected to the line switch of the panel. Fifteen ampere fuses are furnished in the fuse block, and the batteries to be charged are connected in series with each other. One end of the battery line is connected to the fuse block and the other to the graphite disc rheo- stat. The line switch of the panel is then closed, and the hand wheel of the rheostat is slowly turned in a clockwise direction. This causes a drop in resistance and the charging current, as indicated by the ammeter on the panel increases. The charging current is steplessly advanced to the desired value, and the batteries are then left undisturbed until charged. If additional batteries be added to the circuit, or batteries be removed from the circuit, the charging current can be reset to the desired value by turning the hand wheel. 

NOTE.-Charying rates. In selecting the size of battery to give a certain discharge rate, care should be taken that the dynamo is large enough to charge the battery at a rate not lower than the normal eight hour rate. In the case when two halves of a battery are charged in parallel each half taking the normal rate, the dynamo must have a current capac- ity double that at which each half is to be charged Moreover the dynamo should have cap- acity to charge the battery occasionally at a higher rate, as this not only improves the con- dition of the cells, but permits a shorter -charging period. 
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The manufacturers of a well known cell of the Plante genus prescribe 

for the first charge, half rate for four hours, after which the current may 
be increased to the normal power and continued for twenty hours suc- 

cessively. 

Ques. What strength of current should be used in charging 
a cell? 

Ans. It should be in proportion to the ampere hour capacity 
of the cell. 

Thus, as given by several manufacturers, the normal charging rate for 

a cell of 40 ampere hours should be five amperes, or one -eighth of its 
ampere hour rating in amperes of charging current. 

I II . . >` 

I 

a ti ( 
a i 

\. o i 

'111; 1 ° a'+. 
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Fra. I,700. --Allen Bradley unit charging panel for starting, lighting and ignition batteries. 
In operation the charging circuit is closed by throwing the charging switch on the left side 
of the panel, upward. At the same time the underload circuit breaker, on the right side of the 
panel, must be closed. The circuit is then complete, and the charging current to the bat- 
tenca flow ,through both the fuses and the rheostat which is mounted in the center of the panel. 
To determine the charging current. the switch handle on the left side of the panel, is moved 
upward about an inch. This action automatically connects the ammeter, at the top of the 
switch hoard into the charging circuit. While holding the switch in this position, the battery 
man can adjust the charging current with the rheostat hand wheel, to any desired value. As 

soon as the correct value of charging current is obtained, the battery man takes his hand 
from the charging switch, and it automatically drops back to the normal position which 
removes the ammeter from the circuit. In other words, the ammeter is not connected into 
the charging circuit unless the battery man purposely lifts the charging switch handle up- 

ward, and holds it there. With this arrangement one ammeter will serve a number of unit 
charging panels, since it can be connected into any circuit by simply lifting the handle of 

the proper charging switch. 
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Ques. What should he the voltage of the charging current 
before closing the charging circuit? 

Ans. The voltage should be at least ten per cent. higher 
than the normal voltage of the battery when charged. 

Ques. What indicates the completion of a charge? 
Ans. When a cell is fully charged the electrolyte apparently 

boils and gives off gas freely. The completion of a charge may 
be determined by the volt meter, which will show whether the 
normal pressure has been attained. 

Ques. How should the voltage be regulated during the 
first charge? 

Ans. It should be allowed to rise somewhat above the point 
of normal pressure. 

Ques. How often should a battery be charged? 

Ans. At least once in two weeks, even if the use be only 
slight in proportion to the output capacity. 

In charging a storage battery, it is essential to remember the fact that 
the normal charging rate is in proportion to the voltage of the battery. 

Thus, a 100 ampere hour battery, charged from a 110 volt circuit at 
the rate of ten amperes per hour, would require ten hours to charge, and 
would consume in that time an amount of electrical energy represented 
by the product of 110 (voltage) by 10 (amperes) which would give 1,100 
watts, or 1.1 kw. 

Ques. If in charging a battery, one or more of the cells 
do not boil at the completion of the charge, or fail to show the 
proper voltage, what should be done? 

Ans. The charging must be continued until the cadmium 
test shows the required voltage, but if the prolonging of the 
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charge be liable to damage the plates in the other cells, the de- 
fective cell or cells should be cut out of circuit when the battery 
discharges and then placed in circuit again when the battery is 
recharged. If the desired result cannot he attained by this 

STANDARD 0-3 STANDARD 0-3 
VOLTMETER vOLTMETER 

HIGH RESISTANCE HIGH. RESISTANCE 

COMBINATION 
VOLTMETER PROD AND 
CADMIUM STICK 

STAB ER 

TO CHARGE OR 
DISCHARGE 

LEADS 

COMBINATION VOLTMETER 
PROD AND CADMIUM 
STICK 

STABBER 

TO CHARGE OR 
DISCHARGE LEADS 

1 
Figs. 1,701 and 1,702.-Method of makinga cadmium test. Fig. 1,701, testof positive plates; fig. 

1,702 test of negative plates. When a stripor rod of cadmium is placed across the topof the plates 
in a cell and properly insulated from them, there will be a difference in pressure between 
the positive plates and the cadmium and between the negative plates and the cadmium, the 
difference between these two readings being equal to the voltage of the cell. In a normal 
cell there is a well defined relation between these readings, both on charge and discharge, and 
any appreciable variation is an indication of irregularity of action of either the positive or 
negative plates, according to which reading shows the variation. The positive cadmium 
reading will normally range from about 2.15 volts down to 1.95 volts during a discharge at 
the eight hour rate, and from about 2.20 volts up to about 2.50 volts during a charge. The 
range for the negative cadmium reading is from about .15 volt at the beginning of the dis- 
charge to about .30 volt at the end. During charge the range is from about .15 volt to-.20 
volt (.20 volt reversed polarity) with new or nearly new plates; as the plates age. the reading 
at the end of charge diminishes until it falls to about zero volts. 
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method, the plates which require additional charging may he 
charged in a separate cell. 

(hues. How is the cadmium test made? 

Ans. A plate of cadmium is mounted in a hard rubber frame 
and immersed in the electrolyte. 

The test consists in taking voltage readings between the cadmium plate 
and the positive or negative plates of the cell. During charge the cadmium 
plate reads negative to the negative plate, until the cell is about full, when 
the reading should he zero; the charge should he continued until the cad- 
mium reads .2 volt positive to the negative while charging at the normal 
rate. 

A 

Ftc. 1,703 -Weidenhoff cadmium test meter. De. igned to give the open voltage of a cell and 
the reading positive and negative plates to cadmium. 

(hues. Name some portable instruments that should lie 
provided for testing batteries. 

Ans. 1, a hydrometer syringe (specific gravity tester); 2, an 
acid testing set (can be used instead of the syringe); 3, a low 
reading volt meter; 4, suitable prods, and 5, a thermometer. 

NOTE-To make a "cadrniurn ,lick.' Take a cadmium rod about 6 ins. long and 
about 4 in. in diameter. Insulate rod with rubber tube perforated with a number of holes 
IA in. in diameter. Solder to end of cadmium rod a copper wire long enough to reach all 
cells and attach handle. 
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Ques. What precaution should he taken in charging a 
battery? 

Ans. Care should be taken not to have a naked flame any- 
where in its vicinity. 

To either charge or discharge a battery at too rapid a rate involves 
the generation of heat. Thus, while this is not liable to result in a flame 
under usual conditions, the battery may take fire, if it be improperly 
connected or improperly used. 

Ques. What is the effect of varying the charging current? 

Ans. In charging a storage cell, particularly for the first 

G 

o 

U 

Fra. 1,704.-Weidenhoff cell tester; view showing operator taking open voltage cell reading. 
It is useful in checking the voltage of batteries while on the charging line. 

time, a weaker current than that specified may be used with 
the same result, provided the prescribed duration of the charge 
be proportionally lengthened. The battery may also be occa- 
sionally charged beyond the prescribed voltage, ten or twenty 
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per cent. overcharge causing no injury, although if frequently 
repeated, it shortens the life of the battery. 

Charge Indications.-The state of the charge is not only 
indicated by the density of the electrolyte and the voltage of the 
cell, but also by the color of the plates, which is considered by 
many authorities as one of the best tests for ascertaining the 
condition of a battery. 

Ques. What are the colors of the plates? 

Ans. In the case of formed plates, and before the first 
charging, the positives are of a dark brown color with whitish 
or reddish gray spots, and the negatives are of a yellowish gray. 

The whitish or reddish gray spots.on the positive plates are small particles 
of lead sulphate which have not been reduced to lead peroxide during the 
process of forming, and represent imperfect sulphalion. 

As a general rule, the first charging should he carried on until these 
spots completely disappear. After this the positive plates should be of 
a dark brown or chocolate color at the end of the discharge, and of a wet 
slate or nearly black color when fully charged. A very small discharge 
is sufficient, however, to change them from black to the dark brown or choc 
olate color. 

If the battery has been discharged to a pressure lower than 1.8 volts, 
the white sulphate deposits will reappear, turning the dark red color to a 
grayish tint in patches or all over the face of the plate, or in the form of 
scales of a venetian red color. 

The formation of these scales while charging indicates that the maximum 
charging current is too large and should be reduced until the scales or 
white deposits fall off or disappear, after which the current can be in- 
creased again. 

During charging, the yellowish gray color of the negatives changes to 
a pale slate color which grows slightly darker at the completion of the 
charge. The color of the negatives always remains, however, much 
lighter than that of the positives. 

Ques. How are the best results obtained in charging? 
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Ans. The rate of charge should be normal, except in cases 
of emergency. 

At such a rate, unless the constant voltage method be employed, the 
cell may be considered full when the volt meter reads 2.5 volts during 
charge. The electrolyte should be kept at uniform density throughout the 
cell; when water is added, because of evaporation, it should be added by 
means of a funnel reaching to the bottom of the cell. Care should be 

taken never to add acid after evaporation; otherwise the electrolyte will 
be too heavy. Hydrometer readings should be taken regularly; the reading 
is an excellent indication of the amount of charge in the battery. Hy- 
drometer readings are useless, however, unless the precaution be taken to 
keep the electrolyte of uniform density. 

V LTAGE PLUG 

' 3 AMP. FUSE 

SOURCE- A' y DIRECT CURNT 
'SYSTEM F VOLTAGE GREATER 
THAN Z 50 VOLTS PER CELL 

. FOR D -ACID TYPE 021.$4 
VOLTS ER CELL FOR NICKEL- 

. IRON PE. 

3 AMP 
FUSE 

IF SOU E .15 3 -WIRE 
CHARGI CIRCUITS ARE 
TO BE NECTED 
ALTER TELY TO'EITHEF 
SIDE. ' 

VO_TAGE 9L5 FOR LINE 
ANO CIRCUIT RENDINGS 

5.P.' 2oo AMP. SWITCH 
-4-150 AMP. NEC, ENCLOSE[ FUSE 
.5 

+EJITTERY TERKINALS 
- WIRING N4:.B.&5. 

RH E05ti4T 

. . ',IRCUIT CREAMER ' . 

100 AMP S.P. ONERLOAD- 
UNDERLOAD 

-BUS. 

Fio. 1.705.-Circuit for constant current method of charging as suggested by the Bureau of 

Standards. 

Ques. What voltage should be used in charging? 

Ans. At the beginning of the charge the voltage should be 

about 5 per cent. higher than the normal voltage of the battery, 
unless the latter has been over discharged, in which case the 
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difference of pressure should not exceed 2 per cent., otherwise 
the current might be too large. 

Ques. In what two ways may batteries be charged? 

Ans. They may be charged either at constant current or at 
constant voltage. 

Although the latter method is considered the better one by many au- 
thorities, it is a fact, nevertheless, that if the charging current be normal 
at the beginning of the charge, and no means be provided for keeping it 
constant, it will diminish as the charging progresses, thereby greatly in- 
creasing the length of the time required for charging, and resulting in 
serious injury to the plates. 

Ques. How may the charging current be kept constant? 

Ans. Its voltage should he gradually increased, first to 
about 10 or 15 per cent. above the voltage of the battery, and 
kept at that point nearly to the end of the charge, where in 
consequence of the rapid rise of pressure in the battery it might 
become necessary to increase the voltage of the current to 30 
or40 per cent. above the normal of the battery. 

Ques. What tests should be made while charging? 

Ans. Occasional voltage and cadmium readings of each cell 
should he taken for the purpose of ascertaining their condition 
and the behavior of the separate plates. 

Ques. What tests should he made after charging? 

NOTE -Constant collage method of charging. In this method the voltage is main- 
tained at a constant fixed value per cell. The value of the initial, or slatting current, of a com- 
pletely discharged battery, when first put on charge, is much in excess of that of the normal 
rate. During the charge, as the voltage of the battery gradually rises, the back pressure or 
battery voltage causes the current to drop to a value much below that of the normal rate and 
at the end of the charge is tisually below that of the finishing rase of the constant current 
system. The average value of the current is adjusted so as to be about equal to that of the 
normal rate. In practice the pressure at the bus bars may range from 2.5 to 2.75 volts per cell. 
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Ans. Each cell should be tested with a low reading volt 
meter and hydrometer about once a week. If any cell read low, 
it should be cut out and examined to see if any material has 
been introduced which would cause a short circuit. If this 
trouble do not exist, the cell should be given an independent 
charge. 

The formation of these scales during charging indicates that 
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Fro. 1,706.-Circuit for modifáed constant pressure method of chargYlg 
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Ques. Describe the behavior of the electrolyte during dis- 
charge. 

Ans. There is a definite change in the density of the electro- 
lyte for a given amount of discharge. 

The density of the electrolyte is, therefore, one of the best indications of the state of charge, provided, of course, no internal discharge due to 
local action take place. If, when the cell is charged, it show a density 

VARY RATE CONNECTOR 

REGULAR 
LEAD 

SLOW RATE 
CLIP 

Fias. 1,707 to 1,709.-H. B. battery charging connections. Fig. 1,707, regular lead; fig. 1,708; vary rate connector; fig. 1,709, slow rate clip. 

of 1.200, and when discharged 1.130, the difference .07 represents the total charge. If at any time the density be 1.165, then just one half the amount of capacity has been taken from the cell. 
It is necessary to stir the electrolyte well, in order for these observations to be reliable. 
If the discharge has taken place at a high rate, the cell must stand for an hour or more before the electrolyte will completely diffuse so that the density readings are correct. 
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Ques. Define the term "boiling." 

Ans. Boiling means the rapid evolution of gas when a cell 
is nearly charged: 

Ques. What causes boiling? 

Fro. 1.710.-nattery charging bench with bus bars and connections to motor dynamo charg- 
ing unit. The charging unit consists of a combination d.c. or a.c. motor and dynamo working 
on the same shaft. The dynamo is wound to supply current at a suitable voltage for the 
service required and the d.c. or a.c. motor for the voltage of the supply current. This avoids 
the considerable loss due to placing resistance in the form of rheostat or lamp bank in the 
circuit to obtain the considerable reduction of pressure required when charging for lighting 
circuits 

Ans. The amount of sulphate to be converted into peroxide 
becomes less and less as the charge progresses and the plates 
therefore become virtually smaller, so that the current becomes 
too large for the work demanded of it. The result is, that 
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part of the current not actually used in the formation of peroxide 
decomposes the electrolyte into its constituent elements. 

Ques. What may be said of charging a battery as quickly 
as possible? 
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no. 1,711.-Hobart motor dynamo charging unit for three wire circuit with attached instru- 
ment panel. The double throw volt meter switch in position shown connects volt meter 
with neutral and positive bus bars; when thrown to left, it connects with neutral and negati.e 
bars. 

Ans. As a general rule, such a procedure should not be 
adopted unless the battery he thoroughly discharged. 

Ques. What precaution should be taken? 
Ans. The danger to he avoided in rapidly charging a cell is 

its. tendency to heat . 
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Ques. What apparatus is necessary in charging a battery? 
Ans. The battery may be charged from direct current mains 

having the proper voltage. A current as near uniform as pos- 
sible is required, and existing conditions must be met in each 
separate case. Sometimes a motor dynamo set with a regulat- 

r 
é 
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this Wire. 
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FIG. I ,712.-General Electric half wave Tungar bulb of Tungar battery charger. The name 
Tungar applies to a hot cathode gas filled rectifier and has no particular significance. Prin- 
ciple: a tactann tube containing a ha! and cold electrode acts as a rectifier, that is, it changes 
alternating current into direct current. In the Tungar bulb there is argon, an inert gas, at 
low pressure, which is ionized by the electrons emitted from the incandescent filament. This 
ionized gas acts as the principal current carrier, with the result that the bulb operates with 
a very low collage drop (of 3-8 volts) and is capable of passing a current of several am- 
peres, the current limit depending on the design and size of the .tube. /n corm(rue( ion. 
the cathode (lower cathode) consists of a filament of small tungsten wire coiled into a closely 
wound spiral, and a graphite anode (upper electrode) of relatively large cross section. 

ing switch board is used. Such an apparatus consists of a 
dynamo, (driven direct from the shaft of a motor, which, in 
turn, is energized by current from the line circuit. 
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With a direct current on the line., a dynamo may be used; but with an 
alternating current, an induction motor is required. The speed of the 
motor is governed by a rheostat, and the output of the dynamo is 
thus regulated as desired. 

Charging Through the Night.-If an automobile, after a 
late evening run, is to be used in the morning, the battery 
may be charged during the night without an attendant being 
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present; but 
in doing this 
great care 
must be 
taken not to 
excessively 
over charge. 

Ego. 1,713.-General Electric ten battery Tungar charger. The part. are: A. triple pole 
snap switch which controls both a.c. lines and one d.c. line; B, d.c. ammeter; C, fifteen point 
dial switch giving charging current adjustment in small steps; D, steel casing; E, reactance 
coil, or electrical governor of the charging circuit; F, Tungar bulb which changes the alter- 
nating current into direct current; G, auto transformer. 

A careful estimate of the amount of current required should 
be made and the rate of charge based on this estimate. 

If, say, 72 ampere hours be required to recharge, and the time available 
be nine hours, the average rate of charge must be 8 amperes. 
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If charging from a 110 -volt circuit, the rate at the start should be about 
10 amperes; if from a 500 -volt circuit, about 9 amperes; as, in charging 
from a source with constant voltage, such as a lighting or trolley circuit, 
the rate into the battery will fall as the charge progrews. This also 

. , , 
A,C LINE ' 

;TRANSFORMER , ...' 

Fra. 1,714.-Diagram showing connections of General Electric Tungar half wave rectifier in 
its simplest form. The parts shown are: A, anode; B, Tungar bulb; CD, secondary of 
transformer;.F, filament cathode; R, rheostat. Assuming an instant when the side C, of the 
alternating current supply is positive, the current follows the direction of the arrows through 
the load, rheostat, bulb and back to the opposite side of the a.c. line. A certain amount of 
the a.c. of course goes to excite the filament, the amount depending on the capacity of the 
tube. In actually designing the rectifier outfits the rheostat is omitted and the regulation 
entirely obtained by means of a compensator, with which is combined the filament trans- 
former, and a reactance. When the a.c. supply reverses and the side D, becomes positive 
the current is prevented flowing for the reason before mentioned. In other words, the current 
is permitted to flow from the anode to the cathode or against the flow of emitted electrons 
from the cathode, but it cannot flow from the cathode to the anode with the flow of electrons. 

NOTE.-Tungar operation. This rectifier is operated by means of a snap switch in the 
upper left-hand comer (see A, fig. 1,713) and a regulating switch in the center (C, fig. 1,713). 
Before starting the apparatus, the regulating switch should he in the "low" position. The 
Tungar is now ready to operate. Turn the snap switch to the right to the "on" position, and 
the bulb will light. Then turn the regulating switch slowly to the right; as soon as the batteries 
commence to charge, the needle on the ammeter will indicate the charging current. This cur- 
rent may be adjusted to whatever value is desired within the limits of the Tungar. The normal 
charging rate is six amperes, but a current of as high as seven amperes may be obtained without 
greatly reducing the Ilfe of the bulb. Higher charging rates reduce its life to a considerable ex- 
tent. Lower rates than normal (six amperes) will increase the life of the bulb. Turn the snap 
switch to the "off' position when the charging of one battery or of all the batteries is com- 
pleted, or when it is desired to add more batteries to the charge. The Tungar should be operated 
only by the snap switch and not by any other external switch in either line or battery circuits. 
When the snap switch is turned, the batteries will be disconnected from the supply line, and 
then they may be handled without danger of shock. Immediately after turning the snap switch 
move the regulating handle back to the "low" position. This prevents any damage to the bulb 
from the dial switch being in an improper position for the number of batteries next charged. 
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applies if the charging be done from a mercury arc rectifier without at- 
tendance. 

A.C.Suppl4 A. t pplyl 

ó 
OP 
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®e5 
itY1^. 

A C 
Two Circuits One Circuit Series Multiple . 

30 Cells per Circuit 30 Cells Capacity' 15CeIIai2Amp-in center ciriuit. 
6 Amps. J' ' - 12 Arne i--' 30Cells-6Amp In outside; 

circuit, 

Erns. 1,715 to 1,717.-Connections for batteries and Tungar charger. Fig. 1,715, two circuits 
30 cells per circuit 6 amperes; fig. 1,716, one circuit, 30 cells capacity, 12.amperes; fig. 1.717, 
series parallel, 15 cells at 12 amperes in center circuit, 30 cells at 6 amperes in outside circuit. 

NOTE -A Tungar charger will operate successfully at as low as one or two amperes. 
and up to seven amperes on either circuit, and up to 12 or 14 amperes on both circuits. If 
only one battery be operated at one time, on one circuit, it may be necessary to use an external 
resistance to obtain as low as one or two amperes. 

NOTE.-A Tungar will stop charging if there be an interruption of the supply voltage, 
but damage cannot result as the battery will not discharge through the outfit, charging will 
immediately commence upon resumption of the supply voltage. 
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Qties. What precautions should be taken in charging a 
battery out of an automobile? 

Ans. When a battery is being overhauled, the cells must be 
connected together in series and to the charging source in rela- 
tively the same manner as if they were in the vehicle; that is, 
the positive (+) terminal of one group of cells must be con- 

nected to the negative (--) 
terminal of the next group, 
and the two free terminals, 
one positive and the other 
negative, must be connected 
repectively to the positive 
and negative terminals of the 
charging circuit, but not 
until all of the groups have , 
been connected in series. 

'II 

If the cells be provided with 
formed plates and not charged, 
the jars should be filled with the 
proper electrolyte, and then 
charged for at least 10 hours 
steady, or until they boil, then 
they may be discharged. 

In the case of unformed plates, 
the charging should be from 30 
to 40 hours, until the cells boil, 
and the plates assume their pro- 
per color. 

Pic. I.718. --General Electric single phase mercury arc tube. It consists of an exhausted 
glass vessel containing use anodes AA, one cathode B, a starting anude C, and a small 
quantity of mercury. 

trues. Ilow are small cells easily charged from 110 or 220 
volt circuits? 

Ans. This may be conveniently done by inserting in one of 
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TRANSFORMER Y` 

Fro. 1,719.-Connections of General Electric mercury arc rectifier. At the instant the terminal 
H, of the supply transformer is positive, the anode A, is then positive, and the current can 
flow between A and B. Following the direction of the arrow still further, the current passes 
through the battery J, through one-half of the main reactance coil E, and back to the nega- 
tive terminal G, of the transformer. When the impressed voltage falls below a value sufficient 
to maintain the arc against the reverse voltage of the arc and load, the reactance E, which 
heretofore has been charging, now discharges, the discharge current being in the same direc- 
tion as formerly. This serves to maintain the arc in the rectifier tube until the voltage of the 
supply has passed through zero, reversed, and built up such a value as to cause the anode A, ' 

to have a sufficiently positive value to start the arc between it and the cathode B. 1'he dis- 
charge circuit of the reactance coil E, is now through the arc A'B, instead of through its 
former circuit. Consequently the arc A'B, is now supplied with current, partly from the 
transformer, and partly from the reactance coil E. The new circuit from the transformer is 
indicated by the arrows enclosed in circles. 
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the charging leads an incandescent lamp or lamp tank which 
will pass the required quantity of current. 

If the current required he as large ás 10 amperes, a suitable resistance 
or 10 lamps in parallel, each passing one ampere, may he used. Great 
care should be taken to see that the battery is connected properly. 
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N -e POS CONNECTIONS FOR 
CHARGING BATTERIES 

Fto. 1.720.-Wiring diagram for charging one to twelve 6 -volt batteries from 110 volt bus. 

With this equipment regulation of the current through various numbers of batteries is ob- 

tained by means of the switches. Instead of lamps, resistance units, of approximately 35 

ohms resistance and 3.3 amperes capacity each may be used. This equipment will occupy 

less space than the lamps and serve the same purpose, each resistance unit replacing two 
lamps. Instead of either a lamp resistance or unit resistance panel, a special form of rheostat 

may be used. However lamps are advisable where the light for some may serve for illumi- 
nation, otherwise the energy spent in heating the resistance is a total loss. Accordingly, 
where lighting is not required, avoid resistance as much as possible by connecting the bat- 

teries so that their combined vohage will almost equal that of the source. 

Trickle Charge Method.-When a number of batteries are 

to be held in wet storage, the most satisfactory results can be 

obtained by charging continuously at a very low rate, which 

is so low that gassing is avoided and yet gives enough charge 
to maintain the batteries in good condition. This charge ís 
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termed a trickle charge, and in many cases will he found more 
convenient to arrange for than the periodic charge. It has the 
added advantage of keeping the batteries in condition for put- 
ting into use at any time on short notice. 

In giving batteries a trickle charge: 
1. Give a charge until all the cells are gassing. 

110 VOLTS 
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550 VOLTS 

32. C.P. 
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r 
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U 

N 
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Fro . 1,721 to 1,723.-Charging through hank of lamps on 110, 220, and 550 volt circuit. 

2. See that the vent plugs are in place. 
3. Connect an approximate resistance, such as a proper size lamp, in 

series with the cells, across a charging system adapted for continuous 
charging. Fig. 1,724 gives an example of connections for trickle charge. The 
charging should be checked periodically and lamps changed if required until 
it is certain that the system gives neither too much nor too little charge. 
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NEG. POS. 

25 WATT 
110 VOLT LAMP 

110 VOLT 
DIRECT CURRENT CIRCUIT 

D.P. COMBINED SWITCH 
AND PLUG CUT OUT 

(1 AMP. FUSES) 

Flo. 1.724 -Trickle charge. When a number of batteries are to be held in wet s'orage, the most 
satisfactory results can be obtained by charging continuously at a very low rate, which is so 
low that gassing is avoided and yet gives enough charge, to maintain' the batteries in good con- 
dition. This charge is called a trickle charge and in many cases will be found Lore convenient 
to arrange for than the perodic charge. It'has the added advantage of keep ng the batteries 
in condition for putting into use at any time on short notice. To apply trickle charge: 
1, give bench charge; 2. Connect a tnngsten lamp or lamps of appropriate resistance, in series 
with the cells, across a charging system adapted for continuous charging. 3, Every two 
months interrupt the trickle charge, remove filling plug, add water to bottom of filling tubes, 

replace and tighten filling 
plug and continue trickle 
charge. 

Fin. 1,725.-General Elec- 
tric Tungar trickle charg- 
er for charging radio A 
battery. Capacity suf- 
ficient for 6 or B tube set. 
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With proper resistance, the specific gravity will remain practically constant 
(within 10 to 15 points if level of electrolyte be kept the same height) and 
the cells will not be gassing. I f the cells gas continually, the battery is 
receiving too much charge. If the gravity continue to drop, the battery is 
not receiving enough charge. 

4. Every two months add water to the proper level and rep'ace the vent 
plugs. 

Periodic Charge Method.-This is a method of wet storage 
in which the batteries are given charges periodically, and is 
used where it is not practicable to arrange for the trickle 
charge method. 

1. Give a charge until all the cells are gassing. 

2. Store in a dry, clean location and keep the temperature above freezing 
and below 110 degrees Fahr. 

3. Once every two months remove filling plugs, add distilled or other 
approved water to the proper level, replace and tighten vent plugs and 
charge until all the cells are gassing. 

4. Before putting battery into service, add approved water and charge 
until all the cells are gassing. 

Lamp Calculations for Charging.-To determine the proper 
size of lamps: 

1. Find out the voltage of the charging circuit and the number of cells 
to be charged in series; for example, 100 volt circuit and 24 cells in series. 
If a rectifier he used for charging, the voltage should he that obtained with 
a d.c. volt meter, and while the battery is connected in circuit. It should 
he measured at the d.c. terminals of the rectifier. 

2. Refer to one of the accompanying tables, the first one for 115 volt 
lamps and the other for 32 volt lamps. For example, in the first table the 
100 volt column meets the 24 cell cross column at 215 watts. This means a 
215 watt, 115 volt tungsten lamp in series with 24 cells across 100 volts 
would allow approximately 1 ampere charging rate at end of. charge. 
The rate at the beginning of charge would he somewhat higher. Combina- 
tions of voltage and cells not shown in the tables can be approximated by 
proportion. 
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3. In the accompanying rating table (for Exide batteries) find the charge 
rate for the type and size of cell to be charged. For example, 6 amperes 
if the 24 cells he type XC-13. If cells with different charge rates are to he 
charged in series, use the charge rate of the cell having the lowest. 

Multiply the watts, obtained in item 2 by the charge rate obtained in 
3. For example. 215 watts multiplied by 6 equals 1,290 watts. 
The size of 115 volt tungsten lamp to use then is the nearest available 
commercial size to 1,290 watts. A larger size will allow a higher charge 
rate, and a smaller size a lower charge rate. where the calculated watts 
and the wattage of the available lamps are considerably different, sufficient 
lower wattage lamps in parallel can be used, the sum of the watts of the 
different lamps being approximately equal to the calculated watts. For 
example, to obtain 1,290 watts, five 250 watt and one 40 watt lamps, all in 
parallel, may be used. The voltage rating of the lamps must be the same 
however; 115 volts in this example. 

RATED WATTS OF 115 -VOLT TUNGSTEN LAMPS 
(To Give 1 Ampere) 

Charging Circuit Voltage ' 

7.35 14.7 30 40 50 75 100 115 125 

y 
-.II 

Z.; 
to 

C " N 
Ú 

1 830 440 270 225 195 150 125 115 110 
2 .... 510. 285 235 200 155 130 120 110 
3 ... 620 300 245 205 160 130 120 115 
6 ... ... 385 285 230 170 135 125 120 

12 ... ... ... 500 325 195 1.55 135 130 
18 

24 

... .... ... ... 800 260 175 155 140 

... .. ... ... ... 380 215 175 160 
42 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 485 320 

a If a rectifier be used for charging, the wattage obtained in item 4 will have to be 
increased 25 to 50%. This is because the cut rent obtained from a rectifier is pul- 
sating and not steady as from a dynamo. 

b. if the lamp resistance is to be used for trickle charging, divide the wattage obtained 
in item 4 by 50. For the example shown, this would be 1,290=50=25 watts 
approximately. If the calculated size be not available, use a lower voltage wattage 
lamp and not a higher. 

Period of Charging a New Battery.-In the case of batteries 
provided with formed plates, the first charge should extend over 
a period of not less than 30 consecutive hours, without 
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stopping, if possible, or for periods of not less than 10 hours 
a day for three consecutive days. 

The electrolyte will then commence to "boil" or "gas," assuming a 
milky appearance due to the ascending bubbles of gas. At this stage the 
density of the electrolyte as shown by the hydrometer placed in each cell 
should be at least 1.200; it is essential that the charging should be con- 
tinued until every cell boils equally. From this point the charging should 
be prolonged until the pressure, as determined by a volt meter or a cad- 
mium tester, rises to about 2.55 volts. 

RATED WATTS OF 32 -VOLT TUNGSTEN LAMPS 
(To Give 1 Ampere) 

Charging Circuit Voltagé 

7.35 14.7 30 40 50 60 i 75 

v 

e 

y Y 

1 100 55 35 30 .. .. 
2 ... 65 35 .30 25 .. 

80 40 30 25 . 

6 ... ... 50 35 30 25 - .. 
9 ... .. 75 45 35. 30 

12 ... .. .. 65 45 35 25 

18 ... .. .. .. 95 50 35 

The charging of unformed plates is similar in all respects to that of 
formed plates, except that the first charging should extend over a period 
of at least 70 consecutive hours without stopping, at the end of which 
time the plates should have the characteristic colors of those of a fully 
charged battery. If they do not, the charging should be prolonged and 
the cell tested for density of electrolyte, and voltage, as already described 
until the desired conditions are attained. Then the battery may be dis- 
charged and recharged. 

It is probable that a total of 300 to 400 hours of charging with inter- 
vening discharges will be required to form the plates until they acquire 
a good color, and the density of the electrolyte becomes stable. 

In regular charging, the rate should be rapid when the bat- 
tery is nearly exhausted, hut it should be greatly reduced at 
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the end of the charge after passing the point of boiling. Charg- 
ing at too low a rate is always injurious. 

Ques. What may be said with respect' to the capacity of 
a new battery? 

Ans. A new battery will never give its full capacity till after 
about twenty discharges. 

During this time it should be given about 25% overcharge. After that, 
10% overcharge, that is, 10% more charge than was taken out, will be 
sufficient for ordinary work. 

High Charging Rates.-Occasionally it is desirable to charge 
a battery as quickly as possible. As a general rule, such a 
procedure should not be adopted unless the battery he 

NOTE -Example. If a battery require about 3 amperes for charging, how is this cur- 
rent obtained from a 110 volt circuit? Each 16 candle power carbon filament lamp in the lamp 
bank would give approximately is ampere with the cells in series in the lamp circuit. There- 
fore, 3 X3 or 9 lamps should be used in parallel to give 3 amperes. The amperes obtained will 
be slightly due to the opposition offered by the internal resistance of the battery. 

NOTE-Selection o/ proper battery. The number of cells is determined by the voltage 
of the system. Thus, according to Gould: 

Voltage of System Number of Cells Voltage of System Number of Cells 

110 60 220 120 
115 6l 230 126 
125 70 250 138 

NOTE-The size of a 110 volt battery can be determined thus, assuming that the bat- 
tery will be charged at any time during the day convenient to operate the dynamo and that 
the battc-y will be able to furnish current for lamps as follows: 

Time 

Number 
of 

Lamps 
3 

Amperes 

4 

Number 
of hours 

Ampere }lours 
col. 3 Xcol. 4 

5. p.m. to 10 p.m. 
10 p.m. to 6 a.m. 
6 a.m. to 8 a.m. 

Twenty 16 C. p 
Two 8 c. p. 
Six 16 c. p. 

10 
j', 
3 

5 
8 
2 

50 
4 

6 

Total en 
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thoroughly discharged, and not then, unless done by a person 
who thoroughly understands what he is about: battery makers 
will always furnish data and directions to meet emergencies. 
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Fin. 1,728 -Ei(cct of temperature on capacity. ,From an inspection o the curie, it is evident 
that the user who desires to ob.ain the full capacity of the battery nub ksep it at a t=m era- 
ture of not less than 80 degrees. It is also evident that very little capacity is to be gained by 
allowing the temperature of the battery to rise above 80 degrees Fat-. In fact, the gain 
is only about 5 per cent, and whatever is gained in this way is at the expense of -he lino( the 
plates and separators. Temperature also affects the specific gravity cf the electrolyte solve. 

tion in batteries. The specific gravity of the solution is with reference :o a temperature of 
80 degrees Fahrenheit.. and comparative gravity readings ars of litt e va ue finless tae read- 
ing be corrected to a temperature of 80 degrees Fahrenheit. As the temperature rises the 
acid solution in the battery expands in volume so that there is a smaller amount of sulphuric 
acid in each unit volume of the solution. Since each unit volume contains less acid, each 
unit will weigh less or have a lower specific gravity. Because of this, the gravity reading 
must be decteased one point far each three degrees rise in temperature. For example, if the 
gravity at 80 degrees be 1.280 and the temperature rise to 98 degrees, the gravity of the 
solution will have decreased to 1.274. Low temperatures do no actual harm to a battery 
in a fully charged condition, eccept to lower its capacity. A discharged battery will, how- 
ever, freeze at points above zero and freezing usually results in a ruined battery. The tem- 
peratures at which different gravities of electrolyte freeze are shown in the curve in fig_ 1,723. 

In charging a battery at a high rate, the danger to be avoided is the 
tendency of the cells to heat. The troubles that might arise from this 
cause may be prevented by immediately reducing the current strength. ' 
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The proper rate of charge for a given battery of cells may be thus dis- 
covered by experiment. A battery should never be charged at a high 
rate unless it be completely exhausted, since it is a fact that the rate of 
charge that it will absorb is dependent upon the amount of energy already 
absorbed. 

For rapid charging, when a battery has to be charged in four 
hours, the current should vary about as follows: 

1 iUiiiiii 21 liiiii 
+ 40 

\: iii ' iiiiii _ r . i i\. El WI iiiiii =._ o W i \MiMi UMW 
; .; = iiii\iii i i WWI 

`0 ei all 111111111111111iiii á iiiiii 11111111111111=1111, °" - 

40° ii. i\ 11111111~111`n iiii II 1111151=11111. ; - 
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ó _ so i ' II ill /iii iiiiiii\l/IEi 
' =1ó0 iiIiiiiiiiiiE 

4000 ' 1,080 ' 1,160 124) 1.320 1,400 

+'20 

Fro. 1,729.-Freezing points of electrolyte of different specific gravities. 

40 per cent. of total 1st hour 
25 " " " " 2nd " 
20 " it " " 3rd " 
15 " " " 4th " 

For quick charging in three hours the rates should be: 50 per cent. 1st 
hour; 33M per cent. 2nd hour; 1614 per cent. 3rd flour. 
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Ques. Why do the gases evolved produce a less milky ap- 

pearance of the electrolyte when a battery has been in use 

for a considerable time? 

Ans. The plates are better formed; consequently a larger 

charging current can be used without producing "boiling." 

Capacity.-The unit of capacity of a storage cell is the 
ampere hour, that is, the ability to discharge one ampere continu-, 

ously for one hour. 
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Fro. 1,730.-Available capacity of Exide-Ironclad battery. 

For instance, a 100 ampere hour battery will give a continuous discharge 

of 12% amperes for eight hours. It should theoretically give a discharge 

of 25 amperes continuously for four hours, or 50 amperes for two hours, 

but in reality, the ampere hour capacity decreases with an increase of 

discharge rate. 
It requires, theoretically, .135 oz. of metallic lead on either element 

reduced to sponge lead or to lead peroxide to produce one ampere hour; 

in practice, from four to six times this amount is required. 

The reason for this is because it is impossible to reduce all the active 
material, to bring every particle in contact with the electrolyte, or to 
cause every part to be penetrated by the current. 
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Experiments show that from .5 to .8 oz. of sponge lead, and from .53 to .86 oz. of metallic lead converted into peroxide, are required on their respective elements to produce a discharge of one ampere hour at ordi- nary commercial rates. 
The capacity increases with the temperature, being about one per cent. for each degree Fahr. increase in temperature. 
Battery capacity depends on the size and number of plates; the quan- tity of active material present, and the quantity of electrolyte. 
For an eight hour rate of discharge and 60 degrees temperature, the capacity of American batteries varies from 40 to 60 ampere hours per square foot of positive plate surface (=2Xnumber of positive plates in parallel X length X breadth) . 

The following table gives the variation of capacity for dif- 
ferent rates of discharge: 

Capacity Variation for Different Discharge Rates 

Discharge rate Per cent of capacity at 
8 hour rate 

Plante Faure 
8 hour .. - .. , 100% 100% 
6 hour 96% 96% 
4 hour 80% 88% 
2 hour 61% 70% 
1 hour' 56% 48% 

Ques. Ilow may the capacity of a battery be increased? 
Ans. By mixing organic materials with the lead oxide, but 

any such mixture is always accompanied by a rapid deterioration 
of the plates. 

Discharging.-In discharging a battery its voltage should 
never he allowed to fall below 1.8 volts, under load, thus leaving 
about 30 per cent. of the total capacity unused. 
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The normal discharging current may be equal to the normal charging 

current, but a discharge equal to 3 or 4 times the normal may he given 

without injury to the plates. 

Some types may be discharged at even six or seven times the normal rate. 
In such cases, however, the capacity will be reduced in the same p:-opor- 

tíon, as before explained in the paragraph dealing with battery capacities. 

Ques. What is the effect of discharging too rapidly? 

Ans. It tends to break the plates, and in the case of pasted 
plates, a very sudden discharge will dislodge the paste. 
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Fro. 1,731 and 1.732.-Home made discharge rheostat. The terminal on the end of the cable 

attached to the right hand terminal of the battery as shown, is movable, and it may be 

clamped at any point along the coils of wire so as to give various currents. The wire should 

be greased lightly to prevent rusting. 

Ques. How is the discharge capacity of a storage battery 
stated? 

Ans. In ampere hours. 
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This, unless otherwise specified, refers to its output of current at the eight 
hour rate. Most manufacturers of automobile batteries specify only the 
amperage of the discharge at three and four hours. Thus, at the eight hour 
rate, a cell which will discharge at ten amperes for eight hours is said to 
have a capacity of eighty ampere hours. 

It does not follow that eighty amperes would be secured if the cell were 
discharged in one hour. It is safe to say that not more than forty amperes 
would be the result with this rapid discharge. 

As a general rule, the one hour discharge rate is four times that of the 
normal, or eight hour discharge, and considerations of economy and 

DOUBLE. CONTACT 
AUTO LAMP 

Flo. 1,733 .-Another home made discharge apparatus. In construction six double contact 
automobile lamp sockets are mounted on a board and all connected in parallel; a pair of leads 
having test clips attached is brought out from the sockets for fastening to the battery ter- 
minals. Lamps of various candle power may be turned into the sockets to obtain different 
Currents. 

prudence suggest that it should never he exceeded,_if, indeed, it ever be 
employed. The three hour discharge, which is normally twice that of 
the eight hour, ís usually the highest that is prudent, while the four hour 
discharge is the one most often employed in automobiles for high speed 
driving. 

Ques. What should be the maximum rate of discharge? 

Ans. The one -hour rate; this when used, should not extend 
over fifteen or twenty minutes. 
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In the case of regulating batteries a forty-five minute rate of discharge 
may be allowed for one or two minutes during great fluctuations of load. 

Ques. How does the capacity decrease? 

Ans. It decreases with the increase in current output. 

An 80 ampere hour cell, capable of delivering 10 amperes for 8 hours, 
would, when discharged at 14 amperes, have a capacity of 70 ampere 
hours; when discharged at 20, its capacity would be 60: and when dis- 
charged at 40, its capacity will have decreased from 80 to 40 ampere hours. 

Ques. What, ín general, are the indications of the quan- 
tity of electricity remaining within a cell? 

Ans. The voltage, and the density of the electrolyte. 

Ques. What should be done after discharging? 

Ans. Whenever possible the battery should be immediately 
charged. 

TEST QUESTIONS 

1. flow should a battery be charged for the first time? 
2. What is the usual period for charging a new battery? 

3. How is the electrolyte affected by the first charge? 
4. What strength of current should be used in charging 

a cell? 
5. On what kind of a battery charging circuit should a 

discriminaing cut out be used? 
6. What indicates the completion of a charge? 
7. How should the cadmium test be made? 
S. What instrument is used to determine the state of 

charge? 
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9., ,What is the effect of varying the charging current? 
10. How is the state of the charge indicated by the colors 

of the plate? 
11. What should be the density of electrolyte of a fully 

charged battery? 
12. Name two ways of charging batteries. 
13. Describe the behavior of the electrolyte during dis- 

charge. 
14. Define the term "boiling"; what causes it? 
15. -Explain how batteries should be charged during the 

'night. 
16. What precautions should be taken in charging a 

battery out of a vehicle? 
17. I low are small cells easily charged from 110 or 220 

volt circuit? 
18. Describe the triple charge method. 
19. What may be said with respect to the capacity of a 

new battery? 
20. How may a battery he charged at a high charging 

rate? 
21. How may the capacity of a battery be increased? 
22. What is. the effect of discharging a battery too rapidly? 
23. How is the discharge capacity of a storage battery 

stated? 
24. Describe the term "ampere hours. - 
25 . What should be done,afferdischarging a battery? 
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CHAPTER 45 

Storage Battery Repairs 

Tools, Equipment and Spare Parts.-Anyone undertaking 
to care for or repair batteries will in time gather together the 
equipment he considers necessary or desirable for the work. 
Many of the tools are questions of personal taste or present 
equipment, but there are four things absolutely necessary: 

1. Suitable charging equipment. 
2. I Iydrometer syringe. 
3. Battery thermometer. 
4. Lead burning outfit. 
In addition, tools and equipment must be available for the following 

purposes, and suggestions are here given along with the list of purposes: 
1. To read battery or cell voltage: portable volt meter, such as Weston 

model No. 279. 
2. To remove connectors: a brace with %, 18 and % in. wood hit. 
3. To tighten or loosen seal nuts: A special wrench. There are three 

sizes. 
4. To tighten or loosen tie bolts: a screw driver or else special spanner bit. 

-5. lb unseal covers: a putty knife: 
6. To remove element from jar: two pairs of 6 in. or 8 in. gas pliers. 
7. To prepare surfaces for lead burning: knife, scraper, shoemaker's rasp, 

wire brush, file or end cutting pliers. 
8. To handle sealing compound: receptacles in which to heat and from 

which to pour. 
9. To handle electrolyte: non-metallic or lead vessels for storing, mixing 

and pouring: rubber gloves or fingers for protection; soda or ammonia solu- 
tion for neutralizing effects of spillage or stoppage. 

10. To make moulds for lead burning; pieces of iron, tin or powdered 
asbestos and a pair of tin snips. 
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11. To provide for the actual work: a strong wooden work bench painted 
with acid resisting paint, strong racks for holding cells and a lead lined sink 
for washing jars. 

A stock of spare battery parts should of course, be kept on 
hand, and with these should be included: 

,q9 

Fra. 1,734.-Typical work room showing bench about 34 ins. high, lead burning outfit, hot 
plates for melting sealing compound and hand drill press for drilling off inter -cell connectors. 

1. Sealing compound for resealing cells. 
2. Burning strip for lead burning. 
3. Electrolyte for replacing actual spillage or loss and never for normal 

operation. 
4. Acid resisting paint for painting cases, racks, etc. 
5. Pure petroleum grease for terminals to prevent corrosion. . 

6. New packing material to replace acid -soaked. packing. 
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GLOSSARY 
Acid: Term frequently used to describe the liquid in cells, in place of the approved one: 

electrolyte. 

Active Mater fat: The "formed" paste which tills the grid. 
Ampere: The unit of measure of quantity of electric current. 
Ampere !/ours: Product of amperes and hours. 
Battery: Any number of cells when connected and used together. 
Bridge (or rib): Wedge shaped vertical projection from bottom of rubber jar on which plates 

rest and by which they are supported. 
Burning: A term used to describe the operation of joining two pieces of lead by melting 

them at practically the same instant so they may run together as one continuous piece. 
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Flo. 1,735.-Plan of a small bat ery repair shop. 
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Usually done with mixture of oxygen and hydrogen gases, hydrogen and compressed air, 
or oxygen and illuminating gas. 

Cadmium: A metal used in about the shape of a pencil for obtaining voltage of positive or 
negative plates. It is dipped in the electrolyte but not allowed to corn in contact with 
plates. 

Capacity: The rating of cell or battery in ampere -hours, qualified by the rate or time of 
discharge. 
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Case: The box which holds the cells of a battery. 
Cell: Unit of storage battery practice; consists of elements, electrolyte and jar. 
Charge: Passing direct current through a battery in order to replace energy used on dis- 

charge. 
Charging Rate: The proper rate of current , expressed in amperes to use in charging a battery. 
Connector: Solid or flexible part for connecting positive pole of one cell to negative pole of 

another, or to terminal. 
Corer: Cover for cell to retain electrolyte and exclude foreign material. 
Cycle: One charge and discharge. 

11 

.. ,,,,, 9 

Fin. 1,736.-Electrically heated oven used for opening storage batteries. It is large enough to 
accommodate any size starting or lighting battery. In operation. place the battery on the 
work bench, lower the heater over it, turn on the switch, and in five minutes the sealing com- 
pound is softened so that the elements and jars can be easily removed. 

Density: Specific gravity. 
Developing: The first cycle or cycles of a new or rebuilt battery to bring about proper electro- 

chemical conditions to give rated capacity. 
Dillusion: Pertaining to movement of acid within the pores of plates. (See Equalization.) 
Discharge: The flow of current from a battery through a circuit, opposite of "charge." 
Dry: Term frequently applied to cell containing insufficient electrolyte. 
Electrolyte: The conducting fluid of electro -chemical devices; for lead -acid storage batteries 

consists of about two parts of water to one of chemically pure sulphuric acid, by weight. 
Element: Positive group, negative group and separators. 
Equalization: The result of circulation and diffusion within the cell which accompanies 
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charge and discharge. Difference in capacity at various rates i3 caused by the time re- 
quired for this feature. 

Equalizing: Term used to describe the making uniform of varying specific gravities in dif- 
ferent cells of the same battery, by adding or removing water or electrolyte. 

Evaporation: Loss of water from electrolyte from heat or charging. 

Forming: Eltctro-chemical process of making pasted grid or other plate types into storage 
battery pates. (Often confused with Destloping.) 

Foreign Material: Object'onable substances. 

Freshening Charge: A charge given to a battery which has been standing idle, to keep it 
fully charged. 

o. . r y 

S{..,_..- 

Ft.:. I .537.-Comhination cell tester for open voltage and cadmium tests. It does away with 
separate meter and prods. Cadmium extension removable for immersion when not in use. 

Gassing: The giving off of oxygen gas at positive plates and hydrogen at negatives, which 
begins when charge is something more than half completed, depending on the rate. 

Gravity: Common term for specific gravity. 

Grid: Cast or stamped frame -work in which active material i3 retained. 

Group: Any number of positive or negative plates properly joined together. 

Hold-down: Device for keeping separators from floating or working up. 

Jar: Container for element and electrolyte. Usually of hard rubber. 

I ug: Vertical projection from grid for connecting with and bunting to strap. 
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Mud: (See Sediment.) 

Nipple: A sleeve or disc. nce piece placed over terminal.; to separate covers of a double cover 
cell. 

Orer Charge: Continuance of charge beyond that apparently or supposedly necessary to 
improve condition of cells. 

Over Discharge: The carrying of discharge beyond proper cell voltage; shortens life if carried 
far enough and done frequently. 

Ft 

L. 

,_ , Í 
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, - BESCO . 

Fins. 1,738 and 1,739.-Besco post drill. Fig. 1,738, operation of drill; fig. 1,739 view of drill. 
In operation, it drills down a battery post through the cell connector, leaving the con- 
nector an.l the post intact and usable. The post drill is useful in tearing down batteries, 
saving the material for rebuilding the battery again. 

Fro. 1,740.-Post reducers. Used to trim battery posts to proper size for terminal connectors 
or point them for burning. The cutters have 10° taper and range in size from 11/16 to 

in. opening. 

BESCO : 

Fro. 1,741.-Post builders. When a battery is opened the posts of the plate straps must be 
drilled down and again built up on assemblage. There are seven necessary sizes, ranging 
from to 34 in. 
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Paste: The mixture of lead oxide or spongy lead and other substances which is put into grids. 

Plate: The combination of grid and paste properly "formed." Positives are reddish brown 
and negatives slate gray. 

Polarity: An electrical condition. The positive terminal (or pole) of a cell or battery or 
electrical circuit is said to have positive polarity; the negative, negative polarity. 

Post: The vertical cylindrical part of strap which receives connector. 

s t t 

Fras. 1,742 and 1,743.-Besco terminal extractor. Fig. 1.742, extractor; fig. 1.743 application. 
/t is used for removing brass terminal connectors that are badly corroded and stick tight 
to the post. Because of the great force necessary to pull stubborn connectors, it is necessary 

to make this tool out of the very best drop forged stock. Contains sufficient leverage to 
exert great pressure. 

Fro. 1,741.-Besco group puller. Plates, separators and groups of a battery expand in service 
and with age, making it difficult to extract them when disassembling a battery. Pulling 
groups with pliers is unsatisfactory; jars are broken, posts are chewed off, hands are bruised 
and great effort is expended without results. This puller has a vise -like grip and the 
harder the pull, the more it grips. An even pull is distributed to both posts, making easy 

extraction without wedging the group which ordinarily breaks the rubber jar. 

Potential Difference: Abbreviated P.D. Synonymous with voltage. 

Rate: Number of amperes for charge or discharge. Also used to express time for either. 

Rib: (See Budge.) 
Ribbed: (See .Sepavaror.) , e 

Reversal: That which occurs to voltage readings when cells are discharged below a certain 
critical point or charged in the wrong direction. 
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Sealing: Making tight joints between jar and cover; usually with a black, thick, acid proof 
compound. 

Sediment: Loosened or worn out particles of active material fallen to the bottom of cells; 
frequently called "mud." 

Sediment Space: That part of jar between bottom and top of bridge. 
.Separator: An insulator between plates of opposite polarity; usually of wood, rubber or 

combination of both. Separators are generally corrugated or ribbed to insure proper 
distance between plates and to avoid too great displacement of electrolyte. 

Spray: Fine particles of electrolyte carried up from the surface by gas bubbles. (See Gassing.) 

L1t-1 
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Ftcs. 1,745 to 1.750.-Universal lead burning rack. This rack will handle all types of starting 
and lighting plates. The base is heavy cast iron with the grooves for holding plates cut in 
a separate piece, one side of which is grooved for 7%' spacing and the other for W. It is 
equipped with pins fitting into three holes in the base, which will space it correctly for 
plates with lugs at the corner or with lugs offset. Two combs or spacing bars are provided. 
one is made for twenty-seven 3" plates and the other for thirty-one 34 plate';. These combs 
are adjusted to the proper height with thumb screws as shown. 

Strap: That part to which all plates of one group are burned. 
Sulphate: Common term for lead sulphate. (PbSO4.) 
Sulphated: Term used to describe cells in an under charged condition, from either over - 

discharging without corresponding long charges or from standing idle some time and 
being self -discharged. 

Sulphate Reading: A peculiarity of cell voltage when plates are considerably sulphated, 
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where charging voltage shows abnormally high figures before dropping gradually to normal 
' charging voltage. 
Terminal: Part to which outside sires are connected. 

Vent or Vent Cap: Hard or soft rubber part inserted in Cover to retain atmospheric press- 
ure within the cell. while preventing loss of electrolyte from spray. 

Voltage: Electrical pressure or potent'al difference, expressed in volts. 
Wall: jar sides and ends. 

Washing: Removal of sediment from cells after taking out elements: usually accompanied 
by rinsing of groups, replacement of wood separators and renewal of electrolyte. 

Watts: Product of amperes and volts. 
Wall -flours: Product of amperes, volts and time in hours. 

4.1 

Fins. 1,751 and 1.752.-Resto gang connector mould. Where only three of the popular sizes 
(7-11-13) cell connectors are desired, this gang connector mould will fill that requirement. 
The construction is rugged for moulding double taper castings. A sullicient quantity of iron 
is used to retain the heat for continuous operation. 

C 

Ftos. 1.753 and 1,754 -Resto radio terminal mould. It is so made that different lengths of 
5/16 in. screws may he used. 
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Inspecting a New Battery.-On receipt of the battery it 
should be wiped clean of dust and particles of packing, and the 
nipples should be discarded. The case should be carefully ex- 
amined and if there be evidence of damage in transit, claim 
should immediately be made against the carrier. 

Remove the vent caps from the cells and determine the height of the 

Fin. 1,755.-Plates of Edison storage battery. The 
positive or nickel plate consists of one or more per 
forated steel tubes, heavily nickel plated: filled with 
alternate layers of nickel hydroxide and pure metallic 
nickel in excessively thin flakes. The tube is drawn 
from a perforated ribbon of steel, nickel plated, and 
reinforced with eight steel bands, equidistant apart, 
which prevent the tube expanding away from and 
breaking contact with its contents. The tubes arc 
flanged at both ends and held in perfect contact 
with a steel supporting frame or grid made of cold 
rolled steel, nickel plated. The negative or iron 
plate consists of a grid of cold rolled steel, nickel 
plated, holding a number of rectangular pockets 
filled with powdered iron oxide. These pockets are 
made up of very finely perforated steel, nickel 
plated. After the pockets are filled they are inserted in the grid and subjected to great 
pressure between dies which corrugate the surface of pockets and force them into good 
contact with the grid. 

solution in each cell. If the height of the solution in all the cells be uniform, 
there is no indication of a leaky jar. 

In a new battery, the density of the solution in the cells should read 
1.275 to 1.285 or somewhat less, depending on the elapsed time since the 
battery left the factory, temperature conditions, etc. If the density of the 
solution read below 1.250 the battery should be given a freshening charge 
until the hydrometer shows a density of 1.280 to 1.290. Care should be 
taken tb charge in the proper direction; the positive terminal of the battery 
should be connected to the positive side of the charging system. Replace 
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the vent caps, screwing them in tightly, and place the battery on a clean, 
dry spot for 24 hours as an extra test for a leaky jar, and note whether there 
be any dampness in the battery. 

Preparing New Batteries for Service.-Upon receipt of a 

Fro. 1.756. --Complete element of Edison storage battery with insulators. After the plates are 
assembled into a complete element, narrow strips of treated hard rubber are inserted be- 
tween the plates, thereby separating and insulating them from each other. The side in- 
sulator is provided with grooves that take the edges of the plates, thereby performing the 
dual function of separating the plates and insulating the complete elements from the steel 
container. At the ends of the element, that is between the outside negative plates and 
container. are inserted smooth sheets of hard rubber. At the bottom, the element rests 
upon a hard rubber rack or bridge, insulating the pates from the bottom of container. 

Fru. 1 .757 -Four Edison cells (type A-4) in wooden tray. 

NOTE.-I/ tuo pieces of very thin bright steel be placed out of doors for a few weeks, 
they become rusted. The action of the oxygen on the outer layer of the metal has formed it 
into an oxide commonly known as "rust." Now place these two pieces of steel in a solution 
composed of potash and water, and connect them by wires to a small dynamo. The electricity. 
in flowing from the dynamo through the solution, from one of the plates to the other and back 
to the dynamo, changes the rust to metallic iron on one of the plates, but causes the other plate 
to become "rusted" twice as much as before. 
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new battery, after making an inspection as directed in the 
previous paragraphs, proceed as follows: 

1. Determine whether the battery has been shipped 
a. Charged. 
h. Unfilled. 
c. Dry. 
d. I)ry charged. 

A charged battery is one in which the electrolyte has been added and 

,5,-- 7 

Flo. 1,758.-Top of Edison cell showing check valve and filling aperture for adding distilled water. 

NOTE-Chemistry of the Edison Storage Battery. The fundamental principle of the Edison storage battery is the oxidation and reduction of metals in an electrolyte which neither 
combines with nor dissolves either the metals or their oxides. An electrolyte also, notwith- 
standing its decomposition by the action of the battery. is immediately reformed in equal quantity, and is, therefore. a practically constant element without change of density or con- ductivity over long periods of time. Therefore, only a small quantity of such electrolyte is 
necessary, permitting a very close proximity of the plates. Furthermore, it is unnecessary to take hydrometer readings until about 300 cycles of charge and discharge have been made;. 
this is simply to determine when it is necessary to empty out the old solution and put in new. The active materials of the electrodes being insoluble in the electrolyte, no chemical deteriora- 
tion takes place therefrom. The chemical reactions in charging the Edison storage battery 
are, the oxidation from a lower to a higher oxide of nickel in the positive plate, and the reduc- tion from ferrous oxide to metallic iron in the negative plate. The oxidation and reduction 
are performed by the oxygen and hydrogen set free at the respective poles by the electrolytic 
decomposition of water during the charge. The charging of the positive plate is a process of increasing the proportion of oxygen to nickel. 
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given an initial charge. It is shipped in a fully charged condition and 
with the proper amount of electrolyte in the cells. 

An unfilled battery is one which has been assembled with damp, treated 
separators, without electrol to ever having been added and with plates 
which require an initial charge. 

A dry battery is one which has been assembled with dry separators, with- 
out electrolyte ever having been added but with the plates in a charged 
condition. 

*11 

.l, 

Fins. 1,759 to I.756.-Edison storage hat tery construction. The arrangement here shown makes 
a gas tight and liquid tight packing between the top of the container and the poles The 
steel lugs of the standard connector shown at the top are exactly tapered to fit the tapered 
steel poles. When forced into position by the pole nuts, the contact is made perfect. 

2. To each unfilled, dry or dry charged battery there is at- 
tached an identifying tag or label before the battery is shipped. 

If battery has been shipped charged: 
1. Remove vent plugs and examine height of electrolyte; if it be at or 

below the top of the separators, acid suitable water until level of the solation 
is just below the bottom of the filling tubes. If there be evidence that 
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electrolyte has been lost from any cells in transit, use electrolyte instead of 
water to make up the loss on these cells. The specific gravity of this 
electrolyte should be the same as that in the surrounding cells. After 
adding water, replace and tighten plugs and give the battery a charge. If 
for any reason, the battery stand idle for a considerable period, make sure 
it receives the attention required by a battery in wet storage. 

2. Shortly before the battery goes into service give a freshening charge, 
continuing charge as long as the specific gravity of the lowest gravity cell 
shows any increase and then for at least 5 hours after the last increase is 
shown, so that the charge is continued until the specific gravity has stood 
still for 5 hours. 

Fro. 1,767 -flattery repairs I. Á Could 6 volt 81 ampere hour storage battery used tot 
starting and lighting. This battery was returned for repairs. 

II wood insulated battery has been shipped uncharged: 
1. Remove the vent plugs and fill each cell with 1.335 (36.4 Baume) 

specific gravity electrolyte, which consists of one part (by volume) of pure 

NOTE.-A storage battery is commonly looked upon as a receptacle in which to store 
electricity. Electricity is not concrete matter. In fact, nobody knows just what it is. There- 
fore, in the general apprehension of the term, it is not stored. Electricity simply causes a 
chemical change to be.effected in certain substances, when it is caused to flow through them. 
These substances, in endeavoring to return to their original state, produce electricity. 
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sulphuric acid suitable for batteries, to two parts of distilled water, to 
in. above tops of the separators.* 

2. Wait 5 minutes and then fill each cell again with 1.335 (36.4 Baume) 
specific gravity electrolyte to 3A in. above the tops of the separators. 

3. The battery must then stand from 10 to 15 hours before it can be 
placed on charge. 

DRILL POST 
OUT OF 

TERMINAL 

4. After standing for this length 
of time, fill each cell again, if neces- 
sary, with 1,335 (36.4 Baume) spe- 
cific gravity electrolyte to bring the 
level of the electrolyte 3/ in. above 
the top of the separators before 
charging. 

5. Place the battery on charge at 
the finish rate marked on the name 
plate (or as shown on the chart sup- 
plied) until the gravity and cell 
voltage stop rising. This charging 
will require at least 84 hours. 

6. The gravity of a fully charged 
battery varies between 1.280 and 
1.300 (31.8 and 33.5 Baume) . I f , 
after a charge of 84 hours or longer, 
the specific gravity does not rise for 
two consecutive hours, the gravity 
should be between 1.280 and 1.300 
(31.8 and 33.5 Baume). If it be not 
between these limits, the specific 
gravity should be adjusted to these 
values at the end of the charge. 

*NOTE.-Never fill with freshly mixed 
electrolyte that is over 90° F. (52° C) in 
temperature. 

Fro. 1.768.-flattery repairs 2. To remove terminal or connecting link, drill down to a depth 
of ;.¡in. using? 1 y in. drill. Then follow up with a 14 or 11/16 in. drill. Do not drill deeper 
t han necessary so as to minimize the labor of building up the post. Where a torch is available 
instead of drilling, play flame on the center of the post and melt a hole in it. Drilling destroys 
the post . 
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7. If, during the charge, the temperature exceed 110° Fahr. (43° C.) 
the charge rate should be reduced so as to keep the temperature below 110° 
Fahr. (43° C.) and the time of charging lengthened proportionately. 

NOTE.-Special reference to the Willard wood insulated battery. 

If rubber insulated battery has been shipped uncharged: 
1. Remove the vent plugs and fill the battery to the top of the vent 

opening with 1.275 specific gravity electrolyte (31.3 Baume). 
2. Wait 5 minutes and fill again to the same point with the same gravity 

electrolyte. 
3. The battery must now be left standing at least 12 hours and not 

more than 24 hours before charging. This is done to permit the acid 

.0 

Fia. 1.769.-Method of drawing acid from a carboy. The combination of a large glass bottle 
encased in a wooden box is called a carboy. Attach to box two rockers and fit a piece of 
inner tube to neck of bottle as shown. This will permit pouring the liquid without spilling 
even when the bottle is full. 

to penetrate the active material, which is a necessary step in the prepara- 
tion of the battery. While thus standing the level of the electrolyte will 
drop, due to the absorption of electrolyte in the pores of the plates and 
insulation. 

4. Just before charging, fill the battery again with the same gravity 
electrolyte as mentioned above, up to the under part of the vent holes. 
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After this do not fill the battery with anything but distilled water. 
5. The battery should then be on charge at finish rate shown on name 

plate, or as shown on the chart supplied. This should be prolonged until 
the specific gravity stops rising. At the end of the charge the specific 
gravity should be between 1.280 and 1.300 or 31.7 to 33.5 Baume, which 
may take 36 to 72 hours. 

6. Due to the charging process it is very likely that the water will 
evaporate in which case the level of the electrolyte w ill go down. Distilled 
water should then be added so that the plates are entirely covered with 
electrolyte, which should be about 3; in. above them. The important 
matter to observe is the temperature of the electrolyte. which should not 
exceed 110° Fahr. (43° C.). Should the temperature rise above this point, 

PRY OFF WITH SCREW DPIVEP 

FILE OR FLAT 
STEE 

FIG. 1.770.-Battery repairs 3. In removing the top connectors. place a file or a flat ryece of 
steel along the edge of the case. Place an ordinary screw driver underneath the connector 
and pry it off. The object of the file or piece of steel is to protect the case from breakage. 

battery cnarging should be discontinued for a while or the rate of current 
decreased. If the gravity stop rising for two consecutive hours, it is a sign 
that the battery is fully charged, and the only thing necessary is to equalize 
the specific gravity in the cells so that they shall be about the same. For 
instance, if the specific gravity of electrolyte in one cell be over 1.300, 
remove a certain amount of electrolyte replacing it with distilled water. 
Similarly if the specific gravity be below 1.275 remove a certain amount of 
electrolyte and add the same amount of 1.400 sulphuric acid. The charging 
should then be continued for another hour so as to get the solution mixed 
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properly. Care should be taken not to prolong the charging unduly, for 
that would be bound to injure the plates, causing the material to fall from 
the grids. On finishing the charging of battery the vent plugs should be 
replaced. 

Preparing the Electrolyte.-The electrolyte is the solution 

BRUSH OFF 
LEAD AND 
DIRT 

1.771.-Rol ter,/ repairs 4. Brush off the accumulation of lead and dirt from the top of 
the battery. Care should be exercised to keep foreign substances from the inside of the bat- 
tery. especially metal which may become lodged between the plates and separators and even- 
tually cause short circuiting. 

in the battery and consists of a definite mixture of pure sul- 
phuric acid and distilled or other suitable water. The sul- 
phuric acid must be chemically pure. 
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3 

ó 

Fin. 1,772.-Battery repairs 5. Remove 
vent plug. This should be done before 
using a llame around the battery, because 
hydrogen gas is generated in a battery 
and its presence may cause an explosion. 
This gas can be quickly expelled by blow- 
ing into the cells with a bellows. As the 
vent plugs are made of hard rubber, which 
is easily broken, do not attempt to remove 
them with a pair of pliers. 
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Fto. 1,77.-Curves for mixing full strength acid and water. Full strength or concentrated 
sulphuric acid is a heavy, oily liquid, having a strength (specific gravity) of about. 1.835. 
If put into the battery, it would quickly ruin it, and must therefore first be diluted with pure 
(distilled) water to the proper strength for the particular type of battery, to which it is to 
be added. In mixing, take the following precautions: 1. Use a glass, china, earthenware, 
rubber or lead vessel; never metallic other than lead. 2. Carefully pour the acid into lire water; 
not the water into the acid. 3, Stir thoroughly with a wooden paddle and allow to cool 
before taking a hydrometer reading. The electrolyte like most substances expands with 
rise in temperature; this affects the hydrometer reading. Correction for hydrometer 
reading: Add one joint to hydrometer reading for every 3° Fab. increase in temperature above 
70°. 
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The use of low standard or impure electrolyte is a sure cause of battery 
trouble. 

Do not confuse chemically pure sulphuric acid with sulphuric acid of full 
strength. For example, if a small quantity of some impurity be introduced 
into acid which is both chemically pure and of full strength, it would not 
materially reduce the strength, but would make it impure. On the other 
hand, if such acid he diluted by mixing with pure eater it would still be 
pure, but its strength (specific gravity) -would he reduced. 

PLAY FLAME 
BACK AND,. 
FORTH. 

COMPOUND 
SOFTENED 

Flo. 1,774 -Bo!!ery repairs 6. Soften the sealing compound around the edges of the covers 
by playing a gas or torch llame over the compound. It is best to play the flame back and 
forth and not steadily in one place. 

Full strength or concentrated sulphuric acid is a heavy, oily liquid 
having a strength (specific gravity) of about 1.835. If put into the battery, 
it would quickly ruin it, and must therefore, first be diluted with suitable 
water to the proper strength for the particular type of battery to which it 
is to be added. 

If electrolyte of the proper strength he not on hand, it may be prepared 
from chemically pure sulphuric acid by mixing the acid with pure water 
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The acid may be of any strength, provided it be stronger than the electrolyte 
desired, but it should be borne in mind that especial care must he taken in 
handling it when stronger than 1.400 and extreme care when it is stronger 
than 1.600. The proportions of acid and water depend upon the strength 
of the acid. Fig. 1,773 gives the proportions when the acid used is full 
strength or concentrated, which means a strength of 1.835. 

FIG. 1.775 -13esco end cutter for cutting off pillar posts to proper heights and trimming lead 
parts. 

DIG OU7 
COMPOUND 

o1 \ \ 

Flo. 1,776.-Battery repairs 7. Dig out the compound around the edges of the covers by using 
a heated screw driver, chisel or plumber's lead scraper. 
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no. 1,777.-Battery repairs 8. Heat top of the covers to soften the underlying compound. 
Insert a screw driver under the covers and pry them off gently. Do not attempt to force them 
off but use more heat until they lift easily. 

Fro. 1,778. Battery repairs 9. Soften remaining compound with torch. Do not allow the 
flame to play in one place long as this would cause the compound to melt and run. A small 
flame used for several minutes will bring better results than a strong flame. After softening 
the compound it may he removed by using a heated screw driver. 
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When mixing, take the following precautions) 

1. Use a glass, china, earthenware or lead vessel 
never metallic other than lead. Rubber may be used 
except when mixing acid of 1.600 gravity or stronger. 

2. Carefully pour the acid into the water; not the' 
water into the acid, as this might cause sputtering and 
therefore personal injury. 

3. Stir thoroughly with a wooden paddle, and allow 
to cool before taking a hydrometer reading of the 
strength. If acid of 1.835 gravity he used, the wooden 
paddle should be coated with sheet lead. 

Electrolyte, like most substances expands on heating, 
affecting the hydrometer reading. To compare different 

LIFT 
ELEMENT 
AND COVER 

PLIERS 

APPLY GAS 
FLAME TO 
INSIDE OF 

JAR 

Fin. 1,779.-Fahrenheit scale. To correct specific gravity for temperature read thermometer 
to nearest + or - division. If +add to hydrometer reading. It - subtract. Example: 
thermometer 79 (correction + 3), hydrometer 1.209. Corrected gravity 1,209 + 3 = 1,212. 

Flo. 1,780 -flattery repairs 10. Apply the gas flame to the inside of the jar for an instant, 
then run a hot putty knife around the edges between jar and cover. Now place the battery 
on the floor and holding it firmly between the feet, grasp the terminal posts with two pairs of 
pliers and lift the element and cover out together. 
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hydrometer readings, therefore, the temperatures should be about the 
same. It is not necessary, however, to actually bring the temperatures to 
the sanie value, because it is a known fact that every 3 degrees increase 
in temperature decreases the hydrometer reading 1 point, and this fact 
can be used in estimating what the hydrometer reading would be at an- 

. other temperature. For example, if the hydrometer reading at 95° be 
1.275 it ,would be 15 points more, or 1.290 at 50°. Therefore, although 

Fro. 1,781.-Rallery repairs 11. Drain elements by resting them at an angle on top of jars. 
While the elements arc draining apply a flame around the terminal posts and remove covers. 
The covers may have warped from the heat. If so, they should be placed in boiling water 
and flattened out on a smooth surface to cool. 

the two actual readings differ by 15 points, the differeuce is all due to 
temperature, and if the temperature were the same the readings would be 
the same. When the temperature is much above or below normal, the 
hydrometer readings should be corrected for "temperature." 

In ordering sulphuric acid specify that it shall be chemically 
pure 1.835. 
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WORK GROUPS GENTLY 
BACK AND FORTH 

I 

Flo. 1.782.-!!artery repairs 12. If separators be in good condition, and a jar replacement 
only is to be made, set the element, with bottom covet , in electrolyte or water till ready to 
replace. If separation is to be renewed and plates examined, separate the positive and nega- 
tive groups. Grasp the elements firmly and work the groups gently back and forth. 

RUN PUTTY KNIFE BETWEEN PLATE 
AND SEPARATOR 

` 
Fra. 1,783.-Battery repairs 13. Method of removing separators. Take a putty knife and 

run it between the plate and the separator. It is always best to renew the separators. When 
a new battery is received for replacement of a leaky jar the separators will generally be 
found in good condition so as not to require renewal. Used separators should never he allowed 
to dry out but should be kept immersed in water. 
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The readings should be taken at fróm 70° to 90° F. So called "commercial 
acid" is not satisfactory for use in storage batteries, and therefore, acid or 
electrolyte should be purchased from a storage battery company or a dis- 
tributor. Inasmuch as the greatest density of electrolyte that should be 
put in the cells is 1.400, distributors carry electrolyte of this density. 

When the battery is fully charged the electrolyte should show a specific 
gravity of 1.280 to 1.290. 

For developing repaired cells with new positive and negative plates the 
initial electrolyte density should be 1.200. 

Fta. 1,784.-Battery repairs 14. Inspection of plates to determine whether or not they 
require replacement. If battery has been overheated through overcharging or short circuiting 
this will be indicated by brittle and buckled plates with active material granular and falling 
away from the grid. Plates in this condition will have to be replaced. If electrolyte has not 
been kept above the plates the tops of the plates will show a white substance known as 
sulphate. 

Flo. I ,78.5.-Battery repairs 15.-Positive group showing buckled plates. A group of buckled 
plates which, when reassembled, will not go into the jar readily, should be replaced with a 
new group. 

NOTE.-If the battery has been allowed to remain in a discharged condition for any 
length of time it will he indicated by sulphated plates. This sulphation is susceptible to removal 
by charging at a low rate for a long period. 'This rate should be about one'half the'nOrmal 
charging rate continued until the specific gravity and voltage reaches a maximum value: 
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For developing repaired cells with new positive and old negative plates 
that are in a charged, \vet condition, the initial electrolyte density should 
be 1.250. 

When wood separators only are replaced in a charged cell the initial 
electrolyte density should be 1.280°. 

For developing batteries shipped "bone dry" special instructions are 
given on tag accompanying each battery. 

Flo. 1,786.-Battery repairs 16. Method of straightening buckled plates: Insert hoards of 
suitable thickness between the plates and o'er each outside plate; place the pile in a vise. 
apply a gradual pressure, exercising care that the plates are not subjected to a severe strain. 

To bring up the density of the electrolyte in a low cell the strength of 
the electrolyte added should not be greater than 1.400 or it may damage 
the plates and separators. 

*NOTE.-The condition o/ the negative plates is sometimes such that they may be 

used again with new positives. In this case the negative group should be immersed in water 
to prevent the plates drying out through heating or exposure to the air. If the positive 
plate be fairly hard, and has not lost much of its surrace, it may be used again. Orrasionally 
it happens that one or two plates in a group require replacement while the balance of the plates 
are in good condition. In this case new plates may be used in replacement. 
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Never add pure sulphuric acid to a cell, as it will gas and heal violently 
and will damage the plates and separators. 

Table showing approximate number of parts of pure water to 10 parts 
of sulphuric acid (specific gravity 1.835) to prepare electrolyte of different 
densities. 

READINGS AT 70° F. 
Density Parts by weight Parts by volume 

1.260 17. 30. 
1.275 16. 28. 
1.280 15. 27. 
1.300 . 1314 25. 
1.400 8%. 15.8 

OLD ELECTROLYTE I ,; dló''l//fid 

Fro. 1.787.-Rat tery repairs 17.-Pour old 
electrolyte in a glass jar. A glass jar is 
best adapted to the purpose so as to d isclose 
t he sediment which will settle at the bottom. 
Sometimes impurities get into the electro- 
lyte and as a precautionary measure it is 
not advisable to use the old solution. 
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SEDIMENT 

.. .l 

¡llll nitlMll®IQrllllg[tlllp,'i 

li 

Fla. 1,7W-flattery repairs 18.-Note the sediment which has settled at the bottom of the 
¡ar containing electrolyte. Under normal usage this sediment will not be considerable. A 
large amount of it indicates that the cell has been overheated, and that the solution has not 
been kept above the plates by adding distilled water at regular intervals. 

_Up 

POUR SLOWLY 50 THAT 
THE SEDIMENT WILL 
REMAIN AT THE BOTTOM 

a 

Fro. 1,789.-1tn ter/ repairs l9.-Po rr off clear electrolyte. Never allow the sediment to get 
into the battery.as it would impair the e.liciency of the separators. 
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Ques. What may be said with respect to impurities in the 
electrolyte? 

Ans. The electrolyte should be free from chlorine, nitrates, 
acetates, iron, copper, arsenic, mercury, and the slightest trace 
of platinum. 

Mercury alone has no injurious effect unless it be present in sufficient 
quantity to amalgamate the plates, but in combination with any other 
metal, may cause local action. 

Fca. 1,790.-Battery repairs 20. Wash out jars with a water hose. The case is placed on its 
side over a sink as shown and thoroughly washed out. Be sure that all sediment and foreign 
matter is removed from the cella before installing the plates. 

re ";IFRlLj 1), 
paste -4. 

Fin. 1.791.-Besco battery vise and plate press. Serves a double purpose. As a battery vise 
it clamps the battery firmly without injury, making it easy to extract groups, cells or rubber 
jars. As a plate press it assures a steady graduated pressure so essential in straightening 
buckled plates or pressing groups back into shape to fit jars. Can be bolted to floor or bench. 
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The following tests should be made for impurities before the 
electrolyte is poured into the cells: 

Chlorine.-To a small sample of the electrolyte add a few drops of 
silver solution (20 grains of silver dissolved in 1,000 cu. cm. of water). 
A white precipitate indicates chlorine. 

DEFECTS 

Fin. 1,792.-Battery repairs 21. Clean case ready for assembling of elements. Inspect the 
jars carefully for cracks or other imperfections. Jars exhibiting such defects shodd be re- 
placed with new ones. 

Ftn. 1,793.-Battery plate press. It is made for 
straightening and forcing of active materials back 
into the grids. This plate press is made of cast iron 
and reinforced to withstand the necessary pressure. 
A great amount of force can be applied easily and 
quickly. 
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Nitrates.-Place some of the electrolyte in a test tube, and add 10 
grains of strong ferrous sulphate solution. Carefully pour down the side 
of the test tube a small amount of chemically pure concentrated sulphuric 
acid. A brown stratum between the electrolyte and the concentrated 
acid indicates the presence of nitric acid. 

Acetic Acid.-Neutralize the electrolyte with ammonia, then add ferric 
chloride. If the solution turn red, and is afterwards bleached by the ad- 
dition of hydrochloric acid, acetic acid is present. 

BOILING 
WATER 

Flo. 1.794.-Battery repairs 22. To remove a jar fill it with boiling water and allow it to 
stand for at least live minutes. This will loosen the sealing compound surrounding the jar. 

Iron.-Neutralize a sample of the electrolyte with ammonia; boil a small 
portion of hydrogen peroxide, and add ammonia or caustic potash solution 
until the mixture becomes alkaline. If a brownish red 'precipitate form, 
it indicates iron. 

Copper.-If copper be present, a bluish white precipitate will be formed 
when ammonia solution is added to the electrolyte. 

Mercury.-This is indicated by an olive green precipitate when a 
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solution of potassium iodide is added to the electrolyte, cr by a black 
precipitate when lime water is added. 

Platinum.-A rough test for traces of platinum is made by pouring 
the electrolyte into a cell in which the battery plates are immersed. If 

gassing take place for some time on open circuit, it is an indication of the 
presence of platinum. 

PULL 
STRAIGHT 

UP 

no. 1,795. Battery repairs 23. Grasp the edges of the jar t, he removed with two pairs of 

pliers as illustrated and pull it straight up. Care should be exercised so as not to damage 

adjacent jars. 

Table showing approximate number of parts of pure water to 10 parts 
electrolyte (1.900 spec. gravity), to prepare electrolyte of different densities. 

READINGS AT 70° F. 

Density Parts by weight Parts by volume 

1.260 4 7 .6% 
1.275 4 6 

1.280 4 5% 
1.300 .3. 4% ' 
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Specific Gravity of Electrolyte in Tropical Countries.- 
The electrolyte used in automobile batteries in tropical climates 
is purposely made weaker because such batteries operated in 
tropical climates give better results if the solution be weaker 
than that used in batteries for cooler climates. 

Fro. 1,796-flattery repairs 21. Inspection of case before putting in new jars. Remove the shims and sealing compound so as not to hinder the jars from being placed properly. 

Places where freezing of water seldom or never occurs are regarded as having tropical climates. In countries where the average temperature is around 100° or more throughout the year, it is recommended that the 
specific gravity of a fully charged battery be kept at about 1.280 ordinarily used. This is due to the fact that with the increase of temperature, the 
specific gravity of electrolyte decreases, the ratio being that for each 3° increase of temperature, there is a decrease of one point in specific gravity. This means that when the temperature has been increased 30° the gravity actually reading on the hydrometer would be 10 points less than it would 
be if the temperature were normal. 

In this way, if the standard specific gravity (1.280) were used, the actual specific gravity of a battery in hot climates would he from 10 to 25 points too high, with the result that the battery would be wearing out faster. 
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Installation of Batteries.-When installing a new battery the 

following precautions should be taken: 

1. Battery compartments must be well ventilated, but in such a way as 

to keep out water, oil, dirt, etc. Install battery so that all cells are 

easily accessible for adding the water necessary to replace loss from 

evaporation. 

BOILING 
W TER 

no. 1,797. --flattery repair. 25. Heat tar before placing it in the case. This may be accom- 

plished by pouring boiling water in the jar. If hot water be not available play a light flame 

around the outside of the jar. 

2. Arrange connections so that positive of charging source will connect 

with positive of battery, and negative of charging source with negative 

of battery. Test charging wires for positive and negative with a volt 

meter, or dip the ends of the wires in a glass of salt water, but do not 

allow ends of wires to touch. In the water, fine colorless bubbles will be 

given off from the negative wire. 
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3. Before making connections all surfaces which are to be bolted together 
should be wiped with a cloth wet with ammonia, thoroughly scraped and then coated with pure vaseline. The metal is apt to be covered with a very thin film of acid and unless this be neutralized and removed before 
making connections, there may be trouble from corrosion later. 

4. Batteries in service on vehicles of any sort should have the trays 
seated firmly and evenly without any undue twisting or straining and 

PU511 DOWN 
UNTIL LEVEL 
WITH OTHER 
JARS 

Fut. 1,798 -flattery repairs 26. Push jar into place, taking care to see that the top of the jar is level with the others. if the tops be not lined up, the top connectors will be uneven, and as a result present a very poor looking job. 

should be securely fastened down by suitable holding devices, so de- 
signed that they will not shake loose in service. Connecting cables must 
be flexible and sufficiently long to prevent a pull on the battery terminals. 

5. It is absolutely essential that the battery be securely held ín position 
on the car, and for this purpose "hold downs" have been developed. The 
simplest form of hold down consists of a bolt fastened to the car and which 
grips the case by means of a clip fitting the case handle. 
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6. If a battery be allowed to jump around in its compartment, the 
result is unnecessary wear or breakage or both. The ribs in the bottom 
of the jars may wear grooves into the plates and separators or the plates 
may wear grooves into the ribs. Battery terminal posts are sometimes 
broken as the result of a loose battery straining on a connecting cable 
which has become taut as a result of the battery moving. 

7. Always see that the battery is fastened securely in place by means of 
holding devices. 

1.799.-!!artery repairs 27. Placea paraffined wood veneer shim between the jars to 
secure a proper spacing and a tight fit. 

To Install New Battery on Car.-See that the positive and 
negative terminals of the new battery are in the same position 
as those on the one it is to replace. This is of importance, 
especially when the car is equipped with an electric starting 
and lighting system. 

Six volt batteries have one positive and one negative ter- 
minal. 

Batteries used on 12, 16, 18 and 24 volt systems often have 
a greater number; and different systems have these terminals 
located in different positions. 
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If the connections be not made correctly the starting and lighting system 
will not operate properly, and if the terminals of the new battery be not 
in the same position as those on the battery to be replaced, the wiring 
must be changed to fit the new battery. Usually the polarity of each 
terminal is stamped thereon, but as an extra precaution this should be 
checked with the volt meter. 

Rub connections and terminals with sand paper until they are clean and 
bright. Go over them with a rag dampened with ammoniated water (one 
part ammonia, ten parts water) and screw connectors tight to the ter- 
minals. Coat the terminals and connectors with vaseline or heavy grease. 

CLEAN FLAT TABLE 
FREE FROM FOREIGN 
MATTER 

Fta. l ,800.-Ual eery repairs 28. First step in replacing elements. Take the positive and 
negative groups to a clean, flat table. Always make sure that the work table is free from lead 
scrapings or foreign substances of any kind as these substances will adhere to wet separators, 
and if not removed will cause short circuiting of the plates. 

Be careful that the battery hold downs or other devices for keeping the 
battery in place are suitable for the new battery. 

If the car be equipped with a starting and lighting system have the 
owner operate the engine; first, to see that the battery revolves the starting 
motor, and second, to see that the battery receives the proper charge when 
engine is running. 

Battery Storage.-Batteries which have electrolyte ín the 
cells, must during the idle period, be kept charged, have water 
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added as necessary, and not allowed to become extremely hot 
or extremely cold. The question usually arises whether it is 

better to dismantle the battery and store it dry or put it into 
storage as it is, this being termed wet storage. 

Any battery which is to he out of commission should, if possible, be put 
into wet storage, provided it will not soon require dismantling, in which 

case it should he put into dry storage. Dry storage requires no attention 
during the storage period. The battery must, however, be dismantled 
and reassembled, and if its condition he such that this will soon be re- 
quired anyway, dry storage is obviously the better method. 
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Flo. 1,801 -inttery repairs 29.. Second step in replacing elements. Intermesh the positive 

and negative group. As the negative group contains one more plate than does the positive, 

both outside plates will be negative. 
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Dry Storage. 
1. I'rovide a dry place for storage, free from dust. 
2. llave on hand enough approved water to fill all the cells. 
3. Empty the battery solution by tilting and turning over the battery and immediately replace the solution with the water. 
4. Allow the battery to stand filled rlith water for approximately 10 to 15 hours. 
5. Give the battery a charge, continuing until all cells gas freely and until half hourly readings of the specific gravity of any certain cell and of the voltage of the battery as a whole both show no further increase over a period of 1 hour. 

FIG. 1,802.-Battery repairs 30. Complete element ready to receive separators. 

6. Unseal the cells and pull out of the jars the elements complete with covers; that is, without removing sealing nuts. 
7. Remove the separators. 
8. Wash the plates by dipping them several times in water. 
9. Replace the separators, using .new ones for the wood separators. Be sure these are thoroughly saturated. Where there are rubber sep- arators, they may he used again, if they are not broken or cracked. 
10. Pour the water out of the jars. 
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11. Put the elements back into the jars and reseal before the negatives 
dry out. 

12. I'ut a tag on each battery, giving the date put into storage. 
13. Replace and tighten vent plugs. 
14. Within 12 months put the battery into service. It is preferable to 

do this immediately and then keep in wet storage on trickle charge. 
15. If it be impossible to reseal the cells, as covered in item 11, pro- 

ceed as in items No. 1 to No. 6, inclusive. Then remove the wood separa- 
tors and throw them away. Where there are rubber separators, replace 
them between the plates. Allow the plates to drain and thoroughly dry. 
Pour the water out of the jars. I'ut the elements back into the jars, but 
do not seal. 

no. I ,R03 -1 allery repairs 31. Method of inserting separator. Lay the element on its 
side and put the separator retainers in position. Insert a separator between each pair of 
plates. If wood separators only be used, the grooved sirle of the separator should be text to 
the positive side. If wood separators and rubber sheets be used, they should be inserted 

together, the rubber sheet between the positive plate and the grooved side of the wood 

separator. Sec that the separators are against the retainers and that they extend equally 
on either side of the element. Carefully check up separators after assembling as to omit a 

separator would cause considerable trouble possibly spoiling the cell. 

Wet Storage. 
1. Provide a bench or shelf in a convenient location and of sufficient 

size to allow a little air space all around each battery. 
2. Place the batteries upon wood strips, in order to keep the bottom 

of the batteries clear of the bench. 
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3. Install the necessary wiring, switches and charging resistance, so that 
batteries can be easily connected up and charged where they stand on 
the bench. 

4. Apply vaseline freely to all exposed metal other than lead. 

Fin. 1,804.-Battery repnirs 32. Complete element. The element should be grasped by pillar post ani lowered gently into the jar. This should he done very carefully to avoid 
breaking the jar. 
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Fins. 1,805 and 1,806.-Willard positive and negative groups of plates. Fig. 1,805 negative 
group; fig. 1,806, positive group. 
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5. Batteries may be kept in wet storage by means of either the trickle 
charge or periodic charge method. 

Battery Testing in the Car.-If the battery be in a car it 

.451 c,lt ) 
. 

; , 

FIG. 1.807. Bal/ery repairs 33. Method of heating putty knife with torch preparatory to 
cleaning the covers. 

';;-^,-- s.t 

F[a. 1,808.-Willard positive and negative groups being assembled. 

F[a. 1,809.-Willard element or assembly of positive and negative plate groups with separators. 
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FIa. 1,810.-Bat (cry repairs 31. Clean covers with heated putty knife. 

Fro. 1,811.-Adaptation of auto tire pump as an acid ump. The lead pipe can be adjusted 
to reach bottom of deepest carboy. Any auto or bicycle air pump can be used with it. 
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should he tested with the hydrometer to determine the state 
of the charge of the cells, and to determine if the density of 
the solution in the cells be uniform. 

The height of the solution should also be determined, and if not at the 
proper height, the cell should be replenished with pure water. If no trouble 
he indicated, see that the case is clean, wiping with ammonia solution, one 
part ammonia and ten parts water. See that the terminals are tight and 
that the battery is held rigidly in the battery box. 

If the test show the level in one cell lower than in the others, it is indica- 
tive of a leak or that acid has been spilled from this cell. 

If one cell he markedly low in gravity, or if owner complain that he has 
to fill one cell more frequently than the others a leak or spilling as just 
mentioned, is also indicated. A leaky cell should be repaired at once. 

11 4 
tf` -" 

Fta. 1,812.-fluffor, repairs 35. Sometimes the bottom cover will not fit properly over the 
element. By using a pair of pliers in the manner illustrated, it will he an easy matter to 
locate the centers. 
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If on the other hand, low acid level or low gravity be due to spilling, the 
battery should be charged and acid density adjusted. 

If, however, the test show that all of the cells are in com- 
pletely discharged condition, or the owner complain that he 
is unable to keep the battery charged, the wiring and starting 
system should be checked as follows: 

CAULKING 
TWINE 

1. Point of dynamo cut in, 
also the speed of the car at 
which the dynamo commences 
to give the battery its normal 
charge. Dynamo systems are 
designed to give this charge at 
about 12 miles per hour, and 
if the dynamo do not, it is prob- 
able that the battery is not 
receiving sufficient charge. 

It may be that the'commuta- 
tor is dirty or is covered with 
oil from the dynamo bearings. 
In this case the resistance be- 
tween the commutator and 
brushes may prevent the 
dynamo charging the bat- 
tery at the proper rate. The 
commutator should be carefully 
examined and if found to be 
dirty should be cleaned with 
sand paper. 

2. If the cut out switch he 
not working properly the bat- 
tery will discharge, back into 
the dynamo, thus losing power. 

Fio. 1.813.-Battery repairs 36. If the cover do not fit closely to the terminal posts, or 
the wall of the jar, the openings should be calked with hemp twine or tow to prevent the 
melted sealing compound flowing into the jar. 
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Fia. 1.814. Battery repairs 37. Small gas stove and ordinary coffee pot used for melting 
and pouring sealing compound. 

Fla. 1,815.-fallery repairs 38. Application of compound. Always pour the compound so 

that it will fill all spaces and reach to a height level with the top of the case. Also see that 
it flows evenly over the whole surface. 
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3. The wiring may be accidentally grounded to the metal frame work of 
the car, in which case there will be a continual leak from the battery. If 
the car be wired on a single wire system, in which one side of the battery is 
intentionally grounded, break this grounded connection and shut off the 
lights and the ignition. Then test with the volt meter, connecting one post 
to a battery terminal, the other to the metal frame work of the car. This 
test should be made with all terminals. If the volt meter show a reading it 
indicates a ground in the wiring. When the wiring is on the double wire 
system it is not necessary to break any connections. 

SLIGHTLY HEAT COVER 

HEAT SURFACE OF 

COMPOUND 

, 

Fm. 1.816.-Baffer,, repairs 39. Before putting on the cover slightly heat it with a gas 
flame. Also heat the surface of the compound. 

I f a ground exist it should be cleared up before the battery is put hack 
in service. 

4. The user may operate a great deal at night and little in the day time, 
or he may drive in a congested district at slow speed, or he may make fre- 
quent stops. Any of these may prevent the battery receiving sufficient 
charge, and under these circumstances the user should be instructed to use 
his lights as sparingly as possible and only to use the headlights when abso- 
lutely necessary. In some cases side and tail lights of lower candle power 
than used on the car may remedy the condition. 

If none of these precautions will allow the battery to receive sufficient 
charge, it should he given a recharge periodically at a service station. 
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Fto. 1,817.-Battery repairs 40. Wooden form used for properly holding the covers down 
while the compound is cooling. 

: .. -: -,_= 

" 

Fro. l.818 -Battery repairs 41. Place the wooden form over the covers and place a heavy 
weight on top of the form. The battery should stand for ten or fifteen minutes until the 
sealing compound has set. 
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For the foregoing tests on the starting system, a small ammeter and volt 
meter may he used; it is advisable, however, to have a combination instru- 
ment especially designed for automobile testing work, of which a number 
are on the market. 

As various starting systems differ materially in operation, it will be well 
to apply to the manufacturers of these systems for diagrams and instruc- 
tions. 

5. A frequent source of battery trouble is loose or corroded connections 
at the battery or at the dynamo. In either case the battery will not 

1,819.-Battery repairs 42. After the form is removed there is always an excess of seal- 
ing compound. This can be scraped off with a hot putty knife. 

receive the proper current on charge or give it out on discharge. All con- 
nections should, therefore, be examined carefully to see that they are clean 
and tight. 

Testing Battery Removed from Car.-If trouble exist that is 
clearly due to the battery or if test on the starting system fail 
to clear the difficulty, the battery should he removed from the 
car for repair or replacement. 
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Battery Troubles.-In order to locate the faults in battery 
troubles: 

1. Go over all connections in the system. A loose or dirty connection is 
often the cause of trouble. If the connections between battery and cable 
terminals be not kept clean, they may corrode, causing a poor connection, 
or else opening the circuit altogether. If the connector be causing the 

SCRAPE. TERMINALS 
BRIGHT 

'=.111_\ 

1.820.-Ba(lery repairs 43. Terminals should he thoroughly scraped clean of all com- 
pound and dirt. It is practically impossible to do a good job of burning if in parts he not 
properly cleaned. 

trouble, remove it and clean the parts thoroughly with weak ammonia. 
Then remove all dirt, apply vaseline, tighten the connections perfectly and 
give the whole connection a heaN y coating of vaseline. 

There may he a leak or ground in the wiring. Test for this by turning 
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on all lamp switches and then removing the bulbs from the sockets. Dis- 
connect one of the cables at the battery and in its place tightly hold a file 
against the battery post, making sure there is good electrical contact 
between the file and post. Then rub the cable terminal along the file; if 
sparks be noticed, there is a ground in the wiring, which must be looked 
for and removed. 

3. For an automobile battery: 

a. If engine will not crank, turn on lights and attempt to start in the usual manner. jf lights become dim, battery is in poor condition and should be given a charge 
off the car and the cause of trouble investigated and removed. If lights continue 
to burn brightly, the trouble is elsewhere than in the battery. 

b. If the dynamo of the starting system be not in proper adjustment, the battery will 
not be kept supplied with the proper amount of current 

Fm. 1,821.-flattery repairs N. Method of cleaning the inside of connectors with ordinary 
pocket knife. 

If the supply be insufficient, the battery will become discharged; if it be 
too much, the battery will require an excessive amount of water and the 
solution will become hot (110° Fahr.). The dynamo should be readjusted 
to deliver more or less current, as the case may require. On all cars, the 
dynamo is originally adjusted to supply an amount of current which 
experience has shown to be the most satisfactory for average running condi- 
tions. If the car be run only at night, more current is naturally required 
because the lights use a large part of the current which would otherwise go 
to the battery. If long daylight runs he the rule, the opposite is true 
because then almost all the current goes into the battery. 

4. If the trouble seem to he in the battery, proceed as directed in the 
next section. 
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How to Determine the Necessity for Opening Cells.-If a 
battery seem to he in trouble and the cause be not apparent, 
it may require nothing More than prolonged charging to restore 
it to normal condition. 

To determine what is necessary to restore it, first take a gravity reading 
of each cell and if practicable, make either the high rate discharge test, or, 
if the modified constant voltage system or charging be used, the high 
rate charge test. 

If there be not enough electrolyte to float the hydrometer, add water and 

CLEAN 
WITH 

FILL 

Fm. 1,822 -lintlery repairs 5. Clean the tops of the connectors with a rasp file to remove 

dirt and oxide. 

put the battery on charge, continuing until the water is thoroughly mixed 
by gassing, then take hydrometer readings. 

If the gravity readings of all cells be within 50 points of each other, most 
likely all the battery needs is a charge with a possible gravity adjustment. 

If the gravity reading of one cell differ from the others by 50 paints or 
more: 

NOTE.-Before applying the terminal connectors, test all cells with a volt meter to 
see if they be set up properly. If a volt meter is not handy scrape the rubber bushings on each 

post. The red hushing is positive and the black is negative. The connectors should he applied 
so that the positive of one cell is connected to the negative of the next cell. 
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a. Make the high rate discharge test and be guided by its indications; or 
b. If the constant voltage system of charging be used, make the high 

rate charge test and be guided by its indications; or 
c. Put the battery on charge. 

If all the cells gas evenly on the charge and the gravity of all of them 
reach and remain between reasonable limits, the trouble is elsewhere 

Fin. 1.823 -Flat (era repairs 46. Joining connectors and terminals to the posts. Melt the 
top of the post, then the edges of the hole in the connector. Melt strips of antimoniouslead 
and allow the molten metal to run into the hole in the connector. Care must he taken to 
see that the top of post and inside edges of the connector are melted together before applying 
additional lead. If this be not done the connection will surely pull loose. Care should also 
he taken not to melt the outer edges of the connector. Practice will be found necessary. 

than in the battery. Locate the cause of trouble and remove ít. Other- 
wise, record all gravities outside of these limits, resume charge and continue 
until three consecutive half-hourly readings of the gravity of all these cells 
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show no increase for any of them. Then make a gravity adjustment 'on 
those which are more than 10 points low or which are more than 10 points 
high and which are gassing. Before making 
an adjustment for low gravity, determine 
whether the jar be cracked by adding water 
to the proper height and allowing cell or jar 
to stand several hours, noting whether level 
falls. If a jar be cracked, change it. Aever 
make a gravity adjustment on a cell which does 
not gas. If a cell will not gas on above 
charging. investigate for impurities, or in- 
spect it for short circuits. 

g 5 
10-1 . . 
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Fin. 1,824.-Rattertl repairs 47. Testing electrolyte to note condition of charge. 

NOTE.-how to adjust The gravity. First make sure charging will not raise the gravity. 
To do this, continue a charge until the specific gravity shows no rise, and then for 5 more hours. 
Never make a gravity adjustment on a cell which does not gas on charge. Make an internal inspec- 
tion to locate the trouble. To adjust low gravity, first have ready sufficient electrolyte of not over 
1.315 specific gravity. Empty the solution out of the cell or cells and at once fill with the pre- 
pared electrolyte. Do not allow the battery to remain empty. Charge until all cells have been 
gassing for an hour. Then. if the gravity be not within proper limits for the type of battery 
being treated, repeat adjustment until desired gravity is obtained. To adjust high gravity, 
remove some of the electrolyte and replace with water. Charge until all cells have been gassing 
for an hour. Then, if the gravity be not within proper limits, repeat adjustment until desired 
gravity is obtained. 
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Lead Burning.-Lead joints in a battery are made by melting 
the parts to be joined and forming a solid weld. The process 
is called lead burning, and is carried out by means of a burning 
outfit. For a repair station, the use of gas is recommended. 
Where burning must be clone on a job away from the station, 
the carbon burning outfit is recommended because it is easy 
to carry. 

Various Gas Combinations.-There are various good com- 
binations, and the deciding factor is usually the relative 

a 

Fin. 1,825.-Electric Storage Battery Co. ,arc lead burning outfit. In assembling a storage 
battery element, a negative plate is laid down with a separator on it. then a positive plate, 
separator, negative plate, etc. The plates are so placed that all the lugs of the positive 
plates are on one side and all the lugs of the negative plates are on the other side. A strip, 
consisting of fiat strips of lead or lead alloy, having rectangular openings in it of the same 
dimensions as the cross section of the lug of the plates, these openings being spaced to register 
with the lugs, is then placed over the plate lugs of the positive plates, and a similar strap 
is placed over the lugs of the negative plates. The lugs ate then burned into integral union 
with the straps. 

cost and availability of the different gases in the particular 
location in question. Good combinations are: 

1. Air and artificial illuminating gas. 
2. Air and hydrogen. 
3. Oxygen and artificial illuminating gas; 
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4. Oxygen and natural illuminating gas. 
5. Oxygen and acetylene. 
6. Oxygen and hydrogen. 

Both gases must be under some pressure, the amount depending on the 
combination used and the distance of the source of supply from the work. 

Fin. 1,826.- lydrogen gas gene ator for lead burning. A complete lead burning outfit con- 

sists of the following parts: 1, iydrogen gas generator; 2. trap for cicani g the gas and for 
preventing he flame getting back in the generator; 3. air pump; 4, air tank; 5. blow pipe; 

6 lead burro's mixing tee; 7, suitable length of % inch soft rubber tubing When the gen- 

erator is to be used for lead iurning, connect up the different parts of the apparatus as 

shown. Fil the trap z§ full with water and be sure to connect the gas generator to the 

nipple on the bottle marked B. The stop cocks N and C. must be closed. See that the rub- 

ber plug at D. is secured in place. Put the required amount of zinc in the opening at H. 
(No. I generator requires: 15 lbs. zinc. 9 gals.water. 3 gals. vitrol. No. 2 generator re- 

quires: 20 lbs. zinc, 15 gals. water, 5 gals. vitrol). After putting in the zinc, add the water 

and then the sulphuric acid, and note that the water waist be always be put in before the acid. 

NOTE-11'hen making the connection for the hydrogen gas generator shown in fig. 
1,826. be sure that there are no low points in the hose between E and N. as water is liable to ac- 

cumulate at these low places, which will make the gas damp which is detrimental to the burn- 
ing. I f water get into the line, kink the hose between F and B, detach the hose at E, and blow 

out the water with air by opening the cocks, N. C and V. The length of the hose between T 
and X, must not be longer titan five feet as the cocks N and C. must always be within the reach 

of the man who is using the flame. When ready to use the flame. open N, which allows the 

hydrogen gas to escape. Light the same with a match and adjust the air cock C, until the 

desired flame is obtained . Different classes of work require different llames. which can be 

obtained by changing the tips and by varying the amount of gas and air with the cocks N and 

C. When the generaator is laid up for the night, or when the charge is exhausted, pull the 

hose off at F, and draw off the solution by removing the plug at D. The generator should 

tacit be thoroughly washed by pouring water in A. 
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Air, oxygen, acetylene and hydrogen may be supplied in separate tanks 
under pressure. 

In all cases, a mixing T or chamber of some sort must be used, together 
with a burning tip and sufficient hose to connect the various parts. Where 
oxygen is employed, the mixing should be done right at the burning 

ff 

Fro. 1,827.-Oxygen illuminating gas lead burning outfit. Lead burning consists of fusing 
component parts of the battery together by the use of a hot flame or a while hot carbon 
pencil. The most widely used outfits using a flame are as follows: I, illuminating gas and 
compressed air. This llame is synonymous with that given by the well known Bunsen burner. 
It is not a satisfactory flame for lead burning; 2, hydrogen gas and compressed air. 1Vhere 
hydrogen can be procured in tanks this is found to be a very satisfactory outfit, as it pro- 
duces a hotter flame than that of the illuminating gas with compressed air, and where a great 
amount of work is to be done it saves considerable time; 3, oxygen gas and illuminating gas. 
This is the most satisfactory outfit, inasmuch as no compressed air is required, and commer- 
cial oxygen can be obtained practically throughout the United States. It is also much more 
economical than hydrogen and air. The oxygen can also be used for removing carbon from 
gas engine cylinders. The method of this carbon removal is to blow the gas on the carbon 
and touch it off with a match. The carbon and oxygen will form into an inflammable carbon 
oxide gas, thus removing the carbon from the cylinder; 4, oxygen gas and hydrogen gas. 
This combination is not as economical as oxygen and illuminating gas, and the flame pro- 
duced is much hotter and not as suitable for lead burning. 
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tip, in which case the mixing chamber and burning tip are combined into 
one piece. The use of oxygen also requires a special valve. 

The Electric Storage Battery Company has developed outfits for using 
the first two combinations. The illuminating gas outfit is designed for 

use with the ordinary city gas supply; natural gas cannot be used. Com- 
pressed air is necessary, the pressure ranging from 5 to 10 lbs. 

The carbon burning outfit as shown in fig. 1,831 consists of the following 
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Fists. 1,528 to 1,830.- Gou d burning rack for burning plates into group. The rack is adjust- 
able for height, and can be supplied with guides having proper spacing for all batteries 
manufactured. 

parts: Carbon holder with cable, clamp and carbon rods. It ís not meant 
to he used where considerable lead burning is done. The method of using 
it for reburning connectors is as follows: 

One terminal of a spare 6 volt battery is connected by a piece of cable 
with the connector to be bu-ned. The cable can be made fast to the latter 
by means of a clamp and care should be used that the surfaces are clean 
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and a good contact secured. The cable attached to the carbon holder is 
then clamped to the spare battery at the other terminal. Touch the carbon 
to the joint and hold there; due to the flow of the current, it rapidly be- 
comes red and then white hot. By moving it around, always keeping it 
in contact with the lead, the joint can be puddled. 

To supply lead to fill the joint, a lead strip or extra connector can be 
used, simply introducing the end into the puddle of lead, touching the 
hot carbon. The carbon projecting past the holder should be slightly 
tapered or sharpened and should project past the holder about 1 in. After 

Fla. 1,831.-Method of lead burning with Exide carbon burning outfit. 

the joint is made, the top can be smoothed off by running the carbon 
over it a second time. The carbon (holder and all) should be occasionally 
dipped into a pail of water to keep it cool, as otherwise the holder and 
insulation may be damaged and it will become so hot as to make it un- 
comfortable to hold. Wetting the carbon does not affect the operation 
in any way, as it rapidly heats up again. 

After being used for a short time, it may be found that the carbon will not 
heat properly, due to a film of scale formed on the surface. This should 
be cleaned off with a knife or file, as occasion requires. Smoked or dark 
glasses should be used to protect the eyes from the intensity of the light. 
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In order to avoid the possibility of an explosion of the gaseous 

mixture contained in the upper part of a cell, when doing repair 
work with a gas flame or carbon burning outfit, the following 

precautions should be taken: 

1. The filling plugs should he in place, and the entire battery, with the 
exception of the part on which the burning operation is to be performed, 
should be covered by a cloth wet with water. 

2. The cloth should be pressed down upon the vents of the cells or 

wet waste may be packed around and over the vents. 

3. A large piece of burlap or a towel thoroughly soaked in water is suit- 
able. The wet cloth is recommended for two reasons: a, it prevents the 
burning flame or arc communicating to the interior of the cell, and 
b, if an explosion should occur, the cloth will prevent the solution arid small 

parts being thrown about. 

Disconnecting Cells .-The best method of disconnecting 
cells assembled with pillar straps, for the purpose of replacing 

broken jars, cleaning or taking out of commission, is to use a 

five -eighth inch twist drill, in a carpenter's brace, boring down 

into the top of the pillar about one -quarter inch; then pull off 

the connector sleeve from the pillar. By following this method, 
all parts may be used again. 

Taking Batteries out of Commission.-Where a battery is 

NOTE-The characteristic properties of concentrated sulphuric acid are very 

marked. Its freedom from odor, oily appearance, and its great weight, distinguish it from other 

liquids. The pure concentrated commercial acid has a density which usually reaches 1.842, 

and its boiling point is about 610° F. Toe absolutely pure acid is perfectly colorless, but usually, 

even that used in laboratories. has a peculiar grayish color, due to slight traces oí organic mat- 

ter. Sulphuric acid is exceedingly hydroscopic, and when exposed to the air it rapidly increases 

in bulk, owing to absorption of atmospheric moisture. 

NOTE. Clamps not made of metal similar to that of the connecting strips, frequently 
give trouble from the galvanic action due to the contact of dissimilar metals in the presence of 

moisture which causes the destruction of either the connecting strip or the clamp. Such 

troubles can be avoided by placing a thin strip of sheet zinc between the lead strip and the 

clamp. Under these circumstances the zinc will crumble away, and can be replaced without 
much inconvenience and very little expense, while the clamps and connecting strips will remain 
uninjured. 
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to be out of service for several months, and it is not convenient 
to give it the freshening charge every two weeks, it should be 
taken out of commission. 

.r._. 
Y . _, 
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Fins. 1,832 to 1,835.-Rochlitz automatic water still. A still removes iron, chlorine. nitrates and other impurities from raw water. iron causes self discharge of batteries; chlorine and nitrate causes disintegration of the positive plates. The various arrangements shown are: 1, for artificial or natural gas; 2, for attaching to boiler; 3, for oil burner; 4, for electric heater. 
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COMPARISON OF TIIE BAUMMÉ AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
SCALES AT 60° FAHRENHEIT 

Degrees 
Baume 

Specific 
Gravity 

Degrees 
Baume 

Specific 
Gravity 

Degrees 
Baume 

Specific 
Gravity 

Degrees 
Baume 

Specific 
Gran+!} 

0 1.000 17 1.133 34 1.306 51 1.542 
1 1.007 18 1 142 35 1.318 52 1.559 
2 1.014 19 1.151 36 1.330 53 1.576 
3 1.021 '0 1.160 37 1.342 54 1.593 
4 1.028 21 1.169 38 1.355 55 1.611 
5 1.036 22 1.179 39 1.368 56 1.629 
6 1.043 23 1.188 40 1.381 57 1.648 
7 1.051 24 1.198 41 . 1.394 58 1.666 
8 1.053 25 1.208 42 1.408 59 1.686 
9 1.066 26 1.218 43 1.421 60 1.707 
10 1.074 27 1.229 44 1.436 61 1.726 
11 1.082 28 1.239 45 1.450 62 1.747 
12 1.090 29 1.250 46 1.465 63 1.768 
13 1.098 30 1.261 47 1.479 64 1.790 
14 1.107 31 1.272 48 1.495 65 1.812 
15 1.115 32 1.283 49 1.510 66 1.835 
16 1.124 . 33 1.295 50 1.526 

Strength of Dilute Sulphuric Acid 
of 

Different Densities at 59° Fahr. 

Per cent. 
of 

Sulphuric Acid 

Specific 

Gravity 

Per cent. 
of 

Sulphuric Acid 

Specific 

Gravity 

100 1.842 23 1.167 
40 1.306 22 1.159 
31 1.231 21 1.151 
30 1.223 20 1.144 
29 1.215 19 1.136 
23 1.206 18 1.129 
27 1.198 17 1.121 
26 1.190 16 1.116 
25 1.172 15 1.106 
24 1.174 14 1.098 
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Ques. Describe the method of taking a battery out of 
commission. 

Ans. The battery is charged in the usual manner, until the 
specific gravity of the electrolyte of every cell has stopped 
rising over a period of one hour (if there be any low cells, due 
to short circuits or other cause, they should be put in condition 
before the charge is started, so that they will receive the full 
benefit of it). 

The cells may now he disconnected and covers and elements removed 
from the jars (if sealed, the compound is loosened with a hot putty knife). 
The elements are placed on their sides with the plates slightly spread apart 
at the bottom, the separators withdrawn, and the positive and negative 
groups pulled apart. The electrolyte is washed off with a gentle stream of 
water and the plates allowed to drain and dry. The positive plates are 
ready to be put away. When dry, the negatives are completely immersed 
in electrolyte (of about 1.275 specific gravity), and allowed to soak for 
three or four hours. The jars may be used for this purpose. After rinsing 
and drying, they are ready to be put away; wash also the rubber separators. 

Wood separators, after having been in service, will not stand much 
handling and had better be thrown away. If it be thought worth while 
to keep them, they must be immersed in water or weak electrolyte, and in re -assembling, the electrolyte must be put into the cells immediately, 
as wet wood separators must not stand exposed to the air. 

Ques. What precaution should be taken with the jars? 
Ans. They should be thoroughly cleaned with fresh water, 

no sediment being allowed to remain. 

Putting Batteries into Commission.-When re -assembling a 
battery, it should be treated in the same manner as if it were 
new and the regular instruct ions for assembling and putting a 
new battery into commission followed. 

Cleaning Jars.-The jars should be thoroughly cleaned with 
fresh water, no sediment being allowed to remain. 
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1. Double Cover Batteries 
The type battery considered in this chapter to illustrate 

battery repair methods is a Gould 6 volt 81 ampere hour size 
of the double cover sealed type. 

Before starting to dismantle a battery a sketch should be 
made showing the inter -cell connections and position of ter- 
minals for guidance in reassembling. 

-""Vs.e.%qr- 

Fta. 1836,.-"Exide" connector puller for removing connectors. 

SEALING 
NUT 

RUBBER 
GASKET 

TN FADED POST 

COVER 

SEALING COMPOUND 

RUBBER 
-JAR 

Flo. 1.837.-Uatterm repairs 47. The battery post of single cover battery is threaded and 
provided with a flange on which the cover rests. with a solt rubber sealing gasket between. 
A lead or hard rubber nut secures the cover to the post. To remove cover simply unscrew 
the nuts on positive and negative post. In replacing a cover of this type the nut should he 

prevented hacking off by breaking the thread in the post, just above the nut, by means of a 

prick punch. 

2. Single Cover Batteries 
Batteries are now constructed with single moulded covers 

with a depression around the edge into which the sealing 
compound is poured. 
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BATTERY 
POST 

COVE(2 

POST FLANGE AND LINK BURNED HERE 

LEAD FLANGE 

SEALING COMPOUND 

Fin. 1.838.-Battery repairs 48. Sealing around posts of single cover battery is made by 
means of sealing compound. There are several designs of this kind but it is in any case 
necessary to remove the compound or to soften it by heating before cover can be removed. 

Fin. 1,839.-Bat tent repairs .19. A lead flange is screwed into the cover from the lower side. 
The inside of this flange fits the battery post and the outside tapers above the top of the cover 
so that when the cell connector is placed in position the three parts. namely-post, flange 
and connecting link-are burned together at the top. \Vhen the connecting links are re- 
moved from both posts by drilling, the cover is free and can be lilted off. In replacing the 
cover on such a battery great care must be taken that the edge of the lead flange is burned 
into the joint: a new flange being used if necessary. Aside from the points described above 
repairs to a single cover battery are to be handled as before described. 

NOTE.-When cells are equipped with top straps, the straps should be cut with a sharp 
knife or chisel midway between the cells. 

NOTE.-Pole !eating paper. Make a thin solution of white starch and soak strips of 
thin white blotting paper in it, and set aside in a clean, dry place to dry. Dissolve 54 oz. of 
potassium iodide in one pint of water. Immerse the strips in the solution for a few seconds 
and again dry. This paper, when moistened and used in the usual way, turns violet at the 
positive pole. 

NOTE.-!! the active material in the negative plates extend beyond the ribs of the grid 
(the supporting frame), it should be at once pressed back into place, care being taken to prevent 
the plates drying before this is done. The most suitable and convenient method for pressing 
is to place between the plates smooth boards of a thickness equal to the distance between the 
plates and then put the groups under pressure. 
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In order to remove the elements from such cells it is only 
necessary to remove the connecting links as previously described 
and remove the compound from the channel around the jar 
formed by the depression of the cover. The element can 
then be removed with the cover attached to the posts. 
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Fie. I.810.-Method of locking seal nut on Exide single cover battery. 

The method of removal of the cover from the element will 
depend upon the means by which it is attached and sealed to 
the posts. 

The most usual methods are shown in the accompanying cuts. 
NOTE.-A very eBeelire way of softening the compound for unsealing any type is to 

place the cell or battery in a steam box. This consists simply of a box or oven into which live 
steam is injected at low pressure. By so doing, the rubber parts are made somewhat pliable 
and are much less likely to be cracked in handling. especially in cold weal her. Another method 
is to stand the cell in very hot water, taking care that the water does not get inside of the cell. 
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GRATING STRIPS I"XI'a" 

CROSS 
STRIPS 

FLOORING 

FLOOR BEAMS 

GRATING STRIPS SPACEO'ABOUT 
ONE INCH 

CROSS 
STRIPS 

FLOORING' 

FLOOR 
BEAMS 

NOTCHES 

FIGS. 1.841 and 1,842.-Wooden grating on floor of shop to give dry walking surface for 
repairmen. 

Table of Voltage Change as Affected by Discharge Rate' 
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TEST QUESTIONS 

1. Give a list of tools, equipment and spare parts nec- 
essary for battery repair. 

2. What should be done on receipt of a battery? 
3. How should a new battery be prepared for service? 
4. Describe the Edison battery. 
5. What should he done if a wood insulated battery has 

been shipped uncharged; what if rubber insulated? 
6. Describe method of preparing electrolyte. 
7. What precaution should be taken when mixing water 

with sulphuric acid? 
8. What kind cf water should be used? 
9. Why should pure sulphuric acid not be added to a 

cell? 
10. What may be said with respect to impurities in the 

electrolyte? 
11. Describe several tests for impurities. 
12. What should be the specific gravity of electrolyte in 

tropical countries? 
13. Describe how a battery should be installed. 
14. How is a new battery installed in a car? 
15. Name two ways of storing a battery. 
16. When should a battery be put in wet storage and when 

in dry storage? 
17. //ow is a battery tested in the car? 
18. If the gravity of electrolyte be not the same in all 

cells, what should be done? 
19. 1 /ow are faults located in a battery? 
20. flow is the necessity for opening cells determined? 
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21. What is the proper method of adjusting the gravity? 
22. Describe the process of lead burning. 
23. How is a hydrogen gas generator constructed? 
24. How should batteries be taken out of commission? 2. What precaution should be taken with the jars? 
26. Ilow are covers removed from single cell batteries? 
27 . Describe at very great length how a battery is re- 

paired. 
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CHAPTER 46 

Radio Batteries 
There may be confusion in the minds of some as to batteries 

so a classification of types and functions will be helpful, par- 
ticularly to the novice. 

Radio batteries may be classified according to the three ele- 
ments of the vacuum tube which they serve, as 

"A" battery 
'IB" battery 
"C" battery 

The three elements of the common vacuum tube, filament, 
plate and grid are often designated by the letters A, B and C. 

The order in which the letters are assigned corresponds to 
the historical development of the tube. 

The heated filament is comparatively an old device and the 
battery which lights it is known as the filament battery or "A" 
battery. 

The plate was the second element to be invented and any 
battery used in the plate circuit is a "B" battery.. 

A later invention is the grid and the battery in the grid cir- 
cuit is termed a "C" battery. 

The B I ,attery, connected in the plate circuit, maintains the plate at proper 
pressure and supplies the energy which operates the head phones or loud 
speaker. 
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The length of the period of satisfactory results, however, depends upon 
the quality of the battery. No battery can give out more than is put into 
it. That is why extreme care should he taken in the selection of B batteries, 
in order to secure the best results possible from radio. All B batteries of 
standard makes when fresh will measure up to the required voltage and give 
equal results at the start, but the initial voltage does not indicate the length 
of its useful life, which in a 45 volt battery ends after it drops below 34 volts. 

I¡ur 

FILAMENT III PLATE. 

Fio. 1,843.-Hydrostat lc analogy illustrating function of the grid. Consider a U tube at the 
bottom center of which is placed a pet cock and in one side of which with the pet cock closed 
is placed a quantity of mercury. If this pet cock be opened wide, the mercury will immedi- 
ately seek its own level, that is, the same amount of mercury by weight will flow up into 
the other side of the U tube, and after oscillating for a few moments in an attempt to seek 
a level, it will come to rest. In the case of the vacuum tube, the flow of this mercury which 
is the electron flow from the filament is controlled by means of the grid which is the pet cock at 
the bottom of the U tube, to the plate which is the other side of the U tube. 

NOTE-The discriminating radio set purchaser is primarily interested in tone quality 
that is, the undistorted reproduction of the voice or instrumental music. Many factors govern 
tone quality. The care used in the adjustment of the transmitting apparatus at the broadcast 
station and the scientific placement of the pick up microphone, as related to the acoustical 
properties in the studio have a direct bearing on the tone quality of the broadcast program. 
The engineering design of the receiving set, together with the care used in its construction, are 
factors of considerable importance. The proper selection of the parts entering into the set; 
the scientific balance between the related parts are equally important. Of the many factors 
however, controlling tone quality-there is no one factor which is of such prime and vital im- 
portance than the quality of the battery voltage-II battery voltage. 
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The C battery provides what is known as a negative bias on the grid. 
It is not always necessary, but its use reduces the drain on the B battery 
and in some cases increases the volume and improves the tone quality from 
the amplifier. 

Radio A Batteries.-The purpose of the A battery in the 
radio set is to heat the filament in the tube to the point where it 
will expel sufficient electrons to permit the B battery to function. 
It has no other purpose. A batteries are of two general types: 

C; 
BATTERY 

BATTERY 

PLATE CURRENT 
MILLI -AMPS 

LOUD 
spEAKER 

= -f . 

ó 
=, BATTERY 

Fro. 1.844.-Tube diagram illustrating application of A, B and C batteries. In a radio vacum 
tube there are three elements, filament, grid and plate, usually enclosed in a glass vessel 

from which nearly all air has been removed. This, then allows the filament to be heated 
to incandescence without the attending oxidation which might take place in air. The fun- 
damental work of the storage A battery is to heat the filament which gives off electrons. It has 

no other function in connection with a receiving set. In addition to the filament there is 

a plate upon which is applied a positive electrical pressure. The source of this positive 
pressure is the B Gallery and its connection to the plate is through the head phones, am- 
plifying transformer or loud speaker, depending on the type of amplifying circuit used. The 
third element of the tube is the grid whose function is to control the flow of electrons from the 

filament to the plate. To accomplish this the C battery puts a negative charge on the grid of 
the tube thereby acting as a governor to retard or accelerate the flow of electrons from the 
filament to the plate. 
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1. Dry 

2. Storage 

Storage batteries are required for the economical operation of all radio 
tubes which use more than 4 ampere for lighting filaments, such tubes as 

the l'\'200,C300, UV201 
and C301. 

tAERIAL 
II/> --,J 

....TUNING 
INSTRUMENTS 

"A' BATTERY.; "B'. BAT TERV 

Storage batteries have 
the advantage over dry 
cells in that they can 
withstand heavy current 
drains without losing in 
voltage efficiency. They 
are open to the objection 
that they require re- 
charging and that their 
surface acid electrolyte 
is extremely corrosive. 
Dry cells have the ad- 
vantage of light weight, 
low initial cost and low 
maintenance cost, if 
properly used, on the 
newer types of vacuum 
tubes. 

The dry cell electro- 
lyte remains inside the 
cell during its discharge, 
and the cell may he used 
without any especial at- 
tention until its energy 
is exhausted. 

no. 1,1845 and 1,846.-Diagram showing relation of the A and B batteries to the vacuum tub? 
in a radio set. The A battery leads connect to the filament of the tube, while the 13 battery 
leads connect tot that port ion of tht; tube known as the plate. Note that the loud speaker is in 
the plate or B battery circuit. 
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Dry cell A batteries are practically all 2% ins. in diameter 
and 6 ins. high, the same dimensions as the well known ignition 
cell which was originally used with dry cell vacuum tubes. 

Fig. 1,847 shows the cross section of a typical A battery. Before dry 
cells were employed for radio they were mostly used in ignition or telephone 
systems. These loads had fairly constant resistances, and the minimum 
cell operating voltage or "end voltage" was between .5 and .75 volts. 
The use was intermittent and seldom called for more than .25 amperes 

no. 1.847.-Sectional view of a typical dry cell. 

initial cell current. Vacuum tube requirements however, changed the 
service demands on dry cells to a higher end voltage of over .9 volts and 
a continuous current. Cell manufacturers found that they could make 
a special cell for radio service which was superior to the ignition cells. 
These cells usually called "dry A batteries" have become very im- 
portant in ignition and telephone service. 

The internal resistance is a characteristic which has much bearing on the 
cell's performance in radio "A" battery use. Ordinarily it is small, but 
increases as the cell ages or discharges, and it is affected by the current 
flow. Absolute resistance measurements are not made easily, as the 
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resistance is affected by the current, it is necessary to state at what current 
rate the measurement is made. 

As dry cells age, changes take place which increase the 
internal resistance and sometimes perforate the zinc. 

These cause a falling off of capacity-a depreciation which is usually 
referred to as "shelf depreciation" or "shelf" and a satisfactory cell is 
spoken of as one having a good "shelf." 
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Eta. 1,848.-Dry A cell discharge characteristics. The curves were potted between volts and 
per cent of hours to .9 volts. The discharge rate was .5 amperes four hours a day. The 
volt meter resistance is 385 ohms for a .3 volt scale. It should be noted that open circuit 
voltage between 50 per cent and 100 per cent discharge decreases from 1.34 to 1.27 volts, 
only a small amount and difficult to measure with any but good meters. From these tests 
it may be determined that when an A dry cell has an open circuit voltage of only .25 volts, it 
will not much longer be serviceable for use on vacuum tubes. 

Even though a cell he covered with asphaltum, the seal is not 
absolutely gas tight. There are microscopic channels between 
the pitch and zinc can which allows some flow of gas. 

If the cell be stored at a high temperature some of the water vapor may 
be driven out. If the cell he subjected to repeated heating and cooling in a 
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dry atmosphere, it will exhale moist aír and inhale dry air. This "breath- 
ing effect" explains why dry cells do not show their maximum capacity 
after they have been stored in the tropics. High temperatures furthermore 
accelerate the chemical effects in a cell and this includes the slow dissolving 
of the zinc in the electrolyte. The voltage increases slightly with tempera- 
ture. 

Low temperatures increase the internal resistance of a dry cell but do 
not affect the capacity if the cell be warmed to room temperature. The 
voltage drops only a few hundredths of a volt so long as tl'e temperature 
is above 21 degrees Cent. Dry cell A batteries then may be expected to 
give better service in cool regions than in the tropics. 
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Fm. 1,849.-Shelf characteristics of radio A dry cell. The curves show that the voltage is 
least affected by age. There is a dropping off of current with age, but this decrease is not in 
the same proportion as the decrease in short circuit flash. 

All manufacturers and large purchasers of dry cells, test 
and record the characteristics of individual cells of various ages. 

From the results of many such observations the shelf characteristics as 
shown in fig. 1,849, are obtained. The deferred values are usually expressed 
as a percentage of the initial values. 
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The recuperation or depolarization which takes place dur- 
ing intervals of non -service has an effect on the current volume 
obtainable from a cell. 

The length of each recuperation period and their frequencies are critical. 
In general, the longer the recuperation the greater the depolarization and 
hence the greater the service. However, the recuperation periods may 
total into months of time, when the shelf deterioration of the cell itself 
begins to have more effect to lower the capacity than the recuperation has 
to maintain it. 

Number of A Dry. Cells Required.-Perhaps the most im- 
portant consideration for securing best results is to use the 
right number of cells and to connect them properly. The com- 
bination differs with each type of tube. For WD11, WD12, 
C12 and any 1% volt tube not less than one and preferably 
two dry cells should be used for each tube in the set. The cells 
should be wired in parallel when more than one cell is used. 

For UV199, C299, DV3 tubes and any 3 volt tube, three dry cells should 
be used connected in series for one to three tubes; for tour to six tubes, 
three banks of two dry cells each in parallel; the three banks connected in 
series. 

For UV201-A, C301 -A tubes, four dry cells in series should be used for a 
single tube. For two tubes, use four banks of two in parallel, the lour banks 
connected in series. For three tubes, four banks of three in parallel. 'he 
four banks connected in series; however, 'a storage battery is recommended 
for three or more tubes. 

Storage A Battery. - The first cost of storage batteries or 
power units is naturally greater than the cost of dry batteries, 
but dry batteries must be replaced frequently. and the greater 
the number of tubes, and the more frequently the set used, 
the more often the set owner must discard worn out dry bat- 
teries and purchase new ones. In many cases within the first 
year the original cost of a storage battery will be less than the 
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cost of replacing dry cells over a like period of time. This is 
often true for both A and B batteries. 

A mistake which the set owner is very liable to make after 
deciding to use storage batteries is in choosing one of too low 
capacity. The capacity or amount of energy which is contained 
in a storage battery is designated in ampere hours. There are 

\- =' 
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nos. 1,850 to 1.852.-Westinghouse storage A batteries. Fig. 1,850 is a 7 plate battery of 60 
ampere hour capacity and is used on the smaller radio sets where the filament requirements 
are not so heavy as in the multiple tube sets. Fig. 1,851 is a nine plate 80 ampere hour bat- 
tery equipped with terminal and thumb nuts. It is adapted for sets of any size where con- 
venient arrangements have been made for recharging. Fig. 1,852 is an eleven plate battery 
having a capacity of 100 ampere hours at a 3 ampere intermittent discharge rate. Burned on 
terminals with thumb nuts, the posit is. a and negative on the same side make it easy to attach 
to set. 

A batteries on the market running all the way from 20 to 120 
ampere hours capacity. It is better to choose an A battery 
that has enough capacity to run the set for some time before 
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requiring a recharge. Thus it would be foolish to select a bat- 
tery of low capacity for a multi -tube set, unless a good trickle 
charger were also used. If a set owner be looking toward 
economical upkeep of his set, it is wise to select an A battery 
with due consideration of the number of tubes* and their draw 
of current and the number of hours a day or week the set is 
used. 

FIGS. 1,853 and 1,854.-Willard 4 volt and 6 volt storage A batteries designed for use in radio 
cabinets. 

*NOTE.-Number of tubes determine. expense.-The radio sets which are finding 
most popular favor to day are the larger and higher powered sets. More and more the radio 
public leans toward sets having not only the power and efficiency. to bring in distant stations, 
but the power to bring them in clearly on loud speakers. The set that can do this is a multi - 
tube set, using from four to ten vacuum tubes. Naturally, such sets draw heavily both on A 
and B batteries. Batteries, despite improvements in construction, are more quickly run down 
than in the early days when the single tube, two tube and three tube sets were in vogue. Dr y 
batteries now require more frequent replacement. Storage batteries must be more frequently 
recharged. Thus the increasing number of tubes on sets means not only greater first cost of 
sets but also a greater upkeep cost. 

'NOTE.-The same principle holds true in selecting 13 batteries. While the draw of 
current from a B battery is very low as compared to that of the A battery, its capacity is also 
low as compared to an A battery. Nevertheless frequent recharging of a storage B battery 
means inconvenience and expense. 
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Battery Rating.-The need of adopting standards for rating 
radio storage batteries has been urgent, due to the sharp prac- 
tice of some unscrupulous manufacturers. There are two ap- 
proved methods of rating: 

1. Continuous discharge method 

2. Time method 

The continuous discharge method is based on a continuous 
discharge of 1 ampere until battery is exhausted, or until 
voltage reaches 1.75 volts per cell. 

Tested under this method, for example, a battery rated at 100 ampere 
hours capacity should on the third repeated cycle of charge and discharge 
furnish current at a discharge rate of 1 ampere for 100 hours continuously. 

The time method is as follows: Filament heating A batteries 
shall be rated for capacity in ampere hours based upon a con- . 

tinuous discharge at the 100 hour rate at 80° Fahr., cell tem- 
perature, to a cut off voltage of 1.75 volts per cell. The ampere 
discharge rate for testing purposes, shall be determined by 
dividing the manufacturer's ampere hour capacity rating of the 
battery by 100. 

A filament heating battery which rails to deliver its catalog rated capacity 
on the third repeated cycle of charge and discharge under the conditions 
specified above, shall be considered to be improperly rated. The only 
difference between this method o` testing and the one ampere continuous 
discharge method, generally used throughout the trade, is that with the 
latter the discharge rate is always one ampere; the cut-off voltage point of 
1.75 per cell, and the cell temperature of 80° F., are identical. 

Results obtained by the two methods vary slightly in favor of the manu- 
facturer using the time method, on small batteries, and in favor of his 
competitor who uses the one ampere continuous discharge method on 
larger batteries, but the difference is not appreciable and any battery used 
for equipping radio sets which is correctly rated by either one or the other 
will not mislead a radio buyer. 
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A third or intermittent method is based on a discharge of VI 
ampere per positive plate for 4 hours each day with a rest 
period of 20 hours and so on each clay, until battery is ex- 
hausted. 

The intermittent discharge resembles closely the current consumption of 
a radio battery under actual operating conditions. The objection to this 
method of rating is the variance in results or capacity obtained under 
slightly different testing conditions of the same size battery. 

`,)iris switch 
controls 
Invvythi3 

yourApower 
-your B power 
-even the radio 

set itself 

Flo. 1 ,855.-Philco Alt socket power. It eliminates both A and B batteries. Filament current 
is supplied at 4 volts, thus protecting the delicate filaments of the dry cell tubes from over 
voltage. Plate current is supplied at either 90 or 130 volts or both as required by the new 
Radiola and other sets using UX-120 tubes in the last audio stage. The 130 volts are fixed. 
The 90 volts are adjustable, by means of a single knob, through a range of 60 to 100 volts. 

Size of Storage A Battery required.-The proper size battery 
for use with a radio set depends upon 

1. Type of tube used 
2. Number of tubes 
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3. Average number of hours used each night 
4. Facilities for recharging together with the 

desired. 
Met hod.-Determine the number of amperes per tube 

giving properties of tubes. Multiply the number of amperes 
of tubes. Divide the ampere hour capacity of the proposed 

SWITCH 

TERMINALS 
T0, RADIO SET 

{CORD AND 
PLUG TO 
A..C. SUPPLY 

convenience 

from the table 
by the number 
battery by the 

FIGS. 1.856 and 1,857.-Exile radio power unit. Fig. 1.856. front view; fig. 1.857, top view. 
The unit is provided with a cord and plug for permanent insertion in any socket or outlet 
of a 100 to 120 volt. 60 cycle a.c. house lighting circuit. The unit consists of a case in which 
is permanently located a rectifier and an Exide battery and on the front of which is located 
a tumblet switch. When the set is in use, the switch is in the up position and thea.c. house 
circuit is entirely disconnected, thus eliminating hum in the reception. When the switch 
is in the down position the set is disconnected and the battery is charging at trickle rate. 
NOTE.-/n the dry cells of the trade the zinc electrode serves also as mechanical container 

to hold the active materials. It is usually in the form of an open cylinder or can, sometimes 
of one piece metal and sometimes soldered up of sheet. In the center of this zinc can is the 
cathode. a carbon rod surrounded Ly ground manganese dioxide and carbon or graphite. The 
latter materials are necessary as conductors for the currents to flow between and around the 
manganese dioxide. The cathode, of considerable volume, almost fills the zinc can, but it does 
not come in contact with it at any place. Between them is the ammonium -chloride electrolyte 
in a non -spillable form; either impregnated in a paper or solidified as a gel. The electrolyte 
also contains some zinc chloride which Prevents a too rapid corrosion of the zinc when the cell 
is not in use. The entire contents of the cell, except for a connection to the carbon, is sealed 
shut with wax or asphaltum. 
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total amperes just obtained. This division gives the number of hours use. 
Divide the number of hours use by the average number of hours use each 
night. This gives the number of nights service that can be obtained from a 

single charge. 

Properties of Tubes 

(According to Westinghouse Union Battery Co.) 

Type of Tube 
Filament Plate Voltage Neg. 

"C" 
Bat'ry 
Volts 

Plate 
Millia. 
Norm. 

Opatn.§ Volts Amp. Detector Ampl. 

UV -199, UX-199, C-299 
CX-299 3.0 .06 45 90 4.5 2.5 

UV -200, UX-200, C-300 
CX-300 ' 5.0 1, 16-22.5 

UV -201-A, UX-201-A, 
C -301-A, CX-301-A 5.0 0.25 45 90 4.5 3.0 

135 9.0 4.0 
UX-112. CX-112 5.0 0.5 22.5-45 157.5 10.5 7.9 

135' 9.0 5.8 
112.5 :.5 2.5 
90 6.0 2.4 

UX-120, CX-120 3.0 0.125 . 135 22.5 6.5 
UX-210. CX-210 7.5 1.25 425 35 22.0 

7.5 1.25 ... 350 2: 18.0 
7.5 1.25 250 IS 12.0 
6.0 1.10 ' ... 157.5 10.5 6.0 
6.0 1.10 135 9.0 4.5 
6.0 1.10 112.5 7.5 3.0 
6.0 1.10 ,. 90 4.5 1.0 

C -I I C-12, WD -11 
WD -12 1.1 .25 

DV -2 4.5 .26 45 90 4.5 3.0 
DV -3 3.0 .07 45 90 1.5 2.5 

Example. -A given set uses 5 UV201-A tubes. Each tube requires 
ampere, 5 tubes require 1 amperes and a 6 volt battery is needed. The 
6BRO-7 battery has a capacity of 60 ampere hours. 60 divided by 1% 
gives 48 hours. 48 divided by 3 equals 16. If used 3 hours a night, the bat- 
tery would give 16 nights of service per charge. The 6BItO-11 would give 
about 27 nights service or about twice as much service per charge. 

*NOTE. -Plate voltage for average use is 90 to 135. §At normal operating grid voltage 
(not at zero grid). The plate current values given are less than those obtained with zero grid, 
but are the currents actually obtained when the tube is operated at indicated values of plate 
voltage and grid bias voltage? Makes of tubes: C, CX, UV, UX and 'A D, Radio Corporation; 
DV, I>eForest. 
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The facilities for recharging should largely determine the 
size of the battery purchased. 

I f charging current be available, a smaller size battery will suffice, but 
will require more frequent charging attention. Where the battery cannot 
be charged at home and must be charged at a battery service station, a 
larger battery will be more satisfactory as it will require less frequent 
charging and this will mean fewer idle periods for the radio set. 

`- . -t' 
Flom. 1.858 and 1,859.-Universal 2 volt cell and 24 volt radio battery. 

In general, a large capacity battery will give more satisfaction than a 
small capacity battery; the larger the capacity of the battery in proportion 
to the number of amperes being taken from it, the less will be the change 
or drop in voltage over a period of time. I f the voltage remain steady no 
adjustments of the rheostat will have to be made over a several hour period. 

Radio B Batteries.-The I3 battery furnishes the electrical 
energy which actuates the loud speaker or phones of the radio 
set. Without the B battery the radio set would be dumb. 
Through the delicate control of the grid element of the tube 
on the electron flow from filament to plate, the B battery energy 
is released in modulated strains corresponding exactly to the 
sounds introduced into the transmitter at the broadcasting 
station. 
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With the exception of the UV200, or C300 soft detector tube, 
the amount of B battery voltage applied to the detector tube 
may he either 22.5 or 45 volts. For the soft detector tube there 
should be taps from 16% to 22% volts. Radio -frequency and 
audio -frequency amplifier tubes require high B battery voltages, 
varying from 45 to 135 volts, depending on the tubes, radio 
sets used and the amount of volume desired from the set. In 

I, 

Fla. 1,8úo.-Universal 48 volt B radio battery. In construction, the glass jars are sealed with 
moulded hard rubber covers, making an air -tight and acid proof seal. The cell containers are 
glass jars, so that all elements are visible and the height of the solution is easily seen. Grav- 
ity indicator balls are provided which indicate the state of charge. There are two balls: red 
and white. The gravity of the red ball is 1.150 and the white 1.250, which are the maximum 
charge and discharge points. When both balls sink, charge the battery. When both balls 
float, stop the charge. 

general, high B battery voltages applied to audio -frequency 
tubes will give greater volume. The 45 volt B battery 
is the highest voltage unit now being made by battery corn- 
parries. Where higher B battery voltages are desired for alnL 
plifier tubes either 22.5 volt or 45 volt blocks are connected in 
series. 

For instance four 22.5 volt B batteries with three of the + 22.5 volt 
terminals connected to three of the - B tenninals will give 90 volts at 
the last or open 22.5 volt terminal. Similarly two 45 volt batteries with 
one + 45 volt terminal connected to one -B terminal will give 90 volts 
at the free or open -}- 45 volt terminal. 
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B batteries are made in both horizontal and vertical types, 
present popular taste preferring the vertical types because the 
battery in this position does not occupy as much table space. 
Horizontal and vertical types are equally efficient. B battery 
energy, like many other commodities, becomes much cheaper 
when bought in quantity. For this reason the extra large bat- 
teries are always advisable in radio sets using four or more tubes. 

+458 
DETECTOR 

N9 770 OR 48b 

90B 
AMPLIFIER 
UV -199 

OR UV- 201 A 

a 

NO 770 OR 486 

B 
AMPLIFIER 

UX-120 ONLY 
OR UX-112 ONLY 

N9 772 
Fin. 1.1361. --Diagram showing dry 13 battery connections for power tubes. Connect battery 

in series so that the smaller battery will have the lighter drain. 

The usual B battery is an assembly of fifteen small dry cells soldered 
together in series and sealed in a convenient non-conductive box with 
terminals at end cells, furnishing a voltage of about 22A volts. Some units 
have thirty cells or 45 volts, but fifteen cells is usually considered the 
standard for a B battery. 

B batteries have heretofore been designated by "large" "medium" and 
"small," and it has been generally understood that the largest battery 
would last longer than the smallest. A simpler classification groups the 

NOTE-B batteries are blamed for much extraneous noise which occurs in radio sets. 
Most often the noise is not in the set at all. A simple test to determine this is to disconnect 
the aerial and ground wires of the set. leaving the batteries connected. If the extraneous noise 
disappear, it is not in the set at all, but comes from some interference which reacts on the aerial 
or ground. It is probably true that an exhausted B battery may cause noise in a set; however, 
most set manufacturers now use large bypass condensers across the 13 battery so that even the 
noise which a high resistance B battery might cause is avoided. 
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batteries according to the approximate weight of a 22% volt unit as 1, 2, 5 
or 7 pound class. 

Size of Storage B Batteries.-The question is often asked: 
How many B batteries should be used? The answer is, in 
general, that the more B batteries used the greater will be the 
amplification obtained . There is, however, a certain limit to the 
voltage that should be applied to a tube and the manufacturers' 
recommendations for any tube should be consulted as given in 
the table of Properties of Tubes on page 1,334. 

,, 
13g 

.., . 
.. 

1 1,1 
1' 

. 

FIG. 1,869-Willard 48 volt radio B batter}, Type WTAM127-6,000 ra.a.h. capacity. 
FIG. 1,870.-Willard 80 volt radio 13 battery, Type 1112155-3,000 r».º.k. capacity. 

The relative amplification merits of tubes were formerly judged by the 
amplification constant of the tube. It is characteristic of vacuum tubes that a slight change in grid voltage makes a considerable change in plate 
current. In popular tubes a change of 1 volt on the grid will produce about the same change in plate current as a ill a change of 6 or 8 volts on the B battery. Such a tube is said to have a voltage amplification factor of 
6 to 8. It was soon 'recognized that the amplification obtainable from a tube was due not only to the voltage amplification factor of the tube but 
also to the internal resistance of the tube. 

I ligher B battery voltages were found to reduce this internal resistance with a corresponding increase in amplification. The increase in amplifica- tion was due to the fact that as the internal resistance was decreased, the 

. 
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grid voltage exerted an even greater control over the plate current, that is, 
was able to vary the plate current more than it had before. This was evi- 
dently due to an increase of mutual conductance between the elements of 
the tube, that is, there was an increase in the ability of the grid to affect 
the plate circuit. 

Mutual conductance is the ratio of amplification factor to internal 
impedance. Impedance is the total resistance of an alternating current 
circuit. The lower the internal impedance is made by increasing the B 
battery voltage the greater will he the mutual conductance of the tube 
up to certain limits, and the greater the mutual conductance of the tube 

.y 
Flo. 1,1171.-Westinghouse 11 cell glass case storage 13 battery, 22 vo ts; capacity 6,000 milli- 

ampere hours when discharged at a 40 milliampere rate. On account of its large capacity and 
the necessity of less frequent recharging it is specially desirable where the user has no means 
of recharging at home. 

the less grid voltage will be necessary to produce any certain amplification. 
That is to say, the greater the mutual conductance the weaker the signal 
that may he heard. 

Radio C Batteries.-A later development in radio is the in- 

troduction of a third or C battery. The function of this bat- 
tery is to control the plate current, that is; the current supplied 
by the B battery, flowing in the plate circuit of the tube, and 
to control the quality of the output. 

In other words the C battery puts a negative charge on the grid of the 

tube, thereby forcing it to operate with more clarity and less distortion at 
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high B battery voltages. The negative voltage imposed on the grid also 
reduces the amount of current taken from the B battery to approximately 
one half the amount which would otherwise be taken out. For this reason 
a C battery which costs only a fraction of the price of a single 22.5 volt B 
battery may save an entire replacement in a set of B batteries, totaling. 
90 jolts. The C battery therefore pays for itself. 

4'. VOLTS 

TAUDIO TUBE 
FOR 

I I 

'IEEE° ., ,. 
k,. 

. .. . . 

-9 VOLTS 
FOR 

POWER TUBE ONLY 

FIG. 1,872.-Diagram showing dry C battery connections for UX-112 tube. Connection for 
43,4 volt bias for UV -201-A at 90 volts, and 9 volt bias for UX-112 at 135 volts. 

22%'2 VOLTS 4YL VOLTS 

hen. 1,873.-Diagram sho ring dry C battery connections for UX-120 tube. This tube requires 
a negative grid bias of 22;1 volts. Connection for 13 battery used as a C battery. The tap 
marked -I- 18 supplies the negative 4!, volt bias for the lust audio tube. 
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C batteries are used in the grid circuits of audio -frequency 
amplifiers and in the first detector, and oscillator tubes of some 
super -heterodyne sets. 

By referring to the diagram fig. 1,874 it will he seen that 
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Tw. 1,874 ,-Diagram showing effect of C battery upon the plate current curve. 
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a portion of the plate current curve is flat. It is on this portion 
of the curve that the vacuum tube should be operated to secure 
maximum quality. 

Up until the time the C battery was introduced, the only 
method for controlling the quality was by decreasing or increas- 
ing the B battery. This, however, was very crude, and the 
introduction of the C battery overcomes any objection to ad- . 

justing the B battery voltage. 
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In some receiving sets of the older type, a C battery may eas- 
ily he inserted. By referring to the diagram fig. L875 will be 
seen the point at which the C battery should be inserted. 

Size of C Battery.-The electrical characteristics of CX-371 
and UX-171 power tubes are such that unless the correct value 
of C battery voltage be used, the B current will be multiplied 
manifold. With these tubes, the correct C voltage must always 
be used; otherwise the life of the B battery will be only a frac- 
tion of what it should be, and the power output of the tube 

¡DETECTOR IsT AUDIO A+iiPL. 2$DAUDI0 AMPL. 

I* 

A 
BATTERY 

B 
BATTERY 

+1 
C 

13Aí TERN' 

OMNI 

NORMAL. CONNECTION 
WHEN C BATTE RY 15 NOT USED 

CONNECTION WHEN 
C BATTERY LS USED 

X = AUDiO TRANSFORMER 

no. 1,875.-Diagram showing point of insertion of C battery. 
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will be materially reduced, thus defeating the purpose bf the 
tube. The correct C battery voltage is given in the following 
table: 

Correct C Battery Voltage 
(for power tubes) 

Power tube When B battery 
voltage is 

C Battery voltage 
should be 

CX-220 
UX-120 

C-1--112 1 
UX-112 f 

CX-112 1 
U -l"-112 f 

CX-371 1 

1'X-171 f 

CX-371 1 
UX-171 f 

CX-371 1 

UX-171 f 

135 volts 

90 " 

135 " 

90 " 

135 " 

180 " 

22% volts 

4% " 

9 a 

The C battery c elivers but a small currel t and therefore will ordinarily 
outlast the B battery. Nevertheless, because of the important part played 
by the C battery n providing high quality reproduction and in reducing 
the flow of B battery current, it is desirable that ail possible precautions 
be taken to maintain practically the full C battery voltage at all times. 
With this in view the C battery should be tested with an accurate volt 
meter at proper intervals. 

NOTE.-The present day dry cells, or dry batteries as units containing more than one 
cell, are practically all based on the discoveries of the well-known French investigator Leclanche 
whose cell appeared in 1868. 1 lis cell was not a dry cell but it remained for others to con- struct it in an unspillable form in about 1888. Since that time much progress has been made in dry cell construction, in decreasing the costs, in increasing the efficiencies and enlarging their 
fields of use. Radio has opened a new field for <try cell use and it is fortunate that the dry cell 
manufacturers' many years' experience and knowledge in the manufacture of both large and 
small cells, was available when radio demanded their product. 
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Summary of Radio Batteries. 
A Battery. 

This battery performs one specific function, that of 
heating the filament in the vacuum tube. If, for any 
reason this A battery be low in voltage, there will be a 
consequent low rate of electron emissions and the re- 
ceiving set will not operate satisfactorily. 

B Battery. 
This battery performs two specific functions in a 

receiving set. It insures a positive pressure on the plate 
of the tube to which the negative electrons which are 
emitted from the filament may flow and improves the 
quality of reception. 

C Battery. 
This battery functions as a governor on the grid or 

control device to retard or accelerate the flow of elec- 
trons from the filament to the plate. By so doing, the 
C battery permits a correct volume of electrons to flow 
from filament to plate thus controlling the plate cur- 
rent which flows from plate to filament and allows the 
tube to be operated on the straight portion of the curve 
which insures quality reception. 

Testing Radio Batteries.-Much of the service life of dry cell 
B batteries in radio receiving sets depends on the conditions of 
use together with the type and number of tubes. 

The term service hours is the total time that a battery will 
deliver *the necessary current before it must be discarded from 
the set as being no longer useful. High service hours are, 
therefore, necessary for economical operation. 

Service hour tests are made by discharging batteries under 
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various conditions, usually through a constant resistance or at 
a constant current rate. The latter test is made by maintain- 
ing a constant current in the battery by means of an adjustable 
resistance. This type of test can be either continuous or inter- 
mittent with periods of rest between discharges. 

The intermittent test.represents the service of a battery under 
usual broadcast listening use. 
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Fto. 1,876.-Diagram of service hours at various currents from tests made on Burgess dry 
batteries. Discharge based on intermittent service of 2 hours per day to an end voltage of 
17 volts for a 223., volt battery. 
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To determine the expected service hours of a B battery, it is only neces- 

sary to determine the average current drain on the battery and then pick 

off the service hours from curves fig. 1,876. In a receiving set however, 

it is almost impossible to estimate the plate current accurately as it is 

affected by the various constants of the receiving set itself. The only 

correct way to determine this current is by measuring it with a milli -am- 

meter, and this method is recommended not only to determine the battery 
drain but as a means of checking the installation in the receiving set and 

of adjusting the various tube voltages. 

The milli -ammeter offers a convenient method of testing the plate and 

grid battery conditions as well as checking the current drain of the set. 
When strong signals are received with the set, there should not be a fluctua- 

tion of the milli -ammeter pointer. A noticeable fluctuation indicates 

0%7 N 

`' 

MILL/AMA/is.-1 
wvaa R 

: 

Fro. 1,877.-Weston plate or grid milli -ammeter for measuring the plate currentof vacuum tubes. 

It will give a deflection for steady or pulsating direct current and will indicate the average 

value of a pulsating current. Superimposed upon the steady plate current is the current due 

to the modulation which is an alternating current and will cause the total plate current to 

he a pulsating current varying at the same frequency as the modulation current. The milh- 

ammeter will again indicate the average value of this current and if the tube be working at a 

point where it rectifies, this average value will not be the same as the value of the unmodu- 

lated steady plate current and therefore fluctuate with the modulation. For perfect repro- 

duction, amplifying tubes should not rectify and no variation in the indication of the milli - 

ammeter should occur. In practice however, on account of the properties of vacuum tubes, 

some rectification will result, but by properly adjusting the grid bias, a minimum fluctua- 

tion in the plate current titay be obtained consistent with good quality and volume. 
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For example if the initial current be 20 milli -amperes, tale average can be 

estimated as being 17 milli -amperes. This figure then, is used to determine 
the approximate service hours from the curves, fig. 1,876. 

Either a hydrometer or a volt meter or both together may be 

used to test storage batteries. Thé hydrometer gives an indica- 
tion of the specific gravity or unit weight of the acid solution 

in the battery. The specific gravity gives a good indication 
of the charge in the battery. 

Specific Gravity 
(Table refers to Westinghouse Batteries) 

Type of Battery At Full Charge At I )ischarge 

All BRO and OB Batteries 1.285 1.100 

24-RG-2 Battery 1.225 1.160 

22-LG-2 1.240 1.165 

The following instructions are given by Westinghouse for 

hydrometer and volt meter tests: 

A Bat teries.-A hydrometer reading of 1.285* indicates a fully charged 
battery; I.100 indicates a discharged battery. 

B Bat I eries.-Small special B battery hydrometers are no obtainable 
and their use is entirely satisfactory. B batteries are charged and dis- 

charged at the gravities given in the accompanying specific gravity table. 
Do not take a hydrometer reading immediately after adding distilled water 
to the battery. Such a reading would be incorrect as the water will float 

on the acid solution. No accurate reading can he obtained until charging 
has mixed the water with the acid. The hydrometer reading will be a 

correct indication of the battery charge so long as none of the acid is spilled 

and occasional overcharges are given. Be sure to replace the acid in the 

same cell it was taken from for test. 

*NOTIi.--Occasionally during the life of a battery, a cell may read as low as 1.260 instead 

of 1.285. No harm will be clone if the cell do not continue to decrease in gravity. Different 

gravities are used to obtain different result;. Where a compact battery is desired acid space is 

limited and a high gravity solution (that is one having a high percentage of sulphuric acid) must 

be used to obtain the required capacity. Where there is plenty of space and the current re- 

quirements are moderate a lower gravity acid is used. 
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The table on page 1,349 gives the specific gravity of different types of batteries at charge and discharge. 
Never add acid or any other substance or solution to the battery, except distilled water. Recharge batteries as soon as they have reached the dis- 

charge points given previously. Do not allow batteries to stand in a discharged condition. About every fourth charge the batteries should 

Fro. 1,879-Kleartone dry battery with top removed showing what the inside of a 45 volt B battery looks like. The illustration also shows at the right the one piece seamless zinc cup, and at the left the paper insulator and filter which fits inside it. 

be given an overcharge by leaving them on for two or three hours longer 
than necessary. This will insure keeping the plates in such condition as 
will enable them to give a maximum of capacity. 

If only alternating current he available, a rectifier of some kind to change 
the alternating current into direct current for charging the battery must 
be used. 
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Volt meter Test.-The individual cells of any radio battery 

may be tested by means of a volt meter having a scale reading 

from 0 to 3. 

A Ifnlferies.-The cells are discharged when the voltage drops to 1.8 

while the battery is being used at a normal rate. The cells are fully charged 

when the voltage averages from 2.4 to 2.6 for a period of several hours while 

the battery is on the charging line at the finish charge rate. 

If Ifniteries.-The B batteries should be immediately recharged when 

,t 

Ftc. 1,880.-Willard A power unit and B battery charger. It is a combined trickle charger 

and conventional radio battery charger with a two ampere rate available. This two ampere 

rate is held in reserve until such time as it is necessary to compensate for any excessive use 

of the receiving set. The battery has visible gravity balls and whenever it is found that the 

green hall shows a tendency to sink, the high charge rate should be resoled to until the bat- 

tery agat.t come; back to a normal condition. The balance of the time, of course, the unit will 

be used as a straight trickle charger. A double partition is placed between the battery and 

charger compartments. The charger is of the bulb type. 

any cell in the battery has dropped below 2 volts. The cells should be kept 

on the charging line until the voltage of the cells averages from 2.4 to 2.6 

for a period of several hours. Note carefully that voltage readings to de. 

termine discharge should be taken while the batteries are being used with 

the radio set at a normal rate of discharge. Also note that voltage taken to 

indicate a charged condition is taken while the battery is on the charging 

line either at its normal rate of charge or at thefinish rate if such be recom- 

mended. 
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A 6 volt battery is not charged when it reads 6 volts and a 24 volt battery is not charged when it reads 24 volts. A cell in good condition will show 2.1 volts in a few minutes after being put on the charging line and some cells may show an even higher voltage. Thus a 3 cell battery would show over 6 volts and a 12 cell battery would show over 2.1 volts within a few minutes after being placed on charge. A 6 volt battery should not be taken off the charging line until it shows about 7.5 volts and a 12 cell battery should be charged until it shows about 30 volts. If a 6 volt battery be taken off the line at a voltage of 7.5 volts and allowed to stand idle for several 

r 

? ' r / ,1'1:- 
;,:l.,.17:1. ,'f: 

- . -, . 

1 ,r 

Pia. 1.881 and 1,882.-Willard B power unit. The rectifying units consist of 4 jars containing the electrodes. The rectifier is not t he conventional lead aluminum type but hasóne aluminum and one special electrode in each of the four jars. This special electrode material prevents delay before going into action that is found where the aluminum lead type of rectifier is used. Var- iable voltage taps for the detector and amplifier allow close regulation and insure maximum results from the receiving set. There is a fixed resistance inside of the power unit, held in fuse clips that looks very similar to a cartridge fuse. This, however, is a special resistor anti should not be replaced. 

hours it will show a reading of about 6.3 volts, this is not due to any loss of charge or any trouble in the cell, but to the escape of gas from the cell and is a normal process. The voltage of the cell will then gradually decrease from 2.1 to 1.8 as the battery is discharged through use. 
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It is necessary to watch the voltage on B batteries more closely than on 

the A batteries. 

The amount that the voltage of a cell drops depends upon 'he quantity 
of current flowing and the resistance of the circuit through which it flows. 

The amount of current drawn from a B battery is small and not enough in 

itself to produce much of a voltage drop. The drop in voltage is due rather 

to the exhaustion of the plate than to the current flow. The result is that 

a cell that reads 2 volts to -day may read only 1 volt to -morrow clue to the 

absolute exhaustion of the plates. 

The voltage of individual cells of the battery should be tested at frequent 

ItOV. 
AC. 

To CHARGE FROM 

ALTERNATNG CURRENT 

WITH CHErtiCAL RECTIFIER 

Pos 
re 

Fta. 1,883.-Diagram showing n:ethod of charging Universal battery from alternating current 

with Universal chemical rectifier; connect If battery chemical rectifier and lamp as shown. 

The rectifier must be properly prepared for service by being filled with the chemical solu- 

tion before connecting. From 110 volt lines, one or two 24 volt batteries can be charged 

from one lamp by connecting the batteries in series (positive of one to the negative of the 

next). Use only a 25 watt lamp. For 24 volts this gives a charging rate of .083 ampere; for 

48 volts it gives a charging rate of .05 ampere. 

intervals and the battery recharged if one or more cells he much lower than 

the rest. In using a volt meter care must be taken to procure an accurate 

instrument. 
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Charging Radio Storage Batteries.=A battery is not 100% efficient, and so in charging it is necessary to put about one quarter more current into the battery than is taken out.. 

TO CHARGE EROm 
DIRECT CURRENT LINE 

Flo. 1,884.-Diagram showing method of charging Universal battery from direct current line. Connect B battery and lamp to the line as shown. The lamp will burn with less than normal bril.iancy when properly connected. I1 the lamp burn brighter than usual, turn the battery around. From 32 volt farm lighting plants only one 24 volt B battery can be charged from one lamp. 48 volt B batteries must be charged half (12 cells) at a time. Useeither a 10 watt or a 20 watt 32 volt lamp. A 10 watt lamp charges at .1 ampere; 20 watt lamp charges at .2 ampere. From 110 volt power lines, one, two or three 24 volt batteries can be charged from one lamp by connecting them in series (positive of one battery to the negative of the next). For one battery, 24 volts, use a 25 watt lamp. For two batteries, 48 volts, use a 40 watt lamp. For three batteries, 72 volts, use a 60 watt lamp. The charging rate in each case will be about .2 ampere. "A" radio or automobile batteries can also be charged from direct current lines which include many small town and all farm lighting plants of 32, 65 and 110 volts. The same "hook up" is used as on the 13 battery except more and larger wattage lamps are used. The number and size of lamps depends on voltage of plant and size of battery. 

For instance if 80 ampere hours be taken from an 80 ampere hour battery it will require 100 ampere hours to charge it fully. To do this it will take fifty hours charging, if the charger have a capacity of 2 amperes or 20 hours charging with a 5 ampere charger. 
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If in doubt as to the kind of current furnished, consult the 
electric light company. Batteries can he charged only with 
direct current. If the supply be direct current, only a rheostat, 
resistance, or lamp bank will be needed to limit the charging 
current to the rates given herein. Note that a finish charge 
rate is shown for some batteries. 

TO SET 

A+ A- 

I 

w 

BATTERY 

o 

TO WALL PLUG TO SET 
OR LAMP SOCKET B-B+B+ 

- DET. 

"Inla' 
4 

7,11.,« 

A -B -RELAY 
O 0 ' O O O 

CHARGER 'B'ELIMINATOR 
Fto. 1,885.-Globe Jewell A -B- relay. This relay is a magnetically operated switch so arranged 

that when the filament switch of the radio receiver is off, the trickle charger or A power is 
operating to charge the battery. When filament switch is on, the It eliminator is auto- 
matically turned on and the trickle charger or A power is cut off. The use of this relay per- 
mits control of A power or charger and battery and eliminator by means of one switch regu- 
larly provided on the receiver and commonly known as the filament switch. It can he used 
in connection with any receiver having four or more 5 volt tubes. When used in connection 
with receivers having ten 201A tubes the total drop through 'the relay is only .3 volts 
which is considerably less than the difference between the battery and the tube voltage. if 
a standard charger be used, which charges at a relatively high rate, or more than 1 ampere. 
it can be left plugged into the relay only until the battery is fully charged. It should then 
be disconnected from the relay in order not to overcharge the battery. The relay will then 
serve to turn the B eliminator on and off. 

It is necessary to reduce the charging rate in some batteries to avoid 
overheating them at the end of the charge. Charging the batteries at higher 
rates than given is harmful to the plates and shortens the life of the bat- 
tery. 
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The temperature of the battery must not he allowed to rise over 100° 
F., and if more than the s ightest degree of warmth be perceptible to the 
hand the charge rate should he reduced or discontinued for a while. 

Overcharging has a tendency to dislodge the active material from the 
plates. Before charging the battery add sufficient distilled water to cover 
the plates and separators but do not fill so that the solution touches the 
inside of the cover. 

Vent plugs must he unscrewed if the charging rate be at all high, but may 
be allowed to sit loosely in the vent. See that holes in vent plugs are open. 

0.._TRIszcHARGE R) 

FIG. 1,886._Vesta dry rectifier socket power "A" unit trickle charger. This unit is built 
in glass for clear visibility of all that is going on inside the unit and with the dry rectifier. 
This trickle charger operates through the medium of discs of. two dis-similar metals, the 
elements being aluminum and copper sulphate. This construction gives contact at three 
points maintained under a central spring pressure to obtain efficient contact and eliminate 
heat. The low charging rate is .5 and the high rate 1'1' amperes. Uses the full wave for 
rectification. This unit, which included battery of either 4 or 6 volt sizes. has a built in 
visible hydrometer. An automatic relay is provided. This relay disconnects the charging 
current from the battery when set is turned on and if used with a B socket power unit not 
equipped with a relay, automatically connects the B when set is turned on. 

A and B radio batteries can he charged in the home with any 
one of the many chargers on the market as 

1, Bulb type rectifiers, such as Silver Beauty. Eagle Unitron, 
Tungar, Rectigon; 

2. Chemical rectifiers such as Balkite, Universal; 
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'I _117 

Sr 

S 
o 

.Y%. 

Ftc. 1,887.-Globe Silite trickle charger. This charger uses the new metallic glass element, 
sílite. adapted to storage batteries preferably not over 60 ampere hour capacity. This com- 
bination will meet the requirements up to six or eight tube sets which are not used on an 
average of more than four hours a day. Charges at .6 to .75 ampere rate and may be used 
with either 4 or 6 volt batteries. 

110 VOLT ALTERNATING CURRENT LIN 
REGULAR LAMP 
SOCKET OR- 

BASE RECEPTACLE 

CNAROER 

A"STORAGE BATTERY 
E VOLTS 

FIG. 1.888.-Diagram showing method of charging A batteries with Willard charger from 110 
volt a.c. line. 
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3. Resistance type from direct current only 
(rheostat or bank of lamps). 

The charging equipment as specified in 1 and 
2 is to be used where alternating current only 
is available. Batteries can he charged only from 
direct current, and if only alternating current 
be available then a rectifier of some type must 
be used to change the alternating current to 
direct current. If direct current be available 
a resistance type 3, is necessary to reduce the 
charging rate to that given on the name plate 
of battery. These various methods of charging 
are shown in the accompanying illustrations. 

Fin. 1,889.-Universal chemical rectifier for charging B batteries from 110 volt alternating current line. When attached to any electric light circuit 13 batteries may be charged. 

Fta. 1,890.-Set up of batteries, switches and Westinghouse charging apparatus for charging A and B batteries. 
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Charging A Batteries.-When the gravity of an A battery 
is shown to be low it should he placed on charge. There are 
many chargers on the market that are suitable for charging the 
A battery and the instructions for the use of this charger 
should be followed very closely. In every case the leads will 
be marked as to their polarity and the greatest care should be 
taken to be sure that the positive lead of the charger goes to the 
positive pole on the battery and the negative of the charger 
to the negative of the battery. Turn on the charger and if it 

ST NGNaUSE 

I c 

-._. _ 

FIG. 1.891 -Set up showing connections for charging a 6 volt A battery from 110 volt alternat- 
ing current house lighting circuit using Westinghouse Rectigon charger. 

have a meter on it showing charge or discharge be sure that 
the battery is charging. If the charger do not have a meter, it 
is a good policy to note any change in gravity of the electrolyte 
by the use of a hydrometer. 

If the gravity start to rise, it indicates that the battery is charging. 
Charge until all cells gas freely and until the gravity stops rising. This is 
found by taking a hydrometer reading. After two hours take another 
reading and if the gravity has risen, keep on charging. Continue to take 
readings at intervals until the gravity does not show an increase, then the 
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25 WATT 
110 VOLT 

LAMP 

c- s 

110 VOLT 
+ DC.LINE 

/t-" 
I I ) - ;t'...,L_{l-,' 7_ 

4\ ' !" L ( WESTIPTGnOUSEi y _ , r _ .r-. 
I T ,,i. 

Fia. 1,892.-Set up showing connections for charging a 6 volt A battery from a 32 or 110 volt direct current line by means of a lamp bank. Adding lamps to the hank will increase the 
charge rate. Using lamps of larger wattage will also increase the charge rate. 

Fin. 1,893.-Set up showing connections for charging 2 B batteries in series from a 110 volt direct current line. The lamp is shown in the negative lead but may be connected in either lead. Not over 3 batteries may be charged in series from a 110 volt line. 
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battery is fully charged. The charging leads should be disconnected im- 
mediately after the rectifier is shut off, unless a trickle charger is being used. 

Before recharging the A battery, its leads to the receiving set should be 
removed, otherwise the vacuum tubes are liable to be damaged. 

In case direct current be the source of power, a rectifier is not required 
and the battery may be recharged directly from the line by the use of a 

lamp hank; that is, a series parallel of lamps in series with the battery as 
in fig. 1.894. It is important when charging from direct current that the 

POSITIVE 

110 VOLT OR 220 VOLT D.C. LINE 
NEGATIVE 

USE 110.VOLT LAMP FOR 110.VOLT LINE 
USE 220.VOLT LAMP FOR 220.VOLT LINE 

ADDING MORE LAMPS WILL 
INCREASE CHARGE RATE. 
USING LAMPS OF HIGHER 
WATTAGE ALSO INCREASES 

CHARGE RATE 

IT 15 VERY IMPORTANT THAT NEG. 

OF CHARGING LINE CONNECTS 
WITH NEG. OF BATTERY 

AND POS. OF CHARGING LINE TO 

POS OF BATTERY 
TO DETERMINE POLARITY OF LINE PLACE 

LEADS OF 

BUBBLES WILL RISE FROM THE NEO. LEAD 

'.A STORAGE BATTERY 
6 VOLTS 

Fin. 1,894.-Diagram showing method of charging A battery through a lamp bank on 110 
or 220 volt d.c. line. 

correct polarity of the line he obtained. This may he secured by placing 
the leads in a glass of water. Bubbles will arise from the negative lead. 
If bubbles arise from both leads, that having the greater number is the 
negative lead. It is well after the polarity is found to use some distinguish- 
ing mark for future reference. 

If the source of current he 32 volt direct current, the more efficient way 
to charge an A battery from the standpoint of current consumption is to 
charge it from the lighting plant while the 32 volt battery is being charged 
as iii fig. 1,895. 
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1,364 Radio Batteries 

It is possible to charge only 48 volts of B battery with one 
rectifier in series at one time from a 110 volt line. The 80 volt 
battery must be charged in two sections of 40 volts each. If 
it be desired to charge two 48 volt units or one 80 volt battery 
at the same time, use the scheme of connection shown in fig. 
1,897 or fig. 1,898. If three 48 volt units are to be charged at 
the same time use either fig. 1,896 for one of the units and 
fig. 1,897 for the other two, or three separate hookups as 
shown in fig. 1,896. 

POSITIVE 

32 VOLT DIRECT CURRENT LINE 
D P SWITCH 

32 -VOLT LAMP 
USE 20.WATT FOR HRH 
USE 25.WATT FOR WTAM 

THIS SECTION 
OF BATTERY 

NOW CHARGING 

;:1A 
11.411:11e2.11) I 1 

%% . . .ÍCy/óY.6J MlAl.L 
.% IF `I"hi71 `t. +et. -11414311~1.' II, 

I`Í Í ,Í;ir,Í;%91%il:%i7/F, j!i1Í 
1 I 1 Ir `I _I F 1 1 1>' `I% ;=zzs :;:,..-1 I.r . ..... . ; ., , 

I I- I I P I, Iw 1__`.I1 11 zl.=1IÍE1- L y,.4s. l ,6':IC?ó5 //d:lW 

wr 

11119 

NEGATIVE 

TO DETERMINE POLARITY OF LINE.PLACE 
CHARGING LEADS IN A GLASS OF WATER. 
BUBBLES WILL RISE FROM THE NEO. LEAD 
IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT NEG. 

OF CHARGING LINE CONNECTS 
WITH NEG. OF BATTERY 

AND POS. OF CHARGING LINE TO 
POS. OF BATTERY 

THIS SECTION 
OF BATTERY 

NOW CHARGING 

FIG. 1,899.-Diagram showing method of charging 48 volt LI battery from 32 volt d.c. line. 

In cases where it is necessary to use two or more colloid rectifiers in series 
on a 220 volt a.c. circuit, first place one rectifier on line until lamp is dimmed, 
then replace this with the other rectifier until lamp is dimmed. Then 
put both rectifiers on the line. In using a switch in the circuit to charge 
two 48 volt units from 110 volt a.c. line, the detector tap should he changed 
to 48 volts for charging as shown in fig. 1,897. 

When charging has been completed the detector tap may then be shifted 
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back to the voltage demanded by the individual set if it do not happen to 
be 48 volts. When 110 volts d.c. is the source of power, the rectifier is not 
required and all that is necessary is to use a 40 watt 110 volt lamp in series 
with the battery and the line, being sure that the correct polarity is obtained 
as previously described. 

In case of 32 volt d.c. such as the farm lighting plant, etc. one 20 to 24 
volt section of B battery may he recharged at one time. This is accom- 
plished by the use of a 32 volt 20 watt lamp in series with each 20 to 24 
volts of battery, being sure that the correct polarity of the line is first ob- 
tained. 

POSIT IV 

110. VOLT DIRECT CURRENTLINE 
NEGATIVE 

D. R. SWITCH" 

CHARGING 48 VOLTS 
SIZE OF LAMP CHARGING CUBREN! 

25 WATT 7 U5 AMPS 
40 WATT :2.7 AMPS 
60 WATT J35 AMPS 
75 WATT .41 AMPS 

NORMAL CHARGING RATE .25 AMPERES 

IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT NEG. 
OF CHARGING LINE CONNECTS 

WITH NEG. OF BATTERY 
AND POS. OF CHARGING LINE TO 

POS. OF BATTERY 
TO DETERMINE POLARITY OF LINE PLACE 
CHARGING LEADS IN A GLASS OF WATER 
BUBBLES WILL RISE FROM THE NEG. LEAD 

NEGATIVE 

98 VOLT »Et + 
STORAGE BATTERY POSITIVE 

Flo. 1.900.-Diagram showing method of charging 24 volt B battery from 110 volt d.c. lines. 

For charging Willard battery type 11R-155 from 110 volt d.c. line con- 
nect as in fig. 1,900 inserting a 32 volt 25 watt lamp in place of the 115 
volt lamp as indicated. For charging 1112-155 from a 110 volt a.c. line, 
hook up as shown in fig. 1,898. 

Battery Hook Ups.-By using different combinations any 
desired voltage may be obtained. It is important to have the 
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correct polarity of A and B batteries when connecting them to 
the radio set. There should be no difficulty as the terminals are 
plainly marked. 

To obtain different voltages, the following combinations may 
be used: Two 48 volt units in series giving 96 volts; one 48 volt 
unit- and one 80 volt unit in series giving 128 volts; three 48 
volt units in series giving 144 volts, or two 80 volt units in 
series giving 160 volts. If any voltage between.these be desired, 

tose TO SET 

Fto. 1.901.-Diagram showing two 48 volt B batteries connected in series making 96 volts. 

FIG. 1,902.-Diagram showing C battery as part of a regular B battery and this is recommended where a radio set is so wired that the negative A and negative B battery leads are connected together: 1, negative C tap: 2, positive C tap; 3, negative 13 tap; 4, positive 13 tap; 5, detector tap at 22 volts. For proper operation as a C battery the negative B lead is extended to any number of cells which are to be used as a C battery. In this particular diagram, 6 volts or 3 cells are utilized. However, this hook up should not be used where the negative B battery lead goes to the positive A. Fig. 1,904 should be used for this purpose. 
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it may be easily obtained by clipping on to the top connector 
engaging the correct number of cells. Two volts should be 
calculated for each storage cell. 

Detector Voltage.-Almost every set requires a different 
voltage for the detector tap and in order to obtain this correct 
voltage one must know exactly how to count the cells and from 

Flu. 1,903.-Diagram for detector voltage. 

5 
FIG. 1,904. --Diagram showing connection where the negative B battery lead goes to the posi- 

tive A; 1, negative C tap; 2. positive C tap; 3, negative B tap; 4, positive B tap; 5, detector 
tap at 22 volts; 6, connector removed. 

which end to count. For instance, if 20 volts be desired for the 
detector, ten cells should be counted from the negative terminal 
cf the storage battery. 

Calculating 2 volts per cell this would give 20 volts to this tal) as shown 
in fig. 1,903. It is important that detector voltage he calculated from the 
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negative terminal of battery and not the positive. The voltage for C bat- 
teries varies from 2 to 6 volts on the ordinary receiving set. If 6 volts be 
required, it is necessary to use three storage cells; if 4 volts two 2 cells; 
2 volts, one cell. 

TEST QUESTIONS 

1. What three types of batteries are used on radio sets? 
2. Explain the use of the letters "A B C" in classifying 

batteries. 
3. Give a hydrostatic analogy illustrating function of 

the grid . 

4. What is the purpose of the A battery? 
5. What is the choice between dry and storage A bat- 

teries? 

6. What two kinds of A batteries are used? 
7. What are the relative merits of dry storage batteries? 
8. What happens when dry cells age? 

9. Explain the term "shelf." 
10. What effect has low temperature on a dry cell? 

11. Upon what is the continuous discharge method 
based? 

12. What may be said regarding the number of A cells 
required? 

13. What feature of a radio set determines the battery 
expense? 

14. Give two approved methods of rating batteries. 

15. Describe the time method. 
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16. What item largely determines the use of storage 
batteries? 

17. Name a third and objectionable method of rating 
batteries. 

18. How is the size of storage A battery determined? 
19. What does a battery eliminator consist of? 

20. What is the purpose of the B battery? 

21. How is the size of storage 13 battery determined? 
22. How many cells usually contained in a dry battery? 

23. What is a B battery used for? 
24. What is the C battery used for? 
25. How is the size of C battery determined? 

26. In what circuits are C batteries used? 

27. Give a summary of duties of Radio Batteries. 

28. Does the C battery deliver a large current? 

29. How are radio batteries tested? 

30. Explain the service hour test. 

31. What use is made of the milli -ammeter? 

32. Describe the volt meter test. 

33. What kind of current is used to charge batteries? 

34. What is a power unit? 

35. Describe the methods of charging radio batteries. 

36. What two types of chargers are used in a home? 

37. What may be said with respect to charging A batter- 
ies? 
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38. Describe the various hook ups for charging from 32, 
110, and 220 volt circuits 

39. In 'connecting batteries to radio set what important 
point should be noted? 

40. What may be said in regara to detector voltage? 

41. For ordinary receiving sets, what is the range of C 
battery voltage? 


